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SESSION 1868-64, 

&st Meeting, November 9, 1863. 

.- "-  
SIR RODERICK I. MURCHISON, K.c.B., PRESIDENT, in the Chair. : .- 

> .  

E~~crroas.- William BaIfir, Esq. ; Lieut. A. J .  G7ut-h (late I.N.) ; 
 apt. J. G. G d w h ,  La. ; Soi. Joseph .Paxton, M.P. ; James Walker, 
Eq. ; J. W. Wdton, Esq. ; Hen y Wood, Eq. b 

& E S ~ ~ O N S  and  DONATION^.-Among the numerous Donations to 
the Library and Map-room since thg previous Session were-' A 
Mining Journey across the Andes,' by Major F. I. Rickards. ' The 
Island of Formosa,' by R. Swinhoe, Esq. 'South American Sketches,' 
by T. W. Hinchcliffe, Esq. Vol. xvi. an3 last of the ' Imperial 
Dictionary of Universal Biography.' ' A Winter in Upper and Lower 
Egypt,' by G. A. Hoskins, Esq. Continuations of Transactions 
of various Societies, &c. kc. Maps of Belgium, on various scales, by 
M. Van der Maelen. Continuation of Coella's Atlas, on 10 sheets. 
Geological map of Sweden, on 5 sheets. Philip's Atlas, Part 17. 
Angola, on 2 sheets, by Visconde de Bandeira; presented by the 
Rev. R. T. Lowe.' ' Iceland, its Scenes and Sagas,' by Sabine , 
Baring Gould, M.A., by the Assistant Secretary; Q p s  of Province 
of Canterbury, by Dr. Haast ; and Island of Java, by W. F. Versteeg, 
&c. bc. 

EXHIBITIONS.-V~~W of the Snow Mountains 'of Kilirna-njaro, 
, Eastern Africa. A Map of Scinde Railway, showing a general plan 

of the line; presented by J. Brunton, Esq., Engineer to the Com- 
pany. Two ancient Map on vellum, lithogiaphed from an atlas to 
Ptolemy's Geography of 27 maps on vellum by Arnold Buckinck. 
Borne, 1478 ; presentad by Hubon Gurney, Esq. 

In opening the Session, the President, SIR RQDEUICK MURCHISON, 
made the following Address :- 

Now that we are re-assembled in the metropolis for this our thirty- 
fourth Session, we commence our operations wit? a consideration of 
eeveral subjects of great interest relating to Africa. Whilst we are 
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all -tie$?& imptien- for the i m m  of th.t which .rill 
bring oqt'$lie'btereating detail of thorn greet and m a d  dm- 
tnree, bj.+hich our connQmen 6peke and G-t, trsversiog tro- 
pianl.k$h never before visited by any Enropean, determined tbe 
mai'i* of the h'ile, we naturally begin by doing honour to the 
Hpnoverkn nobleman, the Baron  on Decken (now sitting neu me), 

,w&& fitting out, at hie own erpenae, a ecieotifio expedition, bae , 

: =$.lored the lbfiieat mountain known to ne in Eastern Africa The 
:-':German mkionary Bebmana, who had reached the foot at that ...--. .. mountain, had indeed informed da that, both from whrt  be heard -.- . . . . :.. *. and what he saw at a dieturce, thh mountain w u  capped by mow. -.-.'. Hie dory watt, however, met by mpticinm on the part of many per- . . - .. mna, including myself, inamnuch an we had then no good evidenca 

to sustain the belief that any portion of tbe mainland to the north- 
weat of Zanzibar, m near to the cmet and almoat nnder the Equator, 
attained a wfficjent altitnde to pccount for the erietence of mow 
upon ita enmmit. h'ow, Baron von M e n ,  after two has, 
by hie pereeverPnm and energy, mept away my doubts; for,'&r 
he had examined the flanb of that monntain, and laid down ite 
geographical features, he ascended it to very nearly 14,000 fe& 
above the sea, M determined by both barometer and boiling-water, and 
having by trigonometrical meawrements determined that the sum- 
mit exceeda 20,000 feet in height, and having aecertained that., when 
he visited the mountain, th;, mow-line descended to below 16,W 
feet, the mow falling during a short interval to below 13,000 feet, 
he has satiefactorily established and set before ns a grand and new 
phenomenon in tbe ph+cal geography of Bfrica 

It is not to be f o ~ t t e n  that, before he began hie journeys to 
Kilima-njaro, B ~ I v ~  von Decken made a gallant endeavour to pmceed 
from Kiloa, am? reach the spot in the interior where Boscher wae 
murdered, in the hope of obtaining the papem of that intrepid tra- 
veller, but was compelled to relinqnish his object owing to the 
.desertion of hie porters and the hostility of the Arab tradem. 
In his chief expedition, B w n  van Decken, meting wi& my ' 

lamented friend the late Mr. Richard Thornton, who went out with 
~ r .  Livingstone, but whb WM at that time at Zanzibar, engaged 
-that able and zealous yomg plow to eccompany him ; and I was 
happy to learn that poor Mr. Thornton, to whose merits I recently 
called the public attention, ~ a e  of great nse to Baron 
in aiding 3n the coll~wction of the map, an outline of whit& 

befom yon, and w.hi& will be m d e d  much mom am- 

plete the calcnlatio~, which Mr. Thornton worked oat 
before he l& his l;fe on the h b e s i ,  shall have been meivg& - 
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In the mean time I may state that Baron von Deoken having sub- 
mitted to me some specimens of rooks which he hae brought to 
Europe, I find that, whilst on the lower flanks of gilima-njaro there 
are micaceoue gneissic roc& hard dcareous eendatone, m d  fel- 
~ p a t h i c  roi:ks, the higher mnt% of the mountain mnsist of unques- 
tionable igneous rocks of older date below, with obsidian end 
trachyta at the highest altitudes reached; thus proving that the 

+ 

lofty summit has been raised by voloanic action, though there am no . 
proof8 of any eruption in the modern period. 

But, Gentlemen, the Baron von Dwken is not a man to do things 
b y  halves. Although what he has already achieved is sujlicitmt to 
establish a high reputation among &can travollere, he is not con- 
tent  with having maatered the monster Kilims-njaro, but is reeolvd 
t o  grapple with ita rival peak,' called Henia, which, although not 
yet reached by any geographer, hae been placed in Arrowsmith's 
last map upon the very line of the Zquator, and about 200 miles to 
the north of Kilima -n j aro. 

Having left behind him one of his companions, Dr. Karsten, an 
accomplished chemist and astronomer, and who is to rejoin him at 
Zanzibar, Baron von Decken has come to our country to equip (I 
speak in a geographical, not an international sens8)--.to equip him- 
self, at  considerable cost, with a long river &amer, which, though 
it be built of iron, is not to be a ram, nor is i t  t o . h  any warlike 
mntrivances. In  this vessel he .purposes t~ ascend one of the 
rivers in or near to Formosa Bay (possibly the Juba), and 
penetrate rapidly-into the interior, either t o w a h  Mount Kenia, or, 
if foiled in that object, to hndokoro vifi Kafi. 

I must here mention a c-nce which is much to the credit 
of the noble Duke who now worthily presides over &e Admiralty. 
Baron von Decken had expressed to me his hope that, in passing his 
vesael over the bar of the  rive^ he chose to ascend, he might be 
aesisted by me of the British cmisers in thoee sew ; and on my 
representing this wish to the Duke of Somerset, his Grace at  once 
acceded to the request, and ordem were sent to the Admiral at  the 
station of the Cape to lend all  necessary aid to this meritorious 
traveller. 

I may also take this opportunity of announcing that &on von 
Deoken would be glad to receive the eemices, in his forthcoming 
expedition, of some competent young artist to sketdi the lendsoape 
as well as the inhabitants and wild animals of the regions he.may 
,traverse. 

S~ich devotion as that which the Baron von Decken has shown, 
'snd is showing, in the cause of African discovery, oalb indeed for 

B 2 
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our warm commendation; and I feel certain that yon dl wish 
God epeed and a su&d issue to the chivalm~w endeavours of a 
HanoveriPn nobleman, who, rivalling our foremost travellere, re- 
minde me of tho88 days wben his oountrymen in our own German 
Legion won the p r a h  and regard of every Britiah officer, end brings 
at once to my mind thom grat reoent African k v e r i e e  in which 
Barth, Overweg, and Vogel have been so eminently diatinguhhed 
es membere of Britiah expeditions. I will only edd, what yon will 
6e happy to learn, that the Council have thie day eleoted Baron 
Charles von Decken an Honorary Companding Member of the 
Royal Geographical Society. 

By the letter of that fine young man the late Mr. Riohard Thornton, 
which will be red, and whioh wae written shortly before his 
lamented death, you will peroeive how hard he worked to develop9 
the mineral etmcture, ae well 8a the physical geography, not only of 
the trauta around Eilima-njaro, but also of the countries watered by 
the %mbeai and Shir6, or what may well be oalled the great 
Livingetone region. His lose is deeply to be deplored, as it ie to be 
feared that some of his conclusions were not matured when he was 
neized with his lant and fatal illness. 

Aa Mr. Charldb Livingatone and Dr. Kirk, both members of the 
Livingstone Expedition, are once more happily among us, they-will, 
I hopg in awai* the arrival of their celebrated chief, convey to 
us much valuable information respecting the. oountries of the 5- 
beai and the Shird. 

Short as is the letter referring to the last operations of Dr. Baikig 
i t  cannot but excite in ns an earnest desire to hear more of hie last 
enterpriee, and to learn that this accredited envoy of our Govern- 
ment, who & long been doing good service in introducing habits of 
honest trade among the native chiefs high up the Niger, has, in 
penetxating far into the interior, obtained important fresh know- 
ledge, and has at the same time widely extended our good name 
among the natives of Africa. 

Let m hope that, under such humanising influences, the bar- 
barom conduct of the chief who murdered the accomplished and 
amiable Dr. Vogel may newr be repeated; whilst I am sure yon 
will listen with deep interest to the lively description of the habits 
of the natives which poor young Vogel gives us in the familiar 
letters to hie 'mother and &. Hinde, which will be brought before 
yon. . I may now announce that I have &ceived a long letter from Mrs. 
Petherick, dated Khartiim, July 26, which gives a very touching 
narrative of the dangers and difficulties which beset her husband 
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and hemlf, first on the White Nile far above K M m ,  and &r- 
wards in the endeavour to travel weetwsrds, amid many perils and 
disasters, by Khol and Ngam Gara to the former ivory station of 
Mr. Petherick, or Nyam-Bara,;whence they passed through a most 
interesting country to Gondokoro. The letter is written with muoh 
feeling, and m&ea known .to us that Mr. Petherick lying tm 
unwell at &hart&m to be able to write himeelf. 

I am also bound to make known that Itirs. Petherick states that 
her husband had rendered himself unpopular in that region by hie 
efforts to check the trade in skvee. 

This letter, or portions of it, may be reG before the Society aa 
soon as we reoeive advices from Mr. Petherick explanatory of hie 
geographical reeeamhes. The state of his h d t h ,  we must preaume, 
has prevented himfrom transmitting to us, aa we had a right to 
expeot before now, some acoount of hie travels; particularZy aa I 
learn from one of his companions, Bh. Murie, an-able naturalist, 
who has arrived in England, and who is present on this occasion, 
that many astmnomical observations were made during the expedi- 
tion, all of which were regit3tared in booh Although the main 
object for which we subscribed our money-h sanGw of Speke 
and Giant-was, through the disasters of Petheriok, to a great 
extent delayed, I trust that we may yet be furnished with such an 
amount of geographical data, particularly in reference to the hitherto 
untravelled country between Nyam-Bare and Qondokoro, as will 
eatisfy geographers that the pecuniary means which they plaoed at 
the disposal of Mr. Petherick have not been expended without 
&ording us some good resulte. 

~ a s t l i ,  I have 6 announce that our assooiate, Mr. Tinnk, who ie 
present, has received letters of the 1st July from his relativee the 
Dutch ladies, whose travels have excited so much interest; and, 
if time permit, he will. communicate an outline of this cor- 
respondence, 

The first Paper read was- 

1. On the * You& of Easten, Equatorial Afrioa. By the Baron 
CEABLEB VON Dm=. 

A m  apologising for the meagreneas of the present cornmunice- 
tion, consequent on all his being tit Zanzibar, the author 
mentioned that, on leaving Mombas, he proceeded southward along 
the c w t  to Wanga, and thence struck westward up the river Umba. 
On reaching the Ugono range, 5000 feet high, he found himself 
among a well-formed race, sufficiently civilized to smelt iron-very 
rudely, certainly-but -with sufficient succea to enable them to 
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make no contemptible weapom. He experienced in several places 
much- opposition from the nativee, who had got a notion that 
the bare preeence of a European would prove fatal to their cattle. 
On leaving the Wa-Ugono, or people of Ugono, he ouaated Lake 
Jiph on the west side (having previody, in company with Mr. 
Thornton, travemed its western shores), and, on reaching the 
northern en& discovered that the river Daffeta, after'entering i t  
from the elevated tract beyond, left i t  within a mile or two of its 
entranoe, the course of the river turning abruptly a t  almost a right 
angle. The next point .was the A w h a  a g e ,  about 4000 feet high, 
to the westward of which, at a considerable distanoe, was another 
lofty range. This would probably be found to be the eastern 
watershed of Lake Viotoria Nyanza. From thio point there was 
o fine view of the two p& of Kilimenjaro, a eketah of whose 
enowy summita was exhibited. He now fell in with two minor 
kingdoms, in which, after going through varions ceremonies, euch 
BB drinking blood with the chiefs, &., he found himself about 
to be hampered bjr the untrnetworthiness which i so characteristic 
of the A£rictm tribes, and therefore pushed forward to amend 
the mountain. Here, 8coornpanied by Dr. Hiireten, an amom- 
pliahed astronomical observer, be encamped the first night a t  
6000 feet, the next at  11,000, in heavy rain, which, on the weather 
ol&ng off in the morning, proved to have been snow, at  an 
elevation of about 13,000 feet. This disappeared by about 9 A.M., 
but left a dearly defined limit of what seemed to be perpetual 
snow at about 17,000 feet, the triangulations having previonsly 
given the main p k  an elevation of 20,065 feet, and the other 
upwards of 17,000. Still advancing upwarde, he attained a height 
of 13,900 feet, when hie companions having given out, owing to the 
increasing nuefaotion of the atmoephere, he was wmpelled to - 
retrace his steps. He then returned through the Djagga country to 
the coast. The paper concluded by briefly detailing the alternative 
routes which Baron von Decken had sketched out for his fiiture 

. 

exploration. One of the most interesting features of Baron von 
Decken'e paper was a detailed account of a fly, called by the natives 

Donderobo," whose bite, ss deadly as that of the better known 
Tsetse, was fatal to ames and goats only ; involving senow incon- 
venience and even danger to the expedition, by the destxuction of 
the draught asses of the caravan. The effect of the poison seemed 
to be to produce tubercular deposit, following immediately upon 
acute inflammation. 

' 

The PRESIDENT having invited remarb- 
MR. MACQUEEN said it waa aatiafactory indeed to find Baron von Decken 
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confirming in such a clear and decided manner the information conveyed to ns 
fifteen years ago by those indefatigable and intelligent men the Church mis- 
sionaries, which, though clearly and minutely given, has for many years been 
distrusted. In reference to the height of them mountains, he might remark 
that every 6000 feet in height gives a line of vision of 83 geo,gaphical miles 
when not obstructed by intermediate heighta Consequently, the height, as 
estimated, gave a circumference of vision of 332 geographical miles, and by that 
of Baron Decken 340 milea, which ahowa at  once the error of those who place 
thew mountains so near to the coast as has been in mme instanoea done. 

It was satisfactory to him to have his eatimatea so nearly confirm4 by the 
- actual observations of the h n .  He wished to draw the Baron's prticular 

attention to Dr. KrapPs journey from M o m h  to Wa-MbB. In journeying 
along the north side of those mountains, he croseed a considerable but clear, 
cold stream, the river Teavoi, which rises on the north-east face of Kilima- 
njaro. Hereabouts the lower mountain hid.the higher from his Vi.ew. Soon 
after the higher with its snow-covered top came in view, and two days' 
jodhey farther to the westward he crcaed the river Adi, a h e  stream, but 
then very low. This stream risen in the south corner of a very mountainous 
range to the north-west. From this river he proceeded through the high 
land of Yata in Wa-Mban6. 

The river Duna, which he next visited, at the point he saw it was from 150 
to 200 yards wide and 7 feet deep, with a current of about 4 milea per hour. 
This was a t  the very close of the dry season, yet here wan 'a river of very con- 

. siderable magnitude, running into the Bay of Formosa. I t  rises on the north 
aide of Mount Kenia. At Rivoi's village Dr. Krapf saw the snow-clad Kenia 
beering about N.W. by w., and to the south of it, on the bearing of W.X.W., he 
eaw another mountain, with two dome-like peaks at each end, also covered 
with snow. From t& small angle at  which this range of mountains was seen, 
its distance west must have been somewhat greater than the other. On the 
went side of Mount Kenia there is a lake, from which issues a river said to mn 
to W u r  (Egypt). At eome distance west of Kilima-njaro Dr. Krapf d e  
scribes another mountain, a t  least 18,000 feet high. Beyond this is Bahuring 
(1 Baringa of Speke and Grant. [ED.]) 

- In reply to Capt~in Maury, BAWN VON DEOKEN said his first ascent 
waa made in the month of June, and the second (that detailed before the 
Meeting) about the end of November. The rainy season commenced in 
the month of June, and extended through July, August, and September ; but 
near the Djagga the rainy season extended over nearly ten months of the 

, year. It was only for two months that there was really no rain; during 
the other ten months there wes rain every day. The rain nearly always fell 
in the evening, and commenced with a heavy north-east wind. 
CAPTAIN MAUEY said the rains a t  Parh, at  the mouth of the Amazon, which 

was still nearer to the Equator, had a similar feature of regularity about 
them. There, however, they commenced about two in the afternoon, and so 
m l y ,  that people regulated their appointments by them, saying, " Come 
to me half-an-hour before the rain." In these explorations it was a matter of 
interest to find out not only the prevailing direction of the winda, but the 
quantity of rain that fell, and the time of da as well as the season of the 
year in which it  fell. Because i t  must lm o b o u s  to every one that there 
is  a clcae wmection between the meteorological phenomena, and the fauna and 
flora of every latitude-one was the complement of the other ; therefore, when 
a traveller gave us information respecting the oue, we wuld draw general wn- 
clueions with regard to the other. He rewllected listening, a t  a previous 
meeting, to a paper on Madagg, in which the author stated that one of the 
principal features that attraoted his attention was the remarkable development' 
of vegetation, so different from the vegetation in the corresponding latitudes on 
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the c w t  of the mainland of Africa Knowing this fnct, v b  that the flora of 
M s d a , g r  is very different from the flora of the neighbouring crrrst, b e t w e e n  the  
same parallels, we know aleo that the fauna mnst be very different, becanse t h e  
flora is the foundation, as it  were, upon which rests the faunaof any particulsr 
region. When we come to pcconnt for thin remarkable difference in the ve etation 
of the two regioun, we find that ~adagawxr is for a certain ruon of Be p t ~ r  
in the lime of the southeest trade-winds, which come charged with moisture ; 
and the moisture being drawn off by the mountaim of M a d a g g ,  %he stmo- 
sphere is left comparatively dry, and in this stata it maken its way to the main- 
land One most intereating feature in. t h e  African exploration8 wse the 
glimpeee which we obtained of the meteorolcgical mnditionn of t h a t  u n k n o w n  
country as bearing upon its flora and fauna. Thus there was no equatorial region 
in the world, except Peru, where the rains were eo scanty ason the eastern oo8st 
of Africa, in the region of the head-waters of the Nile. According to the rain- 
gauges of G m t  and Speke, the rainfall throughout t.he year is not greater  o n  t h e  
average than that of England. It was the knowledge of them f a c t s  weich 
enabled us to form some mrt of estimate as to what the country in quest ion is 
fit for. Where there is no moisture, there is sterility, as in the deserts of 
Sahara ; on the contrary, where there is moisture, as in the valley of the  Amazon  
and in ~ ~ r ,  there is a profusion of vegetation. Applying this rule, then, 
to the newly-diivered regions of Central Africa, he ehould say t h a t  t h e y  
were eminently fitted for the cultivation of coffee, tobacco, and perhaps sugar. 
With regard to the Snowy Mountains, it appeared to him tliat the mow must 
be due to the south-east trade-wind, which, not being turned aeide to supply  
the south-west monsoon of India, keeps up the stream of moiature which the 
Baron spoke of as lasting nearly all the year round, and which would keep 
the mountains covered with snow. One consequence of this steady fal l  of 
moisture and accumulation of snow was to be found %little farther to the 
north. The reservoirs of the Nile consist of lakes, which feed that river pre- 
ciuely as the reservoirs above Niagara feed the St. Lawrence, keeping them 
nearly at  the same level, and precisely as the reservoin, in Minnesota feed the  
upper waters of the Mississipp~. When we compare the two branches of the Nile, 
one fed by lakes and the other by snows, with the two great branches of 
the Mississippi, we find that when the floods on the Ohio are coincident with 
the melting of the snows on the Missouri, we have tremendous inundatiope in 
the lower country, just as we had the other day on the Nile, in consequence, 
no doubt, of a precisely similar coincidence with regard to its two main branches. 
But in all these explorations i t  is frequent.1~ as desirable to know what trees, 
plants, bird., and mammals the traveller does not see as to know what he does . 
see. Negative information is often most important. 

In reply to a series of questions by Mr. Crawfurd, BABON VON DECKER 
said there were no horses nor donkeys in the region of Kilima-njm; they 
only came with caravans from the coast. At Djagga he mas the firat person 
who brought a donkey there, and it made more impression upon the natives 
than the presence of white men. Cattle were plentiful, of the same w i e s  
nearly as thaw in the Gallas country. There were goate and two kinds of 
sheep, one with a long tail and the other with. a fat tail. Turkish corn, a 
species of potato, and bananas were grown. He found bananas a t  an elevation 
of 5000 feet. Cocoa-nuts he never found more than two days from the coast. 
The sugar-cane grew in abundance in the lower country, hut not in the Dj- 
He saw no wild coffe& 

SIB EDWARD BELCEER said he had visited nearly every part of the of 
Equatorial Africa on the west side, and his observations agreed wit.h those of 
Captain Maury as to the limited rainfall. He would ask a t  what altitude h d  
the Baron experience these constant rains? 

BABOX vos DECKEN.-It was nearly 5000 feet. 
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SIB EDWARD BELCHEB said this could form no rule with respect to the con- 
dition of things on the sea level, where he was inclined to think that very little 
rain mi h t  fall when this constant moisture was experienced at such an eleva- 
tion. f t  was indeed above the cloud level ; and those who had sieited p l a a  
on and near to the Equator, as at Borneo and Penang, knew, even at 2000 feet 
above the sea level, that .in the dry season rain-clouds and extreme cold pre- 
vailed. 

The PSEBID- re~qarked that the existence i f  the Snowy Mountains had 
h n  stoutly contested so recently as the preceding Saturday by a well-known 
geographer. To have physical proofs brought before'them for the first time. 
that these mountains were covered with snow, inveated the question with con- 
siderable importance. The measurement of the altitude would sufficiently 
account for the fact. 

The EARL OF DONOUGHM~RE said as the fly which had been described was 
fatal to asses, he presumed that mules would run the same danger; therefore 
he should like to ask whether the Baron considered the m t r y  suitable for 
canlele. In exploring this region it  appeared that the great difficulty travellere 
had to contend with was the impssibility of getting beasts of burden. They 
wcre, consequently, obliged to travel with large caravnns of porters, and their 
movements were much impeded, owing to the danger there was of. the porters 
being driven away by hoetile tribes. 

BARON VON DECKEN replied, that camels would never do; there was such 
a quantity of mimosa and thorns that camels could never paw through them. 
There were very few roads, and these r d s  were alone practicable for camels. 
Lbr his part he preferred to push hi way through the bush. There were no 
mulles in the country, nor were there any on the coast. 

MR. CRAWURD asked Baron von Decken if he had ever known the 
n e p e s  to acquire the art of taming the elephant? l'he elephant would be fit 
for that country if only the negro h d  ingenuity enough to domesticate the 
elephant, as was done by people in other parts of the world, in which it  was 
indigenous. 

BABON VON DEOKEN mid he had never known an instance of the kind ; MR. 
GRAWFUBD remarking thereupon that he had expected such would prove to be 
the caw. 

The BIBHOP OF NATAL asked whether the of the eight nations, 
which were said to have no connection, were similar to the languages of South 
Atiica, in having the plural formed by prefixing a p a r t i c l e s  modification of 
the prefix which marks the singular? 

BARON VON DECKEN aaid there wrs this connection : the people of the Upo 
country were called .Fa-Ugono; the people of the Djagga country were called 
W a - D h p .  But there was no prefix to distinguish the plural from the 
singul&I - 

The BISHOP OF N ~ ~ ~ ~ b s k e d ,  Would the plural of the name of the fly (don- 
deroh) be a-dmderh or aba -ddn -& ? 

BARON VOI - DEOXEN mid in the Moeei language it  would be d m -  
derobo; but in the different native languages it would be just the same as the 
singular. He was not able to say whether there was any relation between those 
languages and the languages of South Africa. 
&. TINNB asked if the Baron observed any rivere going westward or north- 

westward towards Victoria Nyanza ? 
BARON VON DECKEN replied he never had an opportunity of looking to the 

north; the mge of the Kilima-njam was too high for him tp see in that 
direction. About thirty miles to the westward there another ranze ex- 
tending a considerable dktance, which precluded the idea of any rivers flowing 
westward towards Lake Nyanza. 
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The second Paper read ooneistad of- 

Two dwpatehes from Dr. Baikie to Earl Ruseell, dated 25th jnly, 
1862, regretting that ill health, from which, however, he had 
recovered, prevented his sending detailed accounts of several most 
interesting and, he believed, valuable journeys he had made in the 
kingdom of Kano, from the oapital of which he wrote. He had pre- 
p ~ d  eight new vocabularies, and had visited about SO different tribes. 
He had satisfactorily established the existenw of the wate,a;hecl 
between the Tchadda and the QUOITB, and had a4~efi111y examined 
the littleknown south-east portion of Kano due m t h  of Lake 
Tchad. Some unimportant traces of Dr. Vogel and Serjeant Magnire 
had been discovered; and a private letter, a h  forwarded to the 
President, dated 4th August, stated hie intention of returning to tho 
coast. After giving a graphio account of life at Kano, "where," he 
writ-, " I every day p joy  nothing leaa than bread-and-butter for 
breakfast, wheat rolls being daily hawked about or sold in the market. 
while fresh butter is a daily article: it ie the nearest approach to 
home that I have had for a long time,"-Dr. Baikie spoke of the 
kingdom of Kano, to reach which had been his object for more than 
two yeam, as "the finest and best cultivated [country] I have 
men." The rainy season of 1862 had been very light. 

The PBEBIDENT aid Dr. Baikie was well worthy of their warmest 
encomiums. He had been a long time in the country, and they would now 
be anxious to hear that he had reached the ultimnte point of his destination, 1 and had there obtained the papem of Corporal M'Guire and some other papers 
of great importance to geographers. 1 

3. Letters from the late Dr. Vqel to his ~othar'and others. 

(A.) Dated Aschenurnma, Eboo, 26th Nou. 1853. 
This letter describes the writerla painful journey of 15 days 

through sand from Mourzouk to the p i n k  where h e  then was, 
within 20 days' journey of Lake Tchad ; after leaving which he hoped 
to reach Kuka by New Year's Day. The whole country he depicts as 
a sea of sand, with islets of palms, and bare black rocks protruding 
through the sand. On the 25th of November he had visited the 
Sultan of Tiboo, whose palace wat- a mud hovel, thatched wit.h 
palm-leaves.. ~ ' d  goats and a horse assisted at the reception. 
The village is situate at the foot of a large steep rock, resembling 
the Kiinigstein as seen from the Bastei near Dresden, which is 
undermined in every direction, and fonns the refuge of the natives 
in case of attack. 
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(B.) Kicka, 20th February, 1854. 
Arrived 15th January, after a long winter journey, in which 

several companions were prostrated by fever. The country is 
terribly barren in every direction for at least 4 or 5 days' journey, 
but may possibly be more cheerful after the rainy season. All the 
shrubs have strong spines. The soil is fit for cultivation to any 
extent, chiefly for indigo, cotton and melonn, all which grow wild. 
Rice and wheat could be grown in gfeat abundance (vide Dr. 
Baikie's letter, ut suprd), but the former -is so scarce that the king 
gives i t  away in presents. Wheat not grown at all. The slave- 
trade here consists chiefly in young children. 

(G) Letter d J. K. H i d ,  Esq., dated Euka, 30th June, 1854. 
Mentions that his meteorological observations had been arrested 

by an attack of yellow fever, on recovering from which he accom- 
panied what proved to be a slave-hunting expedition as far as 
go 30' N. (long. not stated), through unvisited country. Suffered 
great hardahis, having lived for 20 days on Giled corn. Diarrhea 
and small-pox ravaged the camp, carrying off 3500 out of 4000 
alaves (alrnoet exclusively women and children). Climate .very 
unfavourable for astronomical observations. 

After this paper had been read, Mr. TinnB, a relative of the Dutch 
ladies now travelling in Central Africa, stated that he had received 
letters from them dated let of July last, in which they announced 
that the whole party, having partly recovered from fever, intended 
to proceed towards a mountain they had heard of, called Casinka, of 
which there was no geographical knowledge. The counixy though 
which they had pawed, south-west by west of Khar th ,  was very 

, picturesque, and the Nyam-Nyam country, to which they were 
bound, was said to be very fruitful. The ladies had left their boats 
at  Lake Rak, near the head of the Bahr-el-Ghazal, and, the rainy 
asason lasting until November, they did not expect to return to 
them before January or February. 

The Meeting was then adjourned to the 23rd inet. 

Second Mesting, Noumber 23, 1863. 

SIB RODERICK I. MURCHISON, K.c.B., in the Chair. 

PRFSENTATIONS.-C~U~~S J. Esq.; Captain Marsldl; J. w. 
W d h ,  Esq. ; G. G. Engrdliamt, &q.; H. J. E. Bmoan, e. 
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2tkm Best; &rka Albert Brophy; I d  Calthorpe; John P i d r  I 
Faunthorp ; George Fleming; &hn Tmshend F& ; D a d  G. B. 
Gardyne ; Lord John Hay, C.B. ; Henry Hull ; Captain Alexander Innes ; 
Andrew Jarditu ; Robert Jardim ; John Kirk ; Edward C. A n m d k s  ; 
Ma&-General Jamm Matt& ; J~srome John Mercier ; Thomas Midmeton; 
H. Ryron Moore ; Joseph Pattinson ; George Herbert Pember ; Henry W. 
Raw ; John Thornton Rogers ; WiUiam DuRin Spear ; Miles StaveIey ; 
W i r n  Tqg ; Grifith Thomas ; Atclribaki Trams ; Hon. Edrmrd Piennss 
Twklelolr ; Thomas Francis Wadc, C.B. ; Right Hon. c&enccr Walpde, M.P. ; 
J o q h  Wdb. 

I 
I 

EXHIBITIONS.-TWO Models--one of Gibraltar, the other Lines of 

Admiral Collinson. 
Torres Vedras -by I1. T. Wilde and Sons; presented through , 

The firat Paper read was- 
" A oanmunicati/m from Mr. Tinnk r+&tim to tha Dutch Lad&' Eap- 

ditMI fnnn I&rt&n up thc Rioer Bahr-el-GW," commencing 26th 
Fcbmay, at a pint on the White Nile. 

DR. BEUOLIN, who accompanies the expedition, states (d Peter- 
mann's ' Geographische Mittheilungen') that i t  left Khartbm on 
the 24th January, 1863, with the intention of trackipg the western 
affluents of the Nile, so as, if possible, to penetrate from this side 
into the country of the Nyam-Nyams. 

A very favourable wind brought them on the third day to El- 
Eis, the most beautiful part of the White Nile. On the 31st 
January they passed Tefafan, 300 feet high, and 3 miles from the 
river, which is not, as hitherto supposed, of volcanic origin. On 
the 1st February the flotilla reached Hellat-Kaka, the residence of 
the Viceroy's deputy, a wretched nest of huts; and on the 4th 
passed the month of the Sobat. From this point for more than 200 
miles the expedition had to work its way through the swamps of 
the Bahr-el-Ghazal, and on the 5th February reached Lake No; the 
godl of the expedition being the Lake Rek, or Mishra Rek. This 
part of the voyage was exceedingly tedious, the river resembling a 
narrow canal, full of curves and windinga, walled in by impene- 
trable thickets of reeds or else mud-banks. Huge herds of elephants 
were passed, with hippopotami, buffalo, and other wild animals; 
bnt hunting is impossible, owing to the nature of the soil. 

At length on the 10th March the entire flotilla reassembled. 
Here it became necessary to take the paddles off the steamer and 
groceed in emall boats, one of which towed the steamer. In the last 
~tages of the nrrvigation of the Ghazal ita banks wore covered with 
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forests of ambadah (anmume nuiddis), which fringea the banks in 
narrow strips, and grows in rather deep water. These forests Dr. 
Heuglin compares to rows of well-used brooms, very fragile, and 
from 20 to 25 feet high. 

We now quote from the correspondenoe of the ladies. 

" M i  of Rek, 26th March. 
" I write at preeent from one of the mwt singular spots on the 

globe, which can only be reached by a route as singular. We 
pushed dong up the G W  for three or four days, the river in front 
always appearing to have come to an end in a sea of herbage, 
alternating with bulrushes, &c. It proves, however, to be an im- 
mense marsh, through which the boats are slowly pushed, the bmsh- 
wood being beaten down with sticks, or cut with hatchets and scythes. 
After four days of th@ exhausting work we arrived at a small pond 
or lagoon, ,in which were crowded together, in the utmost confusion, 
twenty-five vessels of various descriptions. This was the Mishra or 
port of Rek. Here we had to stay to get porters, and only now can 
detail our plans. Dr. Heuglin has gone eight or ten days inland, to 
see whether he can find any, when we shall proceed to the spot 
seleated for our passing the rainy mason. The equipment of the 
expedition is something incredible, as we must carry with us ten 
months' provisions and storea-amongst other things, a ton and a 
half of beads, 8 bars of copper, 12,000 cowrie shells, pepper, salt, 
&c. ; and as eaoh porter only carries 40 lbs. load, you can form an 
idea of the immense number we shall require--above 200 porters 
at  the very least. There is abolutely no traffic along the river, 
except for the naggars or merchandise boats in search of ivory ; a 
pair of tusks fetching at Khartiim perhaps 251. Them naggam convey 
provisions to the varioue stations or m+bas, as they are called, taking 
baok ivory in exchange. 
'' May 13.-All is well now ; we have 80 porters ; we know whithor 

we are bound; in short, all is right. Dr. Heuglin is quite pleased 
with the interior-pretty country, good water, and hospitable people, 
and is enchanted with the birds ; quite rare and new, he says. 

" We have had a visit from Mr. and Mrs. Petherick, wha, hearing 
we were here at  the Miehra, came to see rm to offer to be of use to 
us, which they have been in many respects. They have had dreadful 
ill luck. They set off too late from *Kharthm in March, and the 
+d being adverse caused them much delay and damage, so they 
had to abandon their boats and proceed by land from Abukaka. 
Thii was the end of August, 1862; and it being the rainy season, 
that plan proved equally impwticable. They were delapd by 
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affrays with inhospitable natives and by illnese, and only arrived 
at  Gondokoro in February last, five days after Captain Speke, who, 
not knowing w h t  had beoome of them, and believing them fiom 
the current reports to be drowned, accepted Mr. Baker's provieione, 
boat, and men, so that the Pethericks had to retain all they had 
&nt forward for Captain Speke's requirements. These we have 

.taken over from them,-beer, wine, tea, soup, pearl barley, Leman's 
biscuits, a gutta percha b a t ,  and what not. It is strange to find 
these luxuries here, and we have enjoyed them famously. 
a Juns 1.-We left our boats on the 17th May, and landed our  

b-e, in order that the porters might see what they had to carry. 
I cannot R B ~  that the first part of the country is pretty, but it ie 
very peculiar ; the trees beautiful, with a succeseion of neat villagee, 
a d  pools of water. We arrived at  a village called Afog on the 20th. 
Here my daughter fell ill with fever ; and the next day our soldiere 
rebelled. They complained that they had nothing to eat, although 
they had five bullocks a-day ; then they said they had not enough 
d m  (grain of the country) ; but after some patient remonstranues, 
they-all came, one by one, to beg pardon. So we arranged that es 
many as we wuld spare should go on to Ali-au-Mori'e station. 

[The illness alluded to, and also that of Dr. Heuglin, delayed the 
party for some days. We resume our extracts.] 

" Onue wore en route, we shall, I trust, arrive safe and sound at  
the mountain, Casinka, where we are to remain till the weather is 
fine and the earth dry. I t  must be a beautiful country, plenty 
of game, and very good people, though no Europeans have been 
there. We have already sent off three companies of porters, about 
400 men in all. They can-y but little, say 40 lbe. a h ,  and all on 
their heads. 

"Afog, where we are staying, is a very pretty village, with 
rich cultivated patches, full of doura, besidea a sort of ground- 
nuts and qaantities of pumpkins. The trees are magnXcent, and 
the cows, gmts, and sheep abundant. The people live in beehive- 
looking huts, of which each family has three or four, for themselves 
and flocks. We have rivere to psss before we come to where we 
Bope to stay, near the mountain Casinka. And we are now going 
to Ali-au-Mori's acriba,where we have sent on all our provisions. 
From there we hope to eross to Casinka ; and thence we are only 
two days from the Nyam-Nyam, our goal. 

b6 July 1 .-I know you will be glad to hear how, after all our trouble 
and expense, the new country pleases us, and that, though still weak 
and subject to attacks of fever, our invalids stand the journey very 
well : my daughter has a .ngetib, arranged with a covering to keep 
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off the sun, and her mattreas onit, so that she reposes very agreeably. 
We have 192 n e w s  for our immediate luggage ; we have 38 donkeys, 
but they suffer so much from climate and neglect, and are so cruelly 
overburdened when we allow them to be loaded at all, that now they 
are kept for the sick or tired human beings. We take very short 
journeys, and always find a village to sleep in. The,two first days, 
after leaving the Wshra, was not pretty ; but there were some beau- 
tiful trees and ao many rich villages, that it could not be called 
ugly ; thousands of birds made i t  gay-such beautiful stations, be- 
longing to rich negroes or merchants, such neat houses, hrrounded . 
by a high hedge of the poison-plant, and such a number of cows and 
sheep. After a while the trees became thicker and higher, and we 
were one whole day's journey in a wood of gardenias in full bloom, 
with jasmine and sensitive-plants Afterwards the woods became 
forests of high majestic trees, and the ground cavered with sweetest 
flowers; we had not time to pick many, as we are hurrying on. 
We crossed the river Djour on the 16th June, which took only six 
minutes for each party : but there were only seven boats for all our 
luggage and people. 

'A You cap form no idea, of the frequency and intensity of the 
storma-wind, hail, rain, thunder, and lightning-which makes us 
all  the more anxiom to reach our ca.mping-grol;md for the rainy 
season. We had one on om landing from our boats at  the Mishra ; 
another just after our arrival a t  Afog, while we were pltching our 
tents ; that of my daughter was blown down when half up, and herself 
nearly mothered in ita folds. The severe cold and wetting she then 
experienced brought on a fever, which prostrated her for more than 
a-week, and, as already mentioned, brought her almost to death's 
door. Our last experience was just after croseing the Djour, when, 
not having wcceeded, owing to the stupidity of the vakeel, in 
bringing over our tentrland baggage, the whole party were exposed 
throughout the night to the pelting of the storm, there being no 
village or shelter of any aort near. Fortunately the Btorm had no 
evil effect upon the health of any one of the party. 

" I am writing this in the village where poor Dr. Steudner died. 
We did not meet a caravan, as we expected, and cape on 21st 
June tg a zeriba or village belonging to Bueelli, r foreign merchant 
of Kharth,  whose reception of us was magnificent, but who proved 
afterwards most extortionate. We are ping .to hire a mall zeriba 
he  has for 30 thalers, whioh we succeeded in getting, after he had 
attempted suddenly to charge 200 thalera. But it is impossible to 
tell how he teased us. First he turned out all our soldiers, and 
when we built a shed for them he esked him for i t  1 Then he has 
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once offered and refused negroes, and changes his terms every day ; 
one day leta us have as much b r a  se we want, another refuses to 
let ua have anything for our people to eat, and tries to make us pay 
9 tbalem for what costa at Khart~m only one. The whole country is 
one field of doura, yet he will not permit his ne- to eel1 ne any. 

'L The origiq and system of them merchants are different here 
from the White Nile. A man wmes into a village, sets himself 
down, and begins by buying ivory and making friends with the 
negroes, promises to protect them if they will take the ivory to the 1 . ships in the Ivliehra, and he either remains himself or leaves a 
vakeel. He builds a house or two, wrrounde it with palisades, ' 
and, by degrees becoming master of the village, then to 
attack a neighbouring hostile village, and, having guns, of course 
they conquer. That village he attaches to the first, and so on till 
he haa a good many villages, when he forces the negroes of the i 
whole to furnish doum for his soldiers or fighting men, and they 
submit. 

" We heard &day from a party wming down from Casinka that 
i t  is no longer poesible to reach the mountain before the rains : u-e 
shall, therefore, be shut up for tho next four months, but it is very 
safe." 

Writing before. their departure from the Mishra on 6th May, 
finished 16th May, 1863, they had remarked :- 

" There is no chance of our being able to come back here to rejoin 
our boata till December or January next. The rains do not finish 
till November, and then the rivers are so swollen, and the mud so 
deep, no animals can pass, nor are there any boata for us--nothing 
but a hollowed-out tree or a bundle of sticks joined together, 
which the blacks go about on : however, we shall make it out as 
well as we can. 

" There is abundance of game everywhere. Of quadrupeds, we 
have seen giraffes and gazelles, and the recent tracks of elephants 
and buffaloes, large herds of which Dr. Heuglin fell in with on his 
previous short visit, when in search of porters, but they are now 
scared away by the noise of our large caravan. Of birds, there are 
francolin (mils), black partridges, and guinea fowls. Dr. Heuglin 
has wlleded specimens of 60 .new and rare sorts of birds, which 
he has sent to the Museum of the University of Leyden." 

The F'RESIDENT, in conveying the thanks of the Society to Mr. TinnB for 
hi interesting communication, repented what he has often expressed--his 
admiration of these adventurous ladies, who had explored farther to the west- 
ward of the White Nile than probably any European. He then called upon 
ME. ' ~ N N &  who added t.llat i t  wart a remnrknble and ndventurous expedi- 

tion, o r p i s e d  and oondueted entirely by two ladieu. No doubt, in the course 
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of time, we should, &ugh the aeeistsnce of Dr. Heuglin, acquire mme most 
interesting ecientific information. The country through which and into which 
they were travelling waa one of great interest, and should they succeed in the 

- object which he understood they had in view-which was to penetrate into 
t h e  river distrjcta of Central Africa lvine between the White Nile and the 
supposed mountainous dietricte of &at' of ~frica-the r m l t  would 
duce to ~ e o m ~ h i a l  knowledne. Without doubt. the laree d o n  of water 
into t h e x i h  <as derived n o t h y  from the lake discover& by Captain Speke 
and Captain Grant, but also from other sources; and if theae muma should be 
found in the regiom visited by theae ladies, the disoovery would tend to eluci- 
date the geography of%entral Africa. In one of their lettsra they expresaed 
surpriee that no Englishman had spirit enough to go into that country. 

A t  the re uest of the President, C m m  GRANT next a d M  the Meet- g He &\ that Captain 8peke and hi-lf a t  - met one of the thna 
es who had ascended the White Nile to Gondokoro on their b t  expedition, 

bu t  had not joined that up the Bahr-el-Ghad, where she was detained by ill- 
neas and unable to accompany her sister and niece up the Bahr-el-GhazaL They 
spent many hours daily in her eociety during the ten days they remained at  
Kharthm, and Captain Speke wrote out htruct iom for her fellow-hvellera 
then up the Bahr-el-Ghazal. They both strongly endeavoured to dissuade 
the ladies from penetrating into the country on amount of the malaria which 
arose from the inundations, and which might prove disastrous to the expedi- 
tion. He did not wish to prognrnticata evil, but if anything could be done to 
prevent their erpoeiug themeelves to risk in that dangerous country, it would 
be desirable. He really hoped Hr. Tinn6 would recommend them to return, 
and eo escape the fevers, and get out of the hande of t h m  rascals the Turks, who 
would rob them of every mu, as the Meeting had just heard. He and Captain 
Speke came down the same latitude, and they met with nothing but immense 
wastee of tall reds. There are no mountaim in that latitude a t  all ; only soli- 
tary hill8 covered with scrub, a few trees in the plains, and p a h  and acacias in 
the w v e s .  Ascending the Nile up es far as the 5th degree north, there is 
nothing but eternal runh all the way. It was a mcet mintereating and deso- 
late country. The ladiea traversed this 'on in going up to Gondokoro, 
and, of wme, aa a o n  as they saw a 3 they were delighM with the 
country, and imagged that they must regain health and be restored to vigour. 
T o  Captain Speke and h i l &  coming from the rich and beautiful countries 
of the Equator, the region in question bore a most uninviting aspect. He 
rnust~lao point out the delusive nature of the idea which the ladies enter- 
tained, that they could get the Turks to carry loada. 

b a r h  
e P B E B I D ~  explained that the Tnrks spoken of were ivory tradere, who 

large es tab l i i en te  in the country, occupying several villsgee, and 
having the control of a great body of nepea They appear to have mceived 
them ladies with a great show of h 'tality, but the very next day tried to 
ex,, vast auma of mone a t h e 3  
CAPTAIN GEANT said tge ladis had engaged 192 of them men aa portera to 

carry l& of 40 lbs. each on their heade, and to go eight or ten milea daily. 
They had made one da '8 march, and already there had been a mutiny; and 
the ladiea would find kt, before they had gone ten marches into the interior, 
theae fellow will have raised half-dozen mutiniea. The men on that side of 

will not r r r y  loads, but they will ride on donkeys and bullocks, and 
ove oad them shamefully. I n  Speke's expedition he engaged men from Zan- 
zibar, a different caste of men altqether, and they carried 60 l h .  each man ; 
hut  upon reaching the ivory tradere camps they were derided by these Turks, 
who sneered at  them-'' Yoq are all women, to carry loads f the consequence 
 we^, that the men were oompletdy epoiled and mined. 

The Earn of Doh-ouomoa~ eaid he wished to draw attention to one point 
' VOL YIII. C 
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which had been incidentally suggested by the Paper. It appeared that  there 
is a very large drainage running into the White Nile h m  the Bahr-el-Ghazal. 
We had got some notion of the nantity of water which came down from the 
lake discovered by Captain ~ p & e  and Captain O m t .  During the present 
wason there had been a disastrous inundation of the Nile in Egypt, causing 
an immense 1- of .property and a coneiderable low of life. Now, this inun- 
dation had ariaen from natural c a m  which it was the duty of science to 
endeavour to.dieoover ; he therefore thought it would be very desirable that 
some s tep  should be taken by the scientific gentleman whowas accompanying 
the ladiee, upon his return, to compare the outflow of wtter from the Bahr-el- 
G h d  with the outflow from the White Nile. That comparison would enable 
ue to judge to r certain extent as to the amount of country drained by these 
two outfalle. We now knew where the White Nile came from, but we did 
not know the extent of the country whose waters drained into the Bahr-el- 
Ghazal. I t  might turn out that a considerable, posnibly the larger, proportion 
of the water which formed the inundation of the Nile came from that quruter, 
and not from the White Nile. Therefore, a careful camprison of the quantity 
of water discharged by these two wnfluenta would be m a t  valuable for the 
purposes of sciena 

The PBEBIDENT said they were extremely indebted to Lord llonoughmore 
for this t~ugsption. He might obsewe that the ladies were really on the right 
road to obtain this knowledge ; for their great object was to reach the mom- 
tainow region whence the Bahr-el-Ghazal flowed. Should they s u d  in 
reaching that region-which he was in h o p  they would, notwithetanding 
the diiuasion of Captains Speke and Grant-and should the djscover that its 
waters are thrown off to the Nile on the one side, and to ~ a %  Tchad and the 
other great lakes to the westward on the other, i t  would be a most important 
geographical result. 

Ma. T I N N ~  stated that Dr. Hewl i i  corresuonded with ' Petermanu's 
Journal,' a recent number of which con'tains a 8eAes of valuable astronomical 
and scientific observations which Dr. Heuglin had transmitted to Germany. 
(This number unfortuuately has not yet heen forwarded to the Society .) 

The PEWDENT then read a letter from Du Chaillu, announcing 
his arrival at Acra, end stating that, having become a proficient in 
astronomical observation, he hoped soon to send most useful infor- 
matioh, and thanked the Society for the assistance they had rendered 
him by supplying instruments,-kc. 

2. The next Paper, detailed in an abridged form, the observatio~ 
of Comm.~ PELLY on the geographical capabilities of the Pereian 
Gulf aa an area of trade. 

PELLY first desoribes the different mzeraineties of the 
territories abutting on the Gulf, and briefly notices the various 
tribes that inhabit its shores-+ the Chaab Arabs from the Karoon 
to the Hindeean; the territory directly held under the Shah, ex- 
tending from Bushire to Lingah ; territory leased by the Shah to 
the Imaum of Muscat, consisting of Bunder-Abbass and the coast 
northwar& to Lingah, and ~outhwards to a point not dehitely 
specified by treaty, but tacitly recognised, as also the island of Kishm 
(on which ie Hormuz) and its dependencies ; territory of the Imaum 
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of Mnscat, inoluding Cape Ras Mussendom (south side of Straits), 
extending to El Khatif, and aubject to independent maritime Arab 
chiefs, erstwhile pirates of the Gulf; territory of Nejd, from El Khatif 
to Koweit, profeasing allegiance to Turkey, but virtually independent; 
and, lastly, territory governed by Turkish pashas from Koweit to 
Busreh or Busdra. It then describes the appearance of the country, 
consisting of vast green fielde with herbage at all times suitable for 
sheep, and generally for cattle, till Bunder Dielum is reached in 
Persia Proper, near which are the remains of ancient cities of 
immense extent, where the plain merges in low sandstone and 
earthy hills. After passing another h e  plain with ruins and the 
bed of an ancient stream whose waters are traditionally alleged to 
have been diverted by an earthquake, Bushire, the principal port 
of the Gulf, is reached, described as posseesing by no means suitable 
accommodation for the trade that centres there, a large proportion 
of whioh is cotton. 

From Bushire southward is a ridge of barren mountains, at the 
base of which nestle villages more or less wretched. Bunder- 
Abbass Colonel Pelly speaks of as being the best point for deep-sea 
vessels to stop at, so as to transfer cargo, either to go up the Gulf to 
Koweit andBussora, or across by Yezd to a line extending bmHera t  
on the east by Balfmah, Ispahan, and Teheran, to Tabreez, and 
so communicating direct with Central Asia. The port he describes 
as mperior to that of Bushire, while Mussendom, on the opposite 
side, where the submarine telegraph from Bushire is to have its 
f i s t  station going eastward, has every facility on its western face 
for being made a coaling ststion. 

The PBESIDENT observed that Colonel Pelly was brought up under the aus- 
pices of Sir Henry Rawlinson, from whom he hoped in the course of the evening 
to hear some remarks in connexion with the great teleggphic communication 
between England and India, which i t  was propoaed to arry along this line 
of country. In the mean time he would ask for a few observations from Mr. 
Lynch, who was well acquainted with the Persian Gulf. 
MR LYNCH said the Paper gave an interesting and correct description-of the 

northern p r t  of the Persian Gulf. But Colonel Pelly wsa mistaken in sop 
posing that Bunder-Abhs was the port of Shiraz. I t  was the port of Kerman, 
Yezd, and indirectly of Ispahan, but Bushire was the port of Shiraz and 
Ispshan. Bunder -Abh was a very fine port, with at  least 14 fathom water 
close in shore, and no doubt with the introduction of railways in Persia it 
would be of great importance. 'l'he physical features of the country were in its 
favour, for to the eastward there was a vast range of mountains ; spurs of the 
Taurus, called the Elbure and Bukhtarian and Luristan ranges, extend along 
the eastern coast of the Gulf of Persia; whereas at  Bunder-Abbam there waa 
all open plain, which extended right up into the heart of Persia, first to Yezd, 
and thence to Isphan. In former times Hormuz was the great emporium for 
this part of Persia Its insular situation mured for it  protection on the 
land side during the disturbed state of the country when it was governed 

c 2 



by the T&~I and Turks; and the Portuguese made it a grand d e ~ 6 t  for the 
commodities of Europe, which when opportunitg offeml they uent into the 
interior in caravans, which traverse the country from Bussora to  Damciscus 
on one side, and to the capital of Timur on the other, and oppoeite Bunder- 
A b h  When Persia becomes mom enliitened -and more amenable to 
civilisation, B m r a  and wad will, however, command the whole trade of 
thin country. Merchandise will follow the water-be, and at BUSBO~ 
and Bagdad it  would find a much better access into the interior than from 
Bunder-Abh,  the cowtry round which is remarkably desert and inhos- 

itable, and its climate moat prejudicial to European constitutiolls. From 
d a d  to Lphn was 20 days' journey by caravan, whereas froin Bunder- L" 

A b k  it  was nearer 30 days. 
SIB HENEX RAWLINEON mid it was only fair to Colonel Pelly to s t .  that 

the Paper consisted merely of a few detached geographical facts culled from a 
ver long and able Report on the general state of the Persian Gulf, which 
em&aced politid conaidentiom mainly, together with statistics of trade and 
a variety of other matters. 

Of Colonel Pelly himself he also wished to say a few words 8s a most de- 
serving officer and a really good geographer. He is an infantry officer on the 
Bombay establishment, the aame aewice which has produced Outram and a 
number of well-known historical characters. He graduated in S i d e ,  under 
Colonel Jacob and Sir Bartle Frere. He aftarwsrds joined Sir Henry Hawlin- 
son as Secretary of Legation a t  Tehersn. After Sir Henry quitted Persia, 
Colonel Pelly trnvelled direct through Affghanistan from Teheran to India, being 
the only European travelling singly who haa passed through since the time of the 
Affghan war. After that he went to Zanzibar, where he assisted Baron *on 
Decken in his journeys into the interior. From Zanzibar he was removed to 
the Pemian Gulf, where he is now political resident. Colonel Pelly had always 
appeared to him as a real type of the Indian officer of the old t@ool-ss hard . 
as iron, plastic, ambitious, full of talent and energy, and ready for any work. 

There were two points of interest in the Paper. The first wss that the par- 
ticular line of c a s t  which Colonel Pelly had described wau part of the great 
line of telegraph which is being laid down between England and India. From 
the mouth of the Enphrab  the line will be laid submarine to Bushire; 
from Bushire i t  will follow down the coast the whole way to a point opposite 
Bunder-Abbass, where there will be a great telegmph-station ; and from that 
p i n t  it  will be continued along the coast of Mekran to Guadeh, and thence by 
land to Kurrachee. I t  was formerly proposed to bring the alternative line through 
Persia, down by land to Bunder -Abk ; but the Persian Government were 
obliged to give up the idea, because they could not protect it  in the interior.' 
That  alone would show what the country must be in the interior, and how 
hopeleas it would be to expect to conduct a line of caravan communication 
into the interior from Bunder-Abbass. Bushire is the natural port of Shiraz ; 
but if the interior m l d  be pacified, no doubt Bunder-Abbass would be the 
roper line to Kerman and Yezd, and thence tg Rho- on the right, and 

frak on the left. 
The other point to which he wished to draw attention-and he was sure it 

would be interesting to Mr. Crawfurd-was with regard to cotton. He believed 
there was not a better cotton country in the whole world than all that region 
which Colonel Pelly had described lying to the north of the Persian Gulf. I t  
had been very little brought before the English public. We had heard of 
Queemland, of the west coast of Africa, of Egypt, and the outlying regions of 
Turkey ; but the country which he believed of all others was the most acces- 

* This alternative " l i e  will, as at preeent designed, unite with the direct line 
at Bushire.-[ED.] 
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sible, and the beat qualified with regard to soil, climate, imgtion, and water- 
carriage, was this province at  the head of the Pers* Gulf, which had been 
almost overlooked. 
MB. CBAWFUBD asked what was the qmlity of the cotton. 
SIB HENBY RAWLINSON replied, Sea-island 4ong staple. He might mention 

that a sample produced a t  Bnssora had been compared with the best Sea-island 
by Amedcan merchants, and they did not distinguish ~y difference. The 
country available belonging to Turk was 600 n~ilea in length, extending 
down the valley of the Tigris and the %npbrates, every inch of which waa per- 
fectly open and adapted to cotton cultivation. It waa a fine alluvial soil, and 
with the T i s  on one side, and the Euphrates on the other, the whole country 
could be reticulated with a seriea of canals from one end to the other. The 
same advantages would apply, thou h, perhap, in a leea degree, to the 
~oont ry  m the eaat, which Colonel pelfy had bean hribing-to the country 
below the mountains, which constituted the ancient province of Susiana.. 
In an~ient  timea this province of Babylonia was the seat of great ~ p i t a l s ,  and' 
Herodotus tells us that it  paid oue-third of the whole ,pin-revenue of the great 

' 
empire of Cprus, which extended from Egypt on the west, to Cashmere on the 
east. This was sufficient evidence of the natural capabilities of the country, 
and it was astonishing when we were looking everywhere for cotton fielda that 
the @at valley of the !Qrh and Euphratee should have been so completely 
neglected. 
MB. CEAWFDBD mid, notwithstanding we had been paying a bounty of 200 

per cent. for cotton during the laat two yeam and a half, Persia-which was so 
productive and so promising, according to Sir Henry Rawlinson-prduced only 
1500 Wea out of the 2,000,000 that we required. Still, what Sir Henry 
had said aa to the capabilitiea of the country was quite correct. If the country 
were well governed, and capital were introduced, the valley of the Tigris and 
Euphrates might be made, no doubt, one of the most productive plainu in the whole 
world. Neither the valley of the Nile nor the valley of the Ganges excelled it 
in  fertility. It could produce abundance of good cotton, but he doubted the 
&*of growiig Sea-iind cotton. Sea-island cotton wan fine in quality, 
but the quantity per acre wan about one-half that of ordinary cotton. I t  would 
be far more profitable to pmdu& good common cotton of the description thatt 
is chiefly consumed in thin country. 

With respect to the ports on that wt, he thought Kurrachee would become 
a great and important emporium. It commanded the trade and navigation of 
d the countries upon the ,mt river Indus up tohhore, just aa Calcutta com- 
manded the trade of the valley of the Gangen. Kurrachw was cutting off a 
coneidenable portion of the trade of Bombey. 

Thin closed the discussion, and the Meeting wae then adjourned to 14th 
Deoember. 



I. The Library will be open every day in the week (Sundays 
excepted) from Eleven in the morning to F k  in the afternoon,' 
except on New-Year's Day, Good Friday to Easter Monday inclu- 
sive, and Christmas week ; and i t  will be closed one month i n  the 
year, in order to be thoroughly cleaned, viz. from the first to the 
last b y  of September. 
II. Every Fellow of the Society is entitled (d jxt  to the Rules) to 

borrow as many as four volumes at one time. 
l i hq&U :- 

1. Dictionari~s, Encyclopaedias, and. other works of reference 
and cost, Minute Boolrs, Manuscripts, Atlases, Booke and 
Illnstrations in loose sheete, D-wings, Prints, and unbound 

. Numbem of Periodical Works, unless wdh the special unitten 
order of the p r e a .  

2. Maps or Charts, unless by s p e d  sanction of the PrtmXmt and 
C a d .  

3. New Works before the expiration of a month after reception. 
III. The title of every Book, Pamphlet, Map, or Work of any 

kind lent, shall first be entered in the Library-register, with the 
borrower's signature, or accompanied by a separate note in hia 
hand. 

IV. No work of any kind can be retained longer than one month ; 
but at the expiration of that period, or sooner, the same must be 
returned fiee of expense, and may then, upon re-dry, be again 
borrowed, provided that no application shall have been made in  the 
mean time by any other Fellow. 

V. In all cases a list of the Boob, bc., or other property of the 
Society, in the poaaession of any Fellow, shall be sent in to the 
Secretary on or before the 1 s t  of July in each year. + 

VI. In every case of loss or .damage to any volume, or other 
property of the Society, the borrower shall make good the same. 

VII. No stranger can be admitted to the Library except by the 
introduction of a Fellow, whose name, together with that of the 
Visitor, shall be inserted in a book kept for that purpose. 

VIII. Fellom transgressing any of the above Regulations will be 
reported by the Secretary to the Council, who will take such steps 
as the case may require. 

By Order of the Council. 

On Saturday the Library is closed at 3 p.m. 



N.B-Home and Foreign Literary and Sientifio Sooieties whom publica- 
tions ere exchanPd with those of the b y a l  Qeographical h i e t y ,  are requested 
to note the following abatraot of the Regulations of the Gen* Post Oflice 
with reference to matter writ by Book Poet :- 

Every packet must be sent either without a cover, or in a cover open a t  
the ends, so as to admit of the enclosures being removed for examination. 
For the greater security, however, of the contents, the packet may be tied 
arross with string, but mwt  not be sealed, and should have the words "Book 
Post" marked in legible characters above the address, in all caaw in which 
there is a p t a l  arrangement for the transmieeion of printed matter between 
the two countries a t  reduced ratea . 

It is also particularly requested h t  all MSS. intended for publ idon  in the 
Society's !h&mctione be written only on one side, for the convenience of 
printing. 
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Acc~ssro~s TO LIBW.-Among the Donations to the Library 
and Map-room since the 23rd November, 1863, were--' Wanderings 
in West Africa by a F.R.G.S.' ' Captain Speke's Discovery of the 
Source of the Nile.' ' Abeokuta and the Camaroons Mountain,' by 
Capt. R F. Burton, F.R.G.R. 'Explorations in the Interior of the 
Labrador Peninsula,' by Professor H. Y. Hind, M.A., F.R.Q.S. Con- 
tinuations of Transactions of various Societies, kc. &o. 

hcc~asro~s TO MAP-m~.--continuation of Ordnance Maps and 
Admiralty Charts. Government Map of Bolivia, by Colonel J. 
Onaarza. 

The first Paper read was entitled- 

1.  Notes on i% Island of Fwma By ROBERT SWINHOE, F.Q.S. &c., 
H.M.'s Vice-Consul at Tai-Wan-Foo, on the island itself. 

The island of Formoea is a foo or distiict of the Chinese province 
of Fokien, and is governed by a special Taou-Tai, who may memo- 
rialise the throne direct. &. Swinhoe doubts whether, owing to ite 
bad anchorage and bad harbourage, Tai- Wan-Foo can ever become 
a centre of British trade, especially as there are known to be other 
and far more suitable ports. After marching overland to Tai- 
Wan-Foo, which is described as girt by a high battlemented wall, 
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six miles in extent, the Paper mentioned that the town was fast 
going to decay owing to the silting up of the river. The difficulty 
of navigating the oocrst of Formoea is great, and there are numerous 
wreclra of v d  that are compelled to run for a port, and are 
ignorant of several excellent hbouxa anauveyed near the south 
end of the island. On the north-weat coast is the Tam-sny River, 
whioh Mr. Swinhoe meam to t h i  destined to h o m e  the British 
port of trade, there being 16 feet of water at high tide over the bar. 
The capital, Foo Chow, is not hr distant, and there are several 
naturallandmarks for facilitating navigation. The chief danger is 
from the h h e t a  in the earls summer. when the mountain-mom melt. 
The river in ita upper CO& ie formed by two chief branches, near 
one of which are sulphur mines. Among other improvements effected 
by native skill is their having, about 40 yeam eince, diverted a large 
stream of water so ae to make amends for the very bad water on the 
plains. There is a wooden aqueduct, 5 feet deep, 8 feet broad, and 
about 360 feet in length, which -hae been rendered water-tight with 
Chinem cement. Kot far distant from this the temtory of the 
aboriginal savages inhabiting the east coast is reached, where the 
division line is strongly marked by the Chinese side being denuded 
of treee, for the cultivation of the tea-plant, while the native -side 
is covered with the m a 1  foreet vegetation. Great quantities of 
rain fall from Kovember to May, d i n g  the climate comparatively 
cold, ae is evidenced by a table drawn up with considerable -care. 
This excees of moisture the author attributes to an oceanic stream 
known as the Kurorrino, which departs at  the south cape of 
Form-, and extende along its eaet side and paat the eastern shore 
of Japan even to the Enrile islands, and is supposed to mu for 
some dietance alongside of a much warmer stream coming up from 
the Philippinee. From the bold appearance of the eastern, northern, 
and north-weetern wad, the coaRtline is eewmed to be receding if 
anything. Excellent lignite d is procured at Coal Harbour, on 
the north-east corner. There ie fkir sound tea on the island, 
besides rice, sugar, jute, graes-cloth fibre, rice paper, rattans, barley, 
wheat (superior to that of the mainland), camphor, petroleum, and 
dyewoods, and a constantly increasing import, chiefly opium. 

The CHAIBMAN, in returning the thanks of the M e t y  to the author of the 
Paper, said it  wae an exceedingly interenting and im rtant contribution to om 
knowledge of a very curious and little known islandP To nine-tenths of ordi- 
nary readers the name of Formm would convey no more distinct idea than to 
recall the most succeseful typical forgery of modem times-George Paalma- 
namr's forgery of the Formoean language at  the end of the laat century. In reality 
it  waa amost beautiful and i~~tereeting island. The Paper touched upon the 
most important pointa connected with the island, and ncemed to go with fair 
depth into them. There were three important pointa The first was the gm- 
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graphical position and relations of the island ; the imperfect way in which it  
had been surveyed hitherto, and the very small knowledge which we possessed 
with reference to the coasts, and the way in which that had acted pmctically 
upon our commerce. The second point was the Chinese colonisation (which 
did not appear to be an official colonisation, but an encroachment of the 
Chinese upon the aborigines), the relatiom of that colony with the central 
government, and its commercial prospects. The third point was the aboriginal 
race itself. Fortunately, each of these points could be illustmted by gentlemen 
present ; by B r  Harry Park- on the subject of the Chinese relations, and by 
Admiral Collinson, to whom we were indebted for the whole of our geographical 
knowledge of the coast a t  the present moment. He believed the Society would 
join him in echoing the opinion of Mr. Swinhoe, that the Hydrograph~c m c e  
should take into immediate and serious oonsideration the unsurveyed state of 
the mast of Formosa, and especially the fact that when an appeal was made to 
the Admiral in command a t  Hongkong, he expressed his inability to p n t  
assistance. He thought some suggestion might advantqiously be brought to 
bear upon the Admiralty, for no doubt Mr. Swinhoe was perfectly right in 
saying that the present state of our knowledge on the subject was detrimental 
to British commerce. 

Admiral COmso~ said he looked upon Formosa in some measure as a 
child of his own. In the course of his survey of the Pescadores he occasionally 
caught glimpses of the far-off island, and availed himself of the opportunity to . 
fix the position of the principal mountains, to the highest of which-above 
10,009 feet high-he gave the name of Mount Morrison ; a name which 
he' helieved all those who were acquainted with our original connection 
with the Chinese would acknowledge ought to be perpetuated throughout 
all ages. After his survey of the Pescadores, on his return to Hongkong, 
Sir Thomas Cochrane desired him to go up the east side of Formosa. I t  
was a t m a  incognita. He went round in a little brig, which he com- 
manded, and coasted along in search of a harbour ; but no harbour could be 
found until he came to Blackrock Bay. Up to a certain point they saw 
Chinese boata ; but above that point they did not see a single boat afloat. 
They came upon a beautiful and highly-cultivated terrace-ground of high hills, 
which rose almost immediately from the beach, and which were very confined 
and narrow. In Blsckrock Bay, which was merely a bnsaltic protuberance 
from the coast, when he was making his observations, one of his assistant sur- 
veyors went on shore to take up a p i t i o n  to make a survey of the place. 
I n  the course of his walk along the beach, two of the natives came out 
and visited him; and thoee were the only two they got into communication 
with during the whole of their visit. They appeared to be more of the - 
Malay than of the Chinese race. The Chinese whom they met with after- 
wards in the upper part of the island reported that they were cannibals, 
and lived in trees,-in short, gave them the worst possible character. He 
found that Mr. Swinhoe gave them a very different character; and he must 
say, so far as he could judge from the nice appearance of the houees and the 
cultivated lands, that he should have very much liked to have got into com- 
munication with them. With reference to the probability of our entering into 
commercial relations with the people on the east side, he was inclined to think 
that there was no opening for British commerce there. The coast-line was 
nearly straight ; there were no indentations, and the boulders on the shore were 
m large, that they gave some idea of the immense force of the ocenn-current 
which camed them there. l'he only place where they attempted to land after- 
wards was Chekodai Bay. There was a large river there, and they took boats 
and tried to get in, but found it  i m p i b l e .  l'hey then went up to Sau-o 
Bay, and they found the Chinese had come round the end of the island, and 
were in full w o n ;  but over the remaining portions of the island, the 

D 2 
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Chinew had no rule whatever. Generally speaking, Formosa might be said to 
11e halt the wize of Ireland; and from the papen, that were given to him, he i 
judged that the dialect was undoubtedly Malayan. The great equatorial I 
current net in on the island in a more wonderful manner than it  did in any 
part of the Atlantic Off Steep Island, he was c a m 4  away one day 91 milea 
agaimt the wind by the current, and on the following day 103 milee e n s t  1 
the wind. The whole force of the motion of water given by tlie e q n s t o d  , 
n~ovement through the Pacific Ocean reached the island of Manilla ; i t  then 
flowed up along the island of Formar. and from thence on to the ~t of 1 
Japan; hut its greatest stre~igtl~ was felt a t  Formosa and Jalan. He had 1 
no hesitation in saying that the current would be found to run at  the rate of 
4) to 5 milea an hour. 

With wpect to con1 he might state, that finding no anchoring place but 
the little Sau-o Bay, they r e n t  round to Kelung Bay, and in pulling u p  the 
river they met with junks M e n  with d. It  was not known before that d 1 
had been found in this psrt of the world. He was called to make an enami- 
tion of it, and he went to the mines, which were about a mile and a quarter 
from the beach, and found them in a very primitive condition, worked simply 
by adits. They had no menns of lifting, and the only seams which could be 
worked were those whfch could be worked from the surface. Whether a seam 
would be bnnd by sinking wan the province of the geologist rather than the 

, ~iauitical surveyor. He added that the island itself, at least the Chinese part 
of it, produced everything that was required in the shape of fruits and supplies, 1 
and that i t  might be called the granary of the Fokien provinces. The trade I 

from Tai-Wan to Amoy and h h o o  Fu was very great indeed in rice, csmphor, 
wood, and vegetables. The opratiom in the Gulf of Pecheli, and the opening 
of Japan to the commerce of the world, have interfered with the survey of 
Formosa, which was begun by him; but now that attention has been called 
to the island by the interesting paper by Mr. Swinhoe, it  is to be hoped that 
some s t e p  will be taken to wmplete the survey of ita shores. 

SIB H A ~ B Y  PABKES said he was afraid he should scarcely be able to speak 
upon all the points suggested by the Chairman, for it  was rather a complicated 
and little known subject. Mr. Swinhoe had rendered good service in drawing 
attention to an island of immense extent, which was probably as much a t e ~ r a  1 
incognita as any other unexplored p r t  of the continent of Asia. I t  was less a 
terra incognita to Europeans some time ago than it was in the present day, for 
two centuria q o  it  was claimed an a European possession. The Dutch occu- 
pied it  fmm 1622 to 1662. Atthat time, wishing to share ~ t h  the I>oortuguese 
and the Spaniards in the trade of the E a t ,  they took m i o n  of the P-- . dores Islands as a check W M a w  on one side, then helPOby the po~ugua, uld 
on the other to the Philippine Islands, which belonged to the Spaniarda ~t 
the instance of the Chinese they relinquished the Pescadores r s h d s  and 
blished themselves on the i~land of Formosa, whicl~ up to that tirne had not 
h e n  formally claimed by the Chinese, although sepratt.d from them by a 
channel only ninety-five miles in width. They themselves suggested that the 
Dutch should take possession of the island. At that time another power which 
had lately wrne into notice, the Japanese, were. also located there ; and when- 
ever the Chinese and Japanese came m contact m those daye, the chinw went 
to the walL 

The Japanese followed a very different Policy then from that they 
pursued now. They were then the adventurers of the Eaat, and they supplied 
mercenary troops to many Asiatic nations. l'hey had flourishing colonies in 
the island of Formom in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries ; and perhaps it 
was 6 t h  the politic intention of settin one r ~ e  against the other that the 
Chin- s q g e s t d  to the Dutch to too. However, when the 
went the% they found not only the Epnca bUt the 8pan&ds, and they 
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had to e ~ p e l  both before the became maxtenr of the ishnd. Masters of the 
island they acarcely continued to he : fur, in consequence of the great civil 
troubles which set in throughout the whole of China in the middle of that 
century, swarms of Chinese flocked over into Formosa, against whom the Dutch 
were ~carcely able to contend; until at last the famous piratical chief, Koxinga, 
who had been strong enough at  one time to contend with the Tartars for the 
empire of the South, was driven from the wuntry, and, crossing over to Formosa, 
he in turn expelled the Dutch from that island. Following the usual course of 
events, the pirate himself was eventually subjected to the Chinese Government ; 
and, as late 8s 1682, the Chinese for the first time chimed juridiction over 
Formosa and incorporated it  with their territories. I t  was now called a h, 
'a territorial division of which there are no less than 260 in the whole of China. 
From that time Formosa ceased to be of much importance to the Ellropean ; 
and even after our firat treaty, though the coasts of China became accemible 
to us, yet notwithstanding the attractive name that it  bears, Formosa was 
dreaded by sailors and navigators in consequence of the difficulties to which 
Admiml Collinson ht~d alluded, and which rendered it  a serious obstacle to 
the navigation of the cocrst of China The South Cape was about the very 
worst point for a veasel to get on shore; for on that extreme point of the 
island there was a particular aboriginal tribe, numbering 200 or 300 individuals, 
who had an unfortunate passion for human heads, and it  was a habit with 
them to murder any foreigner that came in their way. He had occasion to 
make the acquaintance of these people about twelve years ago, when one of our 
vensels was lost on that point, and he was sent over by Her Maiaty's Govern: 
ment to make some inquiries respecting the missing crew. They succeeded in 
rescning two of the men, who were in the hands of another tribe on the western 
point, the wreck having taken place on the eastern p i n t  of the said Cape. 
These two men had been bought by the Chinese at  6 dollars a head, and had 
been in captivity with them _six months. The north point of the island had 
a h  proved aa dangerous to us as the South Cape. Two English vessels, the 
N e r W  and the Ann, were both wrecked there, in consequence of the strong 
oceanic currents which prevailed on the cosst. That was in the year 1842 ; 
and althoiigh the crews of those two vessels did not fall iuto the hands of 
savages, but iuto the hands of the Chinese proper, they were treated in no betkr 
way ; for, out of a crew of 240 on board the N e r M  2 only remained with 
their lives, and out of 57 which formed the crew of the Ann, 10only remained ; 
the others having been taken to the ca ital of Form- and, after being kept in 
captivity there, murdered in wld b l d  This was the character which Formosa 
bore to us: wrecks in the north and south, jiidicial murders on the part of 
the Chinese, and bloody murdera made by the aboriginal tribes. We had now 
turned over a new page in the history of our com~nunications with Formosa. 
The opening of the island to British commerce was one of t.he last acts which 
that great British nobleman ( I ~ r d  Elgin), whose loss we had now to deplore, 
had accomplished by the treaty which he made with the Chinese. 

As to Formosa being a colony, certainly in one sense it  was a colony of 
China, though a very great portion of it  still belonged to the aboriginal tribes ; 
and i t  was worthy of notice that in this land were found impinging upon each 
other the remnants of very distinct races of men. To take the three little . 
islands of Lambey Botel, 'khngo, and Samasima, all eituated in the vicinity of 
South Cape, the first was inhabited by the Chinese, the second by the Malay, 
and the laat by Japanese. In  other prts  of the island it was difficult to my 
by what race it  waa # : some of the tribes were believed to be of Malay 
origin, and some of Polynesian ; while still further north fi. Swinl~oe would 
nay that tbe natives belonged to the aboriginal ram of China. The island wae 
very intereating in an ethnological point of view, because we had those distinct 
trncea of different races of people ; and, bearing this circumstance in mind, he 
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wvas not eurprised that Admiral Colliison did not find in the pictures of the 
aborigines presented to the meeting any very strong resemblance to his friends in  
Blackrock Bay, certainly, those he saw were not m good-looking or so attractive 
as thaw rep,resented in the pictures who probably came from the northern part of 
the island. At present the island presented two diarent aspects, the western 
and the eaetem one : the western one prosperous and commercial, the eastern 
one wild and still occupied by savage mcea ; where, as Admiral Collinson stated, 
no native craft were to be wen, while the narrow channel which eeparatd the 
bland from China on ita weatem side was always crowded with junka A 
further change, however, had taken place in later years ; junks were passing out 
of date, and now most of the local trade was carried on in foreign bottoma l'here 
was a large trade at  Tam-Suy, and there was also a trade at  Ta-kow. Lord' 
Elgin's treaty in throwing Fonncea open for trade did not specify for any 
particular port, He stipulated that Taiwan, which is the name for the whole 
island, should be thrown open to commerce, and it was afterwards for our 
consuls to find out which npot was the best suited for commerce. Mr. Swinhoe 
was perfectly right in considering Taiwan as unsuitable. He had visited that 
place himself, and he could confirm what Mr. Swinhoe said, that i t  i unap  
proachable to vessels drawing any depth of water ; and the event had proved 
that Ta-kow in the south, and Tam-Suy in the north, were ports at  which 
considerable commerce could he carried on. Although the Chinese might a p e  
we were not entitled to more than one port, they had been so liberal as to allow 
trade at both these ports since the treaty came into operation. From the large 
immigration from China, he had no doubt that we nhould see the aboriginal 
tribes dwindle down, and perhap at  no distant date became altogether extinct ; 
and it  might be expected, that in proportion as they gradually dippeared, so 
commerce would increase. The foreign trade at present bore a local character, 
that is, cargoes were not sent direct from England to Formosa, nor from 
Formosa direct to England, but were exchanged between the itJland and the 
coast of China and Hong-Kong. l'he trade was already of sufkieut importance 
to employ a considerable amoont of foreign tonrlege for steamers, and would 
probably speedily realize all the expectations formed of it. 

The CHAIRMAN wid that the only int he would advert to was with reference 
to the aboriginal tribea. The knowGge they possessed of these people an re- 
garded their lau,pagg and dialects was entirely derived from theoriginal Dutch 
settlers. Their occupation of the land was from 1620 to 1660. They were 
acquainted with two slightly differing dialects, and a discovery made twenty 
years ago had p i ~ t  us in possession of a Dutch grammar and a Dutch dictionary 
of another Forniosan speech : Chis last differing almost entirely from all those 
that we had known of before. The earlier spaimens were the subject of 
a treatise in Klaproth's works. The whole of the languages had also been 
made the subject of a very able treatise by a distinguished German philo- 
logist, Dr. Gabelentz, who possessed a special knowledge of the Malayan and 
Polyueaian dialects. He had compared those dialects together, and the result 
was that they possessed a general, but not a special, affinity with the Makryan 
or the Polynesian, rather than with the extreme type of the Oceanic race, 
which is usually considered of a different descent altogether. These Formosan 

. dialects differed considerably between themselves, and amounted almost to t ~ u ,  
separate languages having general affinities. This was the only p i n t  to which 
he wished to call attention. He thought the physiological evidence ought to 
go hand in hand with the philological evidence, in order properly to determine 
the queation of race. 
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The second Paper read was- 

2. A Journey from Nmareth to B o z d  of Moab. 
By F. A. EATON, Esq., M.A. 

The Author commenced by stating that a fortunate renoontre with 
the Rev. Mr. Zeller, long resident in the country, induced the party 
of which the writer was a member, to abandon the beaten from 
Jerusalem to Nazareth and Damascus, and, starting eastward from 
Nazareth, to explore the Hauran, a country east of the Jordan, aa 
far as Bozrah of Moab. Such a tonr, i t  wae found, occupied but a 
fortnight, and is entirely safe aa well aa deeply interesting if accom- 
panied by any one personally acquainted with the Arab Druse 
SheikE. 

Leaving Nazareth, the party &-at made for the encampment of 
Agleeby Agha. The road led along the north-east edge of the 
Plain of Esdraelon (Scriptural Jezreel), which i t  reached just 
beneath Mount Tabor. Leaving the plain and crwing the Wady 
Bireh, t.he Wady es Shirar is reached, in whose course were per- 
ceived what seemed to be ruins of reservoirs and aqueducts. In  
four hours after starting began to ascend hills to west of Jordan, on 
reaching the summit of which there lay extended below a view from 
Lake Tiberim to the Dead Sea. The old bridge by which the river 
was crossed is traditionally said to mark the spot at which Jawb and 
Esau met. At sunset of @-at day reached the Agha's encampment. 
Thence passed the Y@ (ancient Hieromax), and entered the 

- Tetrarchical provinces of P e m  and Gaulonitis (1 Scriptural Bashan 
and.Gilead). Scenery very wild. Visited second day the hot springe 
of Amatha, ?la0 Fahr. ; country g e n e d y  of volcanic formation. 
I n  vicinity of springs are remains of a Roman bath. Reached 
Umkeis at 1 P.M., where the escort ceased. A Bedouin of the Beni 
Sukhr was here adopted 8s guide, and led the travellers due east along 
a crest of a range separating the Sherfat-el-MandhQr from the Wady 
el  Arab. Soil rocky, but thickly covered with stone-oak. Before 
entering the open plain beyond, passed numerous towers in the 
gorge. Put np with Sheikh Abdallah, of the Beni Sukhr, who wan 
very hoepitable, and occupied a region much resembling an English 
village-landscape. Made next day for M e d b ,  a pilgrimage- 
station from Damascus, nearly due east, in order to get letters from 
the Governor of the Haurb,  whose residence is here. The Wady 
Sheliileh, which was crossed the same day, and is described as flowing 
through a deep gorge, is the same aa the Wady Warran, which 
forms the boundav north-west of .the Djebel Ajlh,  and afterwards 
joining the Sheriat el MandhQr. Course changed to due north; 
thence over a vast., level, treeless plain, wvered with barley. 
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Beaahed the Haj (or pilgrimapproad) where it crossee the Wady 
Dilw by an old atone bridge which marks the western boundary of 
HauriSn proper. Country eingolarly flat. Mezarib ie a large, old, 
quare fortram, with a few hub within ita maints, and is only 
garrisoned dlying the Haj to protect the Demaecus pilgrim on their 
road to and from Mekka. The visit taking place just at  the period of 
the Hnj, there were no fewer than 1000 infantry-perhaps more than 
were required ; but in reality theee concentrations of troop have a 
political object. Next point waa Der'a, whence they hoped to m c b  
Bozrah. Still the same flat plaine, and p s e d  a ruined village with 
stone roofs, indicating they had arrived in the Hauriln. Next 
oroeaed the Wady DiSu, near which is an old Roman bridge of five 
arches, the shape of the buttresees evidently showing that the 
h a m  now and for  age^ past hee run into the Sheriat el Mandhar. 
Der'a is supposed to mark the site of the capital of the Kings of 
Basban, though Mr. Porter prefere Edh'ra, ss more easily fortifiable. 
At this point had to get a native Arab to act as guide. Next 
day paased numerous villages and reached Bozrah, whence there ie 
a Roman road to Dani, which their road struok to the south. At this 
point they turned northwards by DbB,  a fort amid hills, whence 
they followed the ordinary oftendesoiibed road to Damascus. 

The CHAIRMAN mid the prt of the Paper which was of special interest 
related to the visit to El-Lejah. El-Lejah waa a country which hnd been 
unrecorded, and to the beat of his knowledge untrsvelled. He did not know 
how far Burckhar~lt went into t.he country; but El-Lejah was a moulltnin 
fastnw mid to be of curious geological formation, and he hoped Mr. Eaton 
would favour them with a word or two upon the subject. 

Mr. EATON said the party with which he travelled had very little opportunity 
of visiting El-Lejah. Their visit waa confined to a day, or a day and a half. 
I t  was very hurried, and afforded them no opportunity of studying the archi- 
tect~lre of the villngea and towns, or to mark even the inscriptions. The spot 
was very remarkable, being a sort of island-rock, in the midst of a level plain ; 
i t  began aa abruptly as the rocks on the sea-shore. l'hey did not go into that 
part which had been described by Mr. Porter, and also by Mr. Cyril Graham, 
where there are very deep ravines ; that pnrt lay more to the north and west of 
El-Lejah; where~s the part which they visited w m  to the east, where the 
eurface consisted of ledges and occasionally rough rock. The point they started 
from was midway between OmRn and Damascus; and at  Dama they were 
hospitably received by the Arab sheikh. The people aupplied them with coffee, 
and refreshment of every kind ; with water for their horses, which, considering 
they had to fetch every drop of the water from a distance of ~ i x  miles on mules, 
epas a great p m f  of the hospitality which they showed. l'here were about 
reventy or eighty people in all ; and they had taken up their quarters there as 
a refuge from the Turkish Government. I t  was an admirable natural fortrees ; 
for there was only one entrance to it, which would be easily defended by ten 
or twelve resolute men. The towns in El-Lejah were certainly very nume- 
rous, and the remains very interesting. In the town of P&mR they arrw a 
great deal of that peculiar architecture which was common to the country. 
There were some great stone doors, 10 or 12  feet high, which turned on their 
sockets with the greatest case. They were of immenae weight, and were 
hung on the bell-and-socket principle, great solid stones being used as 
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lintels a t  the top and bottom. With r e g 4  to their extreme antiquity, 
there was reason to doubt i t ;  but the doors themselves, and the materials 
out of which they were made, might be of very great antiquity. He had 
also &cat reason to doubt t.he antiquity of many of the h o w  at  present 
standing. They were all of the same kind, one as l i e  mother as possible. 
As the ruins around the place were of Roman origin, he thought that the 
doors were not of greater antiquity. The last purpoee to which they had been 
applied was a mosque; and in the moaque you could h.ace signs of a Roman 
temple ; and in the material itself you could tmca s i p  of a still older build- 
ing. At one spot there was a specimen of Cyclopean architecture, consisting 
of large rough stones, put together with mortar : that was the only ~ p e c i m e ~ ~  

* they saw which seemed,to be ante-Roman. 
The particular part which the Chairman %ad referred to as being antravelled 

before was that which is amved a t  immediately after cmesing the Jordan. He 
understood that Lord Lindsay traversed the country near there, and he be- 
lieved Dr. Beke had come across that route, but he thought that the pnrticular 
part where he and his party experienced the hospitality of the AmbSheikh, had 
never been visited by Europeans before, a t  least there was no public mention 
of i t  As to the identification of cities with names in the Old Testament, he 
wae not prepared to nay how h r  that could be established. No doubt there 
were many villages which might be identified rather by resemblance of names 
than anything else, and at  best the identity must be more or less fanciful. 
l 'he tribes were said to be most unruly and most lawless, and travellers had 
been deterred from crossing the country in consequence of the character which 
they possessed. The natives mould try to get out of tmvellers all that they 
could by legal means, and if they failed in that  they would endeavour to rob 
them ; but to those acquainted with the lan,qage there wan every facility 
afforded for going into that part of the country if they were so disposed. 
MR CYBIL GBAIUM said there was only one point which he wished to bring; 

before the meeting-that that portion of Mr. Eaton's track through El-Lejnh 
which coincided with the old Roman mad wan new to Europeam Burckherdt, 
Dr. Wetatein, and himself, had examined the ruins further to the west ; the 
substructures, and in many cases the buildings, of which, alt.hou$ s u b  
quently embellished by Roman chisels, are undoubtedly of more ancient work- 
manship The probable fsct that the houaea and other structures along the liue 
of the Roman road rose up in oonaequence of its existence, would sufficiently 
account for the remark rfiade by Mr. Eston with reference to the compratively 
recent origin of the remains, which he saw. Had time permitted, he (Mr. 
Graham) should have wished to say much more on the subject of the Parer 
which had just been read to them ; but, considering the lateness of the hour, 
he felt himself bound to conclude by calling the attentiou of the meeting 
ouce more to the chief point in Mr. Eaton's journey-the tracing of the Roman 
r d .  

The meeting wsa then adjourned to 11th Jan., 1864. 

Fourth M&ing, Mmday EDsning, January 11, 1864. 

SIR RODERICK I. MURCHISON, K.c.B., PRESWEW, in the Chair. 
ELECTIONS.-Tnd Rev. WaWm B y m  ; David C M s ,  Esq. ; John 

C&, l&q, ; Angus A. C d ,  Esq. ; John Fmguson, Esq. ; Licut. Frands 
Fitzpatrick; Mons. C. T. Fortunk; Capt. WtUiam John Foster; Charles 
Grierson, Esq. ; Benjamin Hardwkk, Esq. ; John Harugr, Esq. ; Robfft 
Henderson, Esq. ; W111iam Gunston H d ,  Esp. ; Capt. George F. Lamcrt ; 
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p& Ridankq Eaq.; E. J. Routh, i,. ; Grsnol?b Rydsr, *.; 
M* Coomaroo Slwmy ; Richard B. Wads, Esy. 

A C C ~ O N ~  to LIBRARY.-' Marvels of Friar Jordanns,' by Colonel 
Henry Yule, c.B., p.R.a.s., presented by the Hakluyt Society. 
' Buddhism in Tibet,' by Dr. Schlagintweit. ' Reaults of a Scientifio 
Mieeion to India and High Bsia, undertaken between the yegm 
1855-58,' by Hermann, Adolphe, and Robert de Sohlagintweit; 
Vol. iii. Wanderings in West Africa,' by a F.R.G.S. ' A Treat& 
on the Chronology of Siriadio Monuments,' by Eekekyan Bey, c.e 
Journal of the Discovery of the Sourn of the Nile,' by Capt. J. H. 

Speke, F.R.G.S. Abeokuta and the Canlaroons Mountain,' by Capt. 
a F. Burton, ~.s.a.s. 'Continuatione of Transactions of varione 
Societiee, dtc. &o. 

Acc~lssloxs to MAP-ROOM from DEC. 14th t.o DEC. 23rd.-South 
Polar Chart, by A. Petermann. Railway Map of proposed Metro- 
politan and Suburban lines (1864), by E. Stanford. Continuation 
of the Trigonometrical Survey of India, on 13 sheets. Part 3 of 
Schlagintweit's Atlas. 

The h t  Paper read was- 

1. On the Non-Aun$?rous Character of the Rocks of West Australia. By 
E. C. HARQBEAVES. From a Despatch of His Excellency Sla 
GEORGE BOWEN, Governor of Queensland, to His Grace the DUKE 
OF NEWCASTLE, and communicated by the Colonial Office. 

MR. H A R ~ R E A ~ ,  who first practically opened out the gold-mines 
of Australia, having been sent to examine West Australia, with the 
view of determining if, as had been loosely aeeerted, it would prove 
to be auriferous, has, after various excursions into the interior, 
reported, that although rich in iron and copper ores, its rocks, so 
different from those of-New South Wales and Victoria, render i t  
essentially a non-auriferous region. Relying upon the absence of 
those rocks, which Sir Roderick Murchison (to whom he refers) had 
cited as the only true matr im of gold in veinstones, he shows that 
the statement that that geologist had ever suggestad that West 
Australia would be found to be a gold-producing country, wm 
entirely unfounded. Mr. Hargreaves had sent home numeroua 
specimens of the rocka 

The PBESIDENT, in expressing the customary vote of thanks to the author of 
the Paper, said Mr. Hargreavea was the first practical explorer of the gold-mines 
of Australia He had been sent out by Government to see if Western Australia 
would prove auriferous. He had stated what waa certainly a fact, that he (the 
President) never had the remotest idea of suggesting that Western Australia 
would prove auriferous ; on the contrary, he knew very well from what h d  
been previously said of the structure of these rocks, and from the fa i ls  and 
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organic remains which had been bronght before them by Mr. Rank Gregory, 
who had explored the country, that there were none of those ancient slaty rocks 
in the regions examined, with quartz veins in them, in which gold could be dis- 
covered. He had great pleasure in informing them that Mr. Selwyn, the geo- 
logical surveyor of the rich auriferous colony of Victoria, was present ; a gentle- 
man who had contributed more to the real advancement of their knowledge as 
to what was probably to be contained in a gold colony than any other 
individual: and he, therefore, hoped that Mr. Selwyn would state what he 
knew of the pmbability or improbability of gold being found in Western 
Australia 

Mr. SELWYN enid on his way up to Victoria he was a t  Albany for a few 
days, when he took the opportunity of seeing as much of the surrounding 
country as he could. He quite a D d  with Mr. Hargreaves that there were 
no indications there of auriferous country, unless we took certain granitic 
rocks as being occasionally indicators of the presence of the ore. Hitherto 
it had not been generally supposed that granitic rocks alone were indi- 
cations of auriferous country. The rocks about Albany were entirely 
granitic, overlaid by some of the middle and upper tertiary rocks, consisting 
of ferruginous grits, quartz grits, snd conglomerates, and a white rock, 
which Mr. Eargreaves referred to as chalky rock, consisting of silicate of 
alumina with quartz grains in it. He never found fossils in these rocks, but 
he had found rocks, similar in p i t i o n  and structure, in Victoria, resting some- 
times on granite, sometimes on Silurian, :md sometimeson the upper plaeozoic. 
All the specimens brought home by Mr. Harpeaves were entirely p i t i c  and 
tertiary rocks, with a few specimens of hornblendic rocks, which that gentle- 
man spoke of aa intersecting the granite. With regard to the auriferous cha- 
racter of these rocks, there.was no doubt that these tertiary rocks, or the 
representatives of these tertiary rocks in Victoria, were the richest gold-bearing 
rocks. But theo they had been derived from the slaty Silurian rocks, whereas 
in Western Australia they had been derived almost entirely from the granitic 
rocks. Therefore he thought Mr. Eargreaves was right in his conclusion that 
in that district auriferous tracts were not likely to be found. Some of the 
specimens, in which Mr. Hargreaves found iudicatious of copper, he thought 
were analogous to rocks of central South Australia, from Mount Serle to 
Mount Remarkable, in which the great copper-mines of South Australia occur. 
He thought, however, we ought hardly to take an examination of the come 
line as a pmof that the whole of Western Australia was not auriferous, becam 
if we looked at  the enormous expanse of Western Australia, i t  would be seen 
that Mr. Hargreaves had traversed it  but to a very limited extent ; and it  was 
not improbable that there might be regions in which the Silurian rocks might 
re-appelu. If the m t - l i n e  of the province of Victoria, for example, mere 
selected for examination, districts might be found fifty miles from the ooast 
where there w u l d  he no auriferous deposits. 

The WEXIDENT observed that other travellers had penetrated a considerable 
distance into the interior of Western Australia, and they had found little else 
but granite. 

Mr. SELWYN added he hul travelled over the whole of the settled districts of 
South Australia, fmm Cape .Jervis to Mount Serle, and there were one or two 
diitricts where he thought it  possible that the rocks were Silurian, and that' 
gold might be found. But these rocks were only of limited extent : the great 
maas of the rocks were of a newer formation-Devonian, or something even 
newer than that. There was a large quantity of quartz, but the quartz did 
not appear to be auriferous. l'he characteristic of the South Australian rocks 
was copper, which was rarely found in the rocks in Victoria, associated with 
gold. Respecting the occurrence of gold in granite, he might mention that he 
had received a letter from one of his colleagues in Australia, stating that a new 
locality in Victoria had been discovered, a t  Wood's Point, in which the quartz 
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reafa were taming out extmrdinarily rich, far mrpming anything hitherto 
known. The Surveyor-&nerd stated that the reefs were in granite and did 
not continue into the adjacent echistose rocks, and were horizontal. The dis- 
covery wan made by eight miners, who in eighteen months had realized between 
forty and fifty thousand onds each. 

Mr. C u m -  a s k J i f  indicatiom of tin had bean found in Western 
Ansbalirr. 

Mr. SEI~WYN replied, he had not neen any. Before he left, the Western 
Auntralirn Government forwarded him some specimene of granite with mineral 
in it, which he foiind to be siilphide of molyklenum. 

&JOB SANFORD took exception to the conclusions of Mr. Hargeenves, and 
was about to enter into the question at some length, when the President 
begged him to poetpone the discunaion to a future occaeion, in consideration of 
the importanm attached to then next Paper which had to b e d ,  "On the 
Glaciers of the Miistakh Range, md stated that an early opportunity would 
be afforded for considering the points mooted as to the capabilities of West 

The second Paper read was- 

2. % Gluciers of the Mustakh Range (Trans-Indus). By Captain 
H. H. GODWIN-A~TEN, Assistant on the Great Trigonometrical 
Survey of India. 

STARTING from hkardo 5th Angust, 1860, the snrvey of this region 
may be considered an divided into two grand divisions, separated 
by a line d r a m  through Iskardo, Shigar, and a point on the great 
range of the Kuen-Lun, about 40 milea west of the Mustakh Pass, 
leading into Little Bucharia. This Mustakh Paw is a newly-die 
covered p i s ,  described as being capable of being so far improved 
an to be practicable for ponies, though the height is 18,400 feet. 
It is separated to the eastward from the renowned Kara-Korum 
Pass by the magnificent range running eastward from the Kara- 
Korum Peak, d yet unnamed, the second highest peak in the 
Himalayahs or the world, which rises about north-west to an 
elevation of 28,265 feet. Its approximate position is 35O 53' N., 
76" 35' K,* that of Mustakh being 35" 49' N., 76" 14' E. 

The f i s t  portion of the survey lay up the Hushi Valley, a tribu- 
tary of the Nubra, which name the author applies to the whole 
length of the North fork of the Indus (in lieu of its oustornary desig- 
nation of Shah-Yok), instead of oon6ning it an hitherto to the 
tributary branch of that name whiuh falls in a little above the juno- 
tion of the Hushi Valley. ' A t  the head of the valley he enoom- 
bred three glaciers, the easternmost of whioh he traced into the 
receeses of the immense mass of the Mauhorbrurn (35" 38' N., 76" 20' 
E.), 25,600 feet high. After surveying thono in regular order, he 

- - -  - 
The pnsitiooe wiped in tbi8 abrtraot are ol1ly approximative as derived 

from the Map.-ED. 
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returned to the junction of the Hushi with the Nubra, and thence 
westward 24 miles down the river to &paloo, 35" 10' N., 76" 24' E., 
which is itself about the same distance above Iskardo, whither he 
returned after twenty three days' arduoue labour, and which was the 
head-quarters of the survey. 

Captain Godwin-Austen next proceeded to determine a position 
for the triangulations to the muth of Iskardo, the panoram from 
which, embracing nearly the whole extent of the peaks from 
ddaaherbrum weetward, was magnificent. 

That season being finished, i t  was newsmy to postpone any 
further ~urvey till 7th July, 1861, when a survey was made to the 
south-wed of Iskardo as far as the Pam of Borijee. Thence he 
returned to headquarters, and at once started for the village of 
Kuardo, having now oompleted the examination of the very remark- 
able basin of Iskardo, which beam evident traces of having been 
once an immense lake. Here the weather proved unpropitious, as 
it was throughout the season, but with occasional bnrets of clear 
weather, when the views from the peak over Kuardo from muth 
round to north-errst-from the mountains bounding the table-land 
of Deosia over Kashmere round to the great Kara-Korum Peak- 
were gmmd beyond description. Shigar was finally reached 18th 
July. 

On the 28th he proceeded to explore the Valley of the Bialdoh, 
which, rising in the distant glaciers of Punmah and the ridge 
bounding the great Baltom glacier on the west, receives large 
numbers of glacial tributaries (the ice-cold water of which had f i e  
quently to be forded), and flows westward to a point whe& it 
receives the   as ha, a similar glacier stream from the north, when 
the united streams flow in a t3.S.E. direction, and take the name of 
the Shigar. Not long after setting foot in the valley, the party, 
while at camp, were nearly being swept away by the bursting of a 
glacier-lake, which rolled along huge blocks of rock and torrents of 
black mud,-+ phenomenon which is called by the natives " Shwii," 
and is of by no means infrequent occurrence, corresponding, in fact, 
to what is known to Alpine travellers aa a de'bacb. 

After exploring the Peee beneath the peak of Mango Guror, Captain 
Godwin-Ansten held eastward to the little hamlet of hkoleh,where 
the Bialdoh ia crossed by a rope-bridge of 270 feet apan, very safe, 
but very lax, and proportionately difficult. Thence over the glacier of 
Biafo, whence he held northward to the station known as Isok, 350 47' 
N., 76O 2' E., the very centre of a ganglion of glaciers, streaming 
down from the weat flank of the Masherbrum. In  the very heart of 
this bleak region they enoountered four Balti emigrants, returning 
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from Yarkand to pay a visit to their native vales, who gave a grim 
wcount of their &fferinge croesing the Kuen-Lun. 

Arrived at a point where four glaciers meet, he proseouted his 
search up that to the north-we&, known as NobundiSobundi; 
returning from which, after a c o n h t  succession of m n t e ,  including 
frequent bivouacs at  great elevations, or on the Me, he reached the 
Mustakh Pam, which he ascended to within 500 feet of the top, when 
the weather compelled him to return. From thin point he retraced 
his steps by the opposite side of the glaciene previously explored, to 
the jnnotion of the Bialdoh with the Biafo, which is ,the; outlet for 
the melted snow and ice contributed by the great glaaier of Biafo, 
extending north-weat 35 milea at a stretch to the ridge bunding the 
valley of h'agayr. There is also another glaoier-feeder from the 
N.N.E., which was first examined ; over which, immediately below 
the Masherbmm-which though unseen, owing to clouds, towered 
immediately overhead-lay the old Paw to Yarkand, discontinued on 
account of the great i n c r k  of late years of snow and ice, and the 
abandonment of which led to the Mustakh Paaa being made use of. - 
Examples of snoh changes within the memory of living men are 
quite common, and the Paper instanced two or three such. 

Still penetrating into the heart of the glacier, the author began 
to look but for the great Kara-Korum Peak already mentioned, and 
not seeing it, began to fear that it lay beyond the watershed dividing 
.the Upper Indus from l'hibet. But a sudden turn, at one part of 
his route, revealed the giant peak towering in all its an 
almost perfect cone, rising 14,000 feet above the point of view, 
andoalmost exactly on the line of demarcation. The weather now 
changed once more, and became so bad that i t  was impossible to 
push up the Biafo glacier as intended, and so pass over into 
Nagayr, whence he proposed to return by the paw of Nushik, 36" 13' 
N., 75O 1 3 ' ~  Accordingly the party descended the Bialdoh, passing 
the Holy Rock of Shandseo Ptr, over the village of Dasso, and eo 
reached Tandoro on the Shigar. 

From this point preparations were made for a shod exploration 
of the other chief ~tream. of these regions, the Baaha. -I,eaving 
Tandoro 29th August, Chutrum was reached on the second day, 
whence the road (the travelling on which is exoellent) lies up a 
singularly picturesque valleyi that of the Basha, running first north, 
then wed, as far as Arindoh (35" 52 '~ . ,  75" 23' E.). At Doko, about 
halfway up the valley, a magnificent view was obtained over the 
great glacier feeding the river, and to the Haramosh Mountaim, 
(35" 50' N., 74" 57' E.) to the west. After a ten days' excursion on 
the glacier, on which their night'e bivouao was made, the exploring 
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party passed up the Kerb Loombah (Loombah means ravine in 
Thibetan ; La, a pass ; and Ganse, a glacier), where were nu- 
merous tracee of bears, though none were seen. Beyond this the 
Kerb glacier, which had now been reached, split into two ; following 
up the main branch of which, two " kennels " for the use of travel- 
lers were passed, and the pass of Nushik came into view, an ice-bed 
gently sloping upwards between perpendicular cliffs to an elevation 
of 19,000 feet. This glacier extends unbroken down the other side 
as far as Hisper in Nagayr, 36' 9' N., 75' 5'~. This finished the 
north watershed of the Bash branch of the Shigar. Returning, 
ineffectual attempts were made to push to the westward, and ulti- 
mately the party retuined to Arindoh, having completed an accurate 
survey of the whole Upper Shigar, the most striking features of 
which are the great glacier of Biafo, and the ever preeent proof that 
the glaciers are everywhere and rapidly enoroaching on the soil 
fitted for agricult.ure ; so that, in some places, land which formerly 
yielded two crops can now only bear one, owing to the altered tem- 
perature. 

From Arindoh, the expedition now made for the Tormik, over 
the Ganto La (Pass), and reached Hiuimtil, whence the upper 
portion of the valley was surveyed, in which a hot spring (104" F.) 
was found. Captain (iodwin-Austen now descended to the conflu- 
ence of the Tormik with the Indus, which wae crossed by the rope- 
bridge of Mendi, 35" 35' N., 75" 15' E., whence he proceeded up 
the river to Iskardo, pming on the way a terrific pass cut along 
the face of a precipice owrhanging the river, hundreds of feet below. 
At Shigar-Thang, 35" 18' N., 75" 23' E., the surveyor turned south- 
west to the Alumpi Pass, on which numerous skeletons were found. 
attesting the fate of a large party lost in the snow some years 
before. From this point, the season being broken and the survey 
ended, they pushed on into Cashmere. 

The P R E ~ ~ E N T ,  after expressing the thanks of the Society to Captain Godwin- 
Austen, said he was delighted that this communication should have come from 
the san of a man who had done more than any Englishman he knew to connect 
physical geography with ancient geological phenomena-Mr. Godwin-Austen ; 
and an that gentleman was present, he congratulated him upon having a son to 
produce such a Paper. They were fortunate in having a gentleman present who 
had carefully explored these high regions,-that distinguished geologist and 
naturalist, Dr. Falconer, who was so long at  the head of the Botanical Gardens of 
Calcutta They would be delighted to hear from him a confirmation of the Paper. 
The great value of the Paper waa that Captain Godwin-Austen, as one of the 
Trignometrical Survey of India, had actually fixed the delimitation of these 
physical features in geography. The Paper might have been read before the 
Geological Society ; and he would only call attention to one fact contained in it, 
that all the glaciers which the Alpine Club were in the habit of ascending were 
mere pigmiea in wmpariaon with thm glaciers of the Hialayahs. The very 
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tributaries to these ~lacim were eight or ten milen long, while the great glacier 
of Mostakh, to whlch their attention had hen  called, was thirty-sir miles 
long in the part of it which nse rurveyed. 

DB. F A ~ N E B ,  after deecribiug the progrees of the Trigonornetrial Survey 
in India, next drew attention to the glacier system of the Himalayahs. All 
tile beat obervera-Dr. 'l'homson, Jquemont ,  and others--had been of 
opinion that there was but one great S y S h  of mountains. l'here wns no 
such thing as any break of mountain-range, or any distinct mountain-ehaina 
There were g r a t  rivern which cut them ac~ma, rivers like the I n d q  the 
Sutlej, and mule feeders of the Ganges; but, regarded ~ I I  one grand aspect, 
they constituted a aeries or mass of mountains with ravines and valleys inter- 
vening. Viewed, then, in this light, there were two great ran,- which 
culminated to especinlly great altitudes, and which bounded the Indm rivioer 
to the muth and the north; and this being one of the points where tbe 
Himalayan chain attained its test elevation, there the glacial phenomena 
wcre developed in most g r a u g  and upon the loftietat .ale. T'he pper 
referred to that part of the range which bounded the valley of the Indue npon 
the north, the Ram-Konun or Mooz-tax$ or the " Icy Range of mountaim,' and 
the other great aeries of them were the mountains which bounded the Indue 
upon the muth. Although the glaciers upon the Shigar valley and in the 
valley of Bialdoh, which he himself had visited in 1838, were of such mrpma- 
ing ,mdeur and importance, as had been mentioned by Sir Roderick Yur- 
c h i n ,  it  was but fair to other observers to say that upon the northern aide 
there were glaciers which, m far as description went, were equally grand, if 
not grander. Those to which he ~hould especially refer were the glaciers a t  
the head of the Zanscar river, the sublime features of which had been so 
well described by Dr. Thomaon. Mr. J. Arrowsmith, from his labours on tbe 
m a p  of Hugel, Thornson, and other explorers, was well acquainted with 
the mountain-ridge to wliich he referred and the glaciers which arose from 
it. There was the river &led the Chenab, and a mountain-range which 
stretched across between the Indus and the Chenab. The ppss of the divid- 
ing ridge at  this point wan 18,000 feet above the level of the sea; and upon 
either side, but Inore especially upon the north, at the heads of the Zanecar 
river, were some of the grcmdest glacier phenomena which were to be seen in 
any part of the world. There were glaciers extending from.8 very great die- 
tance, which attained enormoue width--confluent into a sea of ice--and which, 
until the description that had been given by Captain Godwiu-Austen, had 
been unrivalled h any glacial phenomena with which they were acquainted, 
except the glaciafformations in the Arctic regions, such as the Bumboldt 
glacier in Smith's Sound, described by Dr. Kane. 

With regard to the glaciers u p n  the north, the Indus ran through a 10% 
depressed valley westward, receiving from the north three great branches ; the 
first branch, called Shayfik, from the Kara-Konun, next the Nubra river, 
and also the Shigar, which was the especial object of Captain Godwin-AUsten*s 
communication. Now, the Shigar valle wan the third of imbrtance of ail i the affluent8 of the Indus, and wee boun ed by mountains of a great elevation. 
Some of them which had been r u ~ u l d  by Major Montgomery attained a 
very great elevation ; one a height of 28,000 feet above the level of the m. 
This natural1 entailed a rodigious amount of condensation of the mokture 
of the atmmPKere, and 1e6to a very fall of mow, the m l t  or which 
was seen in h e  glacial phenomena. 'l'wolity-men yeare ago he had been 
up to Arindoh, the extrome torminatjan of tilo western or Basha bmnch, 
and from that point by a ddtour ho gofa non)an ulan tile other valley by the 
&0*-18 Pass to the glacier of tliu Ilinidoll rlvclr, wl~uro 11e saw all the pheno- 
mena which had been deecribud by ,YC:a~,tnlu ()culwlu-Auaton. 

Having premined thin muoh with rugad nida1 dotaile, them were one 
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or two points which he waa desirous to bring before them. One w w  What 
were the peculiar chracteristics of the Himalayahs, aa well as of all tropical 
mountains, as compared with our Eoropeen mountain-chaina? There was 
one characteristic of the Himalayan chain so remarkable tbat he should take the 
liberty of explaining it  a t  Rome length. He preaumed that most of his 
audience had visited either the northern or muthern side of the A l p ;  and 
those who had been in the plains of Italy, along the valley of the Po, were 
well acquainted with the numerous lakes which jutted out from the Alps into 
the plain of Italy. Commencing on the west they had got the Lago d' Orta, 
the Lago Maggiore, the Lago Lugano, the LBgo di Como, the Lago d' Iseo, and 
the Lago di Garda ; in fact, wherever a great valley projected itself fronl the 
chain of the A l p  at  right anglen to the strike of the chain, there they had 
with a single exception uniformly a great lake. Regarding these lakes in a 
general way, without reference to detailed phenomena, they found one thing 
which was constant about them-" they were invariably narrow, and sonle 
forty or fifty miles long, as notably in the case of Maggiore, Como, and 
Garda." The next remarkable thing about them was that they invariably 
radiated out a t  right angles to the strike of the great chain of the Alp. 
The Alpe made a curve from the Pennine round to the Rhcetian Alps. They. . 
would also observe that thoae lakes were severally fed by a considerable river 
which prooeeded from a high ridge of the chain, and which was thrown 
forward into the plains of the valley of the Po. 

If they would consider the Himalayah, or any tropical range of moun- 
tains whatever, in a eimilar way, they would find that those lake-phenomena 
were invariably wanting. Great rivers like the lndus, the Chenab, the Sutlej, 
and the Ganges, which p e d  through the Himalayan Moulltains and de- 
bouched into the plains of India, had got valleys of infinitely greater importance 
than the valleys either to the north or south of the A l p  ; but they were never 
connected with a lake. 

The question then a r m ,  What was the physical resson of thin great difference 
between the tropicnl mountains and those of temperate Europe 2 Nearly thirty 
years ago, he waa for ten or twelve yenrs rambling about the Himalayahs 
along a stretch of 800 miles, nnd he used to open a map before him, and try to 
make out the comparative features of European and Eastern mou~ltains. He 
looked to the numerous lakes to the north m d  south of the A l p ;  and he 
would put the map of India alongside, where the same kind of rivers were 
debouching into the plains, but where there was an utter absence of lakes 
in connexion with them ; and he used to puzzle himself in trying to discover 
a phy~ical explanation of this difference. He waa perfectly satisfied there 
must be some secondary conditions which were not common to the two, and 
he determined that, on his return to Europe, he should make them the subject 
of special research; for a t  that time the glacial investigations of Charpentier 
and Agazir in the A l p  were unknown to a solitary wanderer in the H i m e  
layahe. That intention he had carried out, by repeated visits to the Italian 
valleyn of the Alp. There was the same kind of elevation above the level of 
the sea, the same k i d  of valleys, the same kind of fissures intersecting the 
great ridges,-What then was the explanation? This he would endeavour to 
indicate. About two yearn ago, aa his friend Sir Roderick Murchisou was 
aware, a Paper waa brought before the Geological Society of London, by Professor 
Ramsay, which excited a great deal of attention, and gave rise to a very animated 
diecumion. .The theory of the Paper waa that, aa a rule, lakes in all the 
temperate and cold regions of the world were the product of glacial excavation ; 
tbat is to say, that wherever a glacier descended from a high ridge of monn- 
tains into a plain, i t  ploughed its way down into the eolid rocks and carved 
oat a great lake. This wae the theory or rather hypothesis which Professor 
Ramsay put forward, to explain the lakeg which were so abundant in the 
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valleys of the Alp. A similar speculation, but greatly more reetricted, h d  
been advanced by Martillet a short time before. He limited the action of the 
glacier to muring out the silt of the filled up lake-basis, the origin of which 
be attributed to antecedent fissures the result of npheavement. An a p p l i e  
tion of thin theory was made to the different physical phenomena which were 
connected with the cnse ; and it occurred to himeelf and many othem (and he 
believed Sir Roderick had an opinion in common with himself), that i t  wae 
not adequate to explain the phenomena ; and on the d o n  when it wan pro- 
duced, he met it  with the m a t  lively opposition in connection with his own 
experience in the Himalayan Mountains. The opposition which he gave to i t  
was npon these grounds. Many of them would remember that the lakea 
Maggiore and Como were npon the edge of t.he plains of Italy ; that the glaciers 
- m y  that of the Ticino, which aune down into the Lago Maggiore-deucended 
along a steep incline, and were at last delivered into that lake, which was about 

and only 8 or 9 miles wide at its widest point. lte prolongation z'Ptt","% Mediterranean attained a depth of about 2600 feet below tb.  
level of the em Where the river escaped out of the lake i t  wan not more 
than about 600 feet above the level of the sea. It wan a remarkable point i n  
'the case that this glacier, by the hypothesis, should have ploughed ita way 
down, and actually dived into the bowels of the earth 2000 feet below the 
level of the Mediterranean, and then should have again risen up along an 
incline at  a rate of abont 180 feet per mile. 

Without going into all the objections, he might state he believed the prin- 
cipal one was, that the mechanical difiulties in the case were entirely left out 
of sight by the supporters of that theory ; and on that occasion, after very long 
study of the subject, he endeavoured to bring forward what ocourred to him ae 
the true explanation of the difference between the Himalayan Mountains and 
the Alpe. The difference he believed to consist in this : that after the last 
upheaval of the Alps, great fissures, or basins of lakes, were left there, 
with rivers running into them, in the manner in which the Rhone runs into 
the lake of Geneva, bringing down vast quantities of silt, which, if you give 
a sufficient number of ages, would have completely filled them up. But before 
this was acwmplished, what is called the glacial period set in ; that is to say, 
there was an enormous projection of ice and snow, below the limit that 
they now saw it in the Alps, out into the plains, both to the north and south 
of that chain; and, as the snow and ice came down, they filled up those lakea 
and formed a bridge, upon which the moraine material was carried over, there 
being a certain measure of incline from the summit of the Alps down to the 
plains of Italy. When once the basins were filled with ice to the depth of 2500 
feet, they made, as i t  were, a slide or incline, upon which all the solid material 
could be transported ; and that being camed forward by the vis moh3 of the 
mass, formed the large moraine which we saw at  Lake Maggiore, that of the 
Brianza, and also the moraine which bounded Lake Garda, where the battle of 
Solfenno was fought. This was the secondary condition that occurred in 
Europe. Precisely the same primary conditione occurred in the great valleys 
of the Himalayahs, but without the same glacial phenomena These moun- 
tains were thrown up above the level of the sea, and vast perpendicular firnuma 
left, forming what constituted at  that time the basins of lakes. But in those 
tropical regions the ice never descended from the highest summits down into 
the plains of India ; and instead of being filled up by snow, which afterwards 
melted into water, these lake-basins were gradually silted up by enormous 
boulders and alluvium of every kind, which were transported down from the 
Himalayan Mountains in prodigious quautities by the torrential action of the 
periodical rains. The difference in the two cases was, that whereas the ice 
filled up the lake-basins in the Alps, constituting, as it were, the wn- 
8ervative means by which those lakes were saved from being silted up by 
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alluvial and other matters; in the Himalayan Mountnins this conservative 
action did not take place, and the lake-basins remaining open got filled 
up in the manner which they had been told. If they would look at the 
map of the Himalayahs, one of the most remarkable things they would 
observe on tbe southern aide of the chain, was, that there were no great lakes 
whatever-not one that would compare with Lake Lugano, or with any of the 
m n d  or third rate lakes in the Alp. But if they crossed to the northern 
side of the chain, where the temperature was much colder during the winter, 
there they would h d  great lakeg The cold produced the same conservative 
action on the northern side of the Himalayahs, in preventing the lakes b e i i  
filled up, which i t  did in the Alps by restricting the silting action. 

This was the main fact to call to the attention of the Society, with reference 
to the great difference between the Himalayan and other tropical ranges of 
mountains end thaw in Europe. The next p i n t  waa one of wme intereat and 
importance. Them was a material well known in commerce and arts, d e d  
borax, now largely employed in ceramic products. I t  used only to be got from 
India as an export from Thibet., and it waa invariably found in connection 
with hot springs. Within the last twenty years, a remarkable change had 
taken place. The late Count Lardarelle, an original-minded and eminently 
philenthropie Frenchman, of Leghorn, aware of the presence of boracic acid 
in the jets of ateam which are emitted from the surface of t.he broken mil in  
the rsvinea of Monte Grboli, on the margin of the Maremma of the Voltem 
in ' l h a n y ,  hit upon the happy idea of utilising the natural heat in lieu of 
fuel to effect tbe process of evaporation. Extemporized tanks fed by rills of 
cold water were employed to intercept the jets of steam until the fluid got 
charged with boracic acid ; while other jete of steam, tapped from the mil, 
were led off in pipes and distributed under the evaporating-pans. An 
unbounded supply of boracic acid was the result. As a consequence, the 
borax of Thibet fell in value from 371. or 401. a tan to nearly half that price, 
until a t  length borax was exported from England at the rate of 101. per ton 
to displace the native article from the bazaars of India In l'hibet the mineral 
occurs in the form of biborate of soda, that alkali in many places abounding in 
the soil : while in Italy the base is yielded in the form of horacic acid. In 
both cases the appearance of the base was caincident with a region of hot 
springs, which ocumed at  great elevations in the Himalayahs, and for the best 
account of their co~ec t ion  with borax he w d d  refer to Dr. Thomson'a 
' Travels in Thibet.' 

Connected with the Himalayahs, there was also a physical and vital phe- 
nomenon of still grater importance. Henry Colebrook, the first who, along 
with Colonel Crawford, mecrsured the heights of the D w w r i ,  procured from 
the plateau of Chanthan in the Himalayahs, at a height of 17,000 feet above 
the sea-level, fossil hones, which were brought down and exported as charms 
into India, to which the natives attributed a supernatural origin, and called 
them "lightning or thuoder bones.' At  the present time, during eight 
months of the year, the climate differed in no important respect from that of 
the Arctic circle, and in the whole of the district there was not a single tree or 
shrub that grew larger than a little willow about nine inches high. The 
graseee which grew there were limited in number, and the fodder, in the shape 
of dicotyledonous plants, was equally scarce. Yet notwithstanding this scanti- 
ness of v&etstion, large fossils were found, of the rhinoceros, the horse, the 
buffslo, the'antelope, and of several carnivorous animals; the group of fossil 
fauna as a whole mvolving the condition that, at no very remote period of time, 
a plateau in the Himalayan Mountains, now at  an elevation exceeding three 
miles above the level of the sea, where we got the climate of the Arctic 
regions, had then such a climate as enabled the rhinoceros and several sub- 
'tropical forms to exist. I t  would occupy too much time to explain the details 
of this complex phenomenon. He would briefly state that the only rational 
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oolntion which science m 1 d  suggeet wan thnt, within a comparatively modern 
period, a period cloeely trenching upon the time when man made his appear- 
ance upon the face of the earth, the Himalayaha had been thrown np by an 
increment closely approaching 8000 or 10.000 feet. 

The PBRB~DEST said he wan eclm that every person prosent had been delighted 
with the philosophical otservations which had fallen from Dr. Falconer; and 
it would be very gratifying to him if so great a traveller and m eminent a 
naturalist mould become a Fellow of the Roynl Geographical &Society. 

Mr. GODWIN-AUBTEN, having been called upon by the Chairman, mid, since 
the Paper was written, his mu had visited other dietncte. The enrvey was 
now being carried on from the Kara-Korum Paes illto Thibet, and the work 
of laat year had been carried round the Pangong lake. The district was the 
m a t  remarkable of any that he had yet seen in the great Himalayan -e. 
It was out of the British dominions; and the eurvey wan being carried 
out by the Government of India mlely in the interests of eognphical 
mienox l'hie particular work wan undertaken in counequence of the reports 
of travellers that there were to be found in this district some of the lnrgest 
glaciers in the world. I n  the Report to the Indian Government* i t  waa 
stated that the eurvey was undertaken sim ly to verify that pint ,  and it  had 
turned out to be the case. He did not inow whether all persona present 
had any conception of the enormous dimensions of this Himalayan glacier 
ayetern. I t  would enable them to form some idea of the magnitude of these 
glaciers if he stated that, assi~ming Hampstead and Highgate to be high 
mountaim, the glaciers would extend as far south as Tunbridge in one 
direction, and two-thirds of the way to Cambridge in the other. Or, if they 
were to start from h'eufchiltal, they might cross the Oberland and Monte 
Rosa, down to Ivrea, and even then they would be within the limits of this 
glacier system of the Himalayahe. 

The meeting wes then adjourned to 25th January. 

Etph Meetr'ng, Junuay 25,1864. 

BIB B0I)ERICK I. HURCHISON, K.c.B., PB~IDFNT, in the Chair. 

P a ~ s ~ ~ ~ a ~ r o ~ s . - L i e z c t .  A. G. Clark (late I. N.); Hugh fiurburn; 
and John Conder, Esqs. 

E ~ m ~ o ~ s . - L o r d  Richard Cavendiah ; li. A. Eaton ; George Grscn ; 
John Kmpster ; Simon Keir ; Ed& Maekeson ; Rev. J.  W. Tottenham ; 
Hugh Thurburn. 

A m m r o ~ s  TO L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . - ~ E ~ p l o r a t i o m  in t h e  Inter ior  of the 
Labrador Peninsula,' by Professor H. Y. Hind, F.B.Q.S. Con- 
tinuation of Transactions (various), bo. 

A o c ~ s s ~ o ~ s  TO THE MAP-ROOM since 23rd December, 1863.- 
Philip's Atlas, Part 18-the Consulting Index. Railway Map of 
London, by E. Stanford. T w o  Qeologioal Maps of Grossherzogthnm 
Hessen-Damtadt .  Continuation of t h e  Admiralty Charts  a n d  
Ordnance Maps. 

B Major-General Sir A. 8. Waugh, at that time (1800) the Survejor-Geng 
rsl of fndia. 
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Es~r~1~1o~s.-8ketches taken on the Moisie River, Labrador, by 
Professor H. Y. Hind. Profile section of the bed of the Moisie. 
Selection of Indian Pipes, to illustrate the ethnographic and philo- 
logical analogies of the various main races of the Red Man, and their 
respective subdivisions. 

The PBE~IDENT then announce1 the names of the gentlemen who had that 
day been selected by the Council for election as Honorary Corresponding 
Fellows, with a brief ahtract of the distinguished aervices to the cause of 
geographical science which had induced the Council of the Society to nominate 
them. 

NAMES of distinguished ~oreigneri who have been added by the 
Council to the list of HONORARY CORREBPONDINQ -BE&B of the 
ROYAL GEOORAPHICAL SOCIETY. . 

Barth, Dr. Heinrich '(~erlin),  Gold.Medallist of the Royal Geo- 
graphical Society, author of many publications on Afrimn geography. 
President of the Berlin Geographical Society. Now engaged in the 
issue of an elaborate treatise on the languages of Northern Africa. 

Dufour, General (Berne), Director of the- Topographical Depart- 
ment of Switzerland. The faithful maps of that country, issued 
under his supervision, have earned the grateful acknowledgments of 

- English travellers of widely different vocations. 
f i n w ,  M. (Russia). Eminent as an Asiatic traveller and geo- 

grapher; author of a well-known work on Bokhara. 
Linant, Pasha (Alexandria). The earliest explorer of the White 

Pr'ile, and otherwise distinguished as an Egyptian geographer. 
Petermann, Dr. Augustus (Gotha). Originator and editor of the 

- well-known ' Mittheilungen,' in which capacity he has contributed, 
more than any other person Germany, to disseminate a wide 
knowledge of sound geography. 

Ruimondy, Don Antonio (Lima). Author of a work on the Ama- 
zonian provinces of Pern. Now Bngaged in exploring the unknown 
parts of that Republic. 

ScLrzer, Dr. Karl, Ritter von (Vienna). Editor of the 'Voyage of 
the Nmra.' Eminent as an American geographer and ethnologist. 

Berbrugger, M. M. (Algiers). Author of ' Algkrie historique 'et 
monumentale ;' editor of the ' Revue Africaine,' Algiers. 

Dana, Professor J. D. (New Haven, Connecticut). Distinguished 
as a physical geographer and naturalist. Author of various Memoirs, 
including Essays on the Origin of the Great Features of the Earth. 

L)uvqrier, Henri (Paris). Known by his extensive travels in the 
Sahara, notices of which have appeared fiom time to time in the 
' l h c t i o m  of the French Geographical Society.' 
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FatZhdw, le Colonel, Governor of the Senegal (We& Africa). 
Eminent for hie m d u l  encouragement of geographical enter- 
prise in the French Colony of the Senegal. 

Figadre, Command. Jorgd CBsar (Foreign OBoe, Lisbon). Distin- 
guished for hie reeearchee into the anoient geographical records of the 
Portogneae empire. 

For-, Professor (Kiel). Profeaaor in the University of Eel .  
Author of Memoirs on Scandinavian h g r a p h y  and on GIWWJ, and 
on the Troad. 

Leal, Josh da Silva Mendes (Minister of the Ooloniea, Liebon). A 
stateeman interested and aotively engaged in the development of the 
Portuguese pomemions in Africa 

Schado, Herr von (Vienna). Director of the Imperial Institnts of 
Military Geography. 
Techudi, Herr von (Vienna). Trrrv~ller, n;rtaraliat, and writer on 

Pern. Anthor of a well-known work on Switzerland. 
D s h ,  Baron Carl voh der (Hanover). Explorer of Kilima-Njaro, 

in E. Africa; to which region he is preparing a new expedition, 
at great cost, and wholly at his own expense. 

Fmnont, General (New Pork). Explorer in the Rocky Mountaim, 
and Gold Medalli~t of the Royal Geographical Society. 

The PRESIDENT then said that, before proceeding to the business of the even- 
ing, he felt it his duty to say a word or two upon the most distressing intelli- 
gence which had appeared in some of the papers regarding the fate of his very 
eminent, dear, and distinguished friend, Dr. Livingstone. If he had felt per- 
suaded that Dr. Livingatone had lost his life, he should have been incapacitated 
by his deep affection for him, from alluding to the subject a t  all. He had 
good h o p  that he had only been wounded, and that the Matololo who 
accompanied him had alone perished. In the ' South African Advertiser ' there 
wna a letter from Dr. Livingstone in reference to his recall. Being still anxious, 
like a good geographer, to do something more before he left the country, he 
determined to vinit Lake Nyassa, and terminate his discoveria with respect to 
the sources of the great Shin? river, upon which he had so long been employed. 
He started, it appeared, without any of his own countrymen, taking with him 
only five of the Makololo nation, people whom he knew to be particularly 
attached to himself, and on whom he could depend. He alluded to this in the 
letter which he wrote to a friend at the Cape :--IL I take Makololo with me, 
the only reliable fellows in the country; " and, he adds, "If we m l d  have 
stopped the enormous slave-trade of Lake Nyaeea, I would gladly have spent 
all the money I ever received." These were the sentiments that this noble 
fellow expressed when about to start upon this expedition. With regard to the 
catastrophe itaelf, he gathered from a letter from Gimon's Bay that the ArieZ 
had brought intelligence that Dr. Livingstone had received some injury in the 
foot when landing on the shores of Lake Nyassa. He hoped this was really 
the extent of the disaster ; for, though the Makololo, who were strangers and 
hated by the natives of that mgion, migbt have been slain, L i v w n e ,  who 
was beloved by all, was probably spared. 
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The iirst Paper read wae- 

&-arratim of an Xqlwing Eqediition into tJw Inbrior of W8sbrn 
Australia, EaJtmrd o j  the District of Ywk. Commanded by HENRY 
MAXWELL LEFROY, Esq. (Superintendent of Convicts), from May 
to July, 1863. 

THE object of the expedition was to discorer new districts suitable 
for s h e e p - h i n g ,  the outmost station at present being Smith's, 
about three days' journey only east of York. It waa found that 
primeval granite was the chief formation for full 6" eest of York, 
occasionally fkiured but nowhere upheaved, except towards the 
western face of Darling Range. This is covered in certain spots by 
sedimentary rocks, nowhere more than 100 feet in thickness. The 
general effect of the scenery consequent upon the (meridional) 
facture mentioned above, is imposing, but their agricultural fertility 
is slight. From the Avon eastward to the limit of the drainage 
basin (118' 3 0 ' ~ )  the coulltry is fiat, with abundance of wide shallow 
valleys. Leaving Smith's Station the country improves, the grass 
being good, with a sprinkling of trees resembling the mimosa, and 
a clpecies of dwarf pine. Animal life is so scarce, that in 155 miles 
the party only saw four kangaroos, three emus, and no natives; 
though they one day oame upon a recent track of a solitary indi- 
vidual. On the numerous lakes passed, there were noticed only four 
ducks, and neither cockatoos, turkeys, nor parrota. As they pro- 
ceeded inland they came upon a chain of lakes bordered by sampbire 
plains, at present 10 feet above the level of the stream, but pro- ' 

bably less in the rainy season. Beyond this a rise of 5 feet in the 
lake waters would probably inundate a tract five miles wide. A 
careful examination led to the conclusion that there had been no 
O V ~ ~ O W  for many years, possibly for centuries, and that for several 
winters the average depth of the water hsd not recrohed 2 feet. 
Some h e  cypresees were visible here. If grazed closely by sheep, 
the young grass would be of the most nutritious quality, the depth 
of the rich alluvial soil being 15 feet, as evidenced by numerous 
natural surface-drab. Little or no wind wss experienced through- . 
out. 

The P a ~ s ~ ~ a r r  said the Paper had been curtailed with reference to the geolo- 
gical phenomena of the region in question, which, as a geologist, he almost 
regretted. The idea of the author seemed to be, that there was a maw of 
granite here, the nucleus, as it were, of the original formation of the globe, 
which had remained undisturbed for many ages. It was a phenomenon 
which ought to be discussed in the Geological Society. The Paper was one 
of merit, written by a gentlemen who had pass& a period of twenty years 
in the colony, and who had no doubt made accurate observations upon the 
country. He had also brought forward clear proofs that there were in this 
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region large tracts of valuable alluvial land, which might be cultivated with 
great profit to the colony. 

General LEPROY aaid, when his brother told M, with the experience of a 
settler of more than twenty yearn in Went Amtralia, that the region he had been 
the first to explore contained an extent of valuable agricultural and sheepfarming 
country un ualled in the colony, it opened up nome good news to thoee who were 
r e l l d i s p 3  towards that unfortunate colony. His brother dwelt very strongly 
upon thie point, perticularly upon the extmordinary richness of the granite in 
those felspara which were the element of agioultund fertility, wherever they 
were found. There was also great intereut in the view which he announced 
aa to the possibility of our having in this portion of the Australian continent 
access to the primeval nucleus of our planet, the primeval granite over which 
there has never been any great depth of sedimentary deposit, which has never 
been disturbed by fisclurecl or disrupted by intrusive rock% and which is 
nearly in the condition in which our globe would have been originally if it had 
been a granite sphere cooling gradually. Mr. Lefroy was deeply impressed 
with the evidence presented in many directions of the extreme antiquity of this 
region. We find in the vegetation of Australia the living representatives of the 
most ancient vegetation of the globe. It is the same with a portion of its 
animal kingdom, and also with its representatives of the human race. For 
example, the only native Australians met with by the expedition waa one 
female and her child, both in a state of absolute nudity. l'he extraordinary 
sparseness of the human race, and the very peculiar conditions under which 
they exist there, point to a degree of primitive simplicity and antiquity which 
he thought would be found of considerable interest hereafter. Houselesa 
through three-quarters of the year, perfectly naked in all weathern, and distri- 
buted over the country at  a rate probably not exceeding one family to forty or 
fifty square miles, it is difficult to conceive of human beings in a deeper stab 
of degradation. " Man," says Mr. Lefroy, in one of his letterq "is here only 
another species of the mammalian fauna who has the singular property of being 
both carnivorous and graminivorous, m d  is as unconscious of traditions, laws, 
moral principles, and social institutions as the scanty kangaroos or emus who - share the country with him." The language of this female wan unintelligible 
to the native from Pork who accompanied the party. No kindness could 
overcome her terror, or induce her to accept what they offered her. Having no 
personal acquaintance with Western Australia, General Lefroy could not 
venture to say how far hi brother's anticipations of a beneficial change in the 
vegetation of t h w  great plains, to be brought about by cattle-feeding, would 
be realized ; but it  would appear that a moderate expenditure of labour would 
remove the curse of aridity by'saving the abundant water which is sent by 
heaven, but, in the singular conformation of the surface, finds no valleys to 
drain it off, no basins to collect it, and no depth of soil into which it  can sub- 
side. I t  seems to evaporate with the minimum of benefit to the earth. The 
expedition had suffered much, both fr6m the want of this necessary and from 
the muddiness of what they could ,clqllect. On one occasion they were 36 
hours without it ; but, notwithstanding this, he was glad to say they lost only 
two or three horses, and returned themselves all the better for their hardships. 

. . .  

The next two Papers related to New Zealand, and were therefore 
read consecutively. They were 1-espectively entitled- 

(a.) Expedittion to the West Coast of Middle Island, Nm Zeakrnd (Otago 
Prowince). By  JAM^ HECTOR, M.D., kc., and 
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(b.) Surasy of the TARS D&ri& of the Provim of Otago. By JAM= 
Ikf'BEmow, Esq., District Surveyor. 

DR. Hmoa's party were absent from January to March, during 
which period, after proceeding up the valley of the Waitaki and 
thence into that of the Ahuriri, they traversed the magnificent 
plains across which lies the boundary-line between Otago and Can- 
tarbury, and gained the river Clutha. l'his they followed up to the 
Wanuka Lake, whence they had to push forward on lightly-packed 
horsee. They now followed the Matuki-tuki River, where the head- 
quartere were fixed for fsrther exploration westwardn. As they 
advanced they began to see the ice-pinnacles of Mount A~piring, a 
beautiful and very abrupt cone, which dominates over the other 
lofty ranges of the region. Hereabouts a noble forest of beech 
covered the hillsides to a height of 2000 feet, the scenery being 
magnificent, with noble cascades leaping several hundred feet down 
the sheer face of the precipice (in one instance 1200 feet), the water 
being dispersed in spray ere i t  reaches the valley below. Farther 
on, amid a profusion of white-blossomed willow-trees, the river 
entem a deep gorge, on emerging from which a fine view is obtained 
of the glaciers that descend from the flanks of Mount Aspiring. At 
this point i t  was found impossible to take the horses further, which 
were therefore left at a secure point, while the party advanced on 
f o o t a  most arduous march over huge boulders, especially aa each 
man had to carry a light pack of 50 lbs., afterwards reduced to 
25 lbs. At length, after leaving the wooded belt, which here reaches 
an elevation of 3500 feet, they gained the source of the Matuki-tuki, 
in two enormous old glaciers. At this point, close to the north-west 
boundary-line of Canterbury Province, they ascended a saddle-hill, 
5500 feet high, overlooking a grand glacier in the valley below, 
500 feet thick, and named after Dr. Elaast, while immense masses 
of pinnacled mountains filled the valley below. The descent on the 
farther side was so precipitoue as to be exceedingly dangerous, and 
after croseing the foot of Haast's glacier they struck a river named 
after the tame eminent geologist, which passes through numeroue 
gloomy gorges. Here they climbed another peak (elevation not 
etated), whence they had a view of the sea, 15 miles distant. To 
the left of the landscape was the glacier of Mount Richards, in which 
the Jackson risee. They now attempted to push on, and in doing 
so discovered track-marks, at first supposed to be made by %ories, 
but which Dr. Hector, on minute examination, pronounced to be 
those of birds, either extinct or exceedingly rare (possibly Yw). 
These never entered the woods, the magnificence of which in this 
region m& be seen to be appreciated, even the fuclrsia and tutu 
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growing into twes with trunb 2 feet in diameter. An ineffectual 
attempt was now made to desoend the Jackson; but the rain proved 
an inenrmountable hindrance, and they had to stop within eight 
miles of the eerr. In returning they suffered severely from flunine, 
but ultimately reached their varione caclres without miehap. 

p h e  foregoing ie the late& intelligence m i r e d ;  bat Dr. Hector baa gone 
round in a achooner to the weet coast, whence he is eaid to have nailed up a 
stream into a large lake, within easy distance of Lake Wakatipi. But no 
report of thii has yet reached England.7 

(b.) 'l'his was a survey of 4883 square miles in the provin& of 
Otago; the general result of which was to establish, as the most 
striking phyaical feature of the country, the very sudden differences 
of elevation which diversify it8 surface, the gorges or valleys being 
generally 611ed by lakes. The mountains range from 4000 to 9000 , 
feet, the line of perpetual congelat.ion being 8000 feet. The ranges 
usually nm from N.N.E. to S.B.W. directly across the track of the pre- 
vailing winds in the Pacific, and hence they materially affect the 
climatology of the island by acting as condensers of the vapour- 
laden atmospheric currents, which but for their interposition might 
pass over the island without parting with their moisture. The 
snow-line was higher on the north-west, or windy side of the moun- 
tain. than on the other side ; hence the floodmarks of the rivers show 
rises and falls of almost incredible amount; some of those running 
into the Te-Anau and Manipori Lakes (which drain a region of 
hundreds of square miles, and are themselves of immense area), 
showing a difference of level between winter and summer of & 
much as 9 feet. Such basins serve in great measure to regulate the 
otherwiue overwhelming impetuosity of the streams, by confining 
them within a regular channel, instead of presenting a mere useless 
wide shingle-bed to the very edge of the sea. These lakes show 
geological traces of their having been at a remote period of much 
greater extent than they are now. At present they are supposed to 
be hundreds of feet in depth; their sides, like those of the sea-fiords 
at  the lower end of the north-west side having frequently no 
beaches of any sort, the rocks rising sheer out of the water to several 
hundred feet in height. Of the country surveyed, 1636 square miles 
was pastoral country in detached sections, 959 was forest, chiefly 
beech, pine, and totaru, and 1960 barren mountain-the remaining 
328 square miles being lake or river. 

The PRESIDENT aaid this was the first time the phyaiosl eography of the 
southern portion of New Zealand hnd been opened out to ue. &e task had been 
performed in an admirable manner in both communications, and the result, & 

- 
Just as the present number of Proceedingo M p i n g  through the p-, a 

narrative of the Expedition har come to hand. 1 
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the exploration were certainly very striking, considering the enormous diffi- . 

culties these two gentlemen had to encounter. Dr. Hector was the well-known 
naturalist, geologist, and geographer who accompanied Captain Palliser in his 
expedition to the Rocky Mountains, m d  he was very well entitled to be recom- 
mended as the Chief of the present exploration. Among other striking features 
alluded to, Dr. Hector spoke of certain tracks, which he described as paths that 
only could have been followed by great birds, of which a skeleton was to be 
seen at the British Museum, and of which we had recently had reports that 
some of the species were still living. He had also alluded to the glaciers of 
t h e  country. Dr. Hector described a great mass of erratic blocks and large 
moraine6 that had been brought down by glaciers of still greater extent than 
those now existing there. I n  fact, the whole of the western coast of New 
Zealand was a highly Alpine region. The President further stated that he 
had received from Dr. Haast, the Provincial Geologist of Canterbury, in New 
Zealand, a most valuable memoir, describing a map of that province and illus- 
trated by numerous exquisite pictorial sketches of mountains and glaciers, 
which would be read at the next Meeting. 

Mr. HARPER asked to be allowed to point out a ronte which he took in 1857, 
undertaken merely from a desire to explore this hitherto unknown part of 
the island and for his own purposes as a sheep-farmer. Accompanied 
b y  a few natives, he passed across New Zealand, from Canterbury up the 
Hurunui River to the lakes in the mountains, and thence down the river 
Teramakau on the other side to the west coast and Jackson Bay. On that 
occssion he had an opportunity of observing the geography of the country. 
Them is a great dividing range, extending almost right through the centre of 
the  island, from north-east to the south-west, about 100 miles from the west 
coast a t  the part where he crossed them, but gradually trending to the 
westward--so that in the Ohgo province the watershed line would be hardly 
more than 30miles from the c o p s t - b a n d  terminating in the cliffi surrounding 
Milford Haven and €he fiords to the south. He ascended the watershed and 
stood upon the saddle of the rang, with high snowy mountains and glaciers 
on both sides of him; and from that point he saw the Hurunui running to 
the &ward, and the corresponding river, the Teramakan, running to the 
westward. By following the Teramakau down from its source, as he had 
followed the Hurunui up to its source, he avoided the difficulties of cliffs and 
forests which Dr. Hector met with. I t  took him twenty-six days to get 
down to the west coast. During that time he was unprovided with neces- 
a r y  food, having only started with sufficient for a month, which they had 
to carry on their backs, and much of it  got spoiled from the difficulty there 
was in crossing and recrossing the river, which they had to do by fording and 
swimming, and with their provisions on their backs, the dense impenetrable 
forests on both sidea obliging them to keep as much as poesible to the bed of 
the river. They were utterly destitute before they got to the coast, and had 
to live on native birds, which he brought down with his gun. On getting 
down towards the coast the river was too deep to ford, and they had to make 
a raft. The stream was very rapid, and in the course of a few hours they 
found themselves in the breakers on the beach. He met with very few 
natives on the coast. He went down the mast with one old man and explored : 
it iY nothing bnt a long sandy beach, with a dense forest reaching up to the 
Snowy Mountains, every 20 miles or so broken by large rivers with bar har- 
bours, mostly impracticable for navigation. These rivers rise, as do all the 
rivers of any size in the Middle Island, in the Snowy Mountains, fed by 
glaciers, h., and having corresponding rivers rising in the same part of the 
mountains, and flowing eastward. Mount Cook stands out a grand sight about 
30 miles from the coast, and the whole of the intervening country is covered 
with dense primeval forest. From Jackson Bay he endeavoured to strike in- 
land, but having no provisions he was compelled to return to the point wheri 



he struck the maet, and recm the island by his former route. The expedition 
took about three months. 

Lord DOKOUOHMOBE asked if on the western maat there was any harbour or 
roadstead likely to give protection to shipping, because these forests then might , 
be rendered extremely valuable. 

Mr. HABPEB replied, there was no harbour worth speaking of until yon 
came down to Milford Haven, in the south-west comer of the island, and all 1 
round thew the coast was indented with fiords. But where the Mawhera or 
Grey River entered the sea mall steamers bad lately crossed the bar, and a 
settlement was being formed there, the Government of Canterbury having 
spent a great deal of money in opening up a road along the route which he 
took. A harbour on the west coast would have been a great boon, bemuse it 
would have placed Canterbury in direct communication with Austrslis. I 

l'he PBE~IDENT asked if the fiords on the west of Otago Provinoe were deep. 
Mr. HABPEB said they were very fine harbours, but so deep that it was 

difficult to find anchorage. 

3. The fourth and concluding Paper was- 
An Exploration up the Moisie River to the edge of t b  Table-Lund of the 
Labrador Peninsulu. By HENBY YULE HIND, M.A., F.R.Q.s., kc., 
Trinity College, Toronto. 

Tars river had been for centuries the canoe-route of the Montagnaie 
Indians, from the Gulf of St. Lawrence to the interior, and latterly 
has been similarly used by the Nasquapee Indians, whose hunting- 
grounds are on the table-land. I& mouth is 18 miles east of Bay of 
Seven Ielands, and its course is almost due north The north-east 
branch is separated by a very low water-parting from the headwaters of 
the Ashwanipi, or Hamilton River, the chief stream of the table-land, 
1400 miles in length, by which it is possible to navigate its course 
to this point, and so complete the system of canal navigation through 
the interior. The numerous portage-paths, by their condition, indi- 
cate the antiquit? of this route. The distinguishing features of the 
Moisie portion of which are the constant succession of rapids, falls, 
and impetuous currents ; alternating with lakes of widely different 
levels, into which occasionally may be seen half-frozen streams 
descending from the barren hill-tops, which in winter become masses 
of ice, that fall with inconceivable violence into the valley below. 
Where the stream becomes too rapid for the canoes to stem i t  there 
are portages, one of which occurs so low down as 45 miles from i t .  
mouth. Where the north-east and north-west branches unite (both 
being of about equal volume), the channel is  about 150 yards wide 
in June. The canoe-route lies for 25 miles up the Coldwater, a 
small affluent rising in Trout Lake, which, singular to say, throws 
off two considerable streams flowing in opposite directions. I n  this 
25 miles the river falls fully 1500 feet. Beyond this lake occurs a 
comparatively level lake-track, strewn with innumerable boulders, 
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r i ch ly  'clothed with mosses and  lichens, and sometimes 20 feet in 
diameter. Beaching the  ledge of t h e  table-land, the  elevation was  
discovered to b e  about 1850 feet, t h e  highest mountain visible being 
2200. T h e  course of the  Ashwanipi, which forms the connecting 
link i n  t h e  internal system of navigation, is roughly parallel to t h e  
gulf. Fur ther  on, a range of snow-capped mountains, t w o  days' 
journey (about 60 miles) distant, was  discernible i n  t h e  north-east ; 
whi le  north and  north-west was  a bare undulating country, devas- 
t a ted  by t h e  numerous conflagrations. tha t  have swept over t h e  
oountxy, a n d  has  greatly diminished the  animals of the  country, o n  
t h e  chase of which the  Indians depended ; i n  consequence of which 
t h e  Montagnais Indians have been.  reduced to a handful, leading a 
miserable e&tence on  t h e  table-land. 

The PBESIDENT, after thanking Professor Hind for his valuable communica- 
tion, asked him to explain the peculiarity in the form of the pipea used by the 
different tribes of North American Indians near the course of the Moisie 
River, and also to mention some instances of lakes having two outlets; 
observing that correspondents of the 'Athenaeum' had questioned the truth 
of Captain Speke's statement with reference to Lake Nyanza having two 
outlets. 

Professor HIND said he would mention some instances that had come under 
his own observation of the existence of two outleta in lakes. The first was at  
Trout Lake, which occupied the summit of a subordinate mountain-range at an 
altitude of 1460 feet. I t  sent out in a north-east direction a tributary to the 
Moisie River, and in another direction the Coldwater River. He passed into 
Trout Lake by the Coldwater River, and passed out of it  by the Moisie River 
tributary. The next was the Prairie-Portage Lake, which also has two outlets, 
one flowing into Lake Winnipeg and the other into Lake Superior. The 
natives are in the habit of passing from the Winnipeg watershed to that of 
Lake Superior by means of the Prairie-Portage h k e  and its outlets, without 
taking their canoes out of the water. Tnen, from a lake and marsh in the 
Q'Appelle River valley there is a small river which flows into the elbow of the 
south branch of the Saskatchewan in a westerly direction, while from the same 
lake issues the Q'Appelle River, which, after a course of 276 milea, reaches the 
Assiniboine River in an easterly direction. The fourth instance consists of a 
series of lakes, three in number, known as the Backfat Lakes ; they have a 
communication with the Souris River on the one hand, and with the Pembina 
River, an affluent of Red River, on the other. These were four instances 
of two outlets from lakes, through three of which he had himself passed, and 
the fourth he had seen from the summit of a mountain. Professor Hind then 
called attention to varieties of stone pipes on the table of different forms, and 
r i n t e d  out the peculiarity of each specimen as probably distinctive of the 
ndian nation by which i t  had been adopted. A certain type of pipe is used 

by the Chipewyans, whose hunting- o u n b  tie to the north of those belonging a to the great Cree nation. The Crees ave a type of pipe peculiar to themselves, 
and the form of t h w  used by the Plain Crees at the foot of the Rocky Moun- 
tains ie almost identical with the p i p  of the Nasquapes, a tribe of the great 
Cree nation, on the table-land of the Labrador peninsula. The Ojibways, 
whose hunting-grounds lie to the south of the country inhabited by the Crees, 
have also a very distinct and well-marked form of stone pipe, which enables 
any one conversant with the customs of Indians to recognise it as characteristic 
of the Ojibway people. It was suggested that if thin peculiarity in the form of 
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the stone pipes in use by different Indian nations in their natural state should 
be found to be constant, it might form a valuable mean in the hands of t h e  
archamlogist of arriving at Bome clue respectin the " Mound buildersw of t h e  
valleys of the Miaaisippi, the St. Lawrence, an8 elsewhere. 

Colonel L e r m  ntated tbat, in the Rocky Mountains, there existed another I 

lake, called the hnchbowl, from which the water flowed in one direction into I 

the Pacific and in the other into the Arctic basin. 
Captain SPEK~, with reference to Lake Nyanza, said he had only seen me ~ 

outlet, but he had been informed there were four outletr, end he had no reason 
to doubt the accuracy of the statement.. 

The meeting wae then adjourned to Monday, the 8th of Feb-rg. 
I 

ADDITIONAL NOTICES. 
(Printed by order of Council.) 

I 

1. Extracts from Private fitters red& from M. DU CH~~LLU. 
THE following extracts from letters recently received f m  M. dn Chailln by 
Fellows of the Scociety, who have kindly placed them' at  the dispossl of the  
Council for publication, explain the position and prospect of that enthusiastic 
trsveller a t  latest munta, and may be considered supplementary to the letter 
read by the President a t  the Society's Meeting of 23rd November (v. Proceed- 
ings, Vol. viii. No. 1, p. 18). 

" Fernand Vaz River, 18th October, 1863. 
" I have arrived, aa you will see by the heading of my letter, a t  the intended 

field of my explorations. I have met with a great misfortune, the boat con- 
taining my scientific instruments upset, and most of them have been spoilt. I 
was on board myself, hut thanks to a kind Providence my life was spared. 

"1 e n d  to Gaboon a little box containing a gold watch, a pocket ch-cono- 
meter, and a small sextant, to be forwarded to your care, and should be 
e x d i n g l y  obliged if you would forward them to the care of the Royal 
Geo,mphical Society." * 

* * * 
" Fernand Vaz, 19th October, 1R63. 

"1 shall stay near the sea-shore until the end of the rahy season, say the 
beginning of May, eo that I shall have time to receive a further supply of 
~ ien t i f i c  instruments before proceeding into the interior. Just now I am 
building a large bamhoo house, which is to be my abode till I leave the coast. 
Housebuilding is not rery expensive ; my new abode, which will be a pal- 

compared with my present wretched hut, will only cost me some 2%. 
L d  Everything looks well in regard to my future explorations. %'he way is 

clear before me. I have been very heartily received by the natives, who said 
they never expected to we me again, as 1 had been so long of ret~imin,o to them. 
I have thus far enjoyed pretty good health ; b u t  one attack of fever, which I got 
over in a few days. Bs m n  as my house 1s fin~shed, I intend to begin taking 
photographs, as these will add greatly to the intereat of any new gmpphical 
facts I may obtain for my next work. At prWnt, living as I do in a dark 
native hut, I do not care to unpack my chemicals. 

'LThe westher is beginning to become very hot' 

The box with enclosures WU received, and repairs made good. 
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2. Ramras of the Ni@r as regards legitimate Trade. 

(Extract from a Letter from Commodore WILMOT, H.M.S. Rcrttkmake, to the 
Commander-in-Chief of the Cape Station, dated 9th December, 1863.) 

" Lieutenant Gambier ascended in the steamer as far as Egga, about 360 
miles fmm the entrance of the river. From thence he advanced a further 
distance of 5 miles in his boats, and entered a small river, up which he went 
M) miles to a village called Wunagi, 7 miles from Beda, the capital of King 
Massah Dr. Baikie accompanied him. 

At  Wunagi they were met by King Masssba's messengem, who informed 
them that horses would be sent down for their conveyance to his town. 

" The name of the river is not given in any chart, neither has i t  been mr- 
veyed. It will be well to call it by some name connected with this year's 
expedition. I t  is about 300 yards across in the broadest part, and from 30 to 
40 in its narrotest put. Depth unknown ; but Lieutenant Gambier thinks i t  
to average quite 2 fathom. 

" The banka are thick with mangrove, and a few trees ; but the conntry is 
well cultivated, yielding Indian corn and yam. There is also the 'butter- 
tree,' which is about 10 feet high, and produces ' shea butter,' which is used 
by the natives for food and for greasing their bodies. l'here is plenty of 
cotton, red and white, and large quantities might be grown. At every village 
cotton wae brought down for sale. 

"The country Beems well populated with much of the same description of 
people as in other parts of Africa. A11 were very friendly, and anxious for 
trade. 

" The soil appears to be moat fertile ; cotton, Indian and Guinea corn, cassava, 
date-palm, yams, kc., growing in great abundance. The yams are superior 
to those of most places on the coast ; and the climate from all amounts iH very 
healthy, a fresh breeze blowing up from the sea. 

" l'here are partridges and guinea-fowl, also elephants and buffdoes, in the 
neighbourhood. 

" Dr. Baikie came on board at  Lukoja, his own place ahout 220 miles up ; 
and was greatly rejoiced to see the Investigator, as his supplies were exhausted, 
and he had given up all hopes of being relieved this year. 

" The missionaries were all landed at those places where they had missions, 
embarking again when the Investigator returned. . . . . . 

"From the entrance of the N i g r  to Eggs, a distance of 360 miles, the 
average depth in the rainy season is between 4 and 5 fathoms, excepting in one 
part of the shipchannel, which has only 10 feet. This, of course, nlakes i t  
impossible for vessels drawing more water to proceed further than this shallow 
part, which is about 200 miles up. 

" There is another passage on the other side of the island, near which this 
10-feet channel is, which has not yet been surveyed ; and Lieutenant Gambier 
thinks it highly probable that a deep channel may be found there. 

My opinion, formed upon the information I have been able to obtain, is 
that i t  would well repay one Company to take the trade of the Niger into ita 
own hands, encouraged and assisted by a yearly subsidy from the Government, 
until the trade is regularly and permanently established, and certain profits 
arise. 

After this it  would be, of course, for Her Majesty's Government to rescind 
the charter and do away with the monopoly, as they think proper. 

cL I t  appears that this single 10-feet channel mentioned above, is the only 
obstacle, excepting the river-bar, to vessels of large draught of water navigating 
the river, after passing the bar, and taking in their cargoes 300 miles up. 
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a very serious obstacle, but can be overcome by steamers of light 
ving up large cargo boats, or hulks of a considerable size. The bar 
I r a w h k  to vessele drawing much water. There is only 12 feet on 

. jny season. 
- opany must therefore be prepared to enter upon their work with 

two powerful paddle-wheel steamere drawing when loaded 9 feet of water, 
which is only one foot less than the depth of the channel in its shallowest part, 
with a good supply of carpbats or ,other wuveyances, as they may deem 
expedient for river-work. 

" The ship to receive the cargo must be at  anchor outside the bar. These 
stearnen should be armed with one heavy and one light gun, also a proportion 
of small-arms, rockets, &c., in case of necessity. They should be very fast, 
well ventilated, and carry at least 100 tons of coal. A dep6t of coal mus t  be 
in the river a t  the best selected place, and wood can be obtained very cheap. 
I should my that steamere with two rudders would be the best, which will 
prevent the necessity of turning. 

At first some little difficulty will doubtless arise, which must be expected ; 
but the enterprise of British merchants, backed up by the energy and skill of 
British seamen, will conquer every obstacle, and establish a trade in the Niger 
that will fully satisfy, in a few years, every one that is really intere~ted in t.he 
fiapl~inees and prosperity of thii part of Africa." 

NOTICE. 

The Library of the Royal Geographical h i e t y  will on and after 1st March, 
1860, open at 10.30 A.x., and close a t  4.30 P.M. on ordinary days, aqd at  
2.30 P.M. on Saturdays. 
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illustrate Dr. Haast's Paper ; from water-colour eketohes taken on i 
the spot. 

Previous to reading the first Paper of the evening, the P R E ~ ~ E H T  
oalled attention to the series of the above-mentioned beautiful 1 
chromo-lithograph views of the monntain-scenery of New Zealand, 
after which 

The h t  Paper, whioh was entitled " On the Southern A l p  of Cant* 
bury, Mid& Island, Nm Zealand," by Dr. HAAST, Provincial Geologist, 
w d  read, in which the author briefly summarized the results of his 
numerous surveys during the years 1861-62-63. ?'hie magnificent 
snow-clad range, from which descend enormous glaciers, reaches in 
this province its elevation, forming the culminating point of 
the great baok-bone that runs through both ialands.frorn north-east 
to south-west, which is only broken through at  Cook's Straits, and 
rises in the North Island to peak8 almost aa lofty, such as the; 
well-known cone of Mount Egmont. The pyramidal form is every- 
where the marked feature of the huge m*sses, numbers of whicb 
exceed 10,000 feet in height ; while Mount Cook, the highest sum- 
mit of a l l  ia 12,460 feet, and . h u t  30 miles from the west coast. 
Between each mountain-system, ai it w e e  (some of which, how- 
ever run for many miles without any traoes of a &), oocurs a pass of I 
varying altitade; generally very inaccessible, some aa high as 6500 
feet to about 8000 feet; and these intemening depressions form the 
watershed of rapid and formidable mountain-torrenta which fall into 
the ocean on the west cast. The eastern flanks are drained in like 
manner by glacierstreams, which, however, having a longer dis- . 
tauce to run ere reaching the east coast,. and encountering huge 
lakes which regulate their flow to some extent, make this side of 
the range eminently suitable for an emigration-field. Nothing can 
exceed the beauty of the tints both of sky and vegetation, or the 
singular glacial anomalies that present themselves on some of the 
glaciers ; as, for instance, that of the River Godley, which has two 

I 
waterfalls falling from its eastern edge into two deep gorges, only 
separated by a buttress of rock, as depicted in one of the-spirited 
aketches made on the spot, which were exhibited at the Meeting. 
Between Mount Cook and Mount Stokos (in immediate proximity 
and almost as Iofiy as the former) there is a deep very abrupt cleft, 
as it were; constituting a col about 7000 feet above sea-level ; 
beyond which the chain again rises, but is now bifurcated as i t  
proceeds south-west, till a singular gap or break occurs-not above. 
1000 feet high, with a swamp on the summit, emptying in both 
directions, and presenting physical features which, it is believed, are 
without a parallel in any other portion of the globe-through 
which alone. it is possible to reach the west coast from the 
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eastern portion of t h e  province. This pks will probably b e  e re  
l o n g  made available for ponies a t  least. Beyond this singular pa& 
t h e  two chains reunite, as they approach Mount Aspiring o n  
t h e  frontier-line between Uanterbury and  Otago. All t h e  valleye 
o n  either side of t h e  chain a r e  universally densely clothed with 
forestrtrees; b u t  while t h e  chain on  its western aspect has  t h e  ap- 
pearance of a n  undulating rampart, on  the  east there extend numerous 
lofty chains running north and  south, o r  a t  r igh t  anglee t o  t h e  main 
"back-bone," as it has been apt ly termed. This  configuration 
necessarily leads to there being a n  enormoue amount of glacier 
surface, t h e  morainee on which a re  unusually clearly defined a n d  
plentiful. T h e  Tasman Glacier is '12 miles long, and a t  i t s  lower 
Bxtremity 12 mile wide. Traces everywhere present themselves of 
many  of these glaciers having a t  n o  remote period extended several 
hundred feet fur ther  than their  present limits ; and in the  course of 
explaining t h e  drawings, reference was made t o  several indication8 
confirmatory of received theories of t h e  mode of progression of 
glaciem under  various physical conditions. 

The PRE~IDENT said he waa proud to preside upon an occasion when a 
gentleman who was a geologist by profession had proved himself to be a 
good geographer, and had shown how intimately the subjects of physical 
geography and geology were united. Dr. Hasst's labours were worthy of all 
commendation. His illustrations of the glaciers proved that the eouth- 
western part of New Zealand was in that intermediate state which all geo- 
logists were agreed upon was formerly the condition of the northern part of 
our own islands. I n  his laat Anniversary Address he adverted to the belief 
of geologists, that a11 the northern part of Scotland was once in the condition 
that Greenland is a t  the present day ; that is, covered with snow, with glaciera 
descending from the snowy mountains. In the illustrations and in the Paper 
which had been bought  before them, they had a dewription of those pheno- 
mena as now at work in New Zealand, and in this respect i t  was a valuable 
communication, as presenting a history of an intermediate link in  the develop- 
ment of glacial action descending fnnn ancient to modern periods. 

Mr. Coo~sow, at  the invitation of the President, pointed out on the map thq 
locality of the vari6us gold-diggings and coal-mines in the Otago and Canter- 
bury districts. He. also pointed out the locality of the Tirimakau River, a t  
the mouth of which Mr. Whitcombe, the explorer, wss drowned by the u p  
setting of his canoe. 

The PRESIDENT related eome of the circumstances connected with the death 
of Mr. Whitcombe, as set out a t  length in a letter, whichi owing to acci- 
dent, was not brought to the meeting. Sir Roderick particularly dwelt on the 
bold apirit of discovery which had led this explorer to sacrifice his life, and he 
waa therefore most unwilling that the evening should pass without a tribute to 
his merit from all geographers present. 

The following is an extract from the letter alluded to :- 

Eztract of  Letter from Dr. Eaast to the President, &tcd Ohristdurch, N.Z., 
15th June, 1863. 

"Knowing that an Alpine pass, about 5000 feet high, existed at the head- 
waters of the southern branch of the Rakaia, the Canterbury Governmer~t sent 
Wr. Renry Whitcombe to ascertmn if this pass could be made available t o  

r 2 
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roach the weet m x ~ t  fmm Chrietohurch. He reached tbis d d l e  on the 20th 
of April, bat, instead of returning, he oontinued the journey with one of his 
men, sending the rest of the party back to wait for him on the known Alpine 
saddle between the sources of the Hurunui (east coast) and Taramakau (west 

-2aving c- the -he arrived a t  tb mu- of the H o b t i i  an 
important river which reaches the sea about 15 miles south of the Taramaka~q 
on the 3rd of May. Although Mr. Whitu)mb was an accomplished surveyor, 
a good mathematician and astronomer, who had worked euccesefnlly in India 
m d  Austdia, he had had no experience in New Zealand bush-travelling, 
which requires not only strong men, able to carry a heavy load and to stand 
hunger, fatigue, and cold, but also a general knowledge of the nature of rivers 
and the best way of cmssing them. 
" Owing to his deficient arrangements, Mr. Whitcornbe on reaching the coast 

wcrs eo exhausted, that he had w t  difficulty in walking to the Taramakau, 
where he hoped to find a Maori settlement, in order to procure someprovisions, 
ae they had finished all theirs. 

Unfortunately the few Maories who lived there had left the settlement, so 
they determined on following the const to the mouth of the river Grey ; for this 
p u p  they had to cross the Taramakau, which is a large ind rapid river. 
'' As no large canoe waa to be found, they tied two small old ones together ; but 

when they reached the current, their contrivance began to sink and drift towads 
the bar. Mr. Whitcomb, who was a good swimmer, jumped into the' water 
and attempted to reach the shore ; but, being in such an exhausted condition, 
he wss drifted into the surf a t  the mouth of the river, and unfortunately was 
drowned. His companion, who could not swim, had a most miraculons escape ; 
by tying his right hand to one of the canom, he succeeded in remaining with 
it, being tossed about for many hours by the advancing and receding waves. 
He was at  last oast on shore, and, on recovering himself, he worked his way 
up the banks of the Taramakau for a few miles, and fortunately fell in with 
some Maories, who gave him a few potatoes. He at  last arrived at  the saddle 
of the Taramakau, where his former companions awaited them; and I may 
here state, as an instance of the sufferings which he had endured, that his 
companions, even after conversing with him for some time, did not recopise 
him, eo much was he altered, and this after an absenoe of only twenty days." 

The second Paper was entitled :- 

a' On the Frontier Province of Loreto in Nortfi P e r ~ . ~  By Professor 
Don ANTONIO RAIMONDY of Lims (Honorary Corresponding 
Member, R.G.S.). 

Communicated by W. BOLLAEUT. 

THIS comm~~nication gives an instalment of the author's labours 
during the past twelve years, to make known the many valuable 
products of Peru, in carrying out which object he has made nu- 
meroua excursions in a11 directions into the interior. 

The province of Loreto is ss large se all the other departments 
together, and extends from the Cordillera region of Pssco to the 
junction of the Amazon with the Jarava, its south-west portion 
being mountainous, while its eastern districts conrrist of extensive 
plaina, v-ell-watered and covered with luxuriant vegetation. In the 



mountainous region the most prominent physical .features are the 
passage of the Xuallaga through a gap in the mountain-chain, and 
the renowned Pongo de Nanseriche through which the ]IZara5on 
effects its escape. The plains consist of the usual alluvial soil, 
entirely free from pebbles, which is characteristic of the great 
South American plains bordering on the Amazon. 

The climate of Loreto is hot and moist, the mean tempersturn 
being 21' to 22' C. (71'-73' F.), while such is the humidity that ia 
a few days, boots, clothes, kc., become covered with microscopic 
vegetation. At midday, however, the thermometer indicates as high 
as 930 temperature, which, owing to the immense amount of mois- 
ture, becomes almost insupportable. The rainfall here is probably 
s t  least as heavy as at any other spot on the globe, which the author 
is inclined to attribute in great measure to the congelation and con- 
dens&ion of the 8.s.w. winds up011 the snow-covered summits of the 
Andes, combined with the known phenomena of the-north-east and 
south-east trades upon their eastern slope, as hitherto maintained. 

After noticing the layer of sand, 40 to 60 miles in width, which 
oovers the sea-coast of Peiu, the ma-shells found in which in large 
quantities, of doscriptions silnilar to those which abound in the 
adjacent sea, seem to indicate that i t  was upheaved at a recent 
date from the ocean, and commenting on the phenomena of tem- 
Eemtqre likely to occur from these physical features, SeGor Rai- 
mondy elucidates his theory that this peculiarity of soil has, 
coupled with. the prevailing winds on the opposide side of the 
mountain-range, a great deal to do with the climatic extremes 
already alluded to. He then examines the origin and cause of the 
network of rivers of the lower region of Loreto, and considers 
fully what stream is really entitled to be regarded as the parent 
stream of the mighty Amazon (the name Orellam, imposed on i t  in 
hopour of its discoverer, has become entirely disused). 
- A list of affluents follows,. furnishing a very much needed contri- 
bution to the geography of that region, which concluded, he passes 
to the consideration of the three main streams, the Maraiion, the 
Huallaga, and the Ucayali; most of the various affluents from the 
north alluded to or named as flowing through Peruvian. territory, 
having their sources and the upper portions of their course lying 
within the date of Ecuador. 

The roads * entering this extensive territory are only three in 
number-one from the horth, one in Central Peru, and one from the 

Besides these "roads" (as Seflor Raimondy terms them, though a recent 
letter suggests "broken ladders after an earthquake" as a much more faithful and 
apposite description of them), the author of the Paper mentions several other paths 
W i g  over the Cordillera into Loreto province. 
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south ; the oapi&1, Moyobambs; s city of 8000 sdds, but doferkg 
aa much ground tra Irima, being situated in the extreme north- 
west corner of the province, not far eaatward of Chachapoyas, 
with which ong of these roads communioatea. The mil is a sand- 
stone so loose that one single very heavy rain will masionally work 
a channel of immense depth. The food ia obiefly vegetable, and the 
principal manufacture that of what is known in Europe aa Panam& 
straw-ware. In  one province, that of Tarapto, the exchange' 
medium is wax, a hard day's work being remunerated by 4 oz. 
wax ! Several partioulam were given of the towns and villagea of 
this inmenee region, in one of which the circulating currency is large 
needles, each representing Id. sterling. The universal currency, 
however, is cotton cloth, which, as in Africa, has a fluctuating 
value ; but always commands its own value in barter. 

The mineral producta of the dietriot adjoining the rising p u n d e  
are rock-salt (with lime-springe near), sulphate of lime, alum, sul- 
phur (pure), iron-ore and lignite; and gold is found on the great 
river Napo. This whole region b recently been opened up by 
improved steamers, when it is at least probable that a very greab 
development of trade must take place to Par& and Europe on one 
side, and to Callao and the Far East on the other. At present, 
however, the navigation of the river is only open by the jealousy of 
the Brazilian Government to the Peruvians, in order that they may 
pach their own country from the Atlantio. 

The PRESIDENT stated that Don Antonio Raimondy h d  been employed 
during twelve years by the Government of Peru in collecting statistical and 

ographical materials in regard to the produce of the country; and the Cauncil & thought him well worthy of being elected an Honorary Corresponding 
Member of the Royal Geographical Society. The subject brought before them 
was of vast extent, and he hopd  them were gentlemen present who could 

int out the great advantages to be derived from a trade with Peru carried on 
y ascending the Amazon to those great affluent8 which flow into it  from the r 

Cprd~ller+a. When they considered the comparatively waterless condition-of 
the region on the Peruvian side of the Andes, and also what easy communica- 
tion all that region could have with the Atlantio by means of these t r i b u t a ~  
rivers flowing eastward into the great stream of the Amazon, they would see 
how important it  was to the commerce of the world to have this communication 
opened up. He knew no gentleman so competent to speak u n this subject 
aa Mr. Markham, who had travelled in Peru, and who h$written mo& 
instructively and eloquently upon that region. 

Mr.  CLEMENT^ MABKHAY mid he had descended many of the tributsn'es of 
the Amazon a considerable distance, but he had never entered upon the province 
of Lorefo. He had, however, studid the subject of the Paper a great deal 
while in Peru and since his return to England. It wss very remkable that 
such an enormous surface as the 2,500,000 square miles which comprise the 
basin of the Amazon had beeu so little explored during the three hundred 

ear8 that the coaseline of South America had been known to geo,pphem. 
gome &ring spirits did in the sixteenth century deacend into these fomsb in 
swch of the lake in which dwelb the man who was covered with g o l d h t ,  and- 



tthey penetrated hu~~dreds of miles on foot to points on the Caqad, Pnrue; 
and other large streams, which had never been m h e d  by any scientific or 
mercantile traveller since their time. They were the great explorers of the 
.Amazon valley. In the succeeding century the missionaries dewended some of 
the rivers, but they appeared to have been very superetitiow and very timid. 
H e  had in his p e a s i o n  the manuscript journal of one of these missionaries, 
who observing, one morning, a jaguar crawl along the branch of a tree and 
pounce down upon a great porpoise, which was browsing upon the banks of a 
river, and drag it  on to the beach, was so dismayed at  the thought that a 
similar fate might befal him if hie canoe happened to be under the branches of 
ane of the trees at  night, that he relin uished his mission and returned. I n  
the present ao tury  scientific men had i$oan greater zeal and greater energy, 
and had spent many years of their lives, separated from all their friends, in 
exploring these unhealthy regione. 

The PRESIDEBT introduced Mr. .&tea and Mr. Wallace,'as gentlemen who 
had a personal knowledge of the physical features of the Amazon. 

Mr. BATES said he had ascended the Amazon from its mouth aa far as the 
Peruvian frorltier, a distance of 1800 miles from the Atlantic, and had tm- 
valled over large portions of it many times. The breadth of the river 
varied from a mile and a-half to seven miles. I t  winds along in lengthy 
curves, forming magnificent reaches. Every inch of the banks is covered 
with forest vegetation; indeed, the whole country is covered with one 
vast matted forest, growing to an enormous height, and presenting a nlost 
picturesque and varied scene. It is a very healthy country. He knew 
Englishmen hoth at  P a 6  and Santarem, who had lived there thirty or 
.forty years, and they still bore the florid complexions of their oountrymen. 
The whole of this distanoe of 1800 miles lay in Brazilian territory, which 
in th~ valley of the Amazon embraces a region 800,000 square miles in extent, 
of the most fertile soil in the world. In passing along the river in native 
canoes he frequently noticed that the banks are composed of a rich crumbling 
.vegetable mould, fifteen to twenty feet in depth. Yet this grand country ie 
almost without inhabitants. The population at  the laet census exceeded but 
little 230,000 aouls, which is in the ratio of one person to every four square 
miles. In  the province of Archangel, the most forbidding country in northern 
Xu-, the population is in the ratio of four persons to one square mile. I n  
consequence of this scantiness of population in the valley of the Amazon, there 
was no agriculture carried on. He never saw a plo~gh, and he could count on 
hie fingers the number of hoes and spades that he 8aw during the whole 
of the eleven years he was there. The trade is entirely confined to gathering 
the spontaneous productions of the forest-india-rubber, chooolate-nuts, hrazil- 
nuts, sarsaparilla, vanilla, &c. Timber is scrtrcely yet become an article of 
aport ,  though the country abounds in the most beautiful and varied descrip 

'tions of woods. The total exports from this country all pass through the port 
of Pad, and do not exceed 400,0001. per annum, of which india-rubber com- 
p r i w  about one-third, and chocolate-nuts one-half. I t  is an interesting 
problem how this country is to be peopled. The Brseilian Government have 
aet their faces against the importation of negro slaves, and he was afraid thak 
European immigrants +11 be of little use in field labour. 

MR. WALLACE said he went about a thousand miles up the Amazon &d 
ascended the Rio Ne,p. During the four years he spent there, he acquired 
all the information he could respecting the country. The surface is covered 
wi% the largest unbroken forest in the world ; i t  is the great physical feature 
of Sonth America. At the mouth of the Amazon the forest extends only a 
few hundred miles into the interior, and then you get to the moiintainous 
district of Brazil and Guiana, which is partly open country mixed with wood. 
Farther up the river an enormous plain opens out north and south, extending 
to the foot of the Ande-s, entirely covered with forest. The forest I of mch 
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extent that countria like England, Francs, S ' , and Germany might be thrown 
down indiiTerent pN of it, and they would~bsolutely lost there-you might  
travel about for yearn and never hit upon them. I t  ie an interesting problem 
to ascertain why it  ahould cease so abruptly to the north and to the south. 
To the north you come at  once to the open grassy plains on the Orinoco, and 
to the south you come to similar open plains on the Paranh The river is 
also equally note-worthy from its enormous extent and the isolation of those 
nations that dwell in the interior. The people, the greater part of them, are 
utter1 ignorant of any other country but their own except by vague report. 
All tieir id- of geography are connected with this river; the position of 
other countriea is conceived of as either on one side of the river or the other. 
Even comparatively educated people, Brazilians and Spaniards, who have heen 
born and educated there, in questioning him about France and England, have 
asked on which side of the river they are situated. They imagine that the 
Amazon river flows all round the world, and that every country must be 
situated on one side or the other. 

Ms. OEBSTENBERG gave some partioulara relative to a German eettlement 
which, on the invitation of the Peruvian Government, had establish~d itself 
on the eastern slope of the Andes, in the year 1856, adding that it  was the  
great wish of the country to introduce European emigrants. But to accom- 
plish that object successfully, it was necessary, he argued, that the emigrants 
should be able to ascend the Amazon by way of Pa& At present the navi- 
gation of this river was hermetically eealed by the Brazilian Government against 
the flags of all nations, except the riverain states, Peru, Ecuador, Venezuela, 
Granada, and Brazil. But these four republics had no ships, consequently 
the whole of the navigation was entirely in the hands of Brazil. He men- 
tioned special instances of the difficulties to which this restriction had given 
rise, and alluded more particularly to a monopoly for 30 years, terminating in 
1880, which had been conceded to the Par& Steam Navigation Company, by  
which during the whole of that period the Amazon would be closed to the 
commerce of the world. He considered this a great hardship, and he hoped, 
whenever an arrangement of our present difficulties with Brazil took place, 
that the British Government would bring forward the question of the opening 
of the Amazon. 
Ms. BOLLAERT, the translator of the Paper, said he would advert to only 

one p o i n t t h e  healthiness or the unhealthiness of the climate in the province 
which was the subject of tho Paper. The only unhealthy parts are some of 
the valleys which run down from the great chains of mountains, where there 
are occasional visitations of intermittent fever. But lower down, in the great 
bends of the river, the climate is perfectly health . He had paid some atten- 
tion himselr to the geography and geology of tL country, and he thought 
Professor Hairnondy had done justice to both those branches of the subject in hie 
Paper. A serious consideration, however, pressed itself upon his mind, namely, 
the continued opposition of Brazil to the general naviga:ation of the sea-like 
river Amazon, and he would suggest, if Brazil persisted in keeping the 
navigation of it  closed, that the Mersey and the Thames be closed to the 
Brazilian flag. 

The meeting was then adjourned to 22nd Februav. 
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Seventh Meeting, February 22, 1864. 

SIR RODERICK I. MURCHISON, K.c.B., PRESIDENT, in the Chair. 

ELECTIONS.-R. J. Ashton, Esq.; G. 8. Brodie, Esq. ; R. C. Car- 
rington, Esq. ; Gm. Clams, Esq., jun. ; H. Cunningham, Esq. ; Capt. L. 
&um; C d i u s  Grinnen, Esq. ; J. Haruey, Esq. ; J. C. Irving, 
Esq. ; C. M. Lampson, Esq. ; J. McLaren, Esq. ; Hon. E. P q s ;  Wm. 
Rennie, Esq. ; R. B. Ross, Esq. ; J. Scott, Esq. ; N. D. J. Straton, 
Esq., B.A. ; Hon. C. H. Tracy ; G. l'urnbull, Esq. 

A C C ~ I O N S  TO LIBBABY.-L The Cotton Trade ; its bearing upon 
the Prosperity of Great Britain and Commerce of the American 
Republics, considered in connexion with the System of Negro 
Slavery in the Confederate States,' by Geo. McHenry. Narrative 
of Canadian Exploring Expeditions,' by Professor H. Y. Hind ; pre- . 
sented by the Author. Continuations of Transactions, Misoellaneous 
Periodicals, &a. kc. 

Acmsro~s TO MAP-ROOM.-&~~~ of Africa, on 3 sheets, by E. Q. 
Ravenstein, F.R.G.S. Map of Nord-Schlessing, by A. von Petermann, 
H.C.F.B.O.S. 

The paper read was- 

"Notes of a Journey fm Gaza, through the interior of Arabia, to El 
K h i f  on the Persian Gulf, and t h e m  to Ombn, in 1862-63. By 
GIEFORD PALGRAVE. I 

AFTER recounting how, in order to conceal their intentions, the 
author and his companions first wandered into Galilee, in April, 1862,- 
where they met the Prince of Wales, while a friend at Jaffa waa 
preparing their disguises, arranging for their camel-transport, &c., an 
account is given of the characters they respectively played : Mr. 
Palgrave passing for a doctor, as best calculated to bring him in 
contact with all classes. On 4th May they left Jaffa, from which 
period, till their arrival at Bagdad the following year, all trace of 
them was lost. On the 6th they reached Gaza, their final starting- 
point, where they stayed three weeks in order to get guides, &c. 
At length, on 27th May, they left in charge of some Arabs of the 
Beni-Ahijeh who were to conduct them as far as  Maan on the Haj 
or pilgrimage-mute from Damascus to Mecca. In this part of their 
road they crossed the desert of El  Tih, through the rocky gorges of 
which they travelled for four days, usually on a s.8.~. couhe. After 
passing south so far aa to be within two days of Akaba, the road 
turned north-east to Maan, where another detention of twelve days 
took plaoe. Between this and the JaQf ,province of the Upper 



Nejed is waterless desert, inhabited by the most desperate of all 
the Bedouin tribes. In orossirg'this they found but one watering- 
place, and had nearly perished in a Samfim (simoom of o r d i n 6  
current use). No living t h i i  waa encountered here, but a few 
rierpents .and lizards, tall the frdntier of the independent princi- 
pality of Jebel Shomer had been reached, marked by the Wadi 
Serhan.. Seven days the road'continued through this valley, as far 
&a Magua, a large encampment of the Sherarats, and on 30t.h June 
they entered Jafif. Here are grohps of lovely villages nestling under 
palm-trees, and two ancient Christian towers; but not of the Roman 
period, which coinmand the place and the ent.mnce of the wadi ; 
this being a great centre of commerce for the Bedouins of Northern 
Arabia. 

The kingdom of Jebel Shomer lies between 26" 30' and 320 N., 

and 33" 40' and 44' E., and ita inhabitants are part nomad, part 
etationary, so that both trade and agriculture are to some extenti 
represented, though two-thirds of the area is desert. The in& 
bitants of the rugged defiles which form the chief physico-geop 
phical features of the country were in  early times Christians, and 
long withstood El Islam. The state-religion is now Mohammedan, 
but it i~ only prominent in the towns. Away from these a few 
loose superstitions seem to represent the religious element. 

From this point, &r nineteen days' incessant intercourse with' 
the chiefs and people, many of whom were treated medicinally, the 
party left for Hail, the capital of the kingdom of Jebel Shomer. 
!J!heir road hithe~to had but one well in seven days' march over a 
herile stony tract, alternating with sandhills which reflected the 
heat till it became insupportable. The entire distance to Hail 
was ten days' journey, the latter portion through fertile valleya 
hemmed in by rocky mountains. 

At the capital they remained six weeks, being kindly treated by 
the King Jelab, whose subjecta are described as a fine race. There 
is really a considerable amount of trade here. 

On 8th July they left, sixteen in number, and next day crossed 
the Jebel Salma, the seat in pre-Islamite times of Koleib-Wad, 
whose sway extended over half ~ m b i a .  On the 10th they reached 
Faid, a village on the road from Bagdad to Medina, and on the 
13th entered the kingdom of the celebrated sect known a s  the 
Wahabites, whose king, Ibn Saiid, is generally known as the Sultan 
of Kejed. The road they had just traversed had lain chiefly 
through long valleys running from north-east to south-west, well 
watered and abounding in gardens, but monotonous from the absence 
of mountains. At noon on the 14th, the crest of 9 elevation 
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f evded  tb them lying &low, 'the plaihsbf Kasim, ' the frontiei! 
province of the Wahabites; and Argiin, the seat of the lml gover- 
nor, wiw reached in safety. 

Here the climate beoomee tropical, as the plateau haa been left; 
behind. The kingdom extends over lo0 of latitude by 7" of longi- 
tude, being bounded west by the Haj road, east by the Persian Gulf. 
Beradeh, alarge town, wis reached on the 16th, which is the seat 
of the Wahabite Governor of Kasim, and is a station for the Persian 
pilgrims. The inhabitants are enterprising tradelms, and cotton is 
sucoessfully cultivated in the neighbourhood. A revolt 'in the 
neighbonrhood detained them here seventeen days, travelling being 
exceedingly insecure towards the capital, in conseqtlence of most of 
the inhabitants of the Beradeh district spmpathking with the in- 
surgents. 
- At length the chief guide of the Persian pilgrims to Mecca offered 
his services to conduct the party to Riadh, the capital. They passed 
several towns more or less in size, and on the 7th O&ber reached 
the large foitified' town' of Mejmad. On the 9th they crossed a 
running stream, a phenomenon in Arabia ; and in two days, after 
ascending another plateau, reached the town of Sadek. On the 
10th they reached Hormeimeleh, birth-place of lbn-Abd-el-Wahab, 
founder of the sect named after him. Here the gubernatorial resi; 
dence is a palace built by Ibrahim Pasha in 1818. Thence they 
passed by the large ruinous town of Anjoush, at  the moutll of what 
is called Wadi Hmifeh (Orthodox Valley). This city was formerly 
called Moseilemeh, after a rival of Mahomet (probably the pseudo- 
prophet of that name mentioned in Gibbon's ' Decline and Fall'), . 
whose capital was at Riadh, .and who reigned over this region; 
Riadh was reached at noon on the 13th October, where the King 
assigned them lodgings, which they inhabited till 25th November. 
Bome of the houses here are two and even three stories high. The 
people are, in accorQance with the dogmas of their sect, excessively, 
fanatical and austere ; and a foreigner's life is far from safe among 
them. On leaving, the party, now rednoed to three, had to avoid 
the large towns; two of which, Manfuleh and Solemieh, ar& 
specified, and concealed themselves in the small valley of Yama- 
pieh till their faithful guide and friend Khalif, who was con- 
voying some Persian merchants, could rejoin them. On h i  
overtaking them, they held eastward through h e  plains, camping 
a t  water each night. On 1st December they were at a well, 
where .the great caravan-routes meet from Nejed, Hasa, and 
Hank. Beyond this lies the Dohur Desert, an offshoot of the Great 
@outhen? Desert, two, days' journey acrose, forming a plateau, on 
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deacanding from which by a rather abrupt descent they found 
themselves a t  Hofhuf, where  ia a strong citadel celled Kot. Ham, 
where they  now were, ia the richest a n d  moet populous of the W a -  
habite  provinaee, the climate almost reaernbing that of India. Here 
are workera i n  metals of great repute, while large quantitiee of 
textile fabrim ere also mannfactnred. 

Hence, three days' journey without Khalif brought  them to El 
Khatif, on  the Peraian Gulf, where their faithful esquire rejoined 
them. El Khatif ie surrounded by a net-work of r ivers ,and is 
buried in an interminable wcdeseion of gardens. H e r e  the party 
divided, in order to obviate the risk of both losing their  livea in the 
perilous journey to Omhn. T h e  author  now took boat, crossing the 
Persian Gulf twice, and ultimately on  3rd March, 1863, reached 
Sohar, the ancient capital of Omhn. Thence they coasted south- 
esstwrd, and  when  their  long tedious voyage seemed just  at an 
end, the boat was shipwrecked, nine only being saved out  of twenty-  
one souls o n  board. 

On 9th March they were a t  Watiejyeh, a day's journey from 
Muscat, whose monarch they-visited at his country palace here, j u s t  
as they were, shoelees, hatless, and  in their  torn shirts merely. He 
received them affably, and  next  d a y  they  went  on  to M u ~ c a t ,  the 
road being very  difficult owing to the spurs of the J e b e l  Akhdar ,  
which here r u n  qui te  down to t h e  sea. Thence, after a shy of 
twelve days, h e  proceeded u p  t h e  Persian Gulf, reaching Bagdad, 
af ter  a severe access of .  f e ~ e r  and  delirium, on  19 th  April and 
B e p o r i t  on 11th July.  

A s  a general result, all anti-Wamitic races throughout the Ea~t 
are to be found among the mountains. 

After returning thanks to the author, the PRESIDENT said that, since the 
foundation of the Society, they had had no communication respecting Arabia 
which approached in interest the memoir of Mr. Pa1,pve. With respect to 
the exterior of the country, its ports, its promontories, and its coasts, the 
excellent memoirs of Captain Haines (v. 'Journal,' va). ix. p. 125) and Lieu- 
tenant Welsted (v. ' Journal,' vol. vii. p. 20), as published in the Society's 
'Journal had thrown a great deal of light upon that part of the subject. Again, 
a t  the present moment, Captain Constable of the Indian Navy was prepring 
for publication by the Admiralty, some admirable illustrations of, and important 
additions to, our knowledge of the geographical outlines of the coasts. But with 
the exception of Dr. Wallin, a Finn, who made himself a perfect Arab scholar, 
and who had gone a certain distance into the interior, and w h m  journey is also 
described in our volume (v. ' Journal,' vol. xx. p. 293), we had had no traveller 
to compare with Mr. Palgrave. He hoped that gentleman would explain more in 
detail the nature of his route and the difficulties he had to encounter, for these 
had heen only slightly alluded to in the abstract which had been read. Them 
were three subjects which he hoped the author would specially illustmte :- 
First, as to the dissimilarity between the Bedouins or nomads of the north of 
Arabia* with whom alone we had been acquaiuteii, and the people of the 
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Wahabee country, a remarkable nation in the interior, among whom Mr. 
Palgrave had raided. Next, he should like to know something about that 
remarkable race of S a h n s  or Fire-worshipprs, who had never been described 
by any  traveller in Arabia Thirdly, as to the famous breed of Arab horaea in 
the Nejd ,  Mr. Palgrave could, he was aware, communicate some curiona par- 
ticulars. 
ME. PALQRAVE.-Before addressing myself to this Society, which I am 

happy and proud to meet this evening, I must apologize in a few words for the 
probable insufficiency of command,which I have over the English Ian 
the p-nt moment, having been nearly eighteen yeam absent from 
arid consequently you may suppose that either Arabic or some other language 
might be more familiar to my tonhe  : however, I will do my best (though I can 
hardly hope to be successful) fully to satisfy the curiosity which I know prevails 
among many present : i t  is, I fancy, pretty much the ssme feeling that animated 
myself, and which finally determined me to undertake the journey of which 
you have just heard an abstract--since we have often heard much of the coasts 
of h b i a ,  and we know more or less what the sea-line is, and what the border- 
provinces of Arabia am, but of the interior no real information has been given, 
a t  least with due accuracy and detail. * 

It is true we have had many valuable accounts of the formation of the 
Wahabite kingdom, which is one of the most remarkable phenomena which 
have taken place within the last century ; I mean such information as may be 
had from the travels of Niebuhr, which are of the greatest accuracy as far as 
they go, or those of Burckhardt and other voyagers ; but no one could describe 
these countries scl an eye-witness : so i t  seemed to me important that we should 
a t  last know from an actual visit, and by our own inspection, what may be 
really contained in that enormous peninsula which stands out in the middle of 
the map l i e  a kind of unknown country, surrounded by many others far more 
distant, yet  much better known-such as Persia, India, and even Africa, a t  
least a t  the present day. I wished to obtain ae far as possible accurate 
information, not only of the country ibelf-I mean of its geographical or 
physical condition-but more especially of the inhabitants ; the nature of their 
governments, their divisions, their subdivisions, and of the forms of religion 
aud manners that might exist among them. I had already--during about ten 
years' residence in Syria-been led to suspect by the language of those who 
had been furthest towards Central Arabia (whether Arabs or others who had 
travelled in that direction), that there was a something pc~itive in the way of 
a govenunent, of a settled country, and of mannem and institutions, to be 
found, m l d  one only get a t  it. 

But this " to get at it " was the very difficulty, on account of the extraordinary 
jealousy of the population with respect to Europeans; for to be known as a 
European traveller, at any rate in the Wahabite wuntry, that is to say, in 
the central plateau of Arabia, would be exceedingly dangerous, possibly even 
fatal. Again, passing one's self off even as a Turk would not be exactly the 
way in Arabia, where Turkish dominion is not known except to be hated, as in 
the Wahabite country. Again, the religious character of a Dervish, though 
it may do very well on the road to Mecca, and in the neighbourhood of the 
Turkish provinces, would be an inadequate pretext to traverse the cent.ra1 plateau 
of the country. Consequently, I thought the best Ian before me was to take 
the character of a physician; and having some d i s t  knowledge of medicine, 
which I was sure would be much more than I should find before me in the 
country, and being sufficiently acquainted with the lan,we to pass, if not for 
an Arab of pwr sang, a t  any rate for an inhabitant of Aleppo or Bagdad, or 
one of those fmntier-towns, I determined to set out under these appearances. 
However, in order to a&mplish such a design, I was obliged to deprive 
mgself of many means of which I should have gladly availed myself, such, 



la instance, M sketching or taking notea before people, or having with me 
geographical implements or similar ohjecta. Of conme I wan obliged to pat 
t h e  entirely out of tbe qwstion ; and not only that, but I was obliged not t o  
a pear mrioun, when a t  the very moment I was, of conrse, mart desirous of 
L a i n g  the f n ~ b t  and ex- information. l n  a word, I rr o b ~ e d  tn 
l o k  as great a simpleton as I possibly could, and to aeem to care about notbing 
elm but to get my feen, which wss not always easy, becaum the A d s o n l y  
pay the doctor when he has succeeded in effecting a cure. 

However, thb profearion answered very well in the long mu, bearum it 
brought me into communication with every rank and with every character of 

non whom one could meet with in the quntriea thus traversed during a 5, which lay in a more or lesa diagonal direction nearly ac- the whole 
of Ara is ; and at  the name time I muld thus, under different pretexts-mch as 
that of inquiring about ptients and medicines, or simihr aubjec-in 
what wan going on even in the nei hbouring provinces, which I was not able 
to v i i t  in pemon. As I mid, in &a first p h ,  there are no good dodom in 
Arabia, or elm it  might eeem almost andacious to my that the fame of my 
medicines sometimes often gained me patients for eeveral days' journey distant ; 
and this 1 wau glad of, n o b f  course for the sake of the remuneration, but on 
account of the news which I could thua obtain of the countries from which 
they came. On eome owasions I found persona who had come to visit me and 
~k for medical advice from tea or even twelve days' journey distant; and 
thaw f uently proved to me a very valuable eource of information. 

IVelTet us out this short; for of mnq in one evening, it  would be i m m  
dble to give a detailed m u n t  of all such circume(ancee. What hss just been 
read ir simply a skeleton of the route iteelf, without entering into any particnlar 
detaile. Ae, however, the honourable President haa alluded to one or two 

ink, which he very juetly thinks it  would be fitting to dwell upon, I will r! nefly mention them as far M I can in a general way; and sball be happy to 
answer any questions which may suggest themselves, and which may throw 
light upon the details. 

Now, the fint point that struck me in Arabia waa this :-Having been always 
nccustomed to consider Arabia as a kind of home of the Bedouins, a sort of 
enormous lateau of bad pasturage, over which an uncertain number of Bedouins 
and carnee might be wntinually walking up and down, with tribea inter- 
changing wars and alliances with very little fixity : I found, on the contrary, that 
the Bedouin population was dmoet limited to a desert-circle surrounding 
Central Arabia; and that the great mass of this Bedouin populat.ion is con- 
centrated upon the northern frontier, upon the limitaof the desert which divide 
Arabia from Syria, and that once within the lirnita of Arabia itself south of the 
JBuf, which has been already visited by Dr. Wallin, the stationary or fixed 

pulation was much more numerous and infinitely more important then the 
Edouin population ; and that that proportion of the fixed poplation over the 
Bedouin increased the further south I went, until in the central Wahabite pro- 
vincen, which are strongly marked by a mountainous line around them, in many 
provinces not a single Bedouin, properly speaking, wuld be found ; the whole 
of the population being fixed, and the few Bedouins who subsisted in the 
Wahabite empire being entirely in a state of servitude-in fact, crushed by the 
force of the Arab Government. 

At the same time, these governments and these countries existing in the 
interior of Arabia are well organised, exceedingly centralised ; in short, they 
are regular and established monarchies existing with known traditions, fixed 
laws, and in a form better regulated, perhapmf  wurse I say it  without any 
ulterior meaning but merely ss giving an illustratiqp-than most parts of tbe 
Turkish empire. Grent was the effect produced on my wmpanion, who had 
come with. me from Syria, when amving at the Wahabite country; and he 
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remarked tb me, ivith -much doniahment, that this reilly ~eemed to be a 
govemment-a thing which he had never met with in Syria. 

The principal divisions of this vast region which I noticed myself, were the 
khree following :-First, the Northern, of which the capital is Hail (visited 
as you know by Dr. Wallin), and which is called the province of Jebd 
Shomer. Jebel " means mountain, eo i t  is as if you were to say, the 
Mountains of Shomer." The capital of this province is called Hail, a t o m  
which at  the present moment contains ahout 20,000 inhabitants. I t  is a very 
mpectable town in its way, with a good market-place, tolerable shops,and a p d  
palace belonging to the Government iu the centre ; i t  is surrounded by fortifib 
cations and walls. In the town resides the actual king of the province, of the 
name of Zelal Ebn Rashfd ; and this kingdom was only founded in the time of 
hi father, whose name was Abd Allah Ebn Reshtd : so that it  is a kingdom 
which hai lasted altogether about sixty years, but which is, a t  the present 
moment, very well organised and subdivided into several provinces, in each of 
which is a governor dependent upon the central king, and the whole under ths 
control of one adminiitrative and executive power. 

The second Government, which is yet more remarkable, is the WahabiG 
Government, which occupies nearly the whole of the interior of Arabia, stretch- 
ing from the Persian Gulf to the neighbourhood of Mecca. It does not come 
down quite to the Red Sea, because Mecca and the adjoining province of Hejaz 
are under the protection of the Turkish Government. With that exception, the 
whole of Central Arabia belongs to the Wahabites. There, again, we have a 
monarchy, and a monarchy of the most absolute form-a despotism, I might 
aay, such 38 perhaps has seldom been seen in Europe-a despotism to which 
any you might read of in history, or hear of in the newspapers, would beax but 
a faint resemblance. I could not have imagined such an entire political and 
religious absolutism q~ that existing in the Wahabite country, and of which I 
will afterwards say a few words. It is at the same time a government per- 
fectly well organised, and divided into eleven distinct provinces, with their 
separate governors, and subordinate governors nnder these, with a certain 
number of military men to be levied from every town and every village, with 
fixed taxer, and duties, and whatever attends on commercial and agricultural 
life. 

The third main division of Arabia which I visited is the government of 
Omin, which appertains to a personage who is known in our books as the Imaum 
of Muscat, although that title does not exist in the country itself; Muscat 
not being in reality the capital of the kingdom, and the title lmaum being 
unknown there. However, the name was given by the Portuguese in the 
time of Albuquerque, about 300 years ago, and writers have since retained 
the word Imaum, which, however, is applicable to the Wahabite king, and not 
to that of Omhn. The royal capital is, in fact, the town of Nezweh, which 
is a t  some distance from the coast, in the mountains higher up. Muscat is, 
however, at present in a way the most important town, as being that with 
which most European commerce is carried on. The kingdom extends from 
the limits of the Wahabite country along the coast, and goee away into the 
interior, and then down again towards the territory which is known by the 
name of Yemen. Between that and the Wahabite country extends the Great 
Desert, whither there would be very little object in going ; and if one went, very 
little hope of returning. The Arabs themselves hardly ever traverse it  in a 
regular way, if even they journey in it a t  all. I only found two Arabs of. 
the country who were introduced to me in the village as remarkable men on 
this very account, that they had travereed the whole of the Great Desert. It 
asked them what they had seen, and what was to he found in it. They 
described i t  to me as such a desert as I had seen : in part, moving sand, little 
oases or semi-cultivatd s ts where a scattered vegetation might be found, 
a few dwarf palm-trees, n n r a  little brackish rater, with here and there negm 
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vi- and an Ethiopian population, which m e d  to be, an far ae I can 
judge, the ve Himyaritic population a b u t  which a greet desl hae been said 
in France lakyy : they appear to be an Abysinian mlooy. 

I wan able to stay in each of these countries a coneiderable time, and to 
make acquaintance with the chiefs and with the principal mernbem of societg, 
110 to speak, in  these different provinces. At  the Wahabite capital (which is 
not the old capital of Derayeh, for *at wae d s t m  ed by lbrahim Pasha, 
but the modem capital of Riadh, which is about h& a day's journey to tbe 
m u t h - e ~ ~ t  of Derayeh), I remained nearly two months, lodged by the haspi- 
tality and at  the expeoee of the W + a k  king, aa hie privileged physician for 
the time being, ractiaing, under his royal protection, my arb upon enoh has 
had the $ad or $ fortune to come under it. While there, being in continual 
commnnlcation with the court and with thoee who inhabited the court, and 
also with mybody elm who came to ask my advice during that time, I was 
ever looking into the life and habits of the inhabitants, and watching them 
as closely aa possible. 

Now, I think it  would be proceeding in accordance with the wish which baa 
been signified if I were to say a word or two about the administrative system of 
the Wahabite Government and the nature of ita religion. The religion of t h e  
Wahabite provinces I must touch upon, becaw in the East religion and 
government always go together in eo remarkable a manner that the distinc- 
tions between nationality and nationality, or government and govern- 
ment, are very often mainly, if not entirely, de dent upon the different 
forms of religious opinion which may prevail in t r c o v o t r i a  Such is the 
fact, whatever comments it may give rise to, and it  will naturally give rise to 
a great many ; and conuequently, in speakingof the Wahabite Government, one 
must first speak of the particular form of religious o inion, in order that you 
may understand the form of their govemment.   he c%amcter of their religious 
opinion ie this : Mohammedanism in ita strictest, its most itive form, 
exactly such as Mohammed conaeived it, such m he taught it  toKmpanions, 
and such, with very little exception I believe, ae they preached it. It eeemed 
to me, when I was in the country, that I waa actually living in the age of 
Mohammed and hie companions. The exactest icture that could be drawn of 
their way of living, their wax of thinking, a n 1  their way of acting, such as 
you have it  in the contemporary traditionsof Mohammed, you may findat the 
present moment in that population. This is not very astonishing, because i t  
is an entirely unmixed population ; .they have never mamed, nor been given in 
mamage, wit,h any other people. They have entirely kept aloof from other 
nations, they have had very little commercial m r r e a ~ d e n c e  with any other 
people, hardly auy political intercourse with such, ardly anybody has ever 
visited them, and they hardly visit any one; in consequence they have re- 
mained, so to speak, fossilized in the midst of a changing world. I should 
fancy that on the faw of the globe, perhaps, no nation has changed so little. 
They have not gone back ; they have not gone forward : they have not 
advanced, as far m I can judge, in civilisation, from the accounts which I have 
of Arab life at  the time at  the time of Mohammed, nor yet have they re- 
graded. With the fixity peculiar, I believe, to the Semitic families, of which 
we have such a remarkable and well-known example nearer home in the 
Israelitic race, they have remained exactly at  the point they were ; and thus 
have,they retained, yet not improved, their primeval condition. For instance, 
a stranger who presents himself, like myself-What wm I known m? I was 
known as a travelling doctor ; an expression not exactly synonymous with a 
quack in that country. I might be 8 respectable person-that remained to 
be seen--and even a good doctor, for aught they knew. I was known in the 
town, generally speaking, as a Christian ; for though, of course, in that country 
they never ask you directly what your religion is, that-q~~eetion not being con- 
~idered polite, a t  tho same time it  is very easy to find out whether a man is a 
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Mohammedan or not, who is in a town where everybody is-accordiig to an 
expression used in one of Captain Head's works-obliged, under the fear of the 
Lord and a broomstick, to attend daily at  public worship, and if any person 
of the town is not present a t  the prayers he is sure to be well beaten: and 
thus any person absenting himself from them must give good reaaon for his 
doing so. I might have been a bad Mohammedan, but they seldom took the 
trouble to ascertain that. I was known, in consequence, as a native Syrian 
Christian. They knew that I came from Damascus; that 1 made no great 
secret of iu the wuntry, for I published it  to everybody. I was there set 
down as a Christian of Damascus. Well, nobody said a single word that 
could possibly insult or reflect either upon the religion or upon the country to 

'which I was supposed to belong, althongh I was snpposed to belong to the 
Sultan's Government, with which they were almost at war, and to come from 
a country with which they had no sympathy, and to belong to a religion 
regarded by them as infidel. I met with the kindest reception and treatment 
almost everywhere. I was very hospitably received, very kindly treated, and . 
well lodged. The dwellings there are not tents, but very respectable houses 
made of unbaked bricks, because in a country where there is little rain, in- 
deed, scarcely any at all, and the tenacious soil becomes as hard as any stone 
under the influence of the sun-for in these regions you may imagine what 
the sun does-there is no need of baked bricks ; and the housesare as firm and 
solid as any house in London. They are even built with a certain kind of 
architectural beauty; they are also very respectably furnished with carpets, 
cushions, and everything else that will conduce to the comfort of the inha- 
bitants. Nobody can enter without permission. They have locks and double 
locks upon their outer and inner doors. They have often a garden in the court 
of the house, in which they sit and take the air, as they might in many 
European towns. In fact, there is a certain amount of exterior comfort. I 
remained there fifty days, and should have remained there very well contented, 
and very well viewed by everybody, were it  not for the singular character of 
this Government, occasioned by the particular fanaticism which has developed 
the Wahabite power, and which ultimately caused me to leave the country in 
rather a precipitate manner. 

You know, of course, that about 100 gears since, a t  the time when Arabia 
was in a perfect state of anarchy, and when religion had fallen into astrange 
state of confusion,--of which I will, please God, speak a little afterwards, when 
I have finished about the Wahabite, because it  touches lipon the point of the 
fire-worshipping :-at that time there arose a celebrated fanatic, Mohammed 
Ebn Abd-al-Wahab, who founded the Wahabite sect, but did not found the 
dynasty, as some have supposed, having been simply a religious teacher. He, 
by means of his doctrines and his teaching, having placed them in the hands of 
a very important chief of the neighbouring town of Derayeh, enabled that chief 
to become the founder of a new dynasty. This chief became the instrument- 
the means the sword-of p~vpanating the doctrines of Mohrrmllled Elm Abd- 
al-Wahab,which are called the %ahabite doctrines, and which are, in fact, the 
purism of Mohammedanism-primitive Mohammedanism-such as it  was at its 
first origin. There were, then, two families side by side-the family of the 
founder of the sect, and the family of the founder of the government. These 
two families remained together iu the capital ; the one exercising the religious 
functions generally existing in Mohammedan countries-I mean where Moham- 
medanism is strictly practised-such as the function of Imaum at  the public 
prayers, a kind of preacher or sort of clerk, nothing more ; or the function of 
judge, which also is, as you know, a semi-religious function in Mohammedan 
countries, legal questions being decided from the sacred book-the Koran ; 
and the other exercising the governmental power of the country. There is no 
need to relate to you how this govern~nent was developed-how it conquered 
almost the whole of Arabia-how it quarrelled with the Turkish Government 
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-how Ibrahim Pasha wan finally mcceasful in  invading the country snd 
destroying the capital,--ad how, after a long while, the shnttered elements 
m n e t m c t e d  themaelvea and formed the existing Wahabite Government, whoee 
limits, althou coneiderably extended, do not a t  the present day contain more 
than one-thi d of Arabia. From them two familien radiaradistes up tothe present 
time the double principle in the capital ; the reigning family representing the 
political and executive force, while the family of the original founder of the ~ect 
having no direct political position, nevertheless exercise an enormous religious 
influence in the town, and have always R great command throughout the 
empire, and even over the monarch himeelf; a force which they exercise in 
what one may call a narrow or fanatical manner, and in such a manner as to, 
draw the cords tighter, and to render their nation more and more exclusive, 
and to fcater the hatred of the nation agabst all who might not be of the same 
way of thinking as themselves. 

About six years ago the cholera visited that country at  the end of its world's 
journey. I t  took Central Arabia at  Isat. The Arabs had never seen anything 1 
like i t  before. They had not a t  the moment the advankwe of having such 1 
doctors an myself amongst them ; and the result was that an enormous mor- I 

tality took place. Of coume they took fright, aud the zeslot party, who r e p  
sented the family of the old nect, took occasion to say that this was a Divine 
vengeance upon the peo le for having relaxed from strict principles. What 1 
are their strict principla! In  the fimt place, smoking tobacco i. a deadly sin; 
and whatever you may imagine in the way of horror, of condemnation, or 
turpitude, comes entirely short OF smoking tobacco. I am sorry to say that 
the cholera showed the necegaity of something very severe being done to bring 
back the people to good order. They had begun to smoke tobacco, which in 
their eyes fully explained the invasion of the diseaee. To give you an idea of 
their hatred to smoking tobacco, I will relate a simple incident that occurred 
to myself. There was a very severe and zealous bigot, one of the family, who I 

came to me to ask my advice upon a little affection of his throat, and m y  
medicine had been succ%saful. I had been about twenty days in the town, 
when one day when we were sitting together, I was determined to see what 
were their real thoughta about smokin tobacco, and what was their real 
~tandard OF morality. So I appeared to r e q  anxious to inform m p l f  of 
certain points in order to settle some scruples in my own mind ; and after a 
suitable prelude, I began to say that the Syrians were very much divided as to 
the distinction between great and little sins-that distinction is to be found in 
the Mohammedan religion as well as in the Christian-the great sins being 
those that are punished in the next world, and the little sins those which are to 
be expiated in this world by saying "God forgive me," or the like. I stated 
that my own conscience was rather anxious in the matter; and I wished to 
know from my friend what he and his family conceived to be the distinction 
between great and little sins, and which were the great ones that were to be 
carefully avoided. 

My friend looked very grave, as those people usually do ; they have a very 
serious appearance, having their handkerchiefs always pulled down over their 
eyes ; and so putting on an exceedingly serious, pharisaical look, in fact graver 
than usual, he said: "The greatest and first sin was Polytheism, or wor- 
 hipping anything else but God." I said that we all knew that Pdgthei~m ia 
the greatest of all sins ; but, after that, what is the next great sin? Upon 
which my friend, without the slightest hesitation, answered that the second 
irremiseible great sin was that of "drinking the shameful "-meaning smoking 
t o b ,  smoking being called drinking, and the "shameftil" being the 
synonym for tobacco ; and consequently he stated this to be the second great 
sin. Whereupon I suggested, " and murder, theft, false witness, and similar 
actions ? " " Oh I " answered he, " God is merciful ; those are all little sins." 
Hence the two only mortal sins were Polytheism and smoking. On the occa- 



sion of the cholera-visit, already mentioned, it  was said that it  mas all in 
consequence of smoking tobacco, and of wearing silk dresseu; which is another 
dreadful sin, and entirely to be prohibited. As for the hatred to smoking 
t o h ,  that, perhap, might find an echo evennearer home ; but as for wearing 
silk dresses, I fancy that even where tobacco is not liked, that would hardly 
pass. Then, again, swearing by another name but that of God is a positive 

- idolatry, which renders a man worthy of death. Don't imagine on that account 
that they do not swear ; but the natural result of this is, I am sorry to say, to 
make the transgression of the Commandment which forbids the taking of the 
name of God in vain, a great deal more common than it  would otherwise be. 
They will swear on every occasion, and they bring the holy name in every 
moment. The Government was in a state of great anxiety, and considering 
that the cause of the cholera was due to the fact of pure and primitive 
Mahommedanism being no longer observed, they resolved that something 
should be done to stop its progress. On this occasion the rei,&g king, 
who is the son of Zurki, the son of Abd Allah Ebn Saoud, who was 
put to death at  Constantinople, called together the gravest and most reli- 

- gious men of the capital, which may contain at the present day about thirty 
thousand inhabitants. I t  is a very beautiful and populous town. Except 
Damascus, I have never seen a town so beautifully situated than that of Riadh. 
Riadh means " The Gardens," from the lovely gardens which surround the 
town on every side. The King, then, called together his council, and said :- 
"I discharge my conscience upon you. I cannot myself look after all the 
religious. observances and exact moral condition of each town or individual in 
my emplre. I have called for you as the most respectable, most venerable, 
and most important of my people, and I discharge my conscience on your con- 
science, and I charge you before God to see to it." The most absolute kings 
are generally the most constitutional, because they are obliged to be so. On 
this occasion a council of twenty-two m s  formed. These twenty-two were to 
be chosen from the most unspotted, the most fanatic characters that could he 
found in the town ; and several of them were of the family of Mohammed Ebn 
Abd-al-Wahab. They had full power given them, censorial power, like that 
in the old Roman time, full and absoluk power to examine into and to punish 
whatever offences might be committed against morals and religion in the 
toms, in the provinces, in the empire ; and all this was by delegat~on. They 
were immediately all armed, as a symbol of their power, with a long rod, a rod 
which was rarely suffered to he idle,attended by a quantity of satellites, bearing 
in their hands the sticks of palm-tree, no despicable cudgels, and a common 
implement of fighting in the East. They were commissioned to examine into 
the public and the rivate life of everybody, without distinction, beginnin 
fmm the royal famifg downwards, and punish every one whom they foun 2 
guilty. The brother of the King, in whose house I had been lodging, was con- 
victed of having smoked tobacco, and was publicly hoisted and beaten at  his 
own palace-gate by these people. One of the principal members-I won't say 
of the Cabinet, because 1 do not wish to insult English names by using them. 
in this way, but I don't know how else to explain myself, for they are a mi- 
nisterial body ; there is a minister for external affairs, a minister of the interior, 
and others ; i t  is really a kind of cabinet-well ! one of the principal mi- 
nisters, who had charge of the treasury, was so well beaten that he died the 
next day, because it  was proved against him that he had committed some 
offence of an analogous character. Many others were put to death at  the same 
time. Prayera five times a-day were enforced also on pain of beating, generally 
severe, in case of non-compliance. Even talking in a private house after 
evening prayers until morning rayers was prohibited, everybody being e u p  

after sayin his last wor t  in prayer, before going to sleep like a good 
=medan, an8 not to talk again until the morning. In  the street. of the 
capital and of the principal towns, up to the present moment, childrea cannot 
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11Lby. Everywl~ere else throughout the world you see them playing :-in this 
town alone t l ~ e r  cannot; or if they do play, it is at going through the fonn 
of prnyer, hariug no other form of diversion but that. l l l e  strictest and 
wvereet discipline that collld be imagined was enforced, and, of course, 
the natural result followed, that an enormous amount of vice and profligay 
i n c m d  in the tom,  much more than had been before, as aln-ays wl1 

"!re you wish to have an idea of the children of the country I will ve you 
an instance. Oue of the princirl d o p u  or opinions of these &habites 
ie this,-the absolute, universa, all-pervading, all-existing, power of the 
Divinity in everything; that is to say, that nothing is angelic or h ~ u n m ,  
or even animal action, not even ptrysical-everything is divine. For  instance, 
if I tnke up a pen, it  is not 1 that take it  up-of course I am speaking 
now in the Il'ahabita sense-in their sense, literally speaking, God takes 
up the pen. Agaiu, if I lay it  down, the same. If a man writes, i t  is not 
the man, but God that writes. If fire burns, the fire does not burn of 
itself, but it is God that effects the burnin If a stone falls, i t  is t h e  same. 
And from this, in cons uenw, springs u %e most absolute system of fatalism 
that can be imagined. 1 said that I woufd give you an idea of the children of 
the country, that you ma see how they grow under that kind of teaching. 
One L y  my companion an: myelf-it u;as in the month of October, when the 
heat was still considerable, though it afterwards rapidly diminishes, so that in 
December it was alread cold enough to have fires in the evening ; however, 
in October it was s t id  very hot, when one long day, after having been 
giving advice from morning to the afternoon, of course obtaining at  the same 
time non-medim1 infonnatiou from the people, and feeling very tired, for there 
had been a crowd of people durinu the day, about 3 o clock I shut up the 
house and the shop, for the shop an8 the house were all one, and walked out of 
the town with my compnion, to hide ourselves in a grove of palm-trees in one 
of the neighbouring gardens-there, of course in private, to enjoy the nicotian 
meed, which we could not do in the t o m ;  for, although it was known, I am 
sorry to say, by the fatal testimony of the vapour that it always produces, that 
I did smoke, at the same time I took care not to do so offensive a thing before 
them. My compnion and I, who mas as bad as myself in that respect, had 
retired from the crowd, and got out of the town and beyond the walls, and coast- 
ing along the gardens, turned aside into a nice little orchard, where we sat down 
under a palm-tree, lit our pipes, and enjoyed ourselves. While sitting there 
we saw, to our great dismay, a lad about twelve years of age-one of the poor 
lads of the town-walking about not far off; and, seeing us from a distance, 
of course he came up to talk with us, for an Arab is the most sociable creature 
in the world : he cannot avoid talking, especially to a stranger, and he will 
always converse in a friendly mauner. Well, this boy saw us, so I said to my 
companion, "He won't matter, this is a poor fellow; we can go on with our 
smoking before him." We continued smoking, and the lad came up, habited 
in the dress of the country, a long kind of robe, resembling more a night- 
gown than anything else-a long shirt, fitting quite closely at the collar, and 
reaching down to the feet, and a kind of handkerchief about his head. The 
lad came up and made his salaam. He w u  spinning a peg-top on his hand. 
He saluted us; we answered his salute. He wanted to talk, but he did not 
know exactly what to say; sometimes people are thus awkward at their first 
meeting. So, in order to introduce a subject, he took his top in his hand and 
spun it on his left hand, then took it  upon his right-hand forefinger, and 
keeping it spinning while holding it  up, he said to us, " Not by my strength, 
nor by my cleverness, but by the strength of God, and by the cleverness of 
God." Whereupon my companion answered, "You have set God to work for 
very little." From this little incident you can thoroughly understand how 
that w e  of thinking prevails among the people of those countries from their 
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earliest years, and you may judge how far it  renders them incapable of change 
or advancement. 

Well, I said I would say a word or two about the town, and the manner in 
which I left the town ; for in that manner the character of the country can 
best be exhibited. I had remained about thirty days in the town, and during 
that tinie was strongly stipported by the Royal party, that is to say, the 
governmental p r t y  of the town, because I had cured a great many of them ; 
and I was almost every evening at  the palace, either with the King or with 
some of his own people, and was looked upon in a favourable light. At the 
same time those twentj-two zealots, I cannot call them fanatics-fanatics is a 
general word, they were officially so, not only fanatice in matter of fact, but 
fanatics because of their position-but, however, those were my enemies, 
because they knew me to be a Christian, or what they called a dangerous 
person-a revolutionist., a person to be looked on with suspicion, who probably 
is machinating somethiug against the church or state, or against both; in which 
conjecture they were not very far wrong, although it  was not to my interest 
to tell them so. The fact was these men were always working me na 
much as they could ; and I waa upheld for a long time by the Royal party. 
However, the waters began to get troubled. 

The first symptom I had of suspicion in the Royal party and the King 
himself was this. I had notice given me that those who went to that 
country hardly ever returned, and that scarcely anybody, in the filrct place, 
ever got admittance to the capital, much less to the preeence of the King; but 
when one did, one was in danger of two things : either of being put to death, 
which is by no means an uncommon thing in that town, for the present Kiig 
has put to  death a great many after inviting them; or if you are supposed to 
be a periion whom, on the one hand, they are afraid of, or, on the other hand, 
whom they have toomuch regard for to put to death, they offer you a house, and 
attendants, and wife ; and when you are once fixed in the town, once married, 
you are caught, and cannot get out again. I once met, myself, a very clever 
fellow, a native of Bokhara, who had been caught in that manner, and who 
wishing to get away could not do so, being tied by those chains which are well 
known to be the strongest. The first symptom, then, I had of mistrust mani- 
fested itself in this way. I had a particular invitation to go and see the King, 
at rather an unusual hour, in the palace. The Kiug, after a,long preamble of 
the eervices which I had already rendered, the great effect which my medicines 
had produced, and so forth, told me that I was too valuable a person to lose ; 
and he offered me then and there a fine house with attendants, and servants, 
and with an honourable alliance in the town. Of course, I understood what that 
meant. I fought off as best I could, and so effectually that the King mas 
obliged to accept my refusal. However, I felt from that moment that I was 
becoming an object of suspicion. The next thing which got me into bad d o u r  
with the King was a thing which 1 had a great deal of difficulty not to do. 
While I wm playing, so to speak, the part of the poor dependent man amongst 
these people, I wtlld not help letting it  very often appear that J =as more 
independent than I ought to have seemed. Now about this time one of 
the King's ho~aes had had a kick in the shoulder which had festered, and had 
produced a certain equine disease. The King asked me whether I could curo 
the hone. I mas too glad to get hold of an opportunity to see the Itoyal 
shbles. They are in some respects the first stables of the world. I t  is well 
known that the first brecd is the Arabian breed, and the best of the Arabian 
breed is the Nejed; and, of course, the very best of the Nejed breed would 
be at the stables of the King himself. Whatever one can imagine in the way 
of perfect beauty of horses, I was now privileged to see. I never wuld have 
imagined such pcrfect animals, although I have seen the very best horses of 
the sort which are imported into Europe. Those which go to Europe are 
either, like those which go to Fmce ,  of the Algeria or Barbary breed, or like 



thaw which are tent from Syria to breed in  the deaert to the north of Arabia 
running up towarda DMMCUr and BO on ; but never wm a Nejed horse sent to 
Enrope, and they never will be. Tbey are never sold by any chance, neither 
male nor female-tbey never ml1 a home of that breed. They a n  ow to be 
got in one of these wap:  either in war, or as a present, or a heritage from 
father to son ; they are never mld and mver berbred. They are s mall 
breed, not very high ; I believe never above 15 bands 2 fingers; n o n e  of them 
a prcmched I6 handa About 14 or 16 bands in height would be the avew 
&e prevailing d o u r  is gray. I did not nee la lingle dark bay; chamut 8 
fair amount, grey very common, mottled not altogether uncommon, very few 
white, and still fewer black. I did not see a full bay among them. The 
principal features of the race are the excessive cleanness of the lege-in thii 
more reambling a stag's l e g  than a bome'e--the fulneas of the haunches, the 
extraordinary delicacy of the muzzle, the beantif111 8et-on of the tail and the 
extreme slope of the shoulder-blade, wbich gives the animal a pliancy such 
as I never raw in any other breed, very different from the Persicm breed, and 
even from what is called the Arabian breed of Upper Arabia. I had full 
leisure for examining the King's stablea. There were in the stables about 130 
horses, and there were a great many others that were not present. 

After looklng them over I asked to see my nick horse, and it was shown 
me. I gave some slight reecription, and thne got another opportmity to visit 
the stablea. After that &e King premed me very much to g on with t h e  cure. 
I said I had seeri the horn ; and I felt I waa oompromising my own @ti-on very 
seriously in doctoring an animal for a dieease that I knew little about. I was 
obliged to explain to the King that doctoring a horse was one th ing  and 
doctoring a man was another. The King ineisted upon my doctoring the 
horse. At last I got angry and I mid, 'LYour Majesty must please to 
remember that in this country I am a doctor for aeses and not for homes." 
The King understood the joke perfectIy well, and it  did not please him. 

Matters went on in this way until at last they came to a crisis, wbich 
obliged me to leave the oountry. The King had already become a little indis- 
posed towards me. Thodle who were my enemies of course took every o c a ~  
sion to turn the King against me, and at  last they found the means of doing 
so. There wrrs a man in the town who had a species of facial palsy, of a kind 
which I judged might be treated, according to some practitioners, by an external 
application of strychnine. Everybody knows the exceedingly small quautities 
in which such a drug can be administered even externally, as well ae the 
exceedingly powerful effect which it  produces, let the administration be the 
most cautious. The man whom I had to deal with was nearly deaf, besides 
having an impediment in his speech. I judged that an external application of 
strychnine with appropriate treatment would produce a good effect, if applied 
in the manner which anybody in the facalty can understand. Of ourae the 
effect was very strong, IW might have been expected. I must remark, that with 
the Arabs you may always double the d m ,  because they have very strong 
constitutions. The effect waa such, that after four or five days the individual 
entirely recovered t.he use of his tongue, and was able to take part in conver- 
sation. The patient's hearing waa also very nearly restored, and he was in fact 
going on very well. 

This roduced a great effect in the town. Everybody was very much 
surpriaae and especially that so much effect had been pmduced by so m a l l  
a quantity of medicine. The fame of the cure reached the King. The R i g  
sent for me ; and as his Majmty was fond of dabbling in medicine, and wanted 
to understand more about it, he was very curious to know what this wonderful 
drug was, and asked me to give him some of it, so that after I was gone 
some of his people might use it. I of course fought shy, from the natural 
feeling which a n y W y  would have of putting such things into the handa of 
an ignorant man; and, without reflecting on what consequences my words 
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might have, somewhat rashly explained to the King the exceedingly dangerous 
natu1.e of  the drug, and that it  was one of the most deadly poisons known. 
H e  bad hardly head that, when, lifting up the handkerchief which I wore 
over  my head, and lifting up his own, which is the custom when people want 
to talk a secret in Arabia in a manner inaudible to those present, he whispered 
in my ear, " Give me some of it  I "-in a most unmistakeable tone. 

N o w  the King had very powerful enemies in the Court, and these enemies 
were  in the town at  the very time. I t  was well known that he would be 
exceedingly glad to get rid of them, and that they also would be glad to get 
rid of him ; and it  was known that he was a man who stuck at nothing, who 
had put his own guests to death in his own house, and consequently he 
was a p e r a n  perfectly capable of using the poison, if not in a legal, a t  any rate 
in another  way. 

I feigned not to understand what he meant, and to imagine that his enormous 
zeal to have it  was entirely to do good. So 1 fought off, and said, "I am afraid 
you would not know how to use it, nor understand the roper propor- 
tions," and  a on. Like a judicious man, be did not press %e subject any 
farther. The next day he brought it  on again, and again I put him off. The 
third d a y  he again brought forward the subjeot in quesiyion, and asked me for 
the third time to give him some of the drug, saying, " I believe you reallr do 
mean to leave the country shortly, and you must first give me some of it. I 
lost patience, being very provoked at his asking me again and again to give 
him the  poison after my repested refusal. So I told him positively, and in the 
most solemn manner I could assure him,. that I would never give it  to him. 
He still insisted ; whereupon I looked him in the face, and said, " Abd-Allah, I 
know perfectly well what you want i t  for, and I don't want to be your accom- 
plice i n  what yon will have to answer for before God's judgment seat, nor to be 
charged with crimes that you will b charged wit.h. You shall never have it." 
At these words his face changed in a frightful manner, and became positively 
black. H e  looked more than words could say. However, he added nothing 
more for the moment. With cnstomary Arab self-possewion he said nothing, 
and swallowed the insult. I on my part dropped the subject, and after sitting 
a while I got up and took my leave ; but I saw that such a conversation must 
necessarily lead to sinister results-in a word, that I had committed myself. 

The next day and the day after I had no further news from the palace. On 
the third day, at night, between nine and ten, I was sent for suddenly to the 
palace, and was informed that I was to go alone. I told my companion to keep 
awake, and to keep the fire up, because it  was the end of November, and " that 
there would be news to-night." So I went alone to the palace. When I got there 
I found the King sitting in an inner chamber, by the light of a fire. Around him 
and in front of him were sitting my most deadly enemies, including the p t -  
grandson of the founder of the sect, who, aa the Arabs say, would willingly 
have eaten me raw, could he have done it. There were two or three others of the 
same stamp who hated me as much as they could, and a few others who mere 
my friends as long and as much as his Majesty should please to be so. A11 
this was at night, and in an interior apartment. Of course when I entered I 
saluted the King. In these countries one does not use the long formulas of 
Turkish salutation, which are considered by the Wahabite as derogatory to the 
honour which ought to be paid to the Supreme Being alone. Instead of saying 

My prince," they say, "Peace be with you, thou who art guarded" (i.e., 
" by God ") ; no other title is allowed. He answered my salutation very 
coldly, and toldme to sit down. I sat down close by him, on which he turned 
round to me, and began by saying, "1 know perfectly well what your real 
object is ; it is not medicine, nor anything of the kind : you are really a revo- 
lutionist. You come here against our Government a d  against our religion. 
YOU know the penalty is death, and J shall put the law in execution against 
You, and have you executed without delay." His saying so put me in mind of 
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the proverb, " Threatened folks live long!' I thought it  was hardly probable 
he would do it  a t  the time, though he might put his threat in execution s 
little later. So I thought the beat thing wan to seem unmoved. I looked a t  
hi, and merel; answered him with the common hrase in the Esst, " Beg 
prdon of God! I t  m a m ,  when a p m n  na s anyging foolish, "Ikg 
of God m saying auch foolish thing." He looked ~urprised, an%:: 
" Why?" I anid, How coul<,you kill me? You dare not" He said, 

Why cnn't I ? why dare I not? I said, "Because I am your guest ; bave 
been lodged in your houee ; have been employed hy yourself, and as such 1 am 
known to everybody in the town, and looked up to by everybody in the town, 
even by you. You talk of putting me to death! I t  is perfectly ridiculous ! 
You cannot do it, and you dare not." He answered me that it  might be done 
without i ts  Lwing known that he did it, and that he had the means if he obese. 
U n which I answered him that he could not do even that.. He tusked, 
" %by ? " " Because," I said, there are several sitting here who have hard 
what you my; they have tongues, and they will talk about it. I will take 
cam meanwhile to let everybody know what you have said to me to-night, and 
if anything happens to me in the whole region which lien between this town 
m d  the Persian Gulf, i t  will be known who has done it." I added, "Your 
brother will be the first to know it." Hi brother waa almost as p w e r f ~ l l  as 
himself, his most deadly enemy, and the very person whom he wished to kill. 
After half an hour's more conversation, much in this style, I left him. 

Of course I understood that there was no remaining long in the place after 
such an outbreak, so I took counsel with my companion, and with an indi- 
vidual whose name is mentioned in the Journal, Khalef Ebn Aim, our guide. 
We agreed not to show the white feather, by leaving the town immediately, 
but to keep quiet, and go on doctoring the people of the second and third ranks 
of society for the next two or three days, and then secretly to get away. So 
we remained three days, attracting as little notice aa possible, and keeping 
nrainly in-doors. On the third day we took the opportunity of the long even- 
ing prayer, when everybody mas in the mosque; and having got our camels 
ready beforehand, me mounted on their backs and left the town; before the 
prayers were finished we were a good way 05, and night wee setting in. Other 
arrangements were made, which enabled us to escape the notice of the King 
until we were quib beyond the reach of anything like pursuit. 

I am afraid I have trespassed too much upon yollr time. However, I Lave 
been requested to say a word about the firc-worshippers, and that form of 
religion which esists in Arabia. This is an interesting subject, especially in 
this point of view, viz., that I do not know that anybody has mentioned or 
stated it  in a distinct manner, and I was myself exceedingly surprised by what 
I saw of it. 

The first circumstance I noticed was this. Of course you have all heard- 
i t  is a thing which is always said-that tho Mohammedan religion, strictly 
speaking, is only practised in its iigorous forms in the towns and villages; 
that the Bedouins or nomad Arabs have only the name of Mohammedans, 
without the practices. Now I found that many of the tribes, before we came 
to the country where, properly speaking, that form of religion is dominant, 
still kept up something of the old religious usages which existed in Arabia 
before the time of Mohammed. This I had not suspected. However, such m s  
the case. I do not know whether any European, except the gentleman whose 
name was mentioned by the President, Dr. wallin, who travelled over a part 
of tho same country as myself,-I do not know that any European has ercr 
been precisely into the part of the desert which lies towards the J8uf and 
beyond it. However that may be, I cc?n assure you that anybody who should 
travel there under the appearance of a Mohammedan, or pretending in any way 
to uphold what would have to do with the Mohammedan religion, ivould never 
rightly know what the religious practices of the nomad tribes in that p r t  of 
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Arabia are,-for this simple reaeon, that in those countries which are still 
frontier to the Turkish empire, though not belonging to it, Mohammedanism 
beiig the State religion, and W i g  rigorously maintained by the State, nobody 
of Arab race dares, generally speaking, to profess himself openly of any other 
creed. Much in the same way, a traveller in Syria itself, meet:ng with a 
Druse, or those remarkable sects which abound in that region, would be often 
told by them that they are Mohammedans, simply in order that they may not 
get the bad name of being anything else, and because they are afraid of being 
reported. In  the same way the Bedouins or nomad Arabe, who are very 
timid and cautions, and exceedingly afraid of getting into a scrape, will very 
often say in a general may, "We are Mohammedans," in order not to com- 
promise themselves with a traveller whom they believe to be a Mohammedan, 
or more or less a friend of the Turkish Government, which is a Mohammedan 
Government. In  that case, though they would not know how to say Moham- 
medm prayers, they yet would always cnll themselves Mohammedans. 

Having mid this bv wav of exdanation. I was mvself fullv known in that 
part of t6e country a s  a ~bristian'of ~amascus, and-as an izidividual who, as 
they themselves frequently iudged. might have conlmitted some meat civil crime 
a t  i)BmBBCue,and &d e&I;ed Tram th; pursuit of Government,-in order tu take 
refuge in Arabia. Though such a suppition mas not ve lionourable to my 
character, I readily allowed it  to pass uncontradicted, as x e  most convenieut 
screen that could be imagined. Consequently, I put no restraint upon them. 

The first thing I remarked, and it surprised me very much, was with respect 
to a great number of these nomad tribes in the north of the central part of 
Arabia, that their only form of religion was to turn to the sun morning and 
evening ; that is, exactly a t  the moment that the sun's disc arises, counting 

.from the moment when the filrrt riy appears above the horizon to the moment 
when the disc is complete, they turned their faces to the sun, and alternately 
recited certain prayers ; repeating the same againzwhen the sun is setting in 
the evening. Everybody knows that to say prayers at  the moment the sun's 
disc is risiug or setting, L strictly forbidden by the Mohammedan religion ; 
the prayers are either said a little before or a little after sunrise and sunset- 
generally speaking, a little after ; because it  is supposed, in Mohammedan tra- 
dition, that the sun rises and wts between the horns of Eblis, and con- 
sequently, whoever prays at  that moment is supposed to pray to his Satanic 
Majesty's horns. Every morning and evening these Arabs said their prayers 
-not turning their faces to the Caaba at  Mecca, which is the point to which 
tho Mohammedans turn, but turning to the sun ; and these prayers are d- 
dressed by them to some divinity s u p p e d  to reside in the sun. I often heard 
the rayers themaelres. I was enabled to write them down. They were 
sirupye forms of adoration and of petition, addressed in the name of God towards 
the sun. I do not say exactly to the sun, but towards the sun. 

Another point of religion which they had, and which they talked about very 
freely to me, as well as nmong themselves, was the practice of sacrifice at the 
t o m b  of their relations ; not at the tombs of any suppod  saints, or anything 
of that kind, such as may be found existing in Mohammedan countries, but 
a t  the tombs of their nearest relations. These sacrifices were generally annual, 
commemorative of tlle death or the individual, and consisting of sheep or 
camels. The object was to put themselves in communication with the souls 
or spirits of the dead, a certain Eastern form of spiritualism, and rather bar- 
barous, though not less superstitioiis than the Western one. 

Going on and entering Arabia I found these practices very general. When 
I got into the kingdom of Shomer or Hall, among the stationary inhabitants, 
I found the same practices very generally existing i q  the villees, but not in 
rhe principnl towns ; and they added to it the worship of trees. 1 was shown 
one tree which had received honours for powers far abovc its own nati~re, 
especially when rain did not fall. This tree was s u p p o d  to answer their 
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p m y m  by sending it. Daneee were performed round the trunk, and prayere 
d d d  to it  that it  might procnre rain. It was not a palm-tree ; it wae 
one of t h m  large thorny treea oommon in Anabia, and named the " Zulh ; " 
it is a kidd of a& I was not m much n m p d d  a t  them forme of religion 
i the~nselvee as at  their being so wide-apd Tbey are vestiges of the old 
religion which covered the principal park of Bra& before the time of 
Mobammedpniam. 

When I got further on, after p.saing through the Wahabite kingdom, wl~ere 
again I found Mohammedanii, and drawing t o 4  the Omin kingdom, on 
the Persian Gulf, I once more lit upon the practiaea of bworahipping and 
of worshipping the sun. They wornhipped h in t h b  manner : they lighted 
fires upon sacred peaks and mountains, danced mund them, and worshipped 
them. Only in one caw did I get pemkaion to be preeent a t  the ceremony. 
I found i t  wan generally pwtiaed on the first day of the month, which seemed 
the day set particularly apart for celebrating them ceremonies I could not 
dimver in the country any regular priesthood, such as exists in India or in  
Persia, nor anything of the Peraian dudism of the two principles, the Good 

' Principle and the Evil Principle. It seeme to me an old form of Sabaanism, the 
simple worship of the element of fire, whether in itself, or in the sun, or in the 
planets. 

Another thing that I noticed, m d  it was a very remarkable one, exceedingly 
en rised me. I have since mentioned i t  to a very learned and well-known 

3-r a t  Oxford, and he waa unable 0 give me any explanation of it. I 
Kad eeen noticea in some of the Mahommedan books that the S a w  when 
they prayed, turned to the north and not to the nun alone. Now I found 
therre people in the iqterior of the country very often, not a t  morning and 
evening prayers-when they prayed, properly speaking, to the disc of the sun,. 
-but at other times, praying with their faces to the north ; and not only thnt, 
but they gave the North Star the name which in the Hebrew Bible, in  the 
Book of Exodus, is attributed as the uncommunicable title of God, the well- 
known name compoaed of the letters J A H. That name was given by them 
to the North Star, probsbly from an idea of its fixity, aa being the only fixed 

int in the heavens, around which the rest of the universe eeemed to turn. 
'm thct circumstance, they had given i t  the name of J A H. I only repeat 
what they say; for God forbid that any one ehould make anything like an 
improper allusion to the very name by which God revealed Himself to Moses 
in sacred history. 

This fact, along with its natural explanation from the character of the North 
Star, and with the practice of their turning to the north, as well as the parti- 
cularly simple form of fire-worship that exists, made me believe that this is not 
a new form of religion, but a wreck of the old S s h n  religion, which, as is 
well-known, overspread almoat the whole of Arabia before Mohammed's time ; 
for before his time idolatry, in itn grosser form, mas confined almost exclusively 
to the narrow strip near the Red Sea, where certain idols of rough hcrm stone 
were adored, and of which some vestiges are still to be found. But the rest of 
Arabia practiced fire-wonhip ; and thus-though without having suficient 
exact critical data to give entire certainty, yet as far as 1 could judge by other 
details which are too long and too particular to be entered into at  the present 
momect-I cannot doubt that these are the remains of the old Sabcsn religion 
which had formerly occupied almost the whole of Arabia, and which we see yet 
exists in the lower part of Centrnl Arabia, a8 well as in the eastern and 
nouthern provinces which form the kingdom of Om'an. The latter is a very 
rich and beautiful province, the moat beautiful part of Arabia I have seen, 
much resembling the Indian coast, and almost aeparrated from the rest of Arabia 
by an enormous expanse of desert. Consequently, tho Mohammedan inan- 
ence has been but faintly felt there, and the people have maintained them- 
selves in the old religion. Ethnological considerations may also have h d  
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something to do with it; and these perhaps may be described on another 
occxbs1on. 

I m u s t  here mention the existents in Arabiis of those circnlar ranges of huge 
stones, well known in some parts of England and Brittany, of which Stonehenge 
is a familiar example. Of such I met with one in the Kasim new the town 
of Ram ; two enormous blocks, set on end, supported a third, so high that I 
passed under it on my camel's back ; some blocks have a transverse m w  
across their top, others stand alone, many lie scattered in the valley. Those yet 
u p r i g h t  form the segment of a circle ; their average height is about 12 to 14 feet. 
On my  inquiry if similar ruins existed elsewhere, I was told of two others at  some 
distance, but in the same province. The Arabs considered them as belonging 
t o  t h e  ancient and gigantic races whom they believe to have once cccupied the 
Isnd ; but  could give no approximative date. Similar vestiges might, I feel 
sure, be discovered in the interior of OmPo, and other southern provinces. 

Sir HENRY RAWLINBON mid at  so late an hour he should not attempt to 
detain the Meeting with any lengthened observations ; but merely in a few 
words add hie testimony to that of Sir Roderick Murchieon as to the extra- 
ordinary merits of the address they had just heard. I t  contained an immense 
amount of entirely new matter to himself, and was as interestillg as anything 
he had ever heard in that room. His own experience of Arabia was confined 
mainly t o  the upper desert during a residence of twelve years at Bagdad. He 
had come into contact with a great number of Bedouin chiefs from Jebel Shomer 
and other parts of Arabia ; and he could bear witness to the minute accuracy 
of many  of the facts which Mr. Palgrave had mentioned mpecting them. 
Although it  was not generally known, yet there had been previous instances 
of gentlemen travelling across Arabia. The first instance he knew was 
that of Captain Sadleir, who crossed from Katif, by Medina, to Jiddah. 
According to the tradition of the Arab chiefs in the north, he passed through 
absolutely as a bale of goods. He waa consigned at  Katif to the agent at 
Jiddah, and was passed from one chief to the other, labelled and receipted; 
and i n  that  way he reached the opposite cuast-as they might suppme with 
no very great advantage to science or geography. On another occasion three 
medical gentlemen came with Khurshid Pasha in 1838 and 1839. They 
crossed the whole penisula also ; but they were merely with the army, and 
had not the advantage of coming in contact with the chiefs of the Bedouin 
tribes as Mr. Palgrave had. So that Mr. Palgrave might really lay claim to 
being the  first traveller who had ntilised his travels in Arabia. The practice 
of sun-worship was well-lmown to him. I t  existed in all parts, not only in the 
deserts of Arabia, but up to the Sinjars and Mardin hills. With regard to the 
other p i n t ,  the worship of fire, he did not think that was a genuine Arab 
custom. He believed the people on the coast of Oman must have imbibed fire- 
worship from the opposite coast. The Persians, when they were overcome by 
the Mohammedans retreated, some of them to India ; others to inaccessible places 
in the deserts where they could find refuge ; and some, probably, to those pre- 
cipitous rocks along the coast of Arabia from Muscat to Shohar. He could 
not think i t  was an Aiab custom. The Sabreans of Arabia were not a t  all the 
same as the Mohammedan Sabmns. The people, that is, described by the 
Mohammedans as S a h s ,  had nothing to do with the old Sabaeans of 
Arabia; they were merely a remnant of the ancient Assyrian population, 
whose head-quarters were at Harran. Mr. Palgrave had also spoken of 
idolatry ; the Arab books were full of accounts of idolatry in different parts 
of the country, and the Riyar i t i c  Inscriptions testified to a general idolatry 
along the southern coast of Arabia. There was only one other point he should 
like to mention ; i t  was in reference to the Arabian horse. He felt some 
interest in the subject, bemuse he had brought home, and had still in his 
stable, what he consideid and what was considered in the wuntry a pure 
apeci~uen of the E l  Nejed breed. 
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Mr. PALQBAVE : From whom did you get it  ? 
8 i r H . R r w m e o ~  said he brought i t  fromBOgdad. I t  n-mapreeent. I t  

might not belong to the chief breed, but it  certainly is a Nejed horse. It is 
not one of t h m  beautiful white creatures that Mr. Palgrave mentioned ; b u t  i t  
is a bay, which appears to he a colour taboo in the chief'e etable. 

Mr. PALORAVE : I IBW none there. 
Sir H. RAWLIXSON remarked, the Nejed waa an enormous province contain- 

ing a third of Arabii and of course there must he horses of different breeda 
There may be different breeds of the Nejed, the same as there are of other  
b r e d  ; and some of the home that have come from Nejed are bay. He was 
particularly struck with Mr. Palgravc's description of the chief's stable, the  
merits of which he had ohen heard mentioned. He could only reiterate w h a t  
Rir Roderick Murchison had naid, that Mr. Palgrave's address was a b o u t  a s  
important and interestin.. aa any he had ever heard in that room. 

The PBESIDENT formafiy conveyed the thanks of the Society to Mr. Palgmve 
for hie communications, which that gentleman briefly and appropriately 
acknowledged. 

In  adjourning the Meeting to the 14th Maroh, the P s e s ~ ~ s n  felt himself 
bound to remark, that the extraordinary adventuree of Mr. Palegave, coupled 
ae they were with such atriking eketchea of the inner life of these primitive 
Mohammedans, the Wahabites, fully entitled him, the President, to declare that, 
whilst this narrative had conveyed to the meeting much valuable knowledge, 
it  had at  the name time produced such a deep interest in all who were present, 
that i t  might be a h  set down ae the Thousand and Second of the Arabian 
Nights' Entertainments. 

F o r  further rticnlars relating to the subject of Mr. Pa1,mve's paper, see 
Rev. G. P. d g e r 9 s  letter, and Mr. Palgrave's reply thereto, in 'Additional 
Natioes," pp. 97-105.1 

Eighth Meeting, March 14, 1864. 

SIB RODERICK I. MURCHISON, K.c.B., PRESIDENT, i n  t h e  Chair. 

PRESENTATIONB.-Sir Frederii  Haltiday ; Lord Gilbert Kennedy ; the 
Hon. C. H. Tracq. 

EI~TIOXS.-Capt. J. P. Baseui, R.E. ; &&oard Blore, Esq., F.R.S. ; 
George Gladstone, Esq. ; Major W. Goodenough, &A. ; Cfrarles &&t, 
Eq. ; Rev. J. H. Marsden ; Alfred Parkh, and Gewge Ridley, Esqrs. 

A c c m ~ o x s  TO L I B C A B Y . - ' E ~ ~ ~ ~  Years i n  Aaia and  Africa, f rom 
1846 t o  1855,' and ' Three Yeaw i n  America ;' b y  J. J. Benjamin. 
' A Compendium of Hathematical Geography ;' -by A. H. Dick, M.A. 

T h e  Naturalist on the Amazons ;' b y  Henry  W. Bates. Stevenson's 
' South America.' Continuation of ' Transactions,' kc. 

A c c ~ s s ~ o a s  TO MAPROOM since last Meeting (Feb. 22).-New 

Zealand-Map of the  Neighbolirhood of the  Waikato River. Sketch 
of t h e  Ground a t  Rangiriri, showing t h e  action of Nov. 20, 1863. 
Denmark-Island of Alsen, lithographed a t  the  7Tar Office, alld 

presented through Sir E. Lugard. I~idia-Chart of BomlwLy Hal.. 
hour, and Report on t h e  better Light ing of the  Por t ;  b y  Captnill 
IV. C. Barker. France-Plan of the  Militayy Operations a t  Bayonno 
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in 1814, on rollers ; presented by Sir H. I. Murchison. Atlas by 
H. Moll, on 62 sheets; presented by S. M. Drach, Esq. World, on 
Mercator's projection (printed in colours by Berghaus and Stiilp 
nagel) ; by purchase. Atlas-Fortified Towns of Europe, on 25 
sheets, 1565 ; by purchase. ATrica-Five Views, coloured, of Free 
Town, Sierra Leone (Ackerman) ; by purchase. Atlas-Zur In- 
dustrie und Handelsgeographie, 3 sheets; by Drs. Klein and Lange. 
Netherlands-10 sheets of the Topographical Atlas ; presented by 
Chev. T. Swart, H.C.M.R.G.S. Continuation of the Ordnance Survey 
Maps. 

Exa~sr~~o~s.-Three larger-sized Photographs to iuuetrate Lient. 
Palmer's Paper, viz. :-Town of Victoria, Vancouver Island; Trw- 
aury and Assay Offices, New Westminster, British Columbia; Holy 
Trinity Church, New Westminster, British Columbia. 

The first Paper read was- 

" Vizncouver Island ; its Physical Geography, Climate, and Mineral 
Resources." By Dr. C .  FORBES, R.N. 

AFTER noticing the contradictory statements current as to our Pacific 
colonies in Korth America, the Paper described the abrupt character 
of the seaboard scenery of Vancouver, alternating with numerous 

, fiord-like harbours, that had been worn in the metamorphic and trap 
~wke which form the basis of the island. The inland or north-eastern 
shore, on the other hand, is more undulating, attesting the exis- 
tence of sedimentary rocks, chiefly carboniferous sandstone with 
occasional belts of limestone. The face of the country is almost 
uniformly covered with dense forest; but tracts of gram-land are 
occasionally met with, and lovely lakes and tarns abound. The 
very irregular configuration of the coast precludes the possibility of 
a navigable liver being found anywhere throughout the island; 
what streams there are being usually winter-torrents, dry in sum- 
mer, but with a little management capable of supplying water-power 
throughout the year-possibly to be utilised in the future for much- 
needed irrigation of many portions. Owing to the clay-subsoil, 
there are numerous springs of excellent water." 

After glancing at the geological structure of the island, the main 
feature of which is that it is occupied throughout almost its wholo 
length by a backbolle of trap, the author pointedly calls attention 
to certain strongly-marked features of glacial action, where ice- 
drift- has scooped out the hard trap-rock, and deposited enormous 
areas of trap and granitio boulders, chiefly at  the south-eastern 
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extremity of the island. These and their localized cognates furnish 
excellent building material in unlimited quantitiee. 

The soils are :- 1. Coarse gravel, bearing fine timber. 2. A 
c a l m u s  loam of good quality, producing excellent crop of vege- 
tables, and suitable for clover. 3. A- rich dark-brown humus, which 
only requires subsoil drainage to produce the very heaviest crops of 
wheat and cereals. 

As to hydrography, Dr. Forbee cited aa exhaustive the admirable 
' hiling Directions ' of Captain Richards, the present Hydrographer 
to the Admiralty, who has dwelt at great length upon the tidal irre- 
gularities of the sound separating Vancouver from the mainland. 
The author then invited attention to the very low temperature 
throughout the year of this portion of the Pacific, owing to the pm- 
valence of Arctic.cnrrenta, and the numerous rivere fed by molten 
wows that debouch into it ; ita boreal character being indicated b y  
the presence of numerous marine-shells, hitherto supposed to be 
confined to the Arctic zone. Along the western shore extends a 
chain of banks, stocked with abundance of excellent fish. 

The climate of Vancouver Island in its general thermal conditiow 
somewhat resembles that of England ; but is. modified by the low 
temperature of the ocean and the snowy monntainchains, while 
even to the south-east the Olympus Range of Washington (U.S.) 
Territory, which run east and west, presents to the colony a northern 
aspect usually covered with snow. The result is that, till aa hte a8 
Midsummer-day, there is a bright clear atmosphere with cold winds. 
The winter-hta are occasionally very severe, but, as a rule, what 
is called an open winter is the characteristic of Vancouver-+me- 
what resembling that of the West of England. In summer the winds 
are usually south-west and north-west, and more rarely north; the 
latter hot and dry, owing to their having traversed the parched and 
heated soil. The autumn is of greater duration than that of Europe, 
in consequence of the Indian summer prolonging it. In brief there 
are two seasons, passably marked, a dry tind wet, the heavieet 
rainfall invariably occurring at night. The whole aurface may be 
roughly estimated at 12,000,000 acres (about four times the area of 
Porkshire), of which only 1,000,000 are available for the stmk- 
breeder and agriculturist. The 'most important position commer- 
cially and strategically is in Tooke district, abutting on San Juan 
de Fuca Straits, where the employment of a few steam-tuga would 
greatly facilitate the approach to one of the most commodioue land- 
locked harbours on the entire coast. 

Another available harbour which can be entered at all times, and 
possessee excellent holding ground, is Esquimalt Bay, which is 
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admirably situated to form the head-quarters of the Royal Naval 
force in the Pacific. 

After describing Victoria, the present capital, and its harbour, 
which-being only accessible for large vessels at or near high-water, 
while the anchorage outside is unsafe-makes the site of the capital 
anything but well-chosen, the author records his opinion in favour 
of a short canal being constructed to connect it with Esquimalt 
Harbour already described. 

The Paper then glanced at the attempts that have been made to 
open np a new route by the Sound, and up some of the numerous 
lateral fiords, to the Gold District, instead of the present difficult 
route up the Fraser. One of these is by Bentinck Arm, the other 
by Bute Inlet; but the officer detached reported nnfavonrably against 
both, though admitting that, being pressed for time, he had scant 
opportunity for examining whether a more available route might 
not exist. Should either of these be opened, Nanaimo, situate 
on a land-locked bay of the Gulf of Georgia, would become 
the great centre of business. The carboniferous deposit llere 
haa been proved by boring to extend to the depth of at least 
84 feet, in which two thin seams of coal were passed through ; and a 
good vein of copper has been struck, and is being worked. As, 
moreover, this point commands both these routes, it will become a 
great commercial station, whence steam-lines would radiate to the 
Russian settlements, and all the principal settlements of the Colony, 
as they could coal here at  the pit-mouth. One single seam irregu- 
larly worked by the Hudson's Bay Company, with their scanty staff, 
has yielded 63,154 tons, valued at 8 dollars per ton, or 101,0461. The 
price is now 6 dollars at the pit-mouth, but a far larger quantity is 
being raised of late ; 22,000 tons the first year, chiefly for San Fran- 
cisco; and vwels of large size (one of 1500 tons) now frequent a 
harbour, where, except Her Idajaety's ships, a few small trading- 
schooners were once the largeat craft. The coalis hard and lustrous. 
This wam, which has been most favourably reported on by analytical 
geologists and practical men, is 3 ft. 10 in. thick, and haa been found 
over an area which, supposing it preserves the same average, implies 
a supply of at least 1,000,000 tons. Beneath there are a 5 ft. seam 
and a 2 ft. 6 in. seam, the uppermost being found at a depth of 60 
fathoms. Another carboniferous seam, possibly the same as that of 
Nanaimo, occurs at the .extreme north-west point of the island, where 
Johnson's Straits, full of excellent anchorage for steamers, lose them- 

.selves in the Pacific ; the country immediately to the south being a . 
kind of prairie-land, little explored, and veiy imperfectly surveyed. 
The strata of coal lie here horizontally. 
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Somewhat similar featurea occur at intervals along even the- 
pmipitous west coast, where a Company is working another seam of 
docrL 

C'ieyoquot &und differa from all other8 in being beget at its 
entrence by banks and ehoals, and has a sandy bottom instead of the 
nsnal mud. Barclay Sound is studded with islands affording good 
anchorage. At the upper end is a remarkable cleft, h o w n  aa 
Alberni Canal, giving paasage to the outlet of a cham of lakes, on a 
level pla+u; on the opposite dement from which lies at  a short 
dintance, Kenairno, already mentioned. At Alberni about 15,000,000 
mperficial feet of Douglas pine ,end other excellent planking, beaides 
vest numbers of ships' spars, are turned out here by one firm alone 
(a London one), which has the honour of opening up to commem 
the splendid timber of the region. To give an idea of the amount of 
tho timber-trade here, i t  may d c e  to state that in the first nine 
month of 1863, no fewer than 13,500 tons of shipping cleared hence 
with timber; the Americans claiming 7280. The markets were 
widely scattered; Europe, China, Manilla, and Chili being among 
those enumerated, besides the ordinary local demand. Ship-building, 
Gsh-curing, furs, oil, kc., constitute the staple branches of commerce 
from Barclay Sound. 

Agriculture usually follows the same four-course rotation as in 
England, and the green crops are almost identical. The wheat 
avelwes 25 to 30 b&hels to the acre. 

!Chire is ample employment for the rod and gun, and the hunter 
(as distinguished from the sportsman) will find in the forest plenty 
of opportunity for proving hie prowess upon the puma, the bear, and 
the wolf, h i d e s  elk and various kinds of deer. The salmon here 
will not, according to Dr. Forbes, rise to the fly. 

The Paper concluded by emphatically disclaiming that mere farm- 
ing could for many years to come be regarded as a money-making 
speculation ; but tilling th soil himself, the agriculturist might surround 
himself with every comfort, exchanging his dairy-produce and fruit 
against imported articles. The author, above all, cautioned the lower 
clmes at home fiam emigrating in the hope of finding at any of the 
gold-fields what are called " Poor Men's diggings." That business 
has passed into the hands of a class possessing large capital ; and, as 
a pneral summaly, i t  may be broadly stated that the prospects of 
Vancouver are pmspective-to be reaped by the first suitable emi- 
m n t s  and capitalists who can develop its resources. - 

The PRESIDENT remarked, that on many occasions we had had communi- 
cations from medical men attached to our naval squadrons ; but,, during his 
connection with the Society, he recollected no occasion on which a paper 
more replete with knowledge upon various branches of science had been 
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sented than this of Dr. Forbea. He might have huied that he waa presiding 
at  the Geological Society, so admirable were the obiemations of Dr. Forbes 
upon the geology and structure of Vancouver Island. Whether it respected 
the geology, the meteorology, the botany, or the statistics of that island, all 
these were BO well combined in this Yaper, that he had much leasure in 
calling upon the Meetin to return thanks to Dr. Forbes for his vaLab1e mm- 
munication. He should not request any gentleman to address the Meeting 
until after the next Paper had been read, as the two subjects were intimately 
connected ; and then he would first call upon Captain Richa*, under whom 
orders Dr. Forbes had obtained his knowledge, and who bnd himself made 
an admirable survey of Vancouver Island. 

The second Paper treated of- 

The Geography of Br&h Columbia and ths Condith of the Cariboo Gold 
District. By Lieut. H. 5. PALMER, R.E. 

LIEUT. PALMER mentioned that since the first dhcovery of gold in 
British Columbia in 1858, fresh deposits had gradually been traced 
farther and farther northward, till ultimately the well-known fields 
of Cariboo had been reached, 500 miles from the mouth of the 
Fraser. Entrusted wit,h the task of a general survey, he details the 
geographical outline of the colony, the seaboard of which extends 
500 miles, protected throughout almost its entire length by Van- 
couver and Queen Charlotte islands. This seaboard is indented in - 
the most extraordinary manner by deep bays and arms of the sea, 
presenting an extent of sheltered inland navigation, and an actual 
length of shore-line, such as arB nowhere equalled on any similar 
stretch of coast in the world. 

The most mrtrked physical feature of the coantry, viewing it from 
the shore inland, is the parallelism of two mountain rangee with an 
elevated intervening plateau of rolling country 100 miles in breadth. 
The coast-line of mountains ia known as the Cascade or Coast range, 
120 miles wide, the western slopes of which are covered with the 
most magnificent forest. Ita sea-front is everywhere bluff and 
abrupt and quite close to the shore, except where the Fraser falls 
into the San Juan Fuca Sound, when i t  recedes some 40 miles. 
The eastern side of the range is drier, the trees more scattered, and 
the general profile less abrupt. The principal crest of this chain 
is about 5000 feet above the sea, a peculiar characteristic being the 
almost entire absence of peaks. The rivers on the esst side are 
naturally longer and leas impetuoh than thoae on the west, but 
~casionally some of them rise on the plateau, and thread the 
mountains t.iU they fall into the sounds. Above some of these, 
glaciers a& said to have been seen ; but nothing authentic 888- to 
be known on this subject. 

VOL. VIII. H 
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The soenery of the table-land, which ie well suited for pastoral 
purposes, is described in high terms ; the rivers having ocoasionally 
hollowed out for themselves channels of immense depth, in which 
occur splendid cascades, some of which are mere h u r e s ,  others are 
met with in broad-terraced valleys, or in vales of gently undulating 
slopes, covered with grass and picturesquely dotted with yellow 
pines. Here and there are pretty sheets of water, which, like the 
rivers, are well supplied with numerous kinds of fresh-water tish. 
Above 3000 feet, the p s ,  which gradually gets less nutritive with 
the increased elevation, gives place to a universal mantle of dwarf 6r. 
Here farming has proved moderately succeeaful at an elevation of 
2100 feet, but Lieut. Palmer doubts whether a coneiderable time 
must not elapse ere enough grain can be raised in the more sheltered 
and well-irrigated valleys, to admit of its finding a market at  the 
mines or settlements. At present the insects are a severe annoyance 
to man and beast, but these will probably recede before man. The 
west Bide of the Fraser is rather more elevated and the rivers are 
fewer, but the east side is the most pleasant and desirable part of 
the colony. 

Just beyond begins the seaond mountainous range, which extends 
without a break to the watershed of the Rocky Mountains, which as 
far north ae the Peace River, flowing eastward, forms the eastern 
boundary of the colony on this side. The only portion of this un- 
explored region where white men are to be met, is Cariboo. 

The Fraser, which drains one-half the entire territory, has frs 
quent stretches free from rapids, where steamers of small draught 
can run ; while from Fort Alexander down to New Westminster there 
is. now excellent communication, passing through the most sublime 
scenery. A marked characteristio of the Fraaer, in which it differs 
from every other river, is that there is no lake throughout its 
oourse ; the flow of water is rapid, and the waters consequently dark 
and muddy. Another peculiarity, in which it resembles the 
Mississippi, is that the frequent accession of considerable volumes 
of water from large tributaries does not perceptibly increase its 
width till it approaches its mouth. 

Cariboo lies in the elbow formed by the upper watera of the 
Fraaer, and is bounded on the south by the Quesnelle River. A 
marked phenomenon is the confused congeries of hills of consider- 
able altitude, from 6000 to 7000 feet high, thickly timbered, whence 
mbordinate ranges radiate aa centres. Each valley thus formed is 
the bed of a stream of more or less proportions, from the tiniest, 
oalled " gulches " by the miners, which may be jumped over, to 
respectable-sized rivers. All these have long since been "pro- 



spected," evev  creek having been discovered to be more or lese the 
site of the richest deposits of gold. A circle of three miles radiua 
from the top of Bald Xountain contains five creeks, two of which 
are the most notorious gold-beds in the colony. Snowshoe Moun- 
tain contains the headwaters of no fewer than six of these within a 
similar area, the streams in every case radiating to every point of 
the periphery. The views from the summits of these mountains 
are described as splendid. 

after adverting to the prospects and past history of the diggings, 
the unfavourable accounts of which, and of the colony, he, like Dr. 
Forbes,-traced to their true source in ignorance of physical geo- 
graphy and most unjustifiably sanguine expectations, the author 
reverta to the phenomena above noticed ; whence he draws the con- 
clusion that these mou~ltains have supplied the gold, and that they 
are so many foci, as it were, of the precious deposit. If this be 
true, he concludes that, even as i t  stands, Cariboo will be foand the 
richest and most inexhaustible gold-field on the globe. He then 
remarks a curious fact, that the intrinsic value of the gold washed out 
of the creeks varies greatly within a very few miles ; the difference 
amounting in some instances to as much as 89. per ounce. 

A succession of auriferous deposits have been traced, following the 
general trend of the main chain of mountains extending from the 
southern boundary of the colony to the Peace River, i. e. over 7' 
of latitude, while the extremities so far as ascertained lie between 
the meridians of 119' and 122' W. . 

The winter of Cariboo appeam to be much more severe and por- 
longed than that of the coast or Vancouver Island, and will m u d  
retard the development of the mines, which are accordingly during 
that season " laid over," as i t  is termed-. e. the laws enforcing the 
mode of working them, &c., are remitted for the time. The themo- 
meter sometimes falls to - 35' c. (31' below zero of Fahr.), when of 
course nothing but underground claims can. be worked. The thaw, 
which commences about April, renders Cariboo for a season anything 
but an enviable residence, owing to the rains and the steaming mists, 
while locomotion is all but impossible. In past years the trail at 
this season was loathsome from the numbers of horses that lay un- 
b~ried after succumbing to the tremendous toil of conveying the 
first convoys of provisions. 

Although for ten or eleven months in the year the country has a 
gloomy, cheerlese aspect, August and September being the only 
bright exmptions, it is remarkably healthy. The sun is late of 
making his appearance, even in midsummer, owing to the hills 
enclosing the digginga on every side. 

I3 2 
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Of late 400 miles of excellent waggon-roads lead from Yale, the 
present head of steam-navigation, eo that the entire distance from 
N e w  Westmimter to Cariboo can now be accomplished in from six 
to seven days. A t  the estuary of the k a s e r ,  t h e  author, in summing 
up, said that the winters somewhat resembled those of England, 
though t h e  extremes were greater; and that the r W  there is 
about 54 inches annually. 

The PRESIDENT was glad Lieutenant Palmer had prefaced his account of the 
Cariboo Mines with a graphic description of the physical geography of the 
whole region. I t  was as clear an account in a small compass as he had ever 
heard given. The writer having alluded to himself, when speaking of the 
mdiation of the gold-streams from the Bald Mountains, he had one obser- 
vation to make. He hoped no gentleman would go away with the idea that 
gold in situ radiated after that fashion. These, as the author had explained, 
were only the streams that carried down the gold from the auriferous moun- 
tains in which it  had been originally imbedded. l'he line which the gold- 
veins in the slaty rocks took, as laid down on the map by Lieutenant Palmer, 
was on the whole from North to South. Such too was the general line in the 
auriferous veins in Victoria, as delineated in the excellent maps of Mr. Selmyn ; 
and the same remarkable fact occurred in the great continent of America. 
The great object of the two Papers was to put before the British public the 
truth respecting the geology, the geography, the climate, the minerals, 
and the advantages and disadvantages for colonisntion of these regions. H e  
was informed by Lieutenant Palmer that not more than one-third of the popu- 
lation of British Columbia was truly composed of British people ; conse- 
quently, the Americans, who were very active miners, were putting a con- 
siderable portion of the gold into their own pockets, while our countrymen a t  
home were not aware of the resources which awaited them there. In calling 
upon Captain Richards to speak to the merits of the first Papr ,  he took 
the opportunity of con,gatulating the Society upon the accession of so dis- 
tinguished a naval surveyor as Captain Richards to the post of Hydro- 
grapher to the Admiralty, which had been ao ably filled by the lamented 
Admiral Washington. 

CAPIAIN RICHARDS, R.N., said he was happy to bear testimony to Dr. 
Forbes's Paper as conveying a very truthful idea of the country, and as afford- 
ing a fair and not overdrawn picture of the prospects of intending emigrants to  
these colonies. Dr. Forbes was a distin ished geologist, and an accomplished 
general observer, and he had not failerin his endeavour to communicate to 
others the information he had gained during his long service in various parts 
of the world. He (Captain Richards would particularly recommend the 
perusal of Dr. Forbes' Prize Essay on 4 ancouver Island to those who took an 
interest in that important colony; and he begged to add that it was with much 
pleasure and gratification he had listened to the high and well-deserved com- 
pliment paid to Dr. Forbes by their distinguished President. 

After the I'aper just read, it  would be unnecessary for him to take up the 
time of the Meeting by any lengthened remarks on Vancouver Island, although, 
from having passed many years of his life in the exploration of its shores, he 
naturally felt much at home on the subject. I t  mas evident that it was not 
destined to become a great agricultural country, though there were highly 
favoured spots of considelable extent which held out great encouragenent to 
the farmer, and many of these were stillunoccupied. But it was already agreat 
commercial country, and daily increasing in importance. The rise of the British 
colonies in the North Pacific had not been, perhaps, so rapid, nor their resources 
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so speedily developed as those of the neighbouring countries to the southward ; 
still their progress had been rapid, steady, and was secure beyond a doubt. 
Vancouver Island was most important in a geo,gaphical point of view, and its 
value to Great Britain could not be overrated. I t  was the headquarters of the 
naval power of England in the Pacific, and was alwady a great coal and 
timber producing co~~ntry. I t  was not too much to say that its spars were the 
finest i n  the world, and, though i t  might not be generally known, were now sup- 
plied to most of the naval powers of Europe. The fisheries also in due course 
of time would prove a source of great wealth to the colony. They had long 
been known, and now that the survey of the sea-coast had been completed, and 
the seaman knew where he could run for safety and shelter, they would soon 
become developed. 
As regards the sister colony of British Columbia, no one was better qualified 

Moody, of the Royal Engineers. He (Captain 
with its coasts, and many of the advantages 
equally belonged to British Columbia. Some 

little rivalry, perhaps jealousy, naturally existed between two colonies in such 
close proximity to each other ; the one with a free port, the other dependent a t  
present principally on its import doties for its revenue. But these would soon 
vanish. I n  his opinion, the two colonies would be mutually dependent on each 
other for their prosperity. British Columbia possessed a magnificent river, the 
Fmer, affording water-communication for 100 miles into the interior, with 
roads diverging to the different gold and agricultural regions, and which at  no 
distant date would connect it with Canada The tranquil character of this 
river, and its entire freedom from those dangers to which most others on this 
cosst are subject, is entirely due to the position of Vancouver Island, so that a 
debtof gratitude is due to the smaller, though elder sister, on this account alone, 
He repeated that there should be no jealousy between the two colonies. 
Though mutually necessary to each other, their interests were widely different. 
British Columbia was a rich gold-besling and extensive agricultural region, 
and would soon be second to no colony of Great Britain ; while Vancouver 
Island, from its admirable geo,mphical position, must always be the great 
entregt of commerce, and was already 8 powerful rival of that great emporium 
of the Western world-San Francisco. 

The PBESIDENT, in announcing that Colonel Moody, of the Royal Engineers, 
under whom Lieutenant Palmer served, and who had occupied a high station in 
the region under review, was present, said, he hoped that a person so intimately 
acquainted with the country would favour them with his views on the subject 
of British Columbia, and its value as a colony. 

Colonel MOODY said, in reference to the last observation of Captsin Richards 
respecting the two colonies, that mere was not the slightest local feeling in the 
matter. Ca tain Richards was a most disinterested person, and nobody had 
done more %an he to keep down any feeling of rivalry htween Vancoi~ver 
Island and British Columbia. There were one or two points in Dr. Forbes's 
Paper which he should like to remark upon. One was with reference to the 
terminus of the railway, which, no doubt, would come one of the* days. 
Dr. Forbes spoke, not too strongly, of the importance of and the future of 
Nanaimo. I t  was destined to be a Newcastle, a Glasgow, a Birmingham, and 
a Swansea, all in one : it would be an important place for manufactures. It 
was the seat of the coal, and it  was where all the ores that abounded along 
the coast both of Vancouver Island and British Columbin would be brought. 
It  would be the most important manufacturing town in the North Pacific. 
With regard to Victoria and Esquimalt, their future wvas entirely com- 
mercial. Touching the point for the railway terminus, it appeared that there 
were three chief ints known at present : Bentinck Arm, to the north ; then, 
Bute Inlet; a z t h e n ,  the mouth of the Fraser River. There were other 
inlets and gulfs which pierced the mountain ranges, and some of these might 
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afford opportunities for penetrating into the interior. For a railway terminus, 
however, Bute Inlet resented great difficulties. No doubt a good road would 
b made there some !ay ; but he thought the terminus of railway communica- 
tion would be, not at Bute Inlet, but a t  the mouth of the Fraser. There was 
really no other good line of country through which a railway could be carried, 
and from the reparts he had received, and from what he had seen, he was happy 
to believe there were no physical difficulties which our engineers could not over- 
come in carrying a line of railway over the Rocky Mountains down to that 

t of the coast. Another point was-and as a soldier they would forgive 
if his ears pricked up at  hearing it,-that the island of San Juan was not of 

military importance. I t  would be of military importance if i t  were fortified. 
If the Americans held possession of it, and left i t  as it  was, it  would be of no 
moment ; but, if they should fortify it, they might make it  a serious difficulty 
to us, for it  would enable them to a great extent to command the passage to 
the mainland. He regretted to see the expression "the disputed island of 
&n Juan" slipping into the newspapers both in England and America ; for it 
was not that island alone, but the whole archipelago that was involved in the 

uestion. With regard to the pinefomts, there were very valuable pine8 on 
%e coaat of British Columbia and in t,he interior. The value of the timber 
could scarcely be exaggerated ; great quantities would be sent to China, and 
much might be brought home. The size of the trees was extraordinary. He 
had measured numbers, and he made out that the average of the Douglaa pine 
ranged somewhat over 300 feet in height. One or two measured 320 feet to 
where the top branches had been broken and splintered off by the trees 
falling ; and whcre he left off measuring, the tree was as thick round as his 
waist. Settlers looked upon these trees with abhorrence, because of the diffi- 
culty of clearing the ground which they entailed ; but the day would come when 
the trees would h d  their market value. On one occasion he was out riding with 
Governor Douglas, and they came upon the ruins of a great cedar-tree. Governor 
Douglas got off his horse, and, with a 3-foot rule, he measured the trunk about 
5 feet 6 inches above the ground ; and, although the bark had been burnt off, 
the tree measured 57 feet in circumference. This would give some idea of 
the vastness of these trees. According to an article in the :' Gardener's 
Chronicle,' based upon the meteorological journals kept in their camp, the 
climate round New Wcstminster might be compared with thst of Chismick ; a 
greater quantity of rain fell, but there were not more rainy days; and the 
general character of the climate was as near as possible like that of Chiswick. 
Occasionally the winters were severe. The winter he was there was such a 
winter as we occasionally have in England when the Thames is frozen over. 
It is a thorough grain-ripening country. The farmer would rejoice in it, 
because almost every year he would be safe in getting in his hay and wheat 
crops. The seasons ark well and clearly marked. There is no jump from 
winter to summer, as there is in Canada ; but a regular winter, spring, summer, 
and autumn. There is a peat deal of rain in the latter part of the year, and 
some fog in the winter. There is an absence of east wind, and, on the whole, 
i t  is a climate most suitable for a Briton. The healthiness of the country is 
something remarkable. These observations referred to the neighbo~~rhood of 
New Westminster. British Columbia consisted chiefly of plateaux of different 
degrees of elevation ; accordingly, there were many varieties of climate. 
Beyond the Cascade Range you get quite a different description of climate, 
where there is very little rain, and where it is very hot; the thermometer 
ranging to 90° and 95O, and sometimes to 1000 in the shade. A certain 
description of cacti flourished there ; rattlesnakes were found among the rocks, 
grapes ripened fully, and grain was winnowed in the open air. Though the 
winters are cold, osttle and sheep seem to thrive there ; and, as there is not 
much wind, the sensation of cold is not felt. The bunch-grass rises above the 
average depth of snow, so that cattle can feed out of doors in the winter. It is 
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a common thing for the Indiana and the packers, who take goods up to 
Cariboo, to send their horses to graze here in the winter, though the climate is 
m u c h  colder than i t  is in New Westminster. The character of the plateaux 
is very remarkable; .they range from 2,000 to 8000 feet high above one 
another, and when you are upon them, you are not conscious that you are 
upon mountain land. Another remarkable feature is that the principal valleys 
md t h e  secondary valleys crossing them are rhomlwidal, and the western 
escarpments are upheaved, so that they slope slightly to the east and upwards 
to the north. Thus they are placed en kchelon, like columns of troops ; they 
are n o t  i n  a continuous series, but, in this en hhbn form, ascending northr 
wards. 
There was another striking peculiarity which distiqgshed British Columbia 

from Vancouver Island. In Vancouver Island there is a great deal of rich 
black mould lying on a stiff clay; in British Columbia the general character of 
the mil  is  a light sandy loam. In summer time it  is quite light ; in winter 
you are conscious of a greasy feel, your feet slip in it. It is more like a barley 
Boil i n  England than anything else. Under the application of the most ordi- 
nary operations of industry, with irrigation, the soil springs into the utmost 
fertility immediately, and the yield is abundant. Another singular feature is, 
that there is a line of soil running obliquely acms the country in a north-easterly 
and south-westerly direction. On one side of that line you have the bunoh- 
grass and the Pinus ponderom, while on the other side of the line you have 
neither the one nor the other. This line follows the rhomboidal arrangement 
of the valleys that he had alluded to; and i t  is so remarkable that he requested 
hi officers to note it whenever they came across it, and their reports showed 
that the  line was as straight as possible. With respect to the future of the 
two colonies, he would take the opportunity of saying that the advance of one 
contributed to the advance of the other. Vancouver bland depended entirely 
upon maintaining its free port; i t  was adapted eminently to be the great 
commercial depat of the North Pacific, and it  could only be that for many 
years to come by maintaining its free ports. In like manner from the circum- 
stance of Xanaimo being so well supplied with coal, and possessing a harbour 
so easily accessible, it, too, was destined to be a great manufrrcturing place. 
He considered Nanaimo the manufacturing capital, and Victoria the commercial 
capital of Vancouver Island. Vancouver Island could do with a very small 
revenue. British Columbia, on the other hand, required a large revenue, on 
account of the great public works that were required. She intended to carry 
out these works herself, but at present she required a loan from the old 
country, which no doubt would be repaid. The great works at  present carried 
out had been achieved by Americans and Canadians. The contractors, who ' 

were Americans, borrowed the money in San Francisco. The Americans were 
eminently a pushing race, and he would take this op rtunity of saying that 
the Americans were among the best subjects of E r  Majesty in British 
Columbia. He for one should be very sorry, indeed, were they to withdraw. 
He believed that s great deal of the gold got out by the Americans was per- 
manently invested in British Columbia, and that it was the intention of the 
Americans to become permanent residents there with their children. All that 
the country needs is greater confidence in  her at  home, and a more liberal, 
yet judicious, laying out of capital to develope her resources. 

Lieutenant PUEB, having been asked by the President to narrate his 
experience among the natives, mid, many reports had appeared in print as to 
the natives being murderous, yelling savages; but he could assert that such 
reports were mostly untrue. I t  could not be denied that sometimes the 
natives, exasperated by interference with their lands, their customs, and super- 
stitions, had committed dreadful crimes ; but they had become debssed and 
degraded by the vices which they had learned from the white man. They 
were not by nature a blood-shedding people. He had travelled all through the 
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country, and he.only onoe met with interference from them. When near the 
ooaet he gave unintentional offence to the natives with regard to their rights 
about the salmon. They became so troublesome that he had to expel two 
or three of them from the camp. He had no sooner done so than twenty or 
thirty who were sitting round rushed off to their lodges, 'and returned with an 
extraordinary collection of old fire-arms, all loaded and primed, and pointed at  
him. Knowing the character of the natives, lie thought the best way was to 
approach them unarmed. They did not take their arms down, but they con- 
sented to enter into an argument, and then he felt wre he should soon 
persuade them that they were wrong. He sucooeded in this ; peace was 
declared, and he had to shake hands with the whole tribe, squaws and all. 
They beoame friends, and the leader of the tribe became a great friend of his, 
and m a  of great assistance in guiding him through the country. Before the 
terminationof the ride, they were so pleased with him that they used their best 
endeavours to get him and his companions married into the tribe. As a gene- 
ral rule they respected " Kin George men." King George" was the name in 
which in olden times the ~uiudan Bay Company impressed upm them the 
existence of a great white chief, George III., and since then the natives have 
ever recognised the British people as King Qeorge men He found that by 
calling himself a King George man, or wearing a bit of King George lace, or 
saying that he was a friend of Kin George, he got them to assist him. They 
were a very harmleas raw, and %e believed in a few years they might be 
improved, and made a peaceful people. At present they were still de,orsdeed. 
As faithful yidea through the forest, and untiring bushmen, they were worthy 
of a great deal of our admiration. 

The FBESIDENT, in conclusion, congratnlated the Society upon the great 
amount of useful knowledge which had been elicited respecting British 
Columbia and Vancouver Island, and adjourned the Meeting to the 11th of 
April. 

A D D I T I O N A L  N O T I C E S .  

(Printed by order of Council.) 

1.-Extracts from Correspondence between M. F~HLFS G ~ A B D  and 
ths Coumil. 

I. !&awlation of Extract from a Letter addressed to Sir Roderiek I. Murchim, 
Presided of the Rcyal Geographical: Sociefy, from M. R o ~ m s  GBRABD, 
dated Oran (Algeria), 18th December, 1863, requesting pecuniary aid for 
a proposed journey fwm Morocco to 1Ymbuctu. 

" Oran, 18th December, 1863. 
"On my return from a tour in the direction of Morocco and the deserts of 

that empire, of which I traversed the provinces of Sue, Oued-Dran, the Tafilelt, 
Ertib, and Figuig, an account of which series of travels has been published by 
Dr. Petermann on one hand, besides being reproduced by M. Berbruggcr,* 
editor of 'La Hevue Africaine,' which appears at Algiers, I am at  present p r c  
paring to start otlce more for the interior ; and having, on what I may call my 
preparatory travels, obtained the necessary acquaintance with the manners ant1 
custom of the natives, I look forward to penetrating as far as Timbuctu. 

* Now Honorary Corresponding Member, Royal Geographical Society. 
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" Having received from the Senate of the Hanseatic City of Bremen, my 
n a t i v e  city, a sum of 1200 franca (481.), and unfortunately not poaseseing a 
similar sum myself, i t  seemed to me that you, better than any man, could 
appreciate the difficulties which must harass my progress with means so very 
limited. For this reason I have ventured to make application to the Royal 
Geographical Society for a little assistance in money. As my own Government 
has lef t  me quite at  liberty to lay out my own plan of travel, I shall for my 
p a r t  conform myself scrupulously to carrying out whatever instructions you 
may honour me with. 

"As to personal reference, either the Senate of Bremen or Dr. P e b m n  will 
eupply all  necessary information. 

" (Signed) ROHLF~ G fiua~.'' 

11. A communication dated 15th January (not necessary to reproduce here) 
reached M. Rohlfs GBrard, informing him that the Council were debating as to 
the route he should follow, subject, of course, to all or any emergencies of 
trnvel which might compel him to deviate therefrom ; and to this M. GBrard 
replies i n  a letter of the 24th January,- 

111. Extracts of which we now proceed to t m d a t e  :- 

Oran, 24th January, 1863. 
" I had intended at first to set out direct from here-in other words from 

the oasis of the Algerian desert ; but the Expedition recently equipped (how- 
ever peaceable its intentions) for reaching Wargla and el Golba has reawakened 
such hatred and mistrust of the people inhabiting the oases of Gourara, Towat, 
and Tidikelt against all Europeans-especially against all who approach from 
the French side-that it would be but labour lost to endeavour to penetrate 
thither. I should be exposing myself at the very least to meeting the same 
fate as  MM. Colomb, Coloinen, and Bnriue. 

" I have therefore permanently decided on going vici Morocco, which will be 
so far, that I shall find there persons who will assist me in holding in check 
the Oued-Draa, and with whom, in my way up, I renewed the ties of hospitality 
of other days. I shall therefore leave Oran by sea for Tangier ; thence by Onegan 
for Fez, leaving which city I shall fall in with the Oued-Fez, whose source can- 
not be far from Djebel Marisan. I shall then cross Djebel Trit-el-Abhari ; and 
thence following the river through the ORSe8 of hdora, Ertib, and Tafilelt, I can 
decide which route to follow ; because the caravans of the latter-named onsis 
proceed to unite with that which passes down the Oued-Draa, near the Sanio 
Nasria, and follows the road by which M. Rdn6 Gail16 returned in 1828. On 
the other hand, I might rejoin the caravan from Gourara and Tawat, which starts 
from Ain-Salah ; but this is the route on which Major Laing was killed. As 
for myself, I prefer the latter, if practicable : on the one hand, that I should 
;:joy thereby the best chance of exploring the oases of Gourara, Tidikelt, 
linnini, and Tawat (for when I approach these from the side of Morocco, far 
less difficulties are interposed in the way of penetrating the interior than in 
coming from Algeria). On the other hand, i t  is well known that Major Laing 
left maps, &c., in the hands of tho Tawarck, who keep up a good under- 
standing nll along the frontier-line from Ain-Salah to Timbuctu. 

"Arrived at Timbnctu, a Merciful Father will inspire me which road to 
adopt for my return-journey-it is impossible, at this stag, topresent any lilans 
formed on so remote a contingency ! 

"As to the sum which tho Geographical Society kindly propses to advance 
me, I beg to state beforehand that, confiding in its well-known generosity, I 
shall accept whatever they present me with as a specid benefit; but ns I 
do not know what is their intention, I must not ~pc i fy .  The Society is, 
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moreover, aware of the means at  my disposal, which have been materially 
diminished by the requisite purchase of necessary instruments, such as ba- 
rometers, for transport, thermometers, &c. 

"I would remark, finally, that whatever sum the Society send, it should 
be sent with all speed, in order that I may start. immediately by joining the 
caravan for Timbuctu, which is on the eve of starting from the Great Oaais. 

'c Your obliged servant, 

cc (Signed) R~HLFS G~BABD. 

cc P.6.-I trust I need hardly mention that if the Royal Geographical Society 
should not approve of the route above hid down, I should in everything follow 
as far as practicable it: prescriptions, and avail myself of the collateral infor- 
mation it  may supply. 

IV. Copy of Cauncil Letter in reply. 

cc SIS,. 15, Whitehall Place, London, 10th Feb., 1864. 
"1 have hid your letters dated Oran, December 18th, 1863, and 24th 

ult., before the Council of the Royal Geographical Society. You ark in them 
for immediate pecuniary assistance in a journey you are about to undertake 
from Morocco to T i b u c t u  ; and you give assurance that you will follow the 
directions of this Society. 

c' In reply, I have the pleasure to inform you that the Council have favour- 
ably considered your application. They are satisfied you will devote the same 
energy to your present undertaking, that brought your recent solitary journey 
from the Atlantic through M o m  to Algeria to a successful termination. 
They therefore place fifty pounds (502.) at your disposal free from all con- 
ditions, save that you send frequent, full and precise accounts of your journey, 
together with copious oollections of native itineraries, whenever opportunities 
shall occur of sending letters to Europe. 

"Although the Council of the Royal Geographical Society abstain from 
hampering your movements by minute instructions, in a land where so much 
depends on accident, it would, no doubt, be acceptable to receive some remarks 
on the geographical importance of the several routes under'your consideration. 
Nothing need besaidof the way to Tafilet ; but of the tworoutes youmention, 
southward from that place, the one that leads to Tawat is unquestionably the most 
important. The oasis of Tawat is, perhaps, the most interesting to'travellers 
in the whole of the Sahara ; and if you succeed in reaching it, you would act 
wisely by making a prolonged stay in its neighhurhood, and collecting all 
the information you can of the routes that radiate from it. 

"Any considerable accession to our present knowledge of the Tawareek 
language would be appreciated. 

" Of tho routes you might pursue from Tawat, either is full oflinterest. 
The recovery of the long-lost papers of Major Laing, which may still be pre- 
served by some chief on the way between Tawat and l'imbuctu would be 
eminently desirable ; and on the other hand, if the route to Timbuctu be found 
impassable, you should bear in mind that a journey thro~ugh the Jebel Hogar 
to Qhwt (for Tripoli) would pass through an unknown and interesting district. 

"I remain, yours faithfully, 
I' FRANCIB GALTON, 

" (Acting) Foreign Secretary." 
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2. Communication on Mr. Palgraw's Paper. By Rev. G. P. BADQER, 
F.R.G.B. 

11th March, 1864. 
AFTEB listening to Mr. Pdgrave's most interesting account of his adventures 
in EnaNejd, delivered at  Burlington House on the 22nd ultimo, I was very 
desirous of eliciting from him some information regarding the W&& a f t h  ; 
but ,  as there was no time to do so at the Meeting, I drew up the following 
queries  on the subject, which were subequently submitted to him :- 
" You mentioned a 'labyrinth of watercourses' near the coast between 

H u f h a f  and El-Katff.* DO you suppose that the water proceeds from the 
WsLdi Aftiin, and has that w a d i ,  or river, an issue, as a stream, into the 
Persian Gulf 7 
'' Was there any water in the Wfidi H d h ,  and a t  what point does that 

wiidi, or stream, join the W&li AftLn? 
" Did you hear anything of the principal sources of the Aft& ? If so, where 

are t h e y  placed? Jomard supposes them to spring from the 'Aseir country, 
situated between the HijL and Yemen ; in fact, he conjectures that the W a i  
A f t h  (or river, as he calls it,) is a continuation of the Bfsheh river, which, 
with its aflluents, has its origiu in the mountains of 'Aseir. 

" There is another stream supposed to 1-m into the W W  A f t b  from the 
district of El-Harfk towards the south-east. Can you afford any definite 
information on the subject ? " 

Mr. Pal,pve has taken such pains to answer these queries t that I very 
much regret not having availed myself more largely of his courtesy and 
experience. Before proceeding, however, to indicate several other doubtful 
points connected with the geo,gaphy of El-Hassa, which the same enterprising 
traveller may find leisure to solve at  some future period, I deem it desirable to 
state the  grounds whereon my questions touching the hydrography of Central 
Arabia, with special reference to the WMi Aftfin, were based. They are com- 
prised in the following extracts from M. Jomard's Appendix on the Geography 
of Arabia, attached to M. Mengin's Hiatoire Sommaire de Z'Egypte, under the 
head of Cburs des Eaux. M. Jomard writes :- 

It is a very general opinion that Arabia possesses no rivers properly so 
d e d  ; that its streams are mere torrents ; and that during the hot season the 
ravines through which they run are quite dry. . . . I am inclined to believe, 
however, that this idea is not to be received in an absolute sense. Arabian 
authors describe several rivers in Arabia. The J i h b  N b e h  places three in 
Yemilmah alone, besides two others flowing towards the esst and north ; and 
the AftAn of El-Edrlsi is a river with a very considerable course. I t  is quite 
certain, however, that none of these rivers is navigable. 

" The mountains of Yemen have always contained, and still undoubtedly 
contain, many extensive basins, wherein the waters are confined by dykes. Of 
these, there are some of very ancient date, celebrated in the history of the 
country; and it is well known that the rupture of one of them (reference is 
here made to the famous dyke at  Mfireb, to the eastward of Saniia,) is an event 
of considerable importance in the annals of the period antecedent to Muham- 
med. This basin is supposed to have covered an area of eighteen miles, 
leading us to infer the existence of streams from superior heights as sel l  as of 
large rainfalls. Without placiug much reliince on the four rivers which 
Ptolemy so liberally bestows on Southern Arabia, i t  is undeniable that Pliny, 
Strsbo, Herodotus, and Diodorus Siculus concur in placing rivers in the 
peninsula. And now, when it is positively known that Arabiapossesses several 

* Generally written XZ-Kutaif by Arabian Geogaphere. 
3 Hi reply is given in full at the conclusion of this letter. 
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high mountains which are covered with mow and im during a certain portion 
of the year, we are driven to admit that from theue murcea the water must 
flow in large messes into the neighbouring valleys and ravines, and mingle a t  
the foot of the mountains. To this consideration we must also add the heavy 
rains which, during the aecraon, fall abundantly in those districts. 

"Now, if we find a basin with a continuous declination towarda either of 
the two seae (the Arabian Sea and the Persian Gulf) wherein these waters 
flow, whether they be deep or shallow, navigable or not, would not such a 
stream be entitled to the designation of a river? For my own p t ,  though I 
persist in believing that the ancients have been erroneously prodigal in placing 
riven and ~treams over their maps of the peninsula, nevertheless, I do not 
think it  a n  be fairly conceded that the country possesses nothing but simplo 
torrents, and no other basins then insi,pificant ravines which are dry during 
the greater part of the year. 
" Theae reflections have been suggested to my mind by studying the Arab 

chart of 'Aseir,' whereon are t d  numerous watercourses. All these brooks, 
torrents or rivers have distinct names, and the same name is found written on 
the course of several of them, without any variation, at considerable distances, 
insomuch that it  is diffilt not to r e c m s e  the same river in such and such a 
coi~rse ; as, for example, the Btsheh, which is represented as flowing continuously 
over a space of 78 leagues from its m u m  up to the point whem the recon- 
naiasanct, of the Egyptian officers terminated. 

"Now, if this line of water be laid down on a general map of Arabii, ono 
cannot help remarking that ita course is towards El-Yemfimah, which would 
be just where Arnbian authors place the principal river Aftan, which rnns into 
the Persian Gulf at El-Katif, after watering the province of El-Hassa. If this 
junction really takes place (which I do not affirm), we become acquainted with 
the souroe of the AftBn, the origin of which has been hitherto unknown ; and 
we leam, moreover, that it  is the issue or continuation of the river of Binheh 
which was supposed to lose itself in the sands. 
" This opinion, which is mere conjecture, acquires however a certain degree of 

probability from the fact that the Bfsheh river receives three notable affluents, 
all having a considerable course, viz., the torrcnts of Ranfyah, of Tihla, and of 
l'heri, all of which are laid down on the Arab map. Is it  not possible that this 
mass of water, thus increased in its flow, especially during the rainy season, 
continues its course towards the north-east, instead of disappearing in the 
sand? This point will be, subject to serious doubt until some trustworthy 
traveller shall follow the stream in cluestion where it emerges from the W&di 
Blsheh, and direct his course towards the north-east as far as the province of 
El-Harik (situated to the south-east of El-Yemtlmah). I may further add 
that a large chain of mountains runs from the south-west to the north-t, 
starting from the Wadi Shahrgn, or the district of &heh ; that this chain 
appears to join the large mountains of Toweik in the Derkyah ; and that that 
direction is absolutely the same which I attribute to the river of Bisheh and t . ~  
the upper part of the Aft$n. I am quite aware that, according to the report 
of Captain Sadleir,t the AfGn becomes dry during summer; but i t  by no 
means follows that what may perhaps have occurred during a year of ex t~s-  
ordinary drought takes place every year. I t  is, moreover, possible that in thc 

* Drawn up hy some E ptiau officers who accompanied the expedition of 
Muhammed Ali against the @ahh&bis of that district in ,815.-G. P. B. 
t It is to be regretted that Captain Sadleir's accountof his trip across the penin- 

sula is not more readily procurable I have sought for it in every available quarter 
without success. That he supplied many details of his journe is unquestionable - 
for M. Jomard refers to his '' Itinerary" as edited by ~ou&ton, and I believg 
Mr. Walker had the pamphlet before him when he laid down Captain Wleir9s 
route on hi ltrrgc map of Arabia.-G. P. B, 
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course of several centuries, from the time of Ibn Haukal to that of Abulf6da, 
the volume of water mag have decreased considerably. Such a meteorological 
fact is not uncommon. 
'' T o  sum up the foregoing remarks : I do not maintain that a large river, 

corresponding with the Aft&n of the ancients, flows now in a continuous stream 
from its source in the mountains of 'Aseir as far as  the Persian Gulf, traversiug 
the entire peninsula from south-west to north-east, in a direct line of more 
than 260 leagues ; but I wish to notice particularly- 

" 1. The importance which seeme to be attached to the stream of the 
Blsheh. 

" 2. That of its three aflluents. 
" 3. Its  direction, corresponding with that followed by the Afth from the 

mountains of Towaik to the Persian Gulf. 
"4. The absence of any known obstacle between the two parts of this 

stream. From whence we are authorised to infer that, a t  least in more 
ancient times, there was a continuoue stream from the mountains of 'Aseir to 
the Persian Gulf: 

" It was reported to M. Tamisier that a stream of water descended from 
Ed-Dow&ir, which passed by Ed-Dedyah and flowed thence into the Persian 
Gulf. Sho111d this be true, it  confirms my conjecture ; for it  demonstrates tho 
existence of an incline between the south-eastern part of En-Nejd (which is the 
p i t i o n  occupied by Ed-Dowhir), and the port of El-Ratif,-an incline sufficient 
for the flow of water. Ed-Dowbir borders on the province of Shahrib or the 
valley of Btaheh. . . . . M. Tamisier adds that the torrent of Btsheh losea 
itself and reappars in Ed-Dowhir. Hence we may infer t.hat when the 
waters are a t  their height, WMi Shahran and WMi Dowbir are traversed by 
the same stream. As to the pasage of the stream by Ed-Derayah, I think it 
there joins the river of Wlldi HanEfah, where it  issues from the province of 
El-Kharj ; for it  is certain that that river flows into the Afth" 

That M. Jomard's conjectures r ting the cmrse of the Bbheh and the 
W&X Aftan had much to recomme%hem is evident from the fact that they 
were eit.her copied or inde dently ado ted by subsequent carto,gaphers u 
to the present day; nerertE&3, if Mr. Falgmve's invatigations are entit12 
to be regarded as conclnsive, they altogether upset that hypothesis, and neces- 
sitate several important corrections in the hydrogmphy of our modem m a p  of 
Arabia. 

First, with regard to the Wfidi AftBn. This, as we have seen, M. Jomard 
\ma inclined to extend to the sea on the Persian Gulf side; or, if not found 
actually to flow so far now, he presumed that i t  may have done so in former 
times. And on many of the most recent maps the s u p p e d  course of the 
wkli is laid down as reaching to within a short distance of the coast, running, 
as in Mr. Walker's map, through the hilly range which bounds the district of 
El-Hrtssa* on the west. I t  was this uniformity which led me to inquirc 
whether the numerous watercourses of the El-Hassa were supplied by tho 
Aftgu. That point may now be considered ns definitively set a t  rest b 
Mr. Palgrave ; since, .omding to his statemeols, the low mountains whict 
bound El-Haasa towards the interior, running almost parallel with the coast, 
interpose a bamer against the flow of water from that direction towarda the 
Persian Gulf. The hilly range near the village of ' L  Djonn" (Mr. Walker's 
" Juniahn?), where i t  attains its higheet elevation, we learn, for the first 
time, is called " Djebel Mogh&i." This range appears to be laid down in Mr. 
Walker's map with tolerable correctness, though in order to coincide more per: 

-- 
More correctly " I-AhEA," which is the plural form. 
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t  like &er Abdf& stylea El-ghnrj, the existing name of a district, 61 a 
Wbdi of El-Yedunah." 

fectly with Mr. Palgave's account i t  &odd be &ed farther north towards 
K wei t. 
M. J d  mma to have lrsmmed that the A h  flowed as far as El-Katif, 

where it  emptied itself into the Persian Gulf; but I find no mah s h a m  laid 
down in the lattnt snwe s of that put of the coaet, and Lieutenant (now 
~01one1) ~ o p  1, r* visitel' EI-IW~ In IW, and who spats of good water 
b e i i  mmt atnodant in tbe tom, and waterpits in the m d  u very numerous 
from El-HnfhQf to El-Kattf, does not mention any stream as occurring between 
the two places. Mr. Palgrave's researches lead us to conclude that none of 
the water of the district finds its way to the sea 

Taking u the subject of the Wadi A f t b  to the westward of Jebel Mqh%i, 
I 6nd from k r .  Palgrave that the very name wan J m w t  unknown. EL-Edrlai 
expmmly mentions it, though, with reference to M. Jomard's quotation from 
that author, I may remark that he ie not justified in calling the Bflstn a 
river." l'he A r a b i i  geographer s tyla  it " WMi a n . "  Now, a w M i  
means primnrily a valley or ravine ; eecondnrily, the bed of a stream ; and lastly, 
the stream itself. In which of these sensea he naes i t  in his description of El- 
YemAmah is not obvious, but that of a river is undoubtedly the least probsbl~ 
His words are, as translated from the original : By El-'Ardh* in this country 
is meant W&di Afttin, which divides El-Yemlmah from top to bottom ; and 
upon it  are inhabited villages, extensive fields, date-plantations, and ,mves of 
trees." He then proceeds to give the names of thirteen of these villages, and 
remarks that they are contiguous to one another. Hitherto, the term " WMi 
AftRn * has been supped to indicate a distinct valley; but r careful study of 
the foregoing qilotation leads to the conclusion that El-Edrisi wnsidered it  as 
synonymous with I' El-'Ardh," which appears to have beeh the name of the 
valley in ordinary w e  in the country; and if" WMi A f t h "  was not a 
common desi ation in those days, it is not surprising that Mr. Palgrave 
scarcely hear& mentioned by the preaent inhabitants. 

'fie " El-'Ardh " of El-Ed&i ia most probably the same with the modem 
district called " El-'Aridh," and he perhapa took the name of the valley which 
ha describes from the locality where it  commenced ; t for, according to Mr. 
Palgrave, it  is from " Melka, near Deraiyyeh, in the Aaredh," that the " W a  
Hanlfeh " splits into two branches : "one goes due east to Deraiyyeh, the other 
south-east to Ridh. These branches reunite a little below Riadh, near 
Selamiyyeh. Here runs in the WELdi Solei, fmm the southern Y e m h e h  : it 
begins near the Houteh. Thus, iits direction is from south-east to north-west. 
The united valley now losea the name of Hanilfeh and takes that of Solei ; then 
another (which 1 have forgotten), till i t  ends, on the skirts of Djebel Toweik, 
which it  has thus traversed in all directions, at the wells of Oueimt,, a t  about 
60 miles from Rii, and is utterly lost in the DahnB." 1'his.descri tion of 
the continuation of the Wldi Hanilah from El-'Aridh, through the W$ Solei, 

, , 
to southern El-YemBmah and El-Harlk coincides so fully with El-Ed&Ts I 

El-'Ardh, or Widi Af th ,  which he represents as bisecting El-Yemamah from 
top to bot.tom, that I am inclined to consider the Solei as the actnal repre- 
sentative of the ancient geographer's " WMi Aftiin." The course or site of 
the valley so called in our m a p  to the eastward of Ed-Deriiyah is occupied, 
according to Mr. Palpve,  by three wWi, known respectively a s  the Fbh 

* He had mentioned El-'Ardh a few lines before in his Itine of the route 
between El-Yedmah and Meccah, which be~ins horn%-Ymim& to 
Meccah there is also a road, vk. from Yemiimah to El-'Ardh one stage," &c. 
Gabriel Sionita in his Latin translation of El-Edrfsi has attached the remark 
" i. e. Flumen," in a marginal note on the word El-'Ardh in the above quotation, 
which orobablv misled M. Jomard. 
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Ohour,  and Ghweir (a diminutive form of ~hour);4$,-b~ a part of the 
DahnB. ..-:a*. 

Fur ther :  we now possess satisfactory evidenco against M.&mardis hypo- 
thesis respecting the course of the Bfsheh and its suggestedju.$ on with the 
W&li Hanilah. That river, we are led to infer, must be absorwb the sand. 
of the WELdi Dowhir, in the province of El-Aflaj, which wW, wording to 
Mr. Palgrave, becomes entangled and ultimately loses itself &.the Jebel 
Towaik. Taking this statement in canjunction with a subsequent on%.'hthat 
there is no direct communication between the W a i  Hanlfeh and @e WiMi 
Dowiisir," it would appear that the Jebel Towaik extends much farthDr .Wt,he 
southward than has been hitherto supposed, and that the course of th&& e . 
i n  that direction is to the eastward of El-Aflaj and the WMi ~owLif;:&. 
Mr. Palgrave says that the track leading to the latter place from R i a h  c r o w  
the Jebel Towaik. . . -: 

It is much to be regretted that our enterprising traveller was precluded? ..-. 
from carrying with him any instruments whereby he might have been able to .';-' . 
determine the position of different localities with scientific accuracy; never- ' :: .. 
theless, his researches constitute a valuable addition to our present limited 
knowledge of central Arabia, and indicate several important errors in the 
exist* maps of that region. 

Returning to El-Haaaa and El-Katif, we learn from Mr. Palgrave that the 
watercourses which abound in those districts spring from the low mountain- 
ranges on  the west, and he attributes their origin to the great central plateau 
of En-Xejd * proper, a t  an elevation of several hundred feet above the cosst.t 
Now, if this supposition is correct, does it  not seem highly probable that 
the numerous springs existing on the island of Bahrein, and especially on 
the reefs where fresh water rises out of the sea at a depth of from one to four 
fathoms, have their source in the same platean ? The island, or rather islands, 
of Bahrein are generally low, and are situated only fifteen miles from the 
mainland, nearly midway between El-Hufhfif and El-KatPf, and it is between 
thme two places that the soil is described as being so saturated as to supply 
watercornea for irrigation which bave to be crossed by small bridges made of 
date-sticks.3 The question is an interesting one in connection with the 
hydrography of Arabia, and deserves a fuller investigation than I am competent 
to give it. 

Another subject which merits further inquiry is connected wit11 the com- 
parative geography of El-Ahsit, and perhaps Mr. Palgrave's recent researches 
may enable him to clear up some of the existing difficulties. The principal 

* Nejd means literally a highland. 
t In like manner, if I remember rightly, Dr. Wallin was of opinion that there 

Was a gradual incline from the uplands of the Nufad to the shores of the Persian 
Gulf. ; ..,> .:., , 

8 This is the district known as EGBW, the original meaning of which aptly 
describes its principal feature, and was probably applied to it on that account. 
The word 'comes from the root W ,  to drink, to absorb; and its derivative 
nouns Hbcr, H h ,  plural. Hid and Ah&) signify a low sandy soil where rain is 
absorbed, or a pit 6 ng therein to procure water. The name is given to similar 
localities in other parts of Arabia There is one of these springs on the mainland 
of Aden Back Bay, supplied by a mountain torrent in the mtenor, which is called 
the H&ud.  

I find this supposition of mine respecting the origin of the name as applied to 
the district of El-Hassa or El-Ah& corroborated by Abulfdda, who remarks, 
speakin of that locality :-$' It  is said in the Moal&ariR that dhd is the plural of 
Hid,  wiich means sand, into which the water sinks, and proceeds until it comes 
to the hard earth, which retains i t ;  in this the Arabs d ~ g  and draw out water. 
mAW, therefore, has bewme the proper name of a place among the districts of 
the Arabs." 
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pIacee on the &'@that district, as marked on the modem maps and charts, 
are El-Katlf an$$iJla Ojair,' and in the interior Hufhaf or Flf. t $ The dis- 
trict appears atill todbecalled El-Ah&, but we find no existing town with that 
name, al thope b t h  Jilla Ojair and El-Hufhllf are sometimes intemgatively 
marked asS&s~ying its ate. 

The fdpwing quotations comprise what the principal ancient Arabian 
geogra herphd  travellers have recorded on the subject :- 

~ld&lsi (A.D. 1150) m y ~ ,  "El-Ah& is a t o  on the Persian Gulf 
facing 'A.wEU.Q It k a country of the Karilmata, and is a fine town. As to 
thg'oity'of El-Kutaif [El-Katlf], i t  is close to the sea, and is in itself large. 

. -El-Kutaif to El-Ah& are two stsgea; and from El-Kntaif to Ham- 
.?v3!'fch ia on the Persian Gulf, are two days." 
'.'.And again : '' TO the north [of 'Ammfin i.e. Oman] is the country of El- --- - &mhah,  and one of ita cities is Hkjar, which is now in ruins. Therein resided - '-'the Queen Yemamah in her time. . . . . And from the ooast of Hkjar to 

. -.::' . - ~ a s r s  there is a road by the shore, but it  is unfrequented." . . 
* - .-. Abulfeds (cir. A.D. 1800) describes El-Ah& as " a small city, abounding in - palms and running water, and ita springs are very hot. And El-Ah& [here 

he appears to wfer to another town of the same name] is in the desert, and is 
in a south-westerly direction from El-Kutaif about two stages. Its date- 
groves are as extensive as the vale of Damascus and surround it on all 
sides. [Then follows the passage about the derivation of the word El-Ahsii, 
given in a foot-note in a preceding page.] This is the AhsB of the tribe Beni 
Siisd of HLjar, and is a residence of the Kaamata in Bahrein. I t  is also said 
that the Ah& of the Beni Siad is a different Ah& from that of the Karhata .  
El-Ah& has no wall, and between El-AhsSL and El-Yemiimah is a distance of 
four days." 

lbn Batata, who was cotemporary with Abnlfdda, and who visited those 
parts A.D. 1322, says : "1 then travelled to the city of xutaif(as if it were a 
word of the diminutive form from Kutf). I t  is, however, a large and hand- 
some place, inhabited by Arabs of the Hiifidha sect, extremely enthusiastic, 
publishing their sentiments and fearing no one. From this place 1 pro- 
ceeded to the city of Hkjar, which, however, is now called El-Has% We 
have here a greater abundance of dates than is to be found elsewhere, and 
which are used as fodder for the beasts. The inhabitants are Arabs of the 
tribe of 'Abd el-his.  From this place I travelled to El-YemSLmah, which is 
also called Hkjar, a beautiful and fertile city, abounding with water and 
gardens." 

We readily reco,&se the El-Kutaif of the foreuoing extracts in the modern 
El-Katlf; but where are we to place the two El-Ah&s ; since i t  appears 
tolerably certain that in former times there were two towns of that name: 
one on the coast two stages from El-Katif, which seems to be that visited by 
Ibn BatQta, and which had originally been called Hkjar,ll and one in the 
desert, in a sonth-westerly direction from El-Katlf ? 

The place now known as Ojair, which is two stages from EEKatlf, and is 
described as the principal port of the district of El-Ahsl, although it  om boast 
of only forty or fifty dwellings besides the fort, co~~esponds, as to site, with 
the old maritime town of El-Ah&. The modern name also appears to con- 

+ JiUa is the JMawy pronuncintion of Kaliia or KalZat, a fort or castle. 
t I am not certain about the correct orthography of this name. 

The route between the two latter places was traversed by Lieutenant Jopp in 
two days, and that between HufhQf and El-Katif in four days, and he estimates the 
distances respectively at 36 and 70 miles. 

5 The principal island of the Bahrein group. 
)I Apparently the same HBjar mentioned by El-EdrEsi as in ruins when he 

wrote, for that also was on the coast. 
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firm th i s  identification ; for I think it  not unlikely that the Ojuir of our nlaps 
should be written Hojair (the diminutive form of Hkjar), the original designa- 
tion having in the course of time undergone a change just the reverse of that 
which has occurred in the case of El-Katff. But how are we to sccount for 
the  disuse of the later name of El-Ahsa? Or, is Ojair still known by that 
name to any of the Arabs in the neigbbourhood ? 

Abulfbda locates the El-AhsB of the desert two stages to the south-west of 
El-Kutaif. I know of no existing town in that direction which can b 
identified with i t  unless it be El-Hnfhfif, but that is four stages from El- 
Katif. Granting, however, that much stress is not to be laid on the discre- 
pancy in distance, is the modem town of El-HufhQf ever called El-Ahsl, or 
have the people there any traditional account of the site and history of the old 
town of that name ? 

Lastly, El-Edrfsi mentions a maritime place called Hamas, two days distant 
from El-Kutaif. I find no such name in the la ta t  surveys of the Persian 
Gulf. 

I submit the foregoing queries and suggestions in the hope that Mr. Pal- 
grave or some of the officers of Her Majesty's late Indian Navy may be able to - 
elucidate them. 

Before concludin~, I shall venture an observation or two on some remarks 
made b y  Mr. Palgrave in the course of his spirited narrative delivered a t  
Burlington House, and I feel persuaded that that gentleman will pardon the 
friendly criticism. He stated, if I remember rightly, that the prince whom he 
]net a t  Sohar was the ruler of 'Amman; that Soh& was the capital of that 
province, and not Miskat ; and that the title of Imam was improperly applied 
to its sovereign,-that it was not indigenous, and Was first conferred on the 
then reigning prince by Albuquerque. 

All this is incorrect. SohILr is the capital of a small province of 'Amman 
which is dependent on MBskat; and its present governor, Seyyed Toorki, is a 
younger brother of Seyyed Thoweyni, the recognised ruler of 'Amdn,  to 
whom he is subject. 

Before the arrival of the Portuguese, Nezwah, a city situated two days in- 
land from the coast, was the capital of 'Amman and the seat of its chief. 
After the expulsion of the Portuguese from Mbskat, the successive native 
rulers made that place their capital, and it  continues to be the sovereign's 
residence up to the present day. 

The original title of the rulers of 'AmmOn was Seyyed, or Lord ; but some, 
for special reasons, were styled Imhrn, as Arabian history fully testifies. 
The late Seyyed Sa'ld's father was so distinguished, and is always called 
" Seyyed Sultan, El-Imam," or ' I  El-Imam Sultln " (Sultan was his proper 
name). Seyyed Sa'Pd never acquired that title from 'his own people, but 
Europeans having become acctlstomed to it  through their intercourse with 
Mbkat during the reign of Imam Sultan continued to use it, and still fre- 
guently apply it to the existing ruler Thoweyni, although by the people of 
Amman and by the Arabs generally he is simply styled " Seyyed." 

Reply to the Queries of the Rev. G. P. Badger. 

Having passed a considerable time in, and journeyed slowly through, the 
region ip question, I reply, that, as far as I wnld make out, whether by myself 
or through the natives of the country- 

1. !The very name of Wadi Aftsn (in the localities where maps place it, as 
ill their neighbourhood) is almost unknown, the corresponding site being 
occupied by the valleys kno~vn as the Wadi Farouk, Ghour, Ghoweir, and 
P r t  of the Dahna. 

VOL. VIII. I 
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2. The watercourses of the Haaa and of Kathif spring, the former from the 
low mountain-range extendi from 8.8.~. to N.N.w., from below the fSchbbeh 
and Hofhouf towards ~ o u e i g t h o u ~ h  i t  doe8 not reach it , and is called the d D'ebel Moghazi where it  ranges highest (near Djoun) ; an the latter from the 
hiils above Kathif, a small range nearly parallel with the east ,  and the highest 
point of which is called Djebel Moschamf. 

Now, as the former mountain-chain (that which limits the province of Hasa 
to the interior) cuts across the imaginary course of Wadi Aftan nearly at  right 
angles, the waters of that valley (did it exist) could never reach Ham, much 
1 m  Kathif, but would have to flow 5.s.E. or N.N.w., and thus would go parallel 
to, not into, the Persian Gulf. 

In  fact, the Wadi Farouk, in its ultimate termination of the Ghour, is 
here stopped, and comes to an abrupt end as far as its easterly direction is 
ooncemed~ . 

3. Wadi Hanifeh is ordinarily deprived of water above the ground-level, 
though the numerous wells all along it  attest abundance of water at a very 
slight depth (varying from about 8 to 20 feet). When the water does flow, 
which happens occasionally in the winter, it is only for a few days, and as a 
torrent. Much rain fell about the 24th Nov. (1862), while I was at  Riadh, 
in the valley, and no water flowed. But the people said that it did some- 
times. 

Wadi Hanifeh is a valley of a Y shape. I t  bas a double origin ; but both 
branches belong to Djebel Toueik. The first originates between the Kasim 
and Sedeir (but is considered as belonging to the latter province), near Zulfeh, 
and comes down from N.N.E. to S.S.W. as far as Shakrah in the Wochem. 
Here it  joins with another valley, which originates below Oueixeh in the 
Kasim, near Douwademeh (these towns are somewhat misplaced on the map), 
and runs from E. to W. to Schakrah, where it  joins the other. A smaller 
valley comes in from Iiijuuc, on the Nejed pilgrim-road, running from S.W. to 
N.E. A11 this forms the Wadi Hanifeh, which begins, properly speaking, 
a t  Shakreh. I t  then runs S.E.E. to Melka, near Deraiyyeh in the Aaredh. 
Here it splits into two branches; one goes due E. to Deraiyyeh, the other 
S.E. to Riadh. These branches reunite a little below Riadh, near Selamiyyeh. 
Here runs in the Ouadi Solei, from the southern Yemamih; it  begins near 
the Houteh. Thus its direction is from S.E. to N.W. The united valley now 
loses the name of Hanifeh, and takes that of Solei ; then another (which I 
have forgotten), till i t  ends on the skirts of Djebel Toueik, which i t  has 
thus traversed in all directions, a t  the wells of Oueisit (at about 60 miles 
from Riadh), and is utterly lost in the Dahna. 

Hereabouts it  ought to join the Wadi Aftan ; but, as I have already said, 
that valley does not exist. Besides, the nature of the Dahna, loose, shifting 
hills of sand, here extending over a breadth of 25 to 30 miles, precludes any 
real valley. I t  is not till one has crossed the Dahna and the high open grounds 
beyond it  @ere called the Nefoud, though quite different from the Nefoud 
between the Djouf and Djobbeh both in character and in locality) that one 
finds the Wadi Farouk running, it  is true, from E. to w., but only for a short 
distance-about 15 miles, I should think, guessing by camel-pace. 

4. From a11 this it is evident, that (A) no sources oan be found to the 
Wadi Aftan, or to any corresponding valley, even though under another name. 
for there is none; (B that the Wadi Hanifeh, which really fills up (at leest 
in its continuation of adi Solei apart of that line, has its origin partly in the 
N.w., in Sedeir, and partly & b  in t e w., below the Kasim. And by that latter 
direction it does run on, as numerous Arabs of the country told me, as-far as 
the Meghasil, on the Mekka frontier. 

But below the mountains of Aasir, and near Kelaat Bischa, comrnek.es the 
long Wadi Dowasir, which then runs from S.W. to N.E. till it entangles, and 
ultimately loses itself in the Djebel Toweik, in the province of Afiadj, about 
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three days (camel-journey) to the 8.w. of Riadh. I visited that province (the 
A W j  and can affirm that there is no direct vaUey communication between 2 the adi Hanifeh (and consequently the Wadi Solei and supposed Aftan) and 
the Wadi Dowasir. So that the valley-line up to Kelaat Bischa and Aasir is 
cut off. There is a track indeed which leads thither from Riadh, but has to 
ascend the Djebel Toweik. 

5. As for the valley from Harik, I have already mentioned it. And I have 
too much reason to know it, having lain hidden for three anxious days in one 
of its winding recesses. I t  is the W d i  Solci The Arabs say that beyond 
Harik, to the s., it is lost in the Dahna, or great sandy desert of the s. Of 
which (D.V.) more hereafter. 

Note.-In a12 the t rue Nedjed (which consists of the provinces of Sedeir, 
Wochem, Afladj, and Aaredh-in a word, in the mountainous plateau, of an 
oval form called Djebel Toweik, and exchdes the Yemameh, Khorj, and Hank 
to Lhe a, ECasa to the E., and Ouadi Dowasir and Kwim to the s.w. and N.w., 
all these provinces being only called Nedjed, i m w l y ,  and by a sort of 
aWegative confusion), I have met with only one running stream-I mean 
running even in summer, and not as a mere winter-torrent. This one privi- 
leged stream was in the interior of the province of Sedeir, and high up in the 
steppes of Toweik. I t  had its rise at about three hours' distance from Mejmaa, 
the principal town of the province. Poor little thing I flowing out of its dark 
pool between its narrow and stony banks, it  seemed almost ss much surprised 
at finding itself thus straying to a distance from its source as I was at  seeing it. 
Nor did it  go far ; the gardens of Djeladjil, at a short day's distance, being des- 
tined to absorb it--happy, doubtless, in thus devoting its brief existence to the 
service of one of the most ancient towns of Central Arabia 

Nor did I hear of any other. As for the water-springs, often very abundant, 
of the Hasa and Kathif, they belong to quite another level, that of the sea- 
coast. Their origin is doubtless in the waters of the central plateau-there 
absorbed under ground, and here bursting out into daylight at a level of 
several hundred feet below the Nedjed. Those of Oman, again, belong exclu- 
sively to its high mountain-rang, from which they reach to the sea. And a 
few of them, as well aa all, or almost all, of Hasa and Kathif, are of a very 
high temperature. Omm Sabaa, a large source to the north of Hofhouf, a t  
about 6 miles' distance, is so hot as hardly to permit one to dip one's hand 
in it. 

W. G. PALORAVE, S. J. 
Paris, 3rd March, 1864. 

P.8.-It is a curious coincidence that Ihad been much prepossessed with the 
idea of Wadi Aftan and looked forward to exploring it.. But when, from the 
heights above Riadh, I first saw (on the morning of 13th Oct., 1862) the long 
blue range of Djebel Toweik far in the E., stretching due N. and 8. between us 
and the Ha=, as far as eye could reach, I felt my hopes fade away ; and my 
subsequent explorations only confirmed the effect produced by the firsl; general 
and distant outline of that region. W. G. P. 

3. Notes on the Language of South Africa. 
Extract of Letter from le &mmand. Doa JOBQS DE FIGAN~RE, H.CM.R.Q.8. 

(Communicated by the Chevalier Dupmt, F.na.e., H.M.F.M.'s Consul in 
London.) 

1 AM persuaded there is no similarity between the two languages of 
An 01s and Mozambique. h the study of the languages "Ambunda9' and lL Congoera,'' we have the 
following works ;- 
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' Dictionary of the Bunda's Language, or Angolense; translated into Fortu- 
guese and Latin.' Lisbon, 1804. 
' Collection of Grammatical Observations upon the Bunda Language of 

Angola; to which is added a Brief Dictionary of the Congaeza Language ; to 
which is added a Fourth Column, con,taining the Words of the Bunda's Lan- 
guage similar to those of the Congueza. Lisbon, 1805. 

Each work was composed by Friar Bemardo Maria de Cannacatim, Apostolic 
Missionary of the Angola and Congo Mission. 

'Art of the Angola Language.' Lisbon, 1697. By the Jesuit Pedro Dias. 
' The Nation of Angola  sufficient!^ instructed in the Mysteries of our Holy 

Faith! Lisbon, 1642. By the Jesuit Antonio de Conto. 
Christian Doctrine, newly translated in the Language of tlie Kingdom of 

Congo by order of Padre Matheus Cordozo, Theologist of the Company of 
~esus.' Lisbon, 1624. Published at Rome in the year 1650. 
' Explanation of the Christian Doctrine in Portuguese and Angolense, for 

the use or the Missions in the Interior of Angola.' Lisbon, 1855. Repro- 
duction of another in Latin, Ambunda, and Portuguese, printed in the year 
1784, supposed to be in Rome ; with a print by Francesco de Saelis Ferreira ; 
and an Appendix, forming a Guide of Conversation in the two languages, Por- 
tuguese and Angolense. 

With respect to the languages of Mozambique, Sebastiao Xavier Botetho, a t  
page 386 of his excellent work 'Statistical Memorandum upon the Portu- 
guese Dominions of Oriental Africa,' printed in 1835, haa the following: " As 
i t  is very difficult to discover t.he origin of the languages spoken by the 
various people of Oriental Africa, we are of opinion, founded on the best 
authority, that the Caffre language is the common origin of the languages of 
all this region, but divided into so many dialects that the various tribes are 
almost entirely unintelligible to one another." 

When the Arabs took possession of this part of the globe, they gave to 
the nations the name of Caffres, or Unbelievers of the Koran, and at the same 
time imposed on them their habits and their language, which is very different 
from the language spoken by the Moors of Morocco and of all the Barbary 
coast; so that we now find considerable sinlilarity between many A n b  and 
Caffre words. 

Generally, the Caffre dialects are composed of words very short, sweet, and 
sonorous, as they are very rich in rowels, simple, and pen, pronounced with 
a sharp accent on the penultimate syllable ; not thmugi the nose nor guttunl, 
with the exception of the Hottentot's dialect, which is spoken through the 
nose and the throat, some of these being even pronounced with a whistling sound 
entirely unknown in European languages. The dialect of the Caffres of Santa 
Luzia river, in the territories of the King Capela Inyack and Matola, and at the 
Bay of Sourengo Marques, is derived from the dialect Makove, having all of 
them their common origin in the language of Hottentots ; they keep the nasal 
sound as well as the guttural, but they differ in the accentuation and termina- 
tion of the words. 

The natives of Inhambane, the Landins, and those who inhabit the low and 
high " Quiteve," pronounce their words with greater suavity, and their dialect 
is a mixture of the language of Monamotapa and Matibana. All the Caffre 
inhabitants of the lands near the mountains of " Lupata " have dialects derived 
from the Monomotap, such aa the dialect Mongo, used by the Caffres who live 
near Rios de Senna ; the dialect Bororo, used by the Caffres of the same name 
who inhabit the lands between " Rios di Senna " and " Tete," the most civi- 
lised of all the Caffres, and the only one that observe some rules of syntax in 
their discourses ; the dialect Moviza, which is almost the pure Monomotapa, 
because those CatTres traffic continually throughout all that immense region; 
the dialect Maravi, the population using which inhabit one-half of that large 
tract which extends to Algoa. 
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The natives of the kingdom of Zinganissa, Cotango, and Abutua speak, with 
very little difference, the Monomotapa lan age. It should be noted that this 
laupage is more cultivated than all the o$eq as it can boast of particles. 

The Csffree of Tete, Senna, and Quilimane have dialects derived from this 
same language, mixed with words of other dialects of Caffres in the neighbur- 
hood, but with eo little affinity that they do not understand one another. Of 
all the dialects of the Caffreg but very few are understood away from the 
territories that they inhabit. 

At Quilimane, in the interior and along the coast, are the temtories of 
Matibana, now incorporated in the kingdom of Mmua; and farther in the 
interior ,there is the kingdom of Mojan, comprehending an immense temtory 
extending to the coast of Mozambique, possessed by a great many chiefs, as far 
as the neighburhood of Melinde, and southward to the mouth of the Zambezi 
river. 

All these C a k ,  by contact with the A r a b  of Quitnngonha and Bancedo, with 
whom their temtonea are conterminous, and by the neighbonrhood of the Portu- 
guese, to whom they are mbjects and tributaries, have mixed their language, 
which is Monomotapa, with Arabic words and Portuguese, altered in the termi- 
nations, augmented with particles so various t.hat each of those people has a par- 
ticular dialect, except the Macuaa, who live near the ses, whose language is also 
that of the Caffres of Quil8a, Sofala, and Mozambique. Near the kingdom Macua 
is that of Maurusa, a savage nation, which in the sixteenth century invaded 
Quiloa, Melinde, and all the coast of Zanzibar. Their language is entirely 
unknown, and quite different from all the others in accentnation and pronun- 
ciation. The general opinion is that it  is derived from the Macua, Hottentot, 
and Arabic language, as spoken by the CaEres of Mogadoxo, Tungene, and 
as far as the coast of Mom* (Mombaa), in the middle of which are 
situated their territories ; besides, the language Majojo, apoken by the natives' 
of Mombap, Tungue, the islands of Zanzibar, Pemba, Monfia, An ane, Co- 
mom, and Yulali is a mixture of the dialect Macua and of the ~ r a g c  idioma, 
but very much corrupted. The inhabitants of our islands of C a b  Delgado 
epcak this dialect with very little difference. 
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The WESIDENT said the Secretsry would read a short communication u p  a 
subject which had attracted some attention among geographers, as to a lake 
having two issues. Various papers upon the point had appeared in the 
' Athexmum ' and other journals ; and the gentleman who made this com- 
munication mentioned two instances of the kind, which had come under 
his o m  observation in Norway. 
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110 ScOlT ON AN OVERLAND EXPEDITION [A 11,1864. I 
MB. ~ O O D ~  then read the following 

Wtcr fm E A E D ~  T. BLACKWELL, ESQ, to SIB RODGBICK I. MWCBIIWIH. 

8, Upper Park Place, Richmond. March 14th. 1864. 

Snt,-My attention waa called laet summer to certain letters in the 
Athenmum,' questioning the ~crmmcy of Captain Speke's awertion, that the 

great lake l1 Nyanza," in Central Africa, had mom than one outlet. I aee also 
that this subject ia touched upon in the Prmeediiga of the Royal Geographical 
Wiety, issued the 25th of February this year. 

I t  has been represented to me that mention should be made of a faot, known 
to .myself (and probabl to others in thin country), that lakes having more 
th. one outlet owu in KomP.  

The m a t  interesting of these lakea is called the " ~ e - v a e r k s - v d , "  lies 
under 62" 13' north latitude, and is c l w  to the high road connecting the 
valleys of Gulbrandsdal and Romsdd. The conaidexable rivers "Longen, and 
"Rauma," escape from o p i t e  ends of the lake, the latter reaching the 
Atlantic by the Romsdal*~ [ordat ~ e b l ~ n e a  ; while the former, after a longer 
course in a south-easterly direction, eventually joins the Glommen, which 
enters the sea near the Swedish frontier. 

Thus the whole of Nornay mtb of these rivers may be eaid to be an island. 
I sho~lld mention that the sheet of the Norwegian Government Map (Amts- 

kart) showing this, is iu my hands in England ; and I shall be happy to send 
it to yourself, or to any other gentleman desirous of euch codmation of my 
statement 

I remain, Sir, yonn with the greatest respect, 
(Signed) EAEDLEY T. BLACKWELL. 

The P R E ~ E N T  mid that, a t  b former meeting of the Society, Colonel Lefro 
mentioned avva in North America with which he was perfectly well a q u a i n 4  
and other gentlemen had affirmed that there were lakes in different parts of the 
world that had two iasues. I t  must constantly happen, where the watershed 
is a t  no great elevation, that the deterrninatioa of the water to me side or the 
other is a phenomenon that might easily occur. 

MB DUNCAN thought the case just recorded hardlylmre reference to the out- 
lets we had heard of from Captain Speke. The outlets were both in one 
direction, while moat of those we had heard of flowed in different directions. 
The PBEBWENT said, Chptain Speke had never aaserted that there were two 

distinct outlets in one direction; he only examined one outlet himself, the other 
he only heard of from t natives. I t  rested, therefore, upon no real authority 
that the two outlets h a& e mme dimtion. 

The first Paper read was- 

1. On an Overlana ExpBditkm from Port Donison to & h g h  Bay in 
Quamland. By A. J. Scorn, 

Communicated through the b m l o n ~  OPPICJL 

TJJE Expedition, which waa under the leadership of Mr. Dalrymple, 
was undertaken with the object of ascertaining whether there wan 
the possibility of e~tablishing a dray-road from the Valley of Lagoons 
to Itockingham Bay, which the writer deaoribed as a first-class port, 
only 75 miles distant from the Lagoons; while Port Denison, the 
present port of shipment, is upwards of 200 miles. The Paper' was 
accompanied by an official letter on the subject of the expedition, 
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from hie Excellency Sir George Bowen to the Duke d Newoed$ 
from which the following aret extracts + 

" The atation occupied by Mr. Scott and his e m ,  on which 
they have already p l d  above 25,a)O sheep and cattle, ia situated 
at  a distance of more tban 1000 milee from Brisbtule, in the h e  
pastola1 country surrounding the (Valley of lap on.^,' on the 
badtic table-land first discomred by Dr. Leiohhardt. n i s  pi& 

and beautiful plateau, though so far within the tropicr (h Valley 
of Lagoone lying between the 18th and 19th degrees sf south 
latitude), enjoys a healthy and delightful climate, owing to ita mar 
siderable elevation abore the level of tbe ses  In  June Mr. Scott 
found the water of the Lagoon somatimw fr- over in the morning 
with ice that would bear a pebble thrown on it. The preslen6 port 
of shipment for the Kennedy Diatriot i e  the tawa of Bowen, at Part 
Denison, dietant above 300 miles ; while Roohgbrwa Bw is distwt 
lese than 100 miles from the Valley of Lagoons. Paressaing @at it 
would become an object of vibl importance to tbe eattlers is the 
northern part of the Kennedy District to have s nearer port of 
shipment, I carefully examined the neighbouring ooast in Septes;lber, 
1862, in conjunction with tbe late Commodore Burnet&, on my return 
in HM.8.  Pionesr from my expedition to Cape York. Commodom 
Burnett was of opinion that there are two gwd anchoragee ip 

Rockingham Bay, at either of which a part might be 0 p ~ n e d  It 
remained to disoover a gap praoticable for bullock-drays in the 
mountain-range which rune pamllel to the coast, and thir was t & ~  
main object of the expedition described in the e~dosed  Report A 
ship will shortly be despatched to meet another averland party et 
&kingham Bay, where a new port will probably be opened b the 
murse of the year 1864." 

The Paper, after deeoribing the overland ooqrse fmm Port 
Denison to the Valley d Lagoons, proceeded to narrate the journey 
in search of a pasaage through the coast-range. A detaohment of 

psrty ht marched to Mount Lang, 30 miles dietant from the 
Lakes, with a view to sscertaining from its ~ummit the most pmcti- 
cable mute. Mount Lang is a hill composed of basaltic rock and 
lava, rising abruptly to the height of about 800 feet from the table- 
land. =. Soott supposed i t  to be the crater of an extinct voloano, 
and mentioned having three times crossed s t r e w  of lava flowing 
from the northward into the Valley of Lagoons. Deep fissures and 
chaems occur frequently in these streams, some of which are full of 
water, grean, clear, and of immense depth ; the vigonr of the vege- 
tation proving that there must be perennial water everywhere 
benwth. The treea am of great size, and an idb i te  vfhriety of 
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flowering ahrube, some of them of great beauty, c l o t h  the sides and 
the tope of the lava-streams. On reaching the summit of Mount L m g  
a deer view of the &range to the east was obtained, distant about 
40 miles, and a low gap was d i v e r e d ,  towards which the whole 
party then directed their step. The needle, when placed on the 
rocke, was found to be deflected four points easterly,--a circum- 
~ O B  which Mr. Scott believes to have led Leichhardt to place Mount 
Lang eeveral milea too far to the weetward. The region between 
the Lakes m d  the coasbrang is undulating, aud consists of open 
fomt  country, with long narrow plains, and rich abundant pasture. 
I n  traversing it they met with several camps of natives, who resort 
here to hunt kangaroos, and who are a fine, athletic race, of much 
lighter colour than the natives of the south. In  some of the camps 
repmentations of men and women in the attitudes of the corro- 
boree " were seen, drawn with a sharp stone on the inside of box- 
bark. About 9 miles from the junction of the Great Antill Creek 
with the Burdekin they came upon a chain of lagoons, the southern- 
most of which, about 3 miles in circumference, was named by the 
party " Lake Lucy." Beyond this the travelling became very difficult, 
owing to the boggy nature of the soil; and at a point distant only 
20 miles from the Pelican Lakes (their first starting-point) the party 
were compelled to retrace their steps to the Valley of the Burdekin 
in search of a more practicable route to the north-east. The 
valley of the river itself seemed to offer the desired opening. It 
averaged about 2 miles in breadth. Nnmerous lagoons, covered 
with water-lilies of various kinds, lay along both sides of the 
channel, and there was most excellent pasture. The country on 
the tops of the ridges which bounded the valley was of a very 
inferior description, the gram being worthless for pasturage and the 
timber st~~nted. During two days they were obliged to travel along 
the valley, but afterwards, h d i n g  the ground more h on the tops 
of the ridges, they ascended, and thus advanced 25 miles to the 
north-east. At this point they came upon a branch of the Burdekin 
flowing from the south-east, and found extreme difficulty in fording 
it, owing to the boggy nature of its banks. From their encamp- 
ment on the right bank of this stream they heard the distant roar of 
waters, which was afterwards ascertained to proceed from a cascade 
20 miles away. Continuing their course next day, 15 miles to the 
north-east, among the hills of t,he coast-range, they encamped at a 
point where a view of the sea was obtained, Goold Island being 
distinctly visible. A deep gorge was then seen stretching to 
the north-west, between their position and the highest part of the 
m b r a n g e  ; the sides were precipitous, and about 1000 feet high. 



Through this gorge flows, in its course towcude Rockingham Bay, e 
large river, which Mr. Scott supposed to be the same that formed 
the large waterfall in escaping from the table-land through the 
coast-range. The party now descended in a thick fog to a ma l l  
valley at-the foot i f  the range. On following the stream flowing 
through this valley for a few miles, they discovered that it must be 
one of the heads of the Burdekin ; so the obvious inference was, 
that they might have followed the river up to this point without 
crossing the h g e  at all. The country now opened out, and a 
succession of lightly-timbered forest-ridges waa seen, abundantly 
grassed and watered by small streams. They continued their 
&urney to the south-e&, and at a distance of 15 miles from their 
previous encampment passed over to the watershed of Rockingham 
Bay. The land on the ooast was flat, and apparently swampy. I n  
the range was an opening formed by the valley of the large river, 
already mentioned, flowing from the westward. Mount Lang bore 
a little to the north of west, and Goold Island nearly due east. 
To the eouth-west Mr. Scott could trace the vallcy of the Burdekin 
the whole way to the Pelican Lakes, by which a road might be 
obtained without any obstacle. I t  w& impossible, however, to 
reach the coast, owing to the impenetrable tropical juhgle extending 
on all sides ; an attempt was made, but they were obliged to desist, 
and finally to return to the station in the Valley of Lagoons. The 
author concluded by declaring the intention of himself and party 
to undertake another journey for the purpose of opening a road; 
adducing, in proof of the necessity of the road, the rapid progress 
of settlements in this extremely rich pastoral district. I n  three 
years the stations of the Queensland colonists had been pushed for- 
ward 500 miles towarb the north, and a territory aa large as the 
British Isles had been during the last two years more or less densely 
occupied by the flocks and herds of the squatter. In  another year 
the advancing settlementa would reach the shores of the anlf of 
Carpentaria. 

The PBESIDEHT said that the Paper was of great value, not 01-11 from the 8 character of the gentleman, who is a Fellow of the University of xford and 
a settler in the country, but from the very clear manner in which he had 
described the products of the country. He had proved himself a good 
geogiapher in determining all the positions that he visited, by latitude and 
longitude. It was a valuable addition to our knowledge of Australia, and 
showed how inviting a field for colonisation Queenslaud must be. ?'he author 
stated that the clin~ate agreed well with Europeans, and that large flocks of 
sheep are thriving in that very latitude in which some gentlemen thought sheep 
could not flourish. 

SIR CHARLES NICHOLSON suggested that the &cussion should be taken after 
the next Paper had been read. 



The seoond Paper read was- 

2. A Conununicationfrom SIB GEORGE BOWEN to thd DUKE of N E ~ K C ~ E .  
Containing Reports upon the Formation of a New Settiement at 
Cape York, at the Northernmoat point of the Anstralian Con- 
tinent ; and upon the completion of the Survey of the Inside of 
the Great Barrier Reef, off the North-east Coast, by Commander 
ROBIXSOX, B.N. 

Communicated through the COLONIAL OPPICE. 

TRE suggestion of a station near Cape Pork was made by Sir 
George Bowen, Governor of Queensland, in a despatch of 4th April, 
1860; and the Lords of the Treasury and Admiralty having con- 
curred in the general project., his Excellency and Commodore 
Burnett (the senior naval officer in Australia) received instructions 
to vieit the district with a view to ~soertaining the best site for an 
establishment. The voyage of inspection was made on board H.M.S. 
P w m  in A u p t  to October, 1862, and t b  result was communicated 
in  a series of reports, h m  which the following are extracta 

SIB GEOSOE BOWEN relates that having embarked in Moreton Bay 
on 27th Auguat, and fallen in with the south-east trade-wind, the 
Pioneff made a good passage under canvas, inside the Great Barrier 
Reef, to Booby Island, in Torres Straits, the farthest limit to the 
north-west of the jurisdiction of Queenslaud. From the 10th to the 
22nd September the ship was at anchor near Cape York, principally 
in Evans' Bay and Port Albany, during which time he and Commo- 
dore Burnett carefully examined the neighbourhood of the north- 
eastern point of the Australian continent. They-came to the con- 
clusion that the proper site for the projected settlement was Port 
Albany, which combined almost all the required adventages. Close 
to the landing-place was found good and safe anchorage, sheltered 
from all winds, for a limited number of vessels: while whole fleets 
%might ride safely at anchor, at  no great distance, in Evans' Bay 
during the south-east monsoon, or in Newcastle Bay during the 
north-west monsoon. There is also abundant pasturage, good soil 
tor @ens, and plenty of timber, stone, and lime, both on Albany 
Island a d  on the mainlaud, from which the island is sepamted by 
.a deep channel only one-third of a mile broad. The temperature 
was remarhbly cool for the tropics and healthy for Europeans, 
.khe thermometer marking never above 85" during the expedition. 
Above all, 8 plentiful and evidently never-failing supply of fresh 
water was found, although their v$it was at the close of an un- 
.usually dry season. Near the north-east point of Albany Island a 
rill of. pure water, fringed with flowering shrubs and gmm, 
trickles ,over the oliff into a 4 .natural reservoir, which was 
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named the " Fountsin of Arethwa," from its close resemblance to 
the E~rneric fovptais in Ithaca. T4e place chosen for the proposed 
settlernewt was on the bank irnmsdiatsly over the anchorap at 
Port Albany; bvt ttbq future town-destined, perhaps, to be one 
.day $he Siqppore of Aplstr@lia-would b&tless grow up on both 
ei&a of the parrow obannel separating Albqny Islad from the 
,main)apd. Jt would be named bmerset, in ackpnwledgment of 
$he qediness witb which the present First Lord of the Admiralty 
b d  l e a  his aid b ap undertaking .of ew4 great importance to the 
b@r&a of the British Eplpire in Austn+lL. Very friendly rela- . 
tiom were established witb the s,mgll tribe of aborigines freqwnting 
the neighbourhoad, and the party were enabled commu~icaQ 
with them by the belp of the escellent ~ocabulary of their dialect 
pristed. in the Appendix to the 'Voyage of H.U.6. Ratths~ake.' 
Their physical chamoteristic~ differed in no essentjal respect from 
tboae of the wmo race elsewhere ; but their arms, woes, a d  other 
implements were of a somewhat better description. The general 
aspeat of the cowt along ~ h i c h  the Pioneer sailed, in the vopge to 
and from Cape York for nearly 3000 miles, resembled that of 
Bouthem Italy and Greece. The mountain-range? of ,northern 
Queendad have much of the picturesque outline and rich colouring 
of the Apennines in Cahbria, and of the hills of E u b w  and of 
$he Psloponnesus; while the group of islands through which they 
$h.readed their way often reminded them of the bh' of the ,d3geaq 
and Ionian seas. 

COM-VRE B B B ~ T  repofts that, having decided to examine 
&st that part of the mainland of the northern extremity of bus- 
itrG.4 which lies to the wkstward of C a p  York, inside Endeavoir 
St+it, the Pionew proceeded, gn tbs 10th September, from Booby 
Island to fm opesjng on the said mainland in longitude 142O 12' 20': 
which proved to be tao shallow for the light boats to get more than 
on9 mile up in salt water, although the Pwwr (drawing 12 feet) 
mchored within two cables' length of its entrance. Hence, on the 
Baqe day? the ship was taken to and anchored within the channel of 
Paymgn Island, inside of which Simpson's Bay is marked on the 
&lmiralky chart. ]luring the 12th September lines of soundings, 
hken across Simpson's Bay, showed that it is a worthlam anchorage, 
full sf shoals and very irr&ulqr soundings, and fit only for very small 
c@t. The whole south cow of Endeavour Strait is y a y  sandy close 
to the sea, with numerous salt-water creeks, into some of which light 
,boats pay ggt. From the appearqnce of the wuths of many of 
the% apql from the grass growing near them, he felt satisfid that + 
p e s t  of fret$ water must find its way by them to the ma frt 
.c?tajn sq~oprir. -From the 12th to the 15th .September thg ship wag 
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anahored at Evans' Bay, the country about which was examined, 
and small supplies of fresh water found in holea (i. e. native wells), 
in the two positions only marked in the Admiralty plan of the bay. 
Whilst anchored here he vieited what has been described in the 
Anstralien Dimtory ' as Mew Rivnlet," but found the water 

'perfectly salt. Evans' Bay was a moderately good but contracted 
anchorage, with poor holding-ground, and quite exposed to winds 
from the north-east and east, The ship then proceeded to Port 
Albany, and Albany Island was traversed in all directions. He 
found, in company with Sir George Bowen, numerous springs of 
excellent water, which appeared to be never-failing, although the 
dry season was at this time at  its height. Albany Pass waa a 
spacious and fair roadstead, with nowhere more than 13 fathoms a t  1 
low water. Port Albany is oonvenient for large steamers, and ita 1 
adjacent bays on Albany Island are good and safe for small craft. 
The mainland from Bishop Point to Vallack Point was next exa- 1 
mined. In Shallow Bay no fresh water was found. In Somerset I 

Bay fresh water seems good and abundant at two places. In Fresh- 
water Bay was found abundance of fresh water breaking through 
the sand at different parts of the beach, and also small streams 
apparently coming from swampy ground. The best site for the first 
est,ablishment of a healthy station would be on Seymour Point, 
Albany Island. I 'his point is not commanded by any height near 
it, and has open forest country close inland from i t  on Albany 
Jsland. 

Ma. WALTER HILL, Director of the Botanic Gardens of Brisbane. 
who accompanied the expedition as botanist, states that he carefull; 
examined Albany Island during three days, and found it upwards of 
three miles in length and one mile in its greatest breadth. Its out- 
line is irregular, from t.he number of bays with small rocky headlands. 
The land consists of three-fourths open forest, the rest being scrub. 
Several hundred acres of the open ground have scarcely a tree upon 
them, and are thickly covered with excellent grasses suitable for 
grazing purposes. The greater part of the soil consists of red sandy 
loam, mixed with small ironstone nodules, and varies from 6 to 15 
inches in depth. In addition to grazing capabilities, there are 
several spots where the soil is well adapted for the growth of most 
useful vegetable productions. The rocks are either a stratum of 
ironstone in irregular masses, or a very coarse sandstone. The 
latter is suitable for building purposes. On the eastern side of the 
bland are large beds of coral, of the best description for making 
lime. During three other days he extended his researches to two 
or three miles into the interior of the mainland opposite Albany 
Island. One important result was the finding of two fresh-water 
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streams, about 8 feet wide, and running in different directions : one 
emptying itself about one mile from Fly Point, the other nearly 
opposite Port Albany. The latter waters a fine valley, where trees 
grow in great luxuriance. Along the valley are some beautiful 
clear flats, with fine open forest ground. The soil of these flab is 
of great depth, and consists of black loam. The variety of trees on 
the mainland is much greater, and they are of a better description 
for building purposes than tho& found on Albany Island. Between 
Mount Bremer and Evans' Bay, close to Cape York, there is a belt 
of scrub and a trrtct of forest. The soil here consists of rich black 
sandy loam, about 24 inches in depth. The soil a t  Evans' Bay is not 
adapted for the cultivation of any plants that are used for commer- 
cial purposes, on account of its general sterility; but fresh water of 
excellent quality was found in two native wells in the scrub at the 
back of the beach. 
CAPTAIN ROBINSON, commander of the Pioneer, subsequently ad- 

dressed several communications to Sir George Bowen on the subject 
of the new settlement, and also on the inner route for ve8eela inside 
the Great Barrier Reef. In the first, dated May loth, 1863, he 
describes the manner in which he had executed the mission 
entrusted to him of planting fruit and cotton trees on Albany 
Island ; concluding by saying that this work wonld, in one or two 
years, prove of inestimable value to mariners and crews of ships 
passing from all portions of the world, who, Githout diverging-5 
miles from their &rse, would then obtain the supplies they lnost 
need, and which cannot now be obtained at a less distance than 
1500 miles. In the second letter, dated July 2nd, 1863, he de- 
scribes the advantages which the inner route offers to the colonists 
of Queensland. He first reverts to the publicly-expressed opinion 
of Commodore Burnett, that the Great Barrier Reef, hitherto re- 
garded by seamen as a bugbear, was one of Queensland's greatest 
blessings, being a natural breakwater to the South Pacifio Ocean, 
and m&ing the intervening sea from the Percy Islands to Cape 
Pork one great and secure harbour. The greater safety of the " inner " 
over the outer" route appears to be allowed by everybody; but 
it was supposed to have a disadvantage in ships being obliged to 
anchor five or six times, causing a loss of time. But there is in 
reality no loss of time, and i t  is better to have the trouble of 
anchoring five or six'times in secure w a h  than to endure the 
anxieties of the outer route, where, after all, anchoring has to be 
resorted to three times, exposed to the ocean-swell, which sets with 
much violence against the reef. According to the ' Australian 
Sailing Directory,' twenty-one days is a fair passage from Sydney 
to Booby Island by the outer route," and twenty-five to thirty 



d y e  a folir pamge by the " inner route ;" but the shoz-bst passage 
h o w p  w(u1 performed by the inner route, aamely, by H,M.S. Rattle- 
m L  snd t w o  merchant-&ips, which cleared Booby Island o n  the 
tweiftb day after lesving 8ydney. The advaneee end facilities 
~e very greak fw the establishment by 6 polonid cojnppny of a line 
rPf & w w m  tg r ~ 9  fortnjghhly  be^^ Bybey nd S ~ Q ~ ~ I B ,  t id 
icae"iun~rmte,"elndCBpsTTork, 

T h e  'P~EBWZNT soie he was happy b dnd that the view of Sir George 
Bowen, tiha enlightened Governor of Queenslsnd, were sustained bg w t h  great 
aavd Writieg as be? quoted, and particularly by the Hydrographer t9 
$he Admualhy, Cs tiun R~chards, whose report upon the subject he was sure 
would be consider2 of national value. 

BIB CII~IOLIW NICHOLBON said the difficaltzee which wen, encountered by 
Mr. $3c&b in a~dsavouring to get from the wt-v dowp to Pockjnghsm 
,Bey wers precisel thow which might have been predicated by any one a t  all 
conmrsant with d e  physical geography of Australia. The great coast-range, 
extending from Cape Pork on the north, down to Wilson'a P r o m d r y  on the 
sputh, exieto with scarcely any intenuption, forming sp abrupt ewrpment 
iowrds the sea, and gradually trending off to the lains in the interior. In  
colwising the cowtry from the mast the great di&lty has always been to 
get over this great barrier. The first colonists of New South Walea occupied 
the m t r y  in the neighbourhhood of Sydney for twenty-five years before they 
were able to get across the Blue Mountaim. I t  is only on two or three points, 
where fivers make their way to the coast, that access is afforded into the 
interior. One of these points is the valley of the Fitzroy River; there is a 
deprewion there in the c o a e t - r q ,  and faailitiea are afforded for getting into 
$he interior plains of the country. I t  was this difficulty of gettino a c w  the 
dividing range which led to such disastrous results in the expedGon under- 
taken by 'Mr. Kennedy, who ultimately perished in his exploration farther 
sorCB. T b  description given by Mr. Scott and his companion Mr. I)alrymple, 
wbo is w d  known in *e history of Australian expeditions, ia confirmatory of 
tb statements made by Leichhardt, who first discovered the country, and who 
gave the names quoted by Mr. Scott, the Lynd, the Mitchell, the Gilbert, and 
the Bdekin .  Leichhardt described this cenfml country as d eurpassing 
beauby, and as ooagetiug of barrdti~ t ab l~ lmd.  $e was afraid Mr. Scott 
rather under-estimated tho difficulties of getting from the dividing range dowh 
@ the coast; probably tbe only way would be to approach from the coast 
upwards, following the course of some river which found its way into the see 
@ that point. I t  was interesting to observe how rapidly tbe process of explora- 
tion a ~ d  oacupation.is goipg .on in this magnificent xegion. Be was afraid 
$most to speak of lts future destinies. He had had opportunities of seeing 
considerable portions of Austmlia. and he had never seen any mrt  whioh 
impreseedl hi& so muoh with i& v a t  capabilities as the eoGhirn part of 
QUBBP~~+II~.  No doubt there would be difficulties with reference to the 
climate. It. was impossible to igsore the fact that it is a tropical region. and 
if agriculture Is to 'be pursued in t h a t  country, he believed it  would not 
h by 3y A n g ~ a x c m  population, kt .by game h i a k  race, proWly tbe 
F;fiiuw. 

T& J?B$SDENT : But a0 a pastoral country? 
SIR CHARLES NICHOLSON: As a pastoral country, no doubt, i t  could be 

occupied by Europeans. Unfortunately, tibe rivers which fall into the Gulf of 
.Csrp&wk have bars at  their mouths ; $herpfore, unless more easy aqess were 
fowd into the interior, i t  wv not probable that gny towns would be formed 
there. The most likely place for a settlement on the Gulf of Carpentaria 



would be at fn'vdgator Strait. R e  wss glad to find that so mu& emphasie 
had .been laid upon the utilising of the msgnificent route for navigation on 
the eRst coaat provided by the Banier Reef, extending a thousand miles in 
length, and securing tronquil watm and M o m  from the annoyances and 
dangers of a sea-voyage. Government had been somewhat remiss in not 
eshBLishii more actively a line of &am-wmmmicrtion by this route. Pro- 
gress, however, is being d e .  We have now steam all the way m w d  along 
the eonth oaast, and up as far =.Port Denison. The mxt point would be 
Rockingbsm Bay, aad then Cape York; and then they would sae what a 
h r t  disknee it wes from Cape York to Timor, with whi& the Dutch Govern- 
medt has a fortnightly atearn-eomanunicatim. The Dutch G o ~ e r ~ m e n t  h9d 
just made a w n M  with an EngliRb Company for a lina of ateameril to 
h r e r a e  regularly the whole of the islandr with which they have wnnsxion in 
the Eastern Arohipelsgo. As theae steamers would m e  within a&& distance 
o f  the coast of Australia, i t  would be an opprobrium and sandal b the English 
Government if they did not take the o p r t u n i t  of extending steam-corn- 
mnaioa*iaa r p  to that point. He dso hoped t L t  Government might he 
i n d d  to take some steps wi& a view .to the exploration of New Guinea. 

Ca~ram RICHARDB said, on his return from America, P short time since, he 
had permission to come home by way of Auatmlia, on purpose to pase through 
the inner mk, with the view of forming an opinion as to its practicability for 
navigation, and also respecting the formation of a settlement a t  Cape York. 
He paseed through the route, and he considered it a very easy route, free from 
any difficulties in the way of navigation. The action of the Gwemment in 
e e n h g  out an expedition a few months rtgo on purpose to estahliah a colony a t  
Cape York, and to maintain communication between it and Moreton Bay, was 
.one d %be most imprtant things that had been undertaken for the last fifty 
years. Until that settlement was established the country to the north could 
m t  be-opened, for there was no nearer ouP& at present for the produce of the 
conntry than Mmeton Bay and Port Denison. He knew Mr. Scott very well ; 
'he waa a wealthy and an enterprising man, and a first-rate wool-grower. He 
met  him .rvt B r i s k  ; and he also saw Sir George Bowen, and he might Iw 
allowed k, say that too much credit could n& be given to him for all that he 
-hsd done for the colony. 

m e  PBEE~ENT asked if Cao* E k h d a  ans of opinion that the inner 
Jrrute was the pferable one. 

CAFTAIH R ~ c m a u s  said that he prekrred theinner route himself. There waa no 
doubt, as soon as there waa a settlement at  Cape York, that ateam-mmunication 
would be established with Moreton Bay. Be thought it  very probable, however, 
thak mail- acketa from Singapore would take the outer route, and theit the inner 
.route wouh be taken for the eastern coast navigation. The attempts made to 
colonize North Australia during the la& twenty-five yeara had failed because . of the want of communication with other p t s  d the world, but now every- 
thing was favourable in that reepect, and he thought the p m n t  attempt was 
made in the right lam. Ten years ago Brisbaue was a village ; it had now a 
population of SO,& people. Port Denison had been established two m three 

ears, ant¶ in fire or six years it would perhaps be 8s populous se Brisbane. 
%here was another point at Endeavour River favourable for a settlement ; and 
he believed in twenty years' time the whale w t  would be ss thbkly popu- 
kted up to Cape York as it was at  points lower down. I t  was his opinion, tmd 
he M w e d  it had been proved, that it was in vain to attempt the colonization of 
8 country until that great precursor of oivilimtion and commerce had been 
achieved, viz., the nautical survey of its shorea. Twenty years ago thk inner 
m e  from Cape York to Moretan Bay waa the most intricate in the world; 
Bow it was as eaay to navigate as the English ChanneL Silently but steadily 
WE great work had been progrming during them long years, and it  was unde  
&blyone of the moat gigantic and splendid undertakings ever carried out by 
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any nation. I t  had been accomplished by Captains Blackwood, Owen Stanley, 
and others, whose names in wnnexion with it  would never be forgotten. He 
was glad to rewgnise among those present Commander Evans, one of the most 
able and eminent of those officers who had laboured in T o m  Strait with the 
late lamented Captain F m c i s  Price Blackwood. 

The P~CSIDENT was sure the had listened with great attention to what had 
fallen from Captain Richards. He believed with that officer that comparatively 
few pemns were acquainted with the labours of the distinguished men engaged 
in the nautical survey of this want. They were not unknown, however, to the 
true geographer, who would ever cherish the recollection of these bold and 
scientific seamen, by whose labours them coasts had been rendered navigable 
to all the nation0 of the earth. He was particularly grsteful to Captain Richards 
for having called attention to the feata of his predecessors, which had been 
admirably brought to a completion by Captain Richards himself. 
Ma. J. CEAWFURD said he believed it to be i m p i b l e  to colonise tropical 

regions with the Anglo-Saxon race. They were too hot for Ewopesns to 
inhabit and multiply in. Sir Charles Nicholson admitted that it  would be 
necesary to get Chinese to do the labour. I t  would not be a European wlonisa- 
tion, where the majority of labourers were Chinese. There would be two dis- 
tinct rsces ; the Chinese would be the helots, and we should be the masters. 
I t  was said the thermometer was never higher than 85O, but they had not been 
told how low it  fell. 

SIR CHARLES NICHOLBON said it  had been stated that the creeks were 
covered with ice at Table-land. 

MR. CRAWFURD mid that the Table-land was only 2000 feet high, consequently 
the fall of the thennometer could never be more than 40 or 5O. With respect to 
the question of sheep and wool, and cattle, he must confeas he was su6rised 
to hear of the vast flocks that were being driven up to the fifteenth degree of 
latitude. He ventured to say that a t  the fifteenth degree of latitude, even at 
2000 feet above the level of the sea, no great quantity of wool would ever be 
produced. He admitted that the sheep would thrive there, get fat, and furnish a 
large carcase ; but why should it  produce wool, which it  did not want ? The ex- 
pectation of forming a second Singapore at  Cape York seemed futile, for what 
produce were the steamers to get there? Cape York would only be of advan- 
%me as a poi% of call to British ships paseiug through Torres Straits. With 
reference to establishing steam-communication with the Dutch possessions, 
why Timor, the nearest island, was 1000 miles distant. 

C m a m  EVANS said there was one point deserving of interest in connexion 
with the settlement at  Cape York, and that was New Guinea. About 100 
miles from Cape York were the mouths of a vast river, which he in vain 
endeavoured to w e n d  with his ship owing to the shallowness of the water. 
The boata went up, and they found a large population, and the country 
abounding in sago and palm, and magnificent forest-trees. The houses of the , 

natives were 300 feet long. Of this country, so near to Cape York, we knew 
nothing, except that there was this river, whose mouths extended over 60,or 
100 miles of coast-line. The opening up of this country, viewed in connexion 
with a settlement a t  Cape York, was a point that ought not to be lost 
sight of. 

MR. SAUNDERB thought the observations of Mr. Crawfurd as to the imprac- 
ticability of the north coast as a place for settlement by European labourers 
ought to he taken into consideration. When Governor Bowen proposed to form a 
settlement at  Cape York, were we ta understand that he meant such a settlement 
as we had at Brisbane, where persons could take 40 or 50 acre lots, and work them 
by their own labour? He imagined that no such course would be practicable 
along the northern coast. Nobody ought to think of going to the northern 
wast who had not been well seasoned in the southern part of Anstralia. He 
protested against any proposal that would have the effect of sending out the 
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poorer claw of persons, who would have to labour with their own hands, to 
the  northern part of Australia He saw na objection to sending out capitalists, 
who had the means, if they did not like the country, to leave it. There was 
qmple m m  for the investment of capital in stock ; for we could not doubt the 
statement of Leichhardt that his cattle fattened alon the road, sustained as i t '  
was by the evidence of squatters. He did not thini Cape York would ever 
be a place of trade; a great many s h i p  might pass, but passing s h i p  did not 
make a trade. We had to look for the development of the trade of h'orthern 
Australia in those part. to which ships could penetrate the farthest into the 
mainland, whence to draw their exporta ; and it  was the bottom of the Gulf 
of Carpentaria that mould be the great seat of the export and import trade of 
North Australia. He believed the Liverpool River was the place mostworthy 
the attention of capitalists for settlement, to the north and west of the Gulf. 

DR. KINKEL said Mr. Crawfurd had maintained that wool had never been 
grown in a tropical country, or in a country poseeesing the mitural conditions 
of the north of Qaeensland. He thought Egypt was a country the temperature 
of which a p d  very much with what we knew of North Queensland. Now, 
in Egypt not only had wool been grown, but we were able to prove that the 
oldest woollen stuffs in existence had been manufactured in Egypt. The rugs 
surrounding the bones of a mummy in the British Museum-the king who 
built the third pyramid-were of wool. Again, it  was almost certain, from 
the painting of the anciellt Egyptians, that the covers of their horses were 
woolleu ruga The existence of sheep in Egypt at  a time previous to the 
invention of linen was proved by paintings found by Lepsius in the tombs of 
the officers of the Fourth Dynasty, a t  least 2000 B.C. 

MR. DUNCAN said the navigation of the inner route of the ( f r a t  Bamer 
Reef was of great importance to the mercantile marine. No doubt i t  was 
available for steamers and men-of-war. Last year he lost a fine ship in the 
outer pasage, and he had been listening attentively for information respect- 
ing the practicability of the inner passage for sailing-v&ls. Of course, much 
would depend upon the prevailing direction of the winds, and he should like 
to have some information upon this point. 

Capram R r c a a a ~ s  said the inner passage Was perfectly clear and navigable, 
and the wind was fair for nine months in the year. Charts and sailing- 
directions had been published, so that no shipmaster could be at a loss. 

The PBESWENT, in closing the discussion, said that those who had been in 
the country really thought that sheep could thrive up to nearly 18O of lati- 
tude, approaching to the southern end of the Gulf of 4hrpentaria He must 
do Mr. Saundera the justice to say that on former occnaions he had spoken of 
the southern part of the Gulf of Carpentaria as a good place of settlement for 
English colonisb. Between that point and Cape York there was a great 
difference of temperature. That difference did not depend entirely upon latitude ; 
for it  was a matter of fact that the cooling properties of the vast plateaux of 
land new the head of the Gulf of Carpentaria did limit the heat to such an 
extent, that he had no doubt, from what he had heard from colonists who 
had sheep there, that wool might be grown and that Englishmen might live 
in thoee reaions ; but not at the extreme northern point to which they were 
now invite8 to go. Up to about 19O north latitude, he was sure there was 
room enough for all our extra population for many years to come. 

He took that m i o n  to express the deep regret of the Council and himself 
at the death of their e x d e n t  Treasurer, Mr. Robert Biddulph ; and stated 
that, as i t  was absolutely necessary for the transact,ion of the business of 
the Society that a successor should be immediitely appointed, they had, 
eubject to the sanction of the Anniversary Meeting, appointed Mr. Reginald T. 
Cocks, to fill the vacant post. 

The Meeting then adjourned. 
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Acc~ssrom to LIBRARY.-A complete se t  of Castlenan's Works, 15 
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Continuations of Transactions of various Societies, &o. 

ACCESSIONS t o  Idi~-~oohf.-New Zealand : Otago ; by J. T. Thomp- 
eon, Esq. (2 copies). Australia : showing Stuart's Route acrose the 
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 EXHIBITION^.--&^^ a n d  Canopy of the  King of Dahomey ; presented 
by Commodore A. P. E. Wilrnot, c.B., African Station. 

The PBESIDENT called attention to the new large map of Africa upon the 
wall, which had been prepared in theMa room of the Society, under the m p  
intendence of Oapt O Gemge, and whicgdenotes all the m n t  discoveries in 
that region of the globe. He remarked the improvement on the f o r m  map, 
which is now worn out from constant use. 

In connexionwith the first Paper to be read, the Premdent stated that a t  the 
opening of the present session he had called attention to a very touching and 
interesting letter from Mrs. Petherick, desori the very great difficulties that 
herself and her husband had encountered in 5 eavouring to reach Gondokoro, 
to establish that communication with Captains Syeke and Grant-which i t  was 
the object of the Society to accomplish. The present communication is the 
long-expected diary of Mr. Petherick himself. I t  is accompanied by a regis- 
txation of the observations, astronomical and otherwise, made by himself and 
Dr. Murie, hia travelling compnion, and also by a detailed account of his 
expenditure, and so forth, in the management of the expedition which waa . 
entrusted to him. 

% SPOTTIBWOODE then read the first Pbper, which ww entitled- 

1. Explorations in th Region oft& Upper Nile. 
THE Paper  is Mr. Petherick's Report t o  t h e  Society of the course 
followed i n  carrying out the  work undertaken by him.* In order  
to place t h e  matter in e clear light, t h e  Council have thought  it 

* The eographical details of the land journey, with Mr. Petherick's map, rill 
be p ~ b l ' i &  in the 34th volume of the ' Journal.' 
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a d d b l e  to pratace the Beport by- t h e  f&owing ex&ts from 
previous numbers of the Society's Proceedings. 

8. Cork-streel, June 19, 1860. 
MY  LORD,-^ ~bllssqnenc8 of the refIlsPl of Her Majesty's Government to 

suppart the application for pecuniary mistance made on my behalf by the 
Ragal Geogmphicsl Society, for the p u r p  of enabling me to meet Captains 
Speke and Qmnt with an armed escort, and to furniah them and their party 
with provisions aod the means of tamaport down the Nile, end the Council 
having libenilly hmkd a mbacription with lW., to which your Lardship hss 
invited the Fellows of the Society to add their names, a few remarlu upon the 
followin h mbjecte will not b6 out of plaoe :- 

I& l%e natura of the b e t a ~ ~  I lboold popas to -ve Captaim Bpke 
and G m t  ta contribute B their safe n t o m  down the li& and the ex- 
thereof. 

2nd. The probable expense of sn  independent Expedition from Khsrttim to 
follow u p  the cdnm of the Nile to ita aotuce, in combit ion with the aid to 
Ca b i n s  Speke and Chant, as stated above. 

f n  order to afford the greatest p i b l e  assistance to the Expedition of 
Captains Speke and Grant, I consider i t  necessary to place three well-pro- 
visioned hta,  under an escort of twenty armed men, a t  the base of the ostamcta 
be ond Gondokoro, in the month of November, 1861. 

b t h  forty armed men, natives of Khartfim or the adjoinii provin~ee, I 
then would undertake pereonally to penetrate into the interior as h r  aa the 
Lake Nyanza, with a view to effect a meeting with the Expedition and mist 
it through the hostile tribes between the Lake and the Nile, and return thenoe 
by the boats to KhartQm. 

Should I be unsuccessful in meeting with the Expedition, I would then 
endeavour to establish beyond a doubt whether or no thete was any wnnexion 
between the Lake and the Nile. 

If i t  should be considered desirable, end my meam were sufficient, I would 
proceed along the western shore of the Lake to the extreme point of Captain 
Bpeke's late discovery, so as to comect, by a series of observations, North with 
%nth Africa ; after which, havi met the Expedition or not, I s h o ~ l d  return 
to my boat. a t  the cataracts end%ence to Bh.rtBm. 

I believe that, with the facilities a t  my command in the 8hap of boats and 
arms, the expense of such an expedition would amount te about 20001. 

In the event of so lap a sum not being avaihbl I would then propose to "a place two well-provisioned and armed boats, under t e su rintmdence of one 
of my o m  men, on a h a .  iutegrity 1 could confidently &xmd, to await the 
arrival of the Exfition a t  the above-named catsacts from November, 1861, 
until June, 1862. 
This pr-ution I consider most important to the mccess of Captains 

Speke and Grant, snd the expense would be, on s moderate calculation, 
10001. 

Sixteen years* experience on the Nile, and the brilliant examples of illustrious 
countrymen, have created in -me the desire a d  ambition, that by placing my 
experience at  the service of the Royal Geographical Society, 1 may aspim to the 
proud eminence of adding to British glory by assisting in the discovery of the 
sources of the Nila 

Single-handed, unfortunately, I have not the means to achieve it, other 
important mmpelling me to devote my attention to regions whioh 1: 
have had the honour to make known to the Sooiety ; but if 80 far in the 
enjoyment of the confidence of the Royal Qwpphical  .Society and the 
nation, as to obtain mfficient support, I feel thut m me, which mil command 
mcceas. 
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It strikes me forcibly that the most feasible method of accomplishing the 
object shove stated, is to follow the stream. 

For this purpose I would supply myself with a boat, either by taking out 
one in parts from thi country, or by constructing one on the spot; the mate- 
rials for which, with the exoeption of timber-that being abundant in the 
locality-I would take with me, as well ss also artisans from Khartlfm. 

The men and materials I would endeavour to place above the catamts early 
in 1861, so that in November of the same year, with the netting in of the north 
wind, I should be in a position to navigate the unknown Upper Nile; and 
during the same season-I should hope to arrive at  ita extreme navigable pint, 
where i t  would be necessary, in order to keep up my communications, to 
establish a station. 

During the rainy eeason, if the conrse of the stream continued from the 
muth, the prevailing south wind would prevent farther navigation during the 
inundation ; but if it prooeeded from the west or east-which latter I think 
probable-it might offer no impediment to the sailing of my boat, and I might 
continue my explorations. 

Should the stream continue running from a northerly direction, the heavy 
rains would, I fear, prevent my following it  by land until September or October, 
1862 ; and it  wonld probably require the whole of the ensning dry eesson until 
February, 1863, to secure the object of the Expedition, when, God willing, the 
flood would bring me down the river to the cataracts of Gondokoro, and thence 
via Khartflm, home to England. 

Such an expedition would involve bcata on the White Nile from Khartam 
to Ooudokoro; one or two, probably a larger and a smaller one, on the 
Upper Nile above the cataracts of Gondokoro; and two establishments- 
one above the said cataracts, and the other at  the extreme navigable paint 
of the stream, in order to keep up my communications for all necessary 
supplies. 

An undertaking to ensure the accomplishment of so glorious an object, if 
put before the nation under the influential and powerful patronage of the 
Royal Geographical Society, would, I would fain hope, be eventually camed 
out ; and when it is considered that the proposed ex tiou might be effected 
with the double object of independent discovery an %" of rendering the assist- 
ance to Captains Speke and Grant, by supplyirlg them with provisions and 
transport on their way down the Nile without any incressed expense, I believe 
that in consigning the proposition to the able hands of your Lordship, the 
mystery that for agea has attached itself to the sources of the Nile is doomed ~ to give way before the powerful influence and unflinching enterprise of Great 
Britain. 

Having placid my opiniona before y o u  Lordship, I have the honour to 
mbscrib myself 

Your Lordship's most humble and obedient servant, 
JOHN PETHERICK, F.B.G.S. 

The Right Ron. Lord Ashburton, 
I 

President of the. Boyd GeqraphhieaZ Society, etc. 
I 

A g d  betmen Cord Petherick and t b  Royal Gsographiwl &&y, 
Feb. 4th, 1861. 

1. " Consul Petherick undertakes, in consideration of the receipt of 10001. 
towards the Expedition up the Nile, to place two well-armed boata, during 
November, 1861, at Gondokoro, with a sufficient stock of grain to ensure to 
Captain Speke and his party the means of subsistence upon their arrival at 
that place.' 
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2. " I f  Captain Speke shall not amve in November, 1861, that Consul 
Petherick shall proceed with an armed party southwards towards Lake Nyanza 
to meet him." 

3. " If  Captain Speke shall arrive at  Gondokoro before June, 1862, Consul 
Petherick promises to assist Captain Speke in making any explorations which 
Captain Speke may deem desirable." 

4. " It being farther understood that in the event of Captain Speke not 
having arrived by that time at Gondokoro, Consul Yetherick shall not be bound 
to remain beyond June, 1862." 

1,utructions fw Consul Petherick's proposed ExpediEion up the White Nils 
in Aid of Captains Speke andaGrant, Feb. 8 t h  1861. 

The President end Council of the Royal Geographical Society having ascer- 
tained that the amount of subscriptions will not be sufficient to enable you to 
remain two years to the iouthward of Gondokoro, and thus to carry out your 
proposition in full, proceed now to give you instructions whereby the great 
object of their desire- the rendering assistance to the expedition under 
Captains Speke and Grant-can be k t  accomplished with the means at  their 
disposal. 

By leaving England in March, you will be enabled to reach Khartiim in 
time to equip two boats with a supply of provisions sufficient for your own 
and Captain Speke's party until July, 1862. With these you will proceed to 
Gondokoro, where it  is very debirable you should arrive early in the month of 
October ; that is to say, as soon as l'ossible after the cessation of the rains. 
You will then, in the eveut of Captain Spekenot having arrived, leave a trust- 
worthy person with a sufficient force in charge of the h t s ,  the maintenance 
of these until June, 1862, at Gondokoro, being of primary importance. 

The next object the President and Cauncil have in view is, that you should 
proceed in the direction of Lake Nyanxa, with a view of succouring Captaig 
Speke, and bringing bim and his party in safety to the depdt at  Gondokoro. 

The President and Council do not attempt to lay down any limit to this 
exploration, but, fully trusting in your known zeal and energy, feel assured 
that you will do all in your power to effect the above-mentioned object, without 
serious risk to the lives of the party under your command. 

Should the junction with Captain Speke be effected, which there is every 
w o n  to believe it will be, previous to June, 1862, you will consult with him 
as to the beat means of employing the period which will elapse before the 
change of the monsoon will permit you to descend the Nile, in exte~ding our 
knowled$ of the adjoining region. 

In entrusting yeu with the sum which has been subscribed for this 
the President and Council, considering themselves accountable to the sub- 
scribers for its proper .expenditure, will require an account of its disburse- .- 
merit. If circumstances should prevent your meeting with Captain Speke's 
expedition, they consider that you are entirely relieved from the responsi- 
bility of remaining yourself or detaining the boats longer than June, 1862, a t  
Gondokoro. 

The President and Council desire to impreas upon you the necessity of 
obtaining as frequently as possible astronomical observations for the ascertain- 
ment of your position, and that you forward, as often as oppor- 
tunity offers, copies of your journal to tbe Secretary of this Society. 

A list of instruments, together with instructions respecting their use, and 
notices of such phenomena arc i t  is likely you will have an opportunity of 
observing, is herewith appended, to which also are added Manuals on Ethno- 
l ~ ,  Botany, and Zoology ; to each of which sciences, as well as Geology, you 

VOL VIII. M 
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will have an opportunity of adding much new information. In addition to 
the 'Hints for Travellers,' published by this Society, particular instructions 
relative to the peculiar character of the great river you are about to explore 
have been prepared, and which, it  is to be hoped, will m i s t  you in making 
observations which will throw n~uch light on the geoggphy of this region.. 

The President and Council take this opportunity of expressing their adrnira- 
tion of the spirit of enterprise which has induced you at  great personal risk, 
and possibly considerable pecuniary loss, to undertake the charge of this 
expedition ; and they hope, under God's providence, you may not only succeed 
in affording succour to the Zauzibar expedition at a period when it  will be 
most in need of i t ,  but that you will succeed in opening a new field to the 
civilizing influences of commerce. 

Extract from Proceedings at  Evening Meeting, February 25th, 
1861  :- 
MB CONSUL PETEEBICK said the Prenident had so well described the 

difficulties that lay in the way of Captain Speke's progreea from Lake Nyanza 
to the Nile that it was unnecessary for him to add more. It was only reserved 
for him to assure the Geographical Society that he would do the utmost in his 

wer to carry out their object of effecting a meeting with Captain Speke. 
gatumlly, any gnglishman situated as he would be in those regions, hearing 
of the coming of a countryman, would do his utmost to see him ; therefore he . 
took no merit to himself for promising to do that. l'he circnlara of the Royal 
Geo,gaphical Society in connexion with his expedition pointed out that there 
was a wish that he should proceed towards the sources of the Nile, provided 
Captain Speke did not succeed in discovering them. For carrying out such 
an expedition as that, the sum of 20001. would be required, as has been stated 
in the circular. However, little more than half of that sum bad been sub- 

Q ribed, which would only suffice for carrying out the first part of the project 
the Society, namely, that ef meeting Captain Speke and supplying him 

with grain and other necessaries. In case he did not meet with the Captain 
at  Gondokoro, he purposed proceeding into the interior in order to bring about 
the meeting. 

Bb. Petherick's Report is as follows :- 
Abu Kukg or Marnoak, July, 1862. MY DEAR SIR RODERICK, 

My last from Khartfim, informing you of the departure of two 
boats on the 15th November, 1861, under the direction of one of my 
agents, ALd-el-Majid, with a statement of his instructions, and e 
copy of a letter to Speke, in the happy event of a meeting, will, I 
trust, have been duly received. 

List of Inntmmenia, Books, &c, mpplied to C d  Pstlrerick by the Sononety. 
Quintant, by Cary; Sextant, by Casella; Telescope, with tripod stand, by 

Troughton and Simms ; Prismatic Compass, by Troughton and Simme ; Artificial 
Horizon, by Troughtoa and Simms; Mathematical Instruments, pocket-case, hy 
Cary ; Boiling-water apparatus, complete, by Casella ; Chronometer, by Barraud 
and Lund; Parallel Ruler, 12-inch, by Cary ; Protractor, ivory, 6-inch, by Cay. 

Raper's Navigation ; Nautical Almanacs, 1861-2 ; Blank forms for computmg, 
viz., 3 Field-books ; 2 Register 4 Days' work : 3 Latitude by Herid. Alt. : 2 Lah- 
tude by Circum. M. Alt. ; 2 Time, and 3 Pocket-books ; 49 Memoranda, Sc 
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On my return from England to Kh- I unfortunately learned 
that  the majority, nay, I may my all of the traders on the White River, 
regarded the ivory trade a pretence to cover their slave-hunting 
propensities ; and the minority, who still trafficked in ivory with the 
natives, carried on their business, not as formerly by legitimate bar- 
ter, bu t  by robbing one tribe of cattle to pay another for tusks of 
ivory, and their carriage through the country to their boats. The 
natural result was the necessity of larger armed eacorta to proceed 
with any degree of safety through the country, as Arabs-and I 
regret to say the white man also-had become devoted enemies to 
the negro populations. These circumstances I refrained from citing 
prior to my departure from England, from motives which perhaps, 
in the minds of some, might have created a suspicion that I was 
raising difficulties from hearsay ; but the more so, from a desire to 
prevent anxiety in those at home connected with the .gallant tra- 
vellers whom I have undertaken to meet. 

You will recollect I had stated a much larger sum would be re- 
quired for the expedition I have entered on than that which I 
actually received. Her Majesty's Government, contrary to expecta- 
tion, having declined its support, 20001. were attempted to be raised 
by the members of the Royal Geographical Society. 
This enterprieing spirit of the President, Vice-presidents, and 

members of the Society kindled so strong a desire in myself to sup- 
port their views by all the experience, energy, and means in my 
power ; and the subscriptions falling short of the slJm attempted to 
be raised, I accepted one-half of the sum proposed, well knowing i t  
at the time far from sufficient to meet the expenses necessary for an 
effective push into the unknown interior. 

Owing to the circumstances cited, to realise fun& for the provision 
of the elements neceat3ary for a substantial expedition--one that 
under the blessing of Providence should command success-became 
a duty, to acquit myself of which was the cause of my prolonged 
sojourn at  U r t h m .  Ready-money was scarce ; and to effect im- 
portant sales of goods in my possedon, for cash, traders from the 
frontiers of Abyssinia, and ivory-merchants from MassBwa and the 
Hedjas, had to be waited for : thus vexatious delays were occwioned ; 
and i t  was the end of February before I had reaTised sufficient to 
enable me to depart from K h a r t h  on the 20th of March, in support . 
of the advance-party under Abd-el-Majid. 
In addition to the two boats sent forward on h'ovember 15, 1861, 

another large boat was despatched to the Bahr-el-Ghazal, to remove 
my men there located, to the support of Abd-el-Majid at Gondo- 
koro. Thus, uniting a force of seventy-five men, he would be ablb 

M a 
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to proceed to a station of mine, some six to eight ilays' journey sonth- 
west of that place ; and, in case of necessity, he could still further 
increase his party from that establishment, in order to proceed south- 
wards in the direction of the Lake N y w .  

The difficulty of transport appeared to me the p a t e s t  obstacle to 
overcome, as the traders, in lieu of beah, now pay their porters with 
a plundered oow or bullock eaoh: i t  was clear beasta of burden 
became a necessity, and consequently forty donkeys were pur- 
chased. To convey them, two boats had to be procured; thus my 
personal expedition was augmented to four boa& 

The Kathlssn, a new boat, fitted up for the occasion at C a b ,  had 
experienced such delays in surmounting the cataracts of Wadi 
Halfa and Dongola, that in default of its arrival I was constrained 
to the u ~ e  of a favourite old boat, re-named the. LarEy of the Nile, for 
Mrs. Petherick, myself, and the lad Foxcroft, who had accompanied 
me from England ss insect collector. The next boat was occupied 
by two medical gentlemen and an elephant-hunter, a young Lom- 
bard, from Pk, Carlo Evangelists, engaged at  Kha*. Dr. 
Murie left England subsequent to us, as Photographer and Secre- 
tary and joined at Korosko. Dr. Brownell, of the United States, 
volunteered at K h a r t b  to accompany the expedition as Botanist. 
I n  addition, the boat contained merchandise, and on the deok fifteen 
donkeys. The third boat, independent of the hold full of grain and 
goods, carried a couple of saddle-horses on the deck; and the fourth 
contained also large quantities of provisions and twenty-five 
donkeys. 

Thus in the afternoon of the 20th March, 1862, with the good 
wishes of the Governor, who, instructed by H.H. the Viceroy, had . 

rendered me seve~rrl services, and an incessant discharge of firearma, 
intermingled with hearty shouts for a happy return, from a crowd. 
collected on the shore, we sailed down the Blue Nile. At sunset 
we had turned the point, and made fast, in sight of KhartGm, to wait 
the arrival of sundry truants. 

. In the event of the necessitgof a boat, to navigate some unknown 
water, of larger dimensions than any portable gutta-percha punt, I 
brought a quantity of nails, and the carpenters to build one were 
supplied by the Egyptian Government. Waiting for these men 
detained us until March 2211d. 

The consorts had preceded ; and the Lady of the Nile, under three 
large lateens, followed at a spanking pace. It was late in the sewon, 
and, the duration of the north winds being uncertain, the captaiqs 
had augmented their sails to imprudent dimensions, so that prior to 
pur quitting Egyptian territory all, more or less, came to grief. 
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The Lady of the Nile weathered i t  best: two boats had their spare 
shattered and sails torn ; but the doctors' boat fared the wore% BB, 

bowling d o n g ,  we passed them in tow, with mast and rigging over. 
the side. But fortunately a temporary boatcbuilding station beyond 
Aleis, called Hellet Donagla, waa only some 15 milee a-head, and 
leaving the roughly-handled boats to follow aa best they ~uight, the 
Lady of the N& continued her course before a stiff north-east breeze, 
in order to prepare for the crippled maft. The arsenal was reached 
at 9 A.M., Maroh 23rd. 

F o u r  days were occupied in mending spare, changing others out 
of laid-up boats, putting in a new mast, and reconstructing the doo- 
tors' cabin, which, smashed by the falling yard, frightened, but 
happily did not  injure, its occupants. 

At sunrise, March 28th, the boats again sailed, and everything 
went o n  prosperously until March 30th, when, to our great sorrow, 
the winds began to fail : towing along the b a h  was now resorted 
to. On 31st March we reached Hellet K.aka, formerly the principd 
Shillook settlement, but now deserted. A notorious slave-hunter, 
Faki Mahomed Hheir, assisted by numerous horsemen of the 
Bagara tribes, and numbers of armed freebootem, in bosh from 
M h n ,  had spread ruin and devastation far and wide : the here- 
tofore friendly Shillooks that haye escaped massacre and slavery 
are now houseless, driven to the bush for safety. 

On the 4th of April the first intelligence from Gondokoro was 
reported to us by the rais or captain of a trading boat. My agent, 
Abd-el-Majid, had opened a new country ; but there were no tidings 
of Captains Speke and Grant. On the 8th of April we passed the 
Sobat, which we found greatly swollen. We passed .the Giraffe; 
and on the 13th I obtained the first interview with the aborigines, 
who hitherto at the sight of our boats had fled. 

April 15th.-Entered the Nouaer district, and on the 17th arrived 
at the confluence of the Bahr-el-Ghazal. Thus far, although impeded 
by the great height of vegetation, we had been able to tow along 
the banks ; but now uninterrupted marsh extended on either ~ i d e  to 
the horizon. Our small boat and a canoe now became invaluable, 
as, with their aid, lines were sent out to be made fast to the reeds, 
and round robins towed home. Thus we managed to make good 
some six or seven miles a day. Mosquitoes became intolerable. 

A p 7  28th.-Frequent heavy showers had fallen, and interfered 
with our progress. A boat from Gondokom conveyed tidings that 
our exploring party were still in the interior. They did not know 
their whereabouts ; neither had any tidings been heard of Captains 
Speke and Grant. .-- 
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May 2nd.-A heary storm, accompanied with fearful thunder and 

lightning, ending in a gale, carried away spare, and more or lees 
.orippled each of our boats. Refitted hastily, and in time to profit 
by the fag-end of the hurricane, now manageable, and made good 
the equivalent of some half-a-dozen days' towing. 

b!uy 6th.-Made the Kouaer settlement of Aliilb. Our carpenters 
were set to repair our broken spars on real terra$m, an object we 
liad long loat sight of. The cargoes of both boa& were landed to 
dry ; and the destruction of property from constant wet was found 
to be considerable. The doctors wit11 their conaort were astern, 
and not visible ; and we proceeded to caulk our consort. 

&lay 12th.-A young Maltese with two boata arrived from Gondo- 
koro: his establishment he stated to be some ten days' journey 
south of that place, and east of the Nile; but he could convey no 
tidings of the Speke expedition. The doctors and their companion 
boat arrived ; and, both requiring caulking and various repairs, I 
was fortunate in the possession of men equal to the emergency. NO 
end of damaged goods was brought to light from the cargoes ; and 
both doctors were laid up with fevers. From the leave8 of the Delaeb 
palm, a species of Borassus, our boatmen occupied themselves in 
making towing-lines. 

May 16th.-In company with the boat containing our horses we 
left our moorings, towing against a southerly wind ; and on the 19th 
of May met Abd-el-Idajid and his three boats returning from Gondo- 
koro, which place he had left eight days ago. In reply to my ex- 
pression of surprise at meeting him, he said everything in his power 
had been done to meet Captain Speke. The expedition from my 
station, owing to his (Abd-el-Majid's) illness, had been entrusted to 
Mussaad, the agent in charge, and had made good seventeen marches 
southwards, to a place called Wanja, in Kakoa. But owing to the 
troubled ~ ta t e  of the country, and deficiency of the most ordinary 
kind of food, Idussaad and his party, after four days' subsistence on 
roots and bulbs, were obliged to return KO tidings had been 
gleaned of the Speke expedition ; but he had learned the existence 
of an extensive sheet of water, stretching westwards, distant about 
four days' march farther south ; but whether lake or river he was 
unable to ascertain. 

May 20th.-The canoe sent on from the boats in the rear bronght 
us the painful intelligence of Dr. Brownell's death. In order to 
ensure to his remains as decent an interment as possible, we con- 
tinued to a locality, reported by Abd-el-Majiil not far distant, where 
a spot of dry land would answer the purpose. On the 21st poor 
Brownell was laid in the centre of one of a few prqminent dry epot~, 
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formed and deserted by white ants, which being above the level of 
the  marsh promised to retain the deeply-regretted remains of our 
companion unpolluted and protected from external injury. I read 
the  Service, and a volley of musketry fhed over the brave fellow's 
pave terminated the mournful ceremony. A fmful storm and 
heavy rain contributed to aggravata our discomfort. 

On the 25th of May another most unpleasant circumstance, but of 
a different nature, transpired in the discovery of eighteen slaves in 
Abd-el-Majid's boat; and, after having proved the latter as the 
capturer and owner, I handcuffed him myself, and ordered him to 
be consigned to the Governor of KhartClm. to whom I addressed the 
proofs of his guilt. The children and girls, fortunately rescued 
from slavery, I consigned to another boat, to return with us to 
Gondokoro and their homes. 
May 25th.-Mussaad and twenty-five men were removed from the 

homeward-bound boats to our own, and, after an exchange of a boat 
for a larger dahabpeh--one that had performed the service of con- 
ducting my men from the Bahr-el-Ghazal to Gondokoro-I consigned 
i t  to Dr. Murie, and we followed our various destinations: viz.- 
the Lady oft& Nile and three boats up-stream ; one boat to KhartGm, 
with AM-el-Majid a prisoner ; another to the Bahr-el-Ghazal ; and 
the Bayooda to my station on the Sobat. 
June 4th.-A severe hurricane caused the dragging of our anchors 

and sent us on the reeds, from which, without damage, we got off 
and continued towing. The weather cold and showery., 
June 11th.-After days of dead towing and frequent heavy showers 

the collection of lowering clouds astern boded a favourable breeze, 
and no sooner had the storm burst than our sails were spread. 
Gallant was the behaviour of each boat, and, blowing harder, on- 
ward we raced, when, crash! Surkatti's yard gave way; and, 
lotting go the sheets, the huge sails flapped and roared above the 
storm. Half-a-dozen of our men were tossing in the small boat to 
the assistance of our disabled consort, and a11 hands hauling home 
our rebellious sheets, we again resumed our course. 
June 13th.-A bad leak half-filled the Idy, and we all felt the 

pld boat could not much longer resist the rough treatment of heavy 
gales. On the 14th of June we had another storm, and, carrying on 
until our sails welee rent, we scudded under bare poles. 

June 15th.-We had now reached Gaba Shambyl ; the right Nile 
bank entirely inundated, but the left, to which we made fast to 
repair damages, presented a fine plain, skirted with thick and noble 
forest Our small boat we sent down stream to meet and assist the 
{actor's bat in towing, it being desirable the boat* should lay up 
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together fhr the night, as the negro tomtoms on shore denoted the 
aborigines on the alert, and they might perhaps attempt an assault at 
night. Herds of antelopes were in sight, and I succeeded in stalking 
and bagging one and severely wounding another, when nightfall 
put an end to tracking it. 

June 16th.-Donkeys and horses were put on shore, and an 
exhilarating ride proved the latter to have suffered nothing by 
confinement. We soon found my antelope of the k t  evening. 
Quantities of vultures hovered over it, and the greater part of the 
carcase had been devoured by lions, the tracks of which were 
evident. %ny of our men were ailing, and one of the shipwrights 
died; the poor fellow was buried under a large tree. 

June 17th.-At 5 P.M. we arrived at Mr. Binder's station, formerly 
De Malzac's. During a long ride in search of material for cordage 
I ;hot a large male baboon, and his skin was preserved by the 
doctor and assistant. 

June 19th.-Heavy rains deluged our grain; and we spread i t  
out to dry. But for tarpaulins, another storm at noon would have 
undone our handiwork. 

June 20th.-Repeated showers and storms, and blowing from the 
south we were windbound until the next day, when, with Surkatti 
and horses in tow, we struggled onwards; our men, nothing 
daunted, carolled home the lines with lighter heartcl than our 
drenched position could justify. On June 22nd there was more 
heavy rain. 

June 23rd.-At dawn two canoes from Poncet's station at Abu 
Kuka came alongside to inquire who we were. They had paddled 
eight hours down stream,-a distance that it might take us a week 
to perform. At 9 A.M. they returned to bring us some cordage, as 
ours was perfectly rotten and breaking hourly. 

July 2nd.-Arrived at Abu Euka, or Lolnun, and the elder Poncet 
gave us as hearty a welcome as the swamp he inhabited could 
afford. He had sent us his only towing-line, and the country 
affording 110 palm-trees no raw material was procurable. Under 
these circumstances to quit the boats and proceed by land was the 
only alternative; and Jickwi, the Eytch chief, promising porters 
with alacrity, 1 at once decided to proceed wid the Alilb to Gondo- 
koro, or my station, as circumstances might dictate. 

J d y  4th.-The doctor's boats and consort joined, and the donkeys 
were sent on to AdSr, some 12 miles' distance westward, where 
Poncet possessed a hunting-station. The chief Jickwi had promised 
porters to conduct us to the Aliab from Ad8r; but, on eliciting 
particulars, I found the payment was expected to consist of a cow 
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for each porter. The necessary cattle were to be obtained by a 
razzia on my part against the Aliiib, with whom the Kytch were at  
feud. The proposal was declined, and the upshot of a long conver- 
sation with Poncet and a palaver with Jickwi was, that I must 
proceed to the Rohl, some fifteen days' journey due west. At that 
place I could obtain porters for copper bracelets, and thence any 
desired number of negroes for the same commodity or beads, to my 
station, presumed d u s  south. Poncet's principal itation was at the 
Rohl ; therefore, his statements seeming mliable, I decided to adopt 
the route, although a terrible roundabout way to Gondokoro. On 
the 8th of July a party of uegroes were despatched %th loads to 
Adar. 

July 11th.-(;tot out my gutta-percha punt, and, to the agree- 
able surprise of our men and some wondering negroes, I rowed 
Mrs. Petherick across the Nile. 

July 17th.-Several heavy storms had considerably damaged our 
stores, and quantities were thrown overboard. 

July 18th.-Bright morning ; thunderstorm and drenching rain at  
noon. At 3 P.M. sent off another lot of forty-five porters. 

To Surkatti, under orders for ~ondoko& to a 4 i t  us and support 
Captains Speke and Grant in case of their arrival, was given the 
dispensable cordage from the standing rigging of three boats, 
(which were to return down river) to, serve for towing-lines to 
oonduct him to the Shyr. At that place raw material was known 
to exist sufficient for the manufacture of any amount of cordage he 
might require for his necessities till he reached Gondokoro. 

Preparations were completed by July 25th, and his boat laden 
deep with stores, the liberated children, and a guard of twelve 
me< Surkatti, with the good wishes of all, spread his sails to a 
favouring breeze. 

July 27th.--Jickwi and the porters became exacting, and, in lieu 
of a pair of copper ear-rings or a bracelet, a cow for each porter was 
insisted on. "If I was to rob any one, I would sack his house and 
village for breach of contract; and I could fbrego the goods already 
forwarded to Ad&, if unable to proceed thither in person!' The 
argument was conclusive, and in the afternoon Mussaad, with an 
&ort, accompanied a party of laden porters to AdBr. 

K h a r t b ,  Dec. 20, 1863. 

The above and my accounts-the latter drawn up by Dr. Idurie, 
kept in a tin box, and placed for greater security in one of the huts, 
adopted as a storehouse-unfortunately, by mistake, was taken by 
Mussaad to the AdBr. 

The boata were reduced to the smallest possible allowance of 
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p i n  for their return voyage to Kharttlm, and i t  waa beyond my 
power to detain them in order to await our arrival at Addr and the 
return of the docnmenta !l%erefore, owing to prolonged and 
tedious illness, terminating with Guinea worm in the right foot, 
I am now only enabled at intervals of &ort duratiom of strength, 
by the exertion of all my &orbe and the srutsce of official and 
other correspondence, to continue my Report 

To proceed with my Journal. 1 wes oocupied on the 29th July 
with b l  prep&atioxw for the return of the boats aud our journey 
inland. Everything was prepared for leaving by the next day. 
 mean^ were-taken to provide a reiuforcement of men and addi- 
tional stores, with the dapatch of the boats from KhartGm to Gon- 
dokoro, aa early aa possible in the appmhing  serrson. 

July 3lst.-The negroes having disappointed us, we set out alone 
at noon with a small party only of our men, who by thb time had 
become familiar with the route. The Doctor and Foxcroft were 
left to bring up the last loads, for which we hoped to send the 
required portam from Ad6r. The boats also were about to leal-e 
their mooring~ for KhartQm, and with heavy hearts their crews 
took anxious leave of us. 

We proceeded on howback through dush and marsh, and over 
water in our punt. We pastied the night in a kraal. The greater 
part of the cattle lay in water, and to all intents and purposes, like 
their maatera, they had become amphibious. 

August 1st.-A coutinuation of marsh to the precincts of A&r, 
where we found our tenta pitched outside the station. Jickwi and 
our active agent, failing to procure porters at  any price short of cattle 
to be stolen from the Aliilb, had, to lose no time, at  quadrupled rate 
of copper bracelets, hired twenty negroas to proceed with sixteen 
laden donkeys, supported by an escort of twenty-seven men, under 
an old hand, to the Hohl, some sixteeii days' march due west. From 
this date our Day-book was regularly kept; and ae I forward it 
for your inspection, I need now but touch upon the principl 
events of our journey, which therein may not be sufficiently 
explained. 

Arcg. 11th.-Notwithstanding the endeavours of Deradan, chief of 
the village, Jickwi's brother, we could not obtain sufficient porters 
for even the most indispensable of our requiremente. Therefore, 
on the 15th of August, we were constrained to leave 150 loads 
behind. Left AdBr with forty porters, eighteen laden donkeys, six 
trained bullocks, and several head of cattle, purchased at 15s. a-head 
for our requirements on the road. 

Aug. 19th.-At 3 P.M. we amved at some fishermen's huts, forming 
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a hamlet, called Jemeed, on the bank of an apparently boundless 
lagoon, called Faragan, conducting to the river Hangan; supplied 
by streams from the south, and discharging itself into the h'ile at tlie 
northern extremity of Gaba Shambyl, in the territory of Fouaer. ' 
T h e  lagoon divides the Kytch on the east from the Atwat and 
Rohl on the west. after the rains the waters subside into two or 
three channels, and the land affords coarse but abundant pasturage. 

Bug. 22nd.-The fishermen of the hamlet, who yesterday had con- 
tracted for thirty canoes to ferry us across the lagoon, during the 
night have decamped with bag, baggage, and canoes. - 

Aug. 25th.-At 7.25 P.M. saw a comet, and-observed distances- 
from Benetnasch, in Ursa Major, lo0 3'; Ras Alhague, in Ophiuchi, 
30" 53' ; and Alpheta, in Corona Borealis, 250 44'. 

Bug. 28'h.-The negroes of the adjoining village of Neot har- 
bouring the fishermen, and refusing to barter grain or food of any 
description, we were obliged to occupy the village, and, in the 
event of a protracted refusal to ferry us over, were determined to 
subsist on their ripening grain until the drying up of the lagoon. 
The huts, at considerable distances from each other, were being 
abandoned, and the high corn dividing them was resorted to by 
t;he negroes, to all appearance bent on attacking us. Flanking our 
porters, we marched to about the centre of the village without 
opposition ; and, taking possession of a deserted set of huts in an 
enclosure for the deposit of our traps, our tent was pitched outside. 
High stages, used by the negroes as look-outs, were occupied by 
our sentinels. After a short palaver with a few of the natives, 
and a repetition of our requirements and intentions, canoes were 
promised on the following day. 

A heavy shower of rain followed ; and when aboiit to cease, in 
lieu of the expected fishermen, we were astonished by flights of 
arrows, discharged by the negroes in the belief, as we afterwards 
diecovered, that the rain would prevent the discharge of our fire- 
a m .  Several shots from our w a ~ y  men told a different tale ; and 
huqing,  rifle in hand, to a stage to show them the effect of our 
arms, and daunt them at  the least possible expense of life, 8t 300 
yards I picked off a leader backed by a strong party. 

The man was no sooner down than his men relieved him of his 
bow and arrows, and fled. Our attendant, Ringa, true to Nyam 
Nyam habits, administered the coup de grace in the head. I was sorry 
for it, and would have preferred having him a prisoner. His wife 
and son, a boy, fell into our hands. Four or five others had fallen; 
and, finding their bows an4 arrows took no effect, the affair ter- 
minated, 
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Aug. 29th.-Three negnwe preeented themselvee, and peace was 
offered and accepted. To ratify it, the next day, a white bullock 
wae slaughtered, and onrselvee, but particularly the tent, were 

' elaborately sprinkled with water. Fishermen and canoee were 
promised to convey ns on our way. 

Aug. 3lst.-A heavy storm and abundance of rain; our tent was 
inundated ; negroes did not show themselves. 

Sq&mber 3rd.-Seventeen canoes in waiting, we returned to our 
old quarters at Jemeed. At noon the oanoes were laden, and sent 
on to a d e e h d  kraal farther ~outh, to which we followed in our 
punt on the next day. We had scarcely time to pitch our tent 
when a heavy storm inundated our baggage. 

Sept. 5th.-The canoes, with a guard of ten men, heavily laden 
with the greateat part of our stores, at 9 A.M. left to cross the 
Lagoon, and return for the remainder. 

Sept. 6th.-Some firing heard in the direction of Jemeed was 
inexplicable ; and, at 7 A.M., twenty-one of our men, with forty 
porters, on their way back from the Rohl, came marching gaily up 
with colours flying. They had successfully crossed the lagoon the 
day previons ; had seen nothing of our party of ten men and bag- 
gage; and, ignorant of our presence, had dismissed their canoes. 
They were on their way back to Ad6r to fetch some of the remain- 
ing stores. 

At 10 A.M. two shots were faintly heard across the lagoon, and 
we fancied they might proceed from our men, perhaps returning 
with the oanoes. The day passed without intelligence of them, and 
suspicions were entertained that all was not right. 

The return men from the Rohl, on their upward journey, had 
been deserted by the fishelmen after having ferried over their goo& 
only; and the greater part of the men, at the risk of their lives, 
had to swim and wade alternately during an entire day to cross the 
water. Their porters, w i d  the sole exception of the chief, Jickwi, 
took advantage of their opportunity and deserted. Reduced to 
their donkeys, they were obliged to advance short stages, and 
return for the remaining loads; thus they accomplished a weary 
journey to the Rohl, compelled to traverse the same ground twice 
over. 

Sept. 7th.-Despatched, at 8 A.M., seven men and an interpreter- 
Cheir Allah-in the punt across the lagoon to look out for the 
advance party; proceed with them to Atwat, and endeavo~~r to 
procure canoes. 

At 5 P.M. five canoes were announced ; they turned out to be our 
own men, who had left us with the seventeen w o e s  laden with 
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gooda on the 5th. They had evidently been roughly handled- 
vouched for by bruised faces, cut heads, and swollen arms. The 
negroes had, in fact, betrayed them by upsetting, at a given signal, 
the canoes. The unfortunate men, struggling in deep water, were 
mercilessly clubbed on their heads, faces, and arms, held up to 
protect themselves; and two of the party sank to rise no more. 
The loss of goods was sad and irrepara$le, comprising photographic 
lens and chemicals, arsenical soap, and flaying-instruments; the 
whole of our ~ tock  of beads, four elephant-rifles and muskets, a pair 
of t u s h ,  trophies of Carlo; the doctor's, Foxcroft's, Carlo's, and 
the entire of the men's clothing, with other things tou numerous to 
mention. 

Fortunately two or three of the men retained their guns, and, 
notwithstanding the immersion, they did not fail them ; and, killing 
m many negroes, the savages made off, leaving five canoes, bottom 
up, by means of which they returned to us. To add to our mis- 
fortunes, Mrs. Petherick was suffering from fever, myself with 
lumbago, and our men, of whom many were invalids, were strait- 
ened for provisions. 

Sept. 8th.-Embarked eight men, with the few stores we had left, 
in the captured canoes, and, at 5 P.M., after a hard day's work, they 
returned, having landed the goods in a deserted kraal, and consigned 
them to Abd-el-Cheir and his party, who had yesterday crossed in 
the punt. 

&t. 9th.Sent  our porters, under an escort, across the water; 
and, Mrs. Petherick was too ill to move, ga\-e orders for them to 
proceed with the baggage to the Rohl, and to return as soon as 
possible for us. In the mean time I retained the men and porters 
thence, who had joined, on their way for more goods from Adbr. 

&pt. 10th.-The canoes having returned, sent Mediub, an old 
servant, with a reinforcement, to join the men on the other side, 
and proceed with them to the ~ o h l ,  fearing lest a small force might 

- 

come to grief. 
Sept. 12th.-Returning from a morning ride, with some guinea- 

fowl, I was astoiinded to learn that our trusted agent, Mussaad, had 
been shot at, and killed instantly, by a youth of Moorish descent, in 
a quarrel. The lad was sitting some 50 yards off, in the expecta- 
t.ion of a similar fate ; but I handcuffed him instead. 

Sept. 17th.-Mrs. Petherick, feeling herself equal to the task, 
although vary weak, begged to leave the unwholesome spot; and, 
accordingly, we embarked our remaining baggage in the canoes, 
and, with astronomical instruments and our firearms, we entered 
the punt. Crossing the Hangan, we had navigated a narrow channel, 
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in the reeds, about a mile, and got into a Btrong current joining 
the- central channel. Their united streams, called b e e n ,  flowed 
north, and formed a stream about 30 yards wide and 16 to 18 feet 
deep. We then passed into shallot water, from 1 to 3 feet 
deep, amongst high graes and reeds, with oocaeional open epaces of 
clear water. 

The dense wood seen on the horizon from our camp on the Hangan 
wae now but a short distance from us, and it also waa inundated. 
Ant-hills became conspicuoua, and we disembarked on one, whence 
our effects were camed by the porters to a deserted kraal, called 
Abael, and the canoes retnrned for the doctor and the rear. Thus 
the Lagoon wae virtually passed ; but although we were now on a 
spot of dry ground, the entire country ae far ae the eye could reach 
was inundated. 

Hence through the Atwat territory we waded full three-fourths 
of the way to the Rohl, and at  noon, Sept. 22nd, we reached the 
long-talked of Poncet station, near the village of Adael. The station 
consisted of an extensive stockade : the outer one.was allotted to the 
cattle, and in the inner one, containing some seventy huts, we were 
allotted three thereof for our accommodation. 

Sept. 26th to 28th.-The ways and means for further pi.og.ess 
having been proposed, and my plans frustrated as much as possible 
by the agent of the station, to whom I had delivered a letter con- 
cerning us from his employer, my presentiments, gleaned en mute 
from the men, at length were beyond a doubt confirmed, that 
without cattle I could not move. 

What the intentions of Poncet and his agent at Adbr were, to mis- 
lead me by representing the Rohl aa a bead-trafficking community, 
1 could not imagine, as even the ordinary articles of consumption, 
such as moderate quantities of grain, honey, and tobacco, could only 
be obtained in exchange for a cow or calf. Had I chosen to rob 
cattle in order to pay the porters, I could have done so at the Ad6r, 
and avoided all the inconveniences and heavy losses that had befallen 
us by following this impracticable and circuitous route. What was 
to be done? Indebted to the amount of some 6ixt.y head of cattle 
for the hire of the porters who had accompanied our men, whom we 
met on the Lagoon, the agent, for an equivalent of goods or money, 
could or would not supply me with any more cattle. Neither would 
the negroes of the adjoining village dispose of any of their cattle for 
any consideration in our power to give them. The men's demands 
for cattle to purchase their different requirements, put off from day 
to day, rendered them troublesome and tu~bulent. They told me 
we could neither return nor proceed, and they would consent no 
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longer to privations, whilst in possession of the means to obtain 
them, and, with or without my consent, they were prepared to join 
Poncet's men in a i-azzia. 

The storm I , h d  long foreseen brewing now burst, and, as matters 
would be only aggravated by a refusal, I gave my reluctant consent. 
Our reflections, as may .be supposed, were none of the pleasantest. 
In lieu of the introduction of more valuable and civilising merchan- 
dise, such as cutlery, or cloth for wearing apparel, as' articles of 
barter, of which the negroes are very fond-when the value of glass 
beads and copper ornaments began to decline and to lose their charm 
-the tradem disgraced themselves by descending to the level of the 
savages, and imitated them, on a larger scale, in their attempts to 
enrich themselves by the plunder and destruction of tribe after 
tribe. From this to slave-stealing, and the pursuit of the traffic, was 
but a s t a ~  which, according to my experience, all the traders havo 
learned, more or less, to indulge in. With the produce they pay 
their men, and realise such profits, that to many, I believe, the ivory 
trade is but of secondary consideration. 

Oct. 22nd.-A wmmotion in the village. Some cattle have been 
etolen by the natives from the Atwat, and traced to Adael; several 
women and children have been seized in the wrn-fields, to be 
retained as host.ages for the stolen cattle. 

Oct. 30th.-Our mmauders returned, and after th. deduction of 
one-third for the men, aa I was informed was usual, we possessed 
eufficient cattle for all of our requirements. The only casualty was 
the loss of one man, in an elephant hunt. 
November 13th.-At length the arrangements had been completed, 

and with one hundred porters for ourselves and fifty for a detach- 
ment of Poncet's men, we left the station to proceed due south. 
Yoncet's agent and fifty of his men accompanied us to bring back 
the negroes to their homes, as, if left to themselves, they would risk 
being exterminated by the tribes. 

Nov. 14th.--Crossing a sheet of water, we suffered some inconve- 
nience by the desertion of a number of our porteq, and the loss of 
some loads, which, thrown into the high grass or water, could not 
be recovered. 

Passing subsequently through the Djour territory, and entering 
that of Moro on the 30th Kovember, we made Neangara, the village 
of a chief of that name, who ruled over a district called Moro Moro- 
kodo. The country traversed gained in elevation, and we were now 
enjoying the pro~pect of several hills. The Rohl porters, as also 
Poncet's agent, would proceed no farther; and as the aborigines 
would not- carry lo&, we were obliged to wait here until porter6 
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could be obtained from my station, situated a t  some eight or ten 
days' journey farther south. 

December 2nd.--One-half of our men left for the required porters. 
Illxress prevailed to a great extent amongst us, and, in particular, 
my dauntless wife and myself were great sufferers. h'eangara and 
the natives were well behaved, and paid us great attention : many 
of our men were known to them by name, having been here o n  former 
trading expeditions from the station. 

Dee. lbth.-Our agent Awat arrived from the station with  a 
numerous escort, and brought us upwards of one hundred porters; 
but I was too ill to think of moving for some time to come. 

Dec. 16th.-Awat, having some months previously left merchan- 
dise for barter with several Nyam Nyam chiefs, about four day' 
journey westwards, proceeded with some hunters, thirty men, 
and all the porters to Hakraka, a Nyam Kyam district. Provisiops 
there mere abundant, whilst Neangara could with difficulty supply 
ne with a sufficiency. 

January 12th, 1863.-Awat and his men, with about 10 cwt. of 
tmks, opportunely arriving, were gladly welcomed. 

Jan. 17th.-Arrangements being complete, and we convalescent, 
left Neangara, and, travelling through an undulating and prettily- 
wooded country, occasionally intersected by brooks, we crossed in 
our punt a copiderable and highly picturesque river, called Ayee. 
Its course was 10' (azimuth compass), and its breadth about 100 
yarh .  The depth varied from knee to waist, and i t  was reported 
to contribute its waters to the Hangan, of which lagoon I believe 
it to be perhaps the principal feeder. 

Jan. 25th.-After crossing anot,her pretty stream, the Bibio; we 
arrived at my station, situated near the junction of the Bibio and 
the Ayee, formerly known by the name of Neambara, but really 
situated, not in that district, but near the village of Wayo, in t.be 
Moro territory. Our donkeys, originally forty, had now dwindled 
to fifteen, and I lost my horse. 

February 12th.-Having waited for a change of porters, we pro- 
ceeded easterly: vid the Neambara, through a romantic group of 
hills, compared by our doctor to the Trosachs, the drainage of 
which, the river ,Queeny, flowed north, and emptied its waters also, 
it was said, into the lagoon of Hangan. 

Feb. 16th.-A vast plain, inhabited by the Bari, was reached. 
sixty men, a reinforcement from Khartiim, were met, who with four 
boats had arrived at Gondokoro. The men were bent upon searching 
for us, and conveyed the unpleasant news of the rumour of our 
deaths, as also a letter from Mr, Baker, dated Gondokoro. 
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The various sluggish, and now for the most part dried up, water- 
coums which traverse the well wooded and fertile plains, take an 
easterly direction, and finally discharge themselves into the Nile 
below Gondokoro. 

Fsb. 20th.-Arrived at  Gondokoro, and to our agreeable surprise 
were greeted by Captaina Speke and Grant, aa also by Mr. Baker- 
the former haviig preceded us by five days. We were g l d  to find 
that Captain Speke, on his arrival, had availed himself of our stores 
for the clothing and support of hie men ; but an ilnfortunate miaun- 
dewtanding, to which I will not here allude, having arisen, with 
the exoeption of a daily allowance of grain for his men until the 
date of his departure, he would, unless for payment, accept of no 
further stores or provisious: 

The Kathleen, our dahabyeh, hitherto occupied by Captain Speke, 
as also four other'boats, one of which, Surkatti's, had reached Gon- 
dokoro mme months previously; were, one and all, forthwith declined. 
Thus termi~mted an expedition, as unpleasant as i t  was arduous, 
and for the execution of which I had exhausted our means and 
energy. 

In consequence of having performed my official duties in opposi- 
tion to the slave-trade, and the interests of large bodies of men 
assembled at Gondokoro, a revolutionary spirit was communicated 
to my men. Insubordinate during their inebriation, the daily 
discharge of firearm in near proximity of our boat, when seated on 
its deck, and abundant whizzing projectiles, gave ample warning of 
the danger to which we were exposed. 

Our intention of proceeding to the cstaracta, and thence on the 
western side of the Nile in search of the lake cited by Captain Speke, 
and previously reported by our agent Mussaad, was frustrated ; for 
out of the 200 men,. exclusive of sailors, who were with me, only 15 
declared themselves willing to follow me. Fifty-four of them seized 
a boat and proceded to Khartiim direct ; whilst others, according to 
their pleasure, either went to my establishment or consented to 
visit the Sobat, on their way home. Under these circumstancee I 
proposed joining our residue with a like number of men who a h  
consented to follow Mr. Baker, and jointly to undertake the journey ; 
but no sooner was the proposal made known than the men of the 
latter stontly refused to move, if in my company. There waa no 
alternative but to return ; co118equently on the 28th of March ike 
left Gondokom in the Kathleen with a. consort, attended by fifteen 
men, and proceeding down stream, I was fortunate, during occasional 
convalescence, in being enabled to meamre the volume of water 
which the Nile and. its principal tributaries conveyed per second. 

VOL. VIIL I 
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Mean depth in fitbomr .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 4 3 - 
Vdum of Water mpplid by~Bahr-cl-GM (Apil25.1863). 

Rate of Current below Junction = 1 knot per hour = 234 feet per second. 
Width of Stream below Jmction 480 feet 9 inches. 
Different depths from East to West bank, via:- Fm. t~ in. 

1 3 0  
1 4 0  
3 1 0  

1 8 0 f t 9 i n . ~ l l ~ 1 0 i n . ~ 2 ~ + 1 4 s e c s . = 1 1 , 3 3 0 c u b . f t p e r c l e c .  a 4 6 
Deduct volume of Water above Junction .. 8,288 3 1 0  -- 3 1 2  
Volume of Water supplied by Ghazal .. .. 3,0424 cub. ft. per aec. 3 1 2 

3 0 0  
2 0 8  
1 4 6  

-. 
9122 1 10 

Man depth below Jmction, in fathoms .. .. .. 2 2 I@ 

Volume of W* supplied by Sokt (JUM 6th 1863). 
Rate of Current-16 feet 3 inches in 14 seconds. 
Width of River--309 feet 3 inches. 
Different depths of River at nearly equal distance, vk: -  h A. i n -  

1 2 0  
2 3 6  

SO9 ft. 3 in. X 24 A. x 16 R 3 in. + 14 = 8615 cubic ft per second 4 2 6 
5 3 0  
6 1 0 .  
5 1 0  
4 3 6  
3 5 6  
2 2 6  

9)36 0 6 

Yean depth of River, half a mile above Junction.. .. 4 0 0 : - 
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. . . . .  . Th-e 'results are as follows, viz. :- 
F e e t  , 

Below junction of Bahr-el-Ghazal . . . . . . . . .  11,330 
Aboveditto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8,288 

Volume of water of Bahr-el-Ghazal ...... 3,042 - 
Volume of water of Sobat . . . . . . . . . . .  8,615 

Of the second Sobat I regret my inability to snpply the measure- 
ment, never having heard of its existence except in  the imagination 
of Captain Speke. 

I had hoped to have been enabled to furnish the volume of water 
conveyed by the Blue Nile; but serious illness since my return to 
Khartfim haa prevented it, and it is now too late to convey any . 
approximate idea pf it in  connexion with the above. 

The accounts of my expedition, daily journal, sketch-map, and 
astronomical observations, accompany this my Beport, for yoilr . 
inspection. My collections of objects of natural history have been 
forwarded to the Bi-itish Museum; and the botanical collection, 
commenced at Korosko and prosecuted during our entire journey, 
was consigned to my friend Captain Grant, for presentation to the 
Kew Gardens. 

I t  remains for me to state, that on our return down the Nile we 
vided the Bahr-el-Ghazal. The greater part thereof, owing to the 
shallow state of water, was found overgrown with reeds and "alubadj " 
( A b n e  mirabilis), and two days prior to our arrival, a t  our old 
moorings, the island of Kyt, the navigation was through a narrow 
putrid ditch, so encumbered with papyrus plants and ambadj, that . 
the Katlklem b a r s  the marks of their inconvenient proxi&ty.. 

I have the honour to be, Sir, 

Your most humble servant, . 

. . . . .  J O ~ N  PETHERICK. ; . 

The astronomical ob&rvations alluded to in the foregoing Report, with the 
Map, will be included, as before stated, in Mr. Petherick's de,tails of his land 
journey to be published in the 34th volume of the 'Journal. The following 
is his statement of account of his expedition :- 





The letter of Mia. Petheriok ia aa followe :- 
& I 6  sadcrn. dfriaa. 

July 26, 1863. 

Sq-My hushand, Mr. Consul Petherick, is very ill, and in' the abaence of 
any one who might render him this service, I beg you to accept a letter from 
me. I feel sure that you will not deem it out of place, and I also believe that 
you will extend your warmest sympsthy to Mr. Petherick. We have now 
been a t  K h a r t h  six weeks: the day of arrival we were unable to land, so 
impaired was our health. I am slowly recovering, but Mr. Petherick is much 
worse ; he is complete1 prostrated, and utterly incapable of attending to busi- 
ness in any shape. I db not feel justified at  present to awd you the account. 
of Consul Petherick's disbursement of the 9501. subscribed for his expedition 
under the auspim of the Royal Geographical Society, though they have been 
ready many months. There are also the solar and lunar observations, the 
days' work of travel in the interior, the map of route, and the sketch too of the 
southwards one, taken by our Agent early in 1862 in search of Captains Speke 
and Gnmt. Should my poor husband continue thus seriously ill, I will make 
my best endeavour to forward you the ppers  alluded to. 

You will soon hear in detail the many trials that we have endured, and all, 
alas ! to be of no avail ; we rest alone upon the consciousness of having done 
our best, using incredible efforts to reach Gondokoro. On the 1st of August, 
1862, we were compelled to abandon the boa& in consequence of their leaky 
coudition. The cordage was rotten from constant immersion and three months* ' 
?wing, so that there remained not a chance of reaching Gondokoro by river. 
1 he place of disemhrkation, on the commencement of our overland journey, 
was a wretched swamp, a few patches of ground alone being visible, on which 
toolrule had been built, and formed a temporary station belonging to the 
brothers Poncet, from whence the ivory brought from inland was shipped. 
The station is known to the A d a  as Abu Kuka, but by the negroen it is 
called Lolnon. 

Three boats returned to Wartam, whilst another proceeded to Gondokoro, 
]yen with the little grain saved from the quantity damaged by leakage and 
rain. Several invalids went in her, a few soldiers, and a number of slaves, 
whom Mr. Petherick had rescued from one of his agents, and was now able 
to send on to their relativea. It was a joy to hear, upon our arrival a t  
Gondokoro, that their freedom lad  been accomplished, and their friends 
crowded to the Consul to give thanka We were to push on by land, and the 
route that it  was at  first p r o p e d  we should take was through the countries of 
the Alib, Mlrdar, Shyr, and the Bari. This was the direct wa south : the 
negm portam, bowever, refused to carry our bsR,ge, n n l w  &. Petherick 
fought the Aliab and seized their cattle, which waa to be given to the negroes 

lieu of copper as hire. The tribe who thus made proposals was the 
Kytch; they were infuriated because the Alisb had stolen enormous herds of 
their cattle some time previo~lsly. Mr. Petherick not consenting to their 
fequest, his only alternative was to proceed westwards to Gondokoro by an 
Indirect and un~ravelled route. The country that we were to traverse, as 
far as Mr. Poncet by report had knowledge of it, to his third station, the 
Rohl or Adael, was a bead-trading one, m d  this Petherick felt to be of great 
advantage. 

The negroea willingly carried, each for a pair of copper earrings, our l&s 
to Poncet's second stationt Ador, one day's journey from the river. The Lady 
?ftk Nile sailed for r(hart8m a few hours after our diaemhrliation, and upon 
her amval a t  that port, went down, damaging goods saved from former mis- 
fortune% a h  papers, Bc. A party of our soldiers went a day in advance of 
y; t k y  had wit11 them eixty portem, and were accompanied by the Chief 
Jlckwl; they were bound for the Rohl station, a distance to be accomplish4 



under favourable circumstanoes within three iReeks : the porters were paid in 
advance with massive copper braceleb. We reached Ador on the 2nd August, 
starting at noon the day before, the crossing of the lagoon and the heavy rain 
having prevented us from doing the march in the course of the day. When 
there every effort was made to leave Ador with another large party as soon as 
possible, but the n e p a  believh that to a certain extent we were in their 
power, as our bata had left, r e f d  to carry unless paid with cattle. Remon- 
strances were of no avail, and they were even offered four times the amount of 
copper accepted by their comrades. 

A fortnight was wasted in endeavouring to bring them to reason ; the chief a 
wife, after remonstrating in vain with them, said to Mr. Petherick, "If you 
~emain here with all these men we shall not be able to supply you with grain, 
end without porters you cannot leave. My people are thick-headed and obsti- 
nate, and will not listen to my words ; you must therefore seize them and 
force them to carry your lode. I will bring you a few, chiefly women ; pay 
them what you have promised." 

No time was lost : the chiefs wife directing our men where to search, several 
able-bodied negroea were secured, and the following day, August 15th, we 
started, but were compelled to leave a hundred loads behind, and we travelled 
without even the comfort of teaor sugar ; every luxury was dispensed with. A 
week brought us to the great lagoon ; we were here attacked by the negroes, 
who wanted us to return, and we could get no canoes for a length of time. At 

. last, by persuasion, backed with threats, the canoes were brought, and half our 
force embarked with the merchandise and a great quantity of powder. Where 
the current was strongest (the meeting of two rivers) the negroes upset the 
canoes, and clubbed our men as they rose to the surface; but the men, ren- 
dered desperate, fired, though the guns had been immersed. Two went off, 
killing a negro and wounding another, when these negroes, panic stricken, 
8eeing the effect, and finding their calculation wrong as to the utter uselessness 
of firearms when wetted, made off, leaving five of the sixteen canoes on the 
water. Two of our best men were murdered, and the property was lost. 
Amongst it  was the fine photo,mphic apparatus brought out from London. 

I have no time to dwell upon the difficulty we now experienced to get on, 
but the lagoon was crossed; not however without the loss of life ; and we reached 

- the Rohl at the end of September, where we found the men who haa preceded 
us. They had been shamefully used : the sixty porters ran away when they 
rmhed the lagoon, the chief alone remaining with them ; and the men of the 
canoes left our people in the centre of the lagoon on a very mal l  island; they 
too had been paid in advance. The soldiers had then to get on as they could : 
i t  fortunately happened that they had donkeys, and were thus able to convey 
the luggage. Dividing their party, one b d y  went a march in advance, depo- 
siting the loads and returning for the remainder; their journey was thus 
doubly tedious, and they had reached the Rohl only a short time before we 
did. 

At that place we were detained two months. The negroes would not listen 
to any proposition for hire but that of cattle, which Petherick refused to give. 
During this wearisome stay, the men of the zariba, anxious to go upon a cattle 
razzia, a system to which they were often compelled to resort, as the n e w s  
refused to barter unless for cattle, induced our men to solicit permission to 
accompany them. Their requeat was passionately refused by Petherick, when, 
to o6r dismay, the men said that they would go ; that Petherick had no right 
to keep them there to starve, and they refused service. Our position was any- 
thing but pleasant ; and the menof the station, headed by the agent, insinuated' 
that we could no longer remain there. We were in debt to them sixty head 
of cattle, which we had borrowed for necessary expenses: cattle invariably 
was taken for payment; without salt for a considerable time, a emall lump 
was ofFered for s a l e t h e  price, acow; and *in, during a severe attack of 
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%ver, which prostrated me, I had asked for a little honey; dnd a odw was 
charged for it. Spirit was distilled at  the station, and our men had gone 
deeply into debt for i t ;  so all these circumstances formed a combination too 
s t rong  to resist, and, reluctantly, a consent was wrung from Petherick that his 
men might  go with the others on the razzia. They returned with cattle, 
porters were speedily procured, our debts paid, and we left in November the 
h h l ,  for a place called thq Neangam, a settlement south of the Moro tribe; 
our porters would not accompany us beyond, as the tribes were hostile. 
Amved there we were distant but a week's quick journey from Petherick's 
station of the Neamhra, and thither we sent for porters to convey us on. 
The Consul was here attacked with severe illness, and for a month he was 
perfectly helpless. His horse died when we were there detained, so that w h e ~  
our journey was continued he had to ride a donkey. There were but ten of 
those animals left of the forty which we broiight from Khartem. 
. In January, 1863, we arrived at  our own beautifully situated station, the 
Neambara. We here remained only a fortnight. I t  was necessary to hire 
fresh porters, and for this troublesome land it  may be considered fortunate that 
they were iu that time forthcoming. 

The journey from the Nesmbara to Gondokoro was truly pleasant. The 
country was high and fertile--a great change from the mar& lands--our 
health became re-established, and we arrived at  Gondokoro in good spirits, 
there to meet with Captains Speke and Grant. Mr. Baker with boats and a 
g d  force from Khartfim was also there ; from him Captain Speke had already 
accepted the use of his dahabyeh on its return to K h a r t h  ; also stores from 
him, though our dahabyeh, with three other boats laden with stores, were at  
Gondokoro, and placed at  Captain Speke's d i s p l ,  but he rejected any nid 
from Mr. Consul Petherick. 

It had been arranged that Mr. Baker should proceed in the direction of a 
large lake reported to Captain Speke, but which he had been unable to visit, 
Captain Speke giving the necessary directions for the guidance of Mr. Baker. 
And thus it seemed that there was no opening for Mr. Petherick, yet he deter- 
mined to push on towards the said lake, though iq a different direction from 
that to be pursued by Mr. Baker. 

In a few days Captains Speke and Grant wiled for Kharttim, carrying with 
them our letters, the first we had an opportunity of sending for many weary 
-months. These brave and successful travellers had hardly left Gondokoro 
when Mr. Baker'a men mutinied and refused to proceed inland, a few only 
remaining faithful. Our men rebelled at the same time, and declined to 
serve Petherick any longer. Sixty-three of these renegades insisted upon 
being sent back in the boats to K h a r t b ,  and this request, if deniti$ they 
said they would enforce. The feeling against Petherick was very violent, 

8 and his life was in hourly danger. All this was owing to his attempt to s u p  
press slave trafic; he acting according to orders received from his Government, 
and having exposed the ~ystem universally adopted, traders and soldiers were 
vindictiveindeed they had sworn to take away his life. Some fifteen men 
remained true to us, but these included our personal attendants. Mr. Baker's 
reduced force numbered about the same, and, placed in this dilemma, it  was 
propwed that the two small bands should become one, and that at once we 
ehould start towards the lake reported by Captain Speke. But again a 
difliculty arose: Mr. Baker's men refused to proceed if accompanied by the 
Consu~l. We were isolated. Mr. Baker, with his few soldiers, joined a strong 
Party belonging to a trader who were returning to their station, some five 
marches eastwards of Gondokoro. For us there was nothing left but to return 
to Khartfim, with the enormous supply of stores which had been brought up 
by the boats a few weeks previously. 

The grater part of the stores which we brought last year from KhartQm 



were datro ed by the rrinr and leakage. The h bare indeed been 
maxiow; anJthe axpnditun which Mr. Petherick hvished upon tba Expedi- 
tioa from his private mernr tends well nigh to ruin hi; and there is no 
bnger legitimate h d e ;  its arlbnce, once Bmuiahing, will become a tra- 
dition. 

We left Giondokoro on IKarch 28th, intending to p d  to the Bahr4- 
Qb4, and, on our return, visit and wrvey the Eoplt : we bad hoped &hat the 
river-voyage and trrn uillity might restore health. Progessdown sham was 
very Udious, going o& with the current and sweep; the wind r a n  g e n e d l y  
northerly, and so strong that the dahabyeh was almoclt daily made fast to tbe 
reeds until the storm paned, and then down came the rain. Had those capri- 
a o w  winds but m e d  us a t  the Mme oeamn the year before, how much 
unhappiness might have been spared nr I 

At the lake we had the pleasure of meeting Madame la Baronne, Madame 
Tinn6, end her daughter ; they were about to proceed to the station of a trader, 
and p a ~ ~  there the rainy manon ; from thence to go to the Nyam Nyams. But 
they, like all other travellers in this land of vexatious delays, were constantly 
retarded, and the rains had already commenced when they set off, and without 
the protection of the two gentlemen who were of their pr ty,  the Baron d'A- 
and Berr von Heuglin: the latter was too ill to travel, and the Baron was 
compelled to await the arrival of portere. The ladies, with a numerous suite, 
got well over the fimt day's march, but then rain fell w it only does in the 
tropics ; tents were blown down, and speedily the young lady waa attacked by 
fever, and for many days was too ill tu travel. The delay caused the diminu- 
tion of grain, which waa sufficient to have lasted until the station for which 
they were bound was reached. In consequence of this unforeseen difficulty the 
porters revolted, the soldiem threw down their arms, and were on the point of 
abandoning those they had come to prutect. Fortunatel a t  this time grain 
was brought into camp : the trader knowing that the deey would cause the 
consumption of the supply, thoughtfully sent some, and then peace was 
restored. Tbe Baron hqnng of this disaster, started immediately to render 
aaaistance, and subsequently Herr von Heuglin was carried in a litter t o  the 
rendezvous. Since our arrival at KhartQm we have heard that the adventurous 
ladies are well and comfortably settled, and that they have received an invita- 
tion from a Sultan of the Nyam Nynms to visit him. 

The Bahr-el-Ghazal is now a vast swamp, and it is with the utmost diffi- 
culty that a passage am be forced through reeds and the pithy ambadj-tree, 
which haa encroached everywhere. The steamer hired by Madame Tim6 
had the paddle taken off ere it  could be attempted. The place is most 
unhealthy; and we, attacked by typhus fever, were comprlled to make a 
hurried retreat. Amved at  the Sohat, it was discovered that we were 
almost without grain, and none could be purchased, so that we went on 
to KhartQm. Here everything is in disorder, and the report of our death, 
so universally believed, has cauaed us great vexation. We are cut off from 
all knowledge of home news; my lant letters bear date October. 1862, and 
the anxiety for tidings tends to aggravate the fover from which I daily suffer, 
and you must permit me to offer that weakness as an excuse for the very 
disorderly written letter which I now send. I t  has been a trial to complete 
it, and I have been several days about it, often able only to pen a few lines, 
and I now feel how imperfect it  is. 1 hasten to conclude, as the poet leaves 
to-day. I wid1 I could give you a better account of my good husband's health, 
and, trusting fervently that shortly it may be in his power to write to you, I 
beg to remain, sincerely yours, 

MLartZirn, Bug. 3, 1863. KATHERINE PETHEBICK. 
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P.S.-I find upon re-reading this letter that I have omitted to tell you that 
Mr. Baker did not proceed inlend with the men and Jakeel of Laliff'es, who 
bmught down Captains Speke and Grant, as was arranged. Universally 
$he men protested upon taking h'nglisnmen to their locrrlity; and thus it 
was that Mr. Baker joined a party returning to their station eastwards of 
Gondokoro, belonging to a Circassian, Kurschid Aga. We heard of his 
safe arrival a t  that zariba, and at  the same time of the disaster which 
befell the men of the neighbouring station of a Copt, of the name of Shnoodn, 
who is American Consular Agent of this place : one hundred 'and twenty of a 
party of his men, accornpnied by a number of Kurschid Aga's force, and two 
malcontents of Mr. Baker's, who within a few days had levanted, set off on a 
razzia. The w m p n y  separated at  the foot of a lofty mountain. Shnooda's 
men reached the summit, capturing the cattle, and seeing no negroes, they 
made a descent on the opposite aide, when, in a gorge, a shower of rocks arid 
atones was hurled upon the Arabs, and one hundred and five lost their lives, 
fifteen only of the party returning to tell the tale. Since I signed this letter 
y e  have received a letter from Madame Tinn6, who informs us that it  was 
from Mr. Petherick's agent at the Bahr-el-Ghazal she received the timely 
supply of grain, and not from the agent of the zariba to which she was 
Herr von Henglin had not joined them ; he was, in wnsequence of il$netw, 
travelling very slowly. K. P. 

; The PBESIDENT said the pra,gaph relating to the liberation of slaves had 
reference to a charge which he believed had beep most unjustly brought against 
Mr. Petherick, that he gave encouragement to the slave-trade. I t  now appeared 
that the first operation he undertook in connexion with slavery was to hand- 
cuff the captain of the vessel trading in slaves, and to liberate the slaves. He 
need not remind the meeting that Mrs. Petherick had shared all her husband's 
difficultiee. The touching letter to which he had alluded would be placed in 
the hands of the Secretary, for there am parts of it  which ought to form a 
portion of the commnuimtions published in the Proceedings of the Ho a2 
Oeo,graphicaE Society. The spirit of enterprise and devotion with which dm. 
Petherick har followed the adventures of her husband are truly remarkable. 
I n  reference to the catastrophe, which no doubt originated the report that Mr. 
Petherick was drowned, the letter described exactly what occurred. The cal- 
cillations and observations in Mr. Petherick's Paper were in the hands of the 
officers of the Society. Among the documents is a map of the country to the 
south of Gondokoro, execl~ted in a rough manner by Abd-cl-Majid, the man 
whom he sent forward and who brought back the information that he could 
not hear of Speke and Grant. Captain Speke himself intended to have been 
present, but he was in Paris, having been requested to wait upon the Emperor 
of the French in reference to explorations in the interior of Africa. He had 
sent a telegram to inform him that the Emperor of the French is very well 
disposed to encourage all explorations in the interior of Africa, and will be 
happy to w-o rate with England in any efforts to determirie the sources of *e 
great dsem wgch flow from the interior of Africa. 

DR. MURIE, at  the invitation of the President, gave some additional details 
of Mr. Petherick's expedition. Starting from Khartiim, at the junction of the 
Blue and the White Nile, the party were favoured with tolerably fair winds, 
and the boats weht up merrily to Bahr-el-Ghazsl. Here the winds, which had 
been coming from the north, carrying the boats up against the current, changed 
and came blowirig from the south, so that they had both wind and current 
against them, and they had considerable difficulty in getting along. The 
country is marshy, which rendered towing impossible. Accordingly they de- 
termined to quit the river and make a detour to the west, to Mr. Petherick's 
station at Neam-ban, which ie about 90 miles due west. After a aeries of 
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nuarches they reached the station, and then went round to Gtondokoro. In the 
previous November Mr. Petherick had sent a party up the river to meet 
Captain Speke, and they reached Gondokoro in January, 1862. Mr. Petherick 
left K h a r t b  in March, 1862, and did not reach Gondokoro until February, 
1863, the march round occupying aa many months ss i t  ought to have done 
weeks. They encountered many difficulties. Being unable to get portem to 
carry the bggage, they were obliged to wait a t  several stations. until they 
could get men. The country on both aides of the Nile at  Bahr-el-Ghd consista 
of a series of ma'rahes and lakes. On their way to Rohl they came to a winding 
river with a general course from south to north, almost parallel with the Nile 
itself. l'hey found great difficulty in crossing, and it  was here that many 
troubles occurred and the misfortune h a p p e d  which had been mentioned. The 
boats which were sent forward to (Sondokoro Dr. Murie believed had orders to 
remain there until either Captain Speke or Mr. Petherick should arrive. The 
chief Arab in command, Abd-el-Majid, went to the station at  Neambara to the 
west, and from this p i n t  sent the men under Musssad to the south. They 
made a march of sixteen days southwards, and when travelling would go at  
the rate of 10 or 12 miles a day. The country we passed through, as well aa 
that described to the south, is gently undulating and covered with vast forerits; 
very fruitful and healthy. The chief thing which troubled our men in their 
march were ulcers in the legs and feet, caused by the sharp grass cutting the 
s k i  Fever is comparatively unknown in thatpart, and mosquitoes are few. 
Cotton, tobacco, and many other products, are common. Muasaad reported 
a piece of water, flowing to the west, but was uncertain whether it was a river 
or a lake. Dr. Barth, in his Travels, has stated that he had heard from the 
Arabs that so many days south there was a river flowing to the west. Whether 
this was the same or not remains to be determined. He would say one word 
with regard to Mr. Petherick and his expedition. The Geographical k i e t y  sent 
him out to succour Captain Speke. He was to send boats to Gondokoro, which 
were to remain there a certain time, and if Captain Speke did not come he was at 
liberty to withdraw. Mr. Petherick himself, Dr. Murie presumed, so understood 
his instructions, and did send boats to Gondokoro. AM-el-Majid, however, 
seemed not to have followed what Dr. Murie understood mere his instructions, 
for he left and waa coming down the river when Mr. Petherick met him. 
With regard to slavery, he might state that the whole of that co~~ntry of the 
'Xile is in a perfect ferment on the subject. Mr. Petherick met his own men 
coming down the river with slaves. I t  is almost out of the pwer  of any man 
to prevent it. You cannot tell what the Arabs are doing in the boats up the 
river, and when they come down they conceal the slaves in their boats and 
land them at a point where they are sent away; some in an easterly direction 
towards Abyssinia, some to the west, and some down to Egypt. 

The PBESIDENT said he had received a letter from Mr. Colquhoun, the British 
Consul at  Cairo, stating that he had received books and packets of letters from 
Mr. Petherick, which he would send home by the Southampton boat. He had 
not heard from Mr. Petherick since Captain Speke left Gondokoro, and he was 
idignorance of his movements ; but had gathered that his health and that of his 
wife were much broken. Mr. Colquhoun added that the consulate in the Soudan 
had been done away with for the present. As the trade with the Soudan became 
more important, i t  would be necetpary to re-establish the consulate, but on a 
totally different footing. " I t  is a wretched country," conGnues the letter, 

and will need, what I fear it  will not receive for some time, a thorough re- 
organisation. The slave-trade demoralises every one apparent1 who sets foot 
in it." In reference to this comm~~nicatio~~ the President srig he hoped, if 
through any misrepresentations Mr. Petherick had lost his appointment, that 
he would be re-instated. This was the first time that we had beer1 enabled to 
do justice to him, for until now we had never had the real details of his expe- 
'dition. The documents, on which geographers most rely, are in the hands of 
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the Secretary, and will be examined ; and we shall eee how they will enable 
practical geographers to improve their maps of a portion of Africa where no 
ebse~~ntiom have hitherto been made. 

The second Paper was- 

2. On FOSSil Boms from the Alluvial Strata of the Zambesi Delta. 
By JOHN KIRK, M.D. 

THEBE bones were collecBed in  the bed of a stream which joins the 
Zambesi near the head of the Delta, whither they had been trans- 
ported by the rush of water from a little way inland. I n  Mammalia, 
t h e  bones and teeth of large antelopes were most abundant; next, 
those of the  buffalo, hippopotamus, and lion. Among reptiles, 
h g m e n t s  of the osseous back of the water-tortoise and bones of 
crocodile were found. Besides bones there were many fragments 
of pottery, rounded on the edges, which, on fracture, had the same 
appearance as the half-baked pottery now in  use by the natives; 
b u t  the surface.markings differed from all kinds of pottery known 
either to Dr. Livingstone or Dr. Kirk. I t  seems probable that 
these fragments were washed from the clay strata, as well as the 
bones, i n  company of which they are found. Villages in  this region 
are  commonly situated near a 1agoon.or creek, and it is the super- 
stitious custom of some tribes to cast into the water all bones of 
animals after the flesh is eaten. The bones have evidently not lain 
long exposed to the sun and air, otherwise they would not have 
retained so well their form. All the specimens yet examined 
belong to species now existing in  the Zambesi Delta. 

The BEEWENT said he would read a short communication of his own in 
relation to the Paper just read. They would excuse him if upon this occasion 
he commingled a little his peculiar science of geology with physical geography. 
He had always endeavoured to combine them, because he believed one is the 
foundation of the other. He deeply regretted that the fossil bones collected by 
Dr. Livingstone and Dr. Kirk should be a remnant only of the fossil remains 
and other natural history ohjects collected by them. The chief collections had 
been sent by trading-vessels to Mozambique, and not having yet reached this 
country it was to be feared they have been lost. The gwlogical maps of the 
late Mr. Richard Thornton, the geologist who went out with the expedition, 
except one map of the Kilimandjaro Mountains, have in like manner been sent 
away in ships and have not been heard of. 

The PBESIDENT then read the third Paper- 

3. On the Antiquity ofthe Physsioal Geography of Inner Af*ica. 
By Sir RODERICK I. MWHISON, E.C.B. 

HE commenced by expressing the regret which every one must feel, 
that so small a portion of the fossil remains and Natural History 
objects, collected by Dr. Livingstone and Dr. Kirk, should have' 
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reached England; the greater part having been sent by trading- 
vessels to Mozambique, and not since been heard of. The great 
interest which attaches to the bones brought home by Dr.   irk 
from the Zambesi is, that,.though they have been so long entombed 
in argillaceous drift as to have lost their gelatine and to have 
become truly fossil, they are confined to animals still l ivkg in 
South Africa. This supports the theoretical view which Sir 
Roderick put before the Society in 1852, via.-that South Africa 
had, from a remote secondary period, or that of the fossil reptile 
Dicynodon, maintained, throughout its central regions, undisturbed 
lacustrine and terrestrial characters up to our own days. This view 
was also demonstrated by Livingstone as regarcla the Zambesi, and 
had been well sustained in Central Equatorial Africa by the re- 
searches of Burton, Speke, and Grant. In none of these adventurous 
journeys have the travellers met with ancient fossiliferous formatioxip 
which would indicate that this continent had been submerged in 
former periods, like most other countries Nowhere have they 
detected limestones with marine organic remains, though they have 
been especially urged to direct their inquiries to this point. The 
only marine shells which have been found occur on or near the 
coasts, and are either of eocene nummulitic, or of recent age. 
From the observations of Mi-. Richard Thornton and others, i t  ie 
evident that the nucleus or backbone of the continent is formed of 
the older or palreozoio rocks of geologists ; but there is no evidence 
of t.he existence of any secondary or tertiary fossiliferous marine 
rocks in inner Africa. The opinion of the author of the Paper is, 
that the superficial deposits which do exist are of purely terrestrial 
and lacustrine or fluviatile origin. The only striking fossil shell 
which Speke found, in a ridgeat a great distance from the coast,' 
proved to be a large Achatina, similar in form to the A. penlkc, now 
living in South Africa. All the evidence which has been obtained 
sustains the validity of Sir Roderick's hypothesis of 1852, that the 
same physical conditions have prevailed- in Central Africa from 
those days when that remarkable reptile of the marsh lived, which 
was discovered by Mr. Bain in the interior of the Cape region, and 
named Dicynodon by Owen. The author then proceeded to remark, 
that the vast interior of the South African continent exhibits no 
signs of subaerial volcanoes, and consequently its surface has not 
been diversified by the outpouring of lava-streams, or broken up 
by efforta of subterranean heat to escape, or subjected to those great 
oscillations by which the surfaces of other continents have been in 
recent geological periob submerged beneath the waters of the 
ocean, and strewed with erratic blocks. In conclusion, he referred 
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to Dr. Kirk'a opinion regarding t h e  age  of the.fragments of the 
pottery, and  remarked tha t  if t h e  contamporaneity of these remains 
of human art with t h e  fossil bones be eventually established, w e  
should have every reason to conclude t.hat t h e  Negro type of man- 
k i n d  inhabiting this ancient continent must be of great  antiquity. 
In  view of ittl antiquity, t h e  very slight advances i n  civilisation 
made  by this race .were very remarkable, especially if we compared 
the Negroes wi th  t h e  American and  Polynesian races; for  these 
have  had to struggle against t h e  want  of those powerful helps  to 
progress - domesticable animals - which have always abounded 
amongst the Negroes. 

DR. HODQKXN said, he hoped he sho~ild not be intruding upon the Society if 
he offered a few remarks upon the physical geogra hy of North Africa. His 
observations did not extend much above one huudrelmiles from the wast ; but 
the appeamnces which fell under his notice struck him as very remarkable. 
On landing at  Mogador, he found that the sandstone forming the coast and 
the rocks in the sea were more or leas covered with a calcareous coating, very 
likely of a tufaceoutl kind. He had then no conception of what it was, or how 
far it extended. As he proceeded day by day into the interior, he noticed that 
this calcareous tufa became much thicker, presenting various phenomena, 
under very interesting modifications, up to Morocco itself. Returning by a 
different route, thus traversing a triangular space of several miles area, he 
found the same formation of various depths : sometimes a mere thin coating 
lying upon limestone in steps, covering it almost like a carpet on stairs ; in 
other places, forming beds of various feet in thickness, and containing em- 
bedded in it  various masses derived from the rocks of the interior. He always 
found the &br& of the covered rocks on one side, and not on the other- 
a fact which, as respects the place of origin, seemed to indicirta the course in 
which thie covering had been derived. In returning from Morocco he crossed 
the Jeblet chain of hills; and even the sides of these hills were covered with 
the same formation up to a considerable height. These hills were formed of 
strata, which in some cases were almost vertical; and even in this position 
their extremities were covered with a layer of this same calcareous matter. 
He proceeded to Mazagan, and up to the coast he folind the same thing. His 
friend Captain Armitage, who went from Morocco to the wast at Satfa, also 
noticed the same phenomena. 

ADYIRAL MURRAY said, after papers were read, one of the first things that 
Sir Roderick Murchison did was to call upon the Society to return their 
thanks to the author of the paper. His modesty would not allow him to do 
the same thing with regard to 'his own paper. Would they therefore allow 
him, as an humble individual, to ask them to return their thinks by acclama7 
tion to Sir Roderick Murchison for the very interesting paper he had read? 

The PREBIDENT returned his hearty thanks for the compliieut. In 
reference to what had fallen from Dr. Hodgkin, he begged to say that his own 
paper had exclusive reference to Africa south of- the Equator. He was per: 
fectly well acquainted with the very different structure of North Africa, in 
which there is a great number of these formations extending a wnsiderable 
distance into the interior, which are not f o ~ ~ ~ d  in Southern Africa. Dr. 
hodgkin accompanied Sir Mcses Moutefiore in his recent expedition to 
Morocco, and if he would bring before the Society a special paper on the 
structure.of these rocks, they wohld be glad to receive it. As Dr. Kirk was 
present, and they had not seen anybody from the Livingtone Expedition for 
some time, he hoped that gentleman would favour them with a few observa- 
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tions. He would ads him to state the chumatancee under which he found 
the bones. 

DB. KIRK aaid they had entered the Zambesi a t  its moet southern mouth, 
and had reached the head of the Delta, where the river flows from north to 
south. The creek in which the bonea were found comes from the west. I t  
could not come any great distanoe, ae the rocks found washed down by it 
were chiefly of clay, with a few calcareous nodules in them ; whereaa the 
coarserange is com entirely of calcareous tufa, the representative of 
the limestone of tr'=' e Tertiary times of Mozambique. I t  eeemed to him 
extremely probable that there is a connexion between these bones and the 
ancient inhabitauts of Africa. He came to this conclusion from all the hanea 
being in fragments ; i t  is not a t  all likely they would have been broken had 
they been deposited by the death of animal0 in marshes. All the long bones 
were broken, while the vertebrae were perfect and not in any way wom. One 
of the boneg of a buffalo is quite sharp on the edges ; yet no skull or long 
bones, such as the natives would break, were found. Hundreds of specimens 
were picked up for transmission home, which have not arrived. He had a h  
found a few bones in the banks of Lake Nyaasa; the spot was in latitude 
1 3 O  S., near one of those promontories where the river comes in from the 
mountain range to the west, passing about four miles of flat alluvial plains, 
ver similar to the Zambesi Delta. These plains are w m p e d  of clay beds 
w i 2  ferrnginous sand, and at the mouth of thew the bones were found-not 
in the least degree fossilized, yet tending that way, but containing a little oil, 
These seem to have beeu deposited in the clay when the lake was drying up, 
for that lake has stood a hundred feet above the present level. He had no 
doubt that further research in the lakes will lead to the discovery of the re- 
mains of animals, and possibly of human inhabitants. 
ME. GALTON asked Dr. Kirk how far the loss of gelatine in bones, lying on 

the shores of the Zambesi, was a ~ i g n  of their antiquity. In the hot and dry 
regions of Africa with which he (Mr. Galton) was acquainted, bones lose their 
gelatine rapidly. ' He mentioned a case in the Bishari Desert, where he had 
seen dead camels lying by the roadside, so thoroughly desiccated and so de- 
ficient in organic matter, that he was able to lift an entire quarter of an animal, 
with ease. Again, in the Bame latitude as the Zambesi, but in the con- 
fessedly drier regions of West Africa, he had noticed recent bones wholly 
robbed of their animal matter. When burnt they gave out no smell. If 
bonea lost their gelatine as rapidly by the side of the Zamhesi as in the other 
places he had named, it is quita conceivable that they should be destitute of 
gelatine when first embedded. Of the action of the Zambesi climate upon 
the gelatine of bones he had no knowledge, and therefore requested infornia- 
tion from the experience of Dr. Kirk. 

DR. K ~ K  said the bones in that region not only speedily lose their gelatine, 
but in a year's time are completely deetroyed. But it is not in this case the 
loss of gelatine: the bones are thoroughly foasilised, are much heavier than 
ordinary bones, on being broken adhere to the tongue, and on being burnt 
show no trace of organic matter. There is a great distinction between bones 
which have had their gelatine extracted and bones which have been undergoing 
a chemical process. 

The PRE~IDENT said, the bones are as completely fossilised as the bones of 
the mammoth or any extinct animal that have ever been found in the old 
diluvial drift. 

Before adjourning the Meeting, the PRESIDENT announced that Dr. Living- 
stone may be ex ted home very shortly. I t  is perfectly certain that he had 
returned to the rmbes i  in very good health. 
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1 .  Note on the f yuen t  Omission of Readings of the Barometer and Ther- 
mometer in Sextant Obseruations for. ths Detem'nation of Latitude and 
Longitude. By EDWIN DUNKIN, Eaq. 

(Extracted from the ' Monthly Notices.of the Reyal Astronomical kiety,' 
vol. xxk. p. 12 1.) 

IN offering the following remarks on a subject which has lately given me 
much trouble, I think it may be useful to call the attention of those membem 
of the Society who are interested in astro-geographical investigations to a 
most important fact. It appears that, in the determination of latitudes and 
longitudes by the sextant, while the greatest care has generally been taken 
by travellers in the astronomical part of,the pheryations of meridian altitudes, 
local time, or lunar distances, leaving really nothing more to be desired in that 
direction ;--oorresponding observations of the variations in the condition of the 
atmosphere are frequently omitted, notwithtanding that they are such im- 
portant elements in the deduction of the proper correction for refraction. This 
omission is to be regretted, even when the traveller keeps a meteorological 
journal, as the observations in this instance are generally confined to a few 
readings daily, which differ considerably, especially the temperature, from what 
would be recorded about the time of the sextant observation. 

These few considerations have occurred to me during the discussion of Capt. 
J. H. Speke's astronomical observations, the reduction of which was performed 
under my superintendence. So far as  Capt. Speke's observations are con- 
cerned, I have nothing but the mohlt unqualified commendation, and I have 
felt personally indebted to him for the general accuracy and order, as exhibited 
in  the whole of his astronomical records from Zanzibar to Gondokoro. The 
object of these remarks is, therefore, not to complain of, nor even to criticise, 
what is already performed, but simply to offer a suggestion which might be 
available for the future. 
As a result of the absenm of corresponding meteorologikl observations, I 

have been informed that it  has frequently been the practice in the reduction 
of lunar distances, &c., to extract the correction for refraction from a table, 
constructed with a barometer reading of 30 inches and a thermometer reading 
of 50°, without any regard to the condition of the atmospheric pressure, or of 
the temperature of the air a t  the time of observation. For nautical purposes, 
this rough method may in general be sufficiently accurate ; but when the. 
obseroing station is elevated several thousand feet above the level of the sea, 
and when the resulting longitude is intended to fix permanently the geo- 
graphical position of the place, the effect of the decreased atmospheric pres- 
sure becomes of the highest importance, and ought on no account to be 
neglected. 

To exhibit the effict of this omission, I have 'ven as examplea, though by 
no meana extreme cases, two different resulta forTongitude with the lunar dia- 
tan= corrected and uncorrected for the variations in the readings of the 
barometer and thermometer. In the reduction of Capt, Speke's astronomical 
obeervations, I was obliged to assume these readings, in coneequence of no 
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recorded barometric readings having been placed in my hands ; but fortunately, 
s ~ ~ r c e l y  any ill effect arose from this circumstance, as I found subsequently 
from an examination of eome observations of the temperature of the boiling 

int of water mnde during the route, that my assumed readivgs differed very 
lttle from tile truth. F' 

From the mean of a series of sextant observations made at  Kaz6 by Capt. 
Speke, in 1861, Febn~ary 28, a t  20h. 25m. 34s. local time, i t  was found 
that the angular distance at that time between the Sun nnd Moon, when cleared 
from refraction and parallax, was 123O 10' 28" corrected, and 123O 11' 4" 
uncorrected. These values give for longitude :- 

h. m. s. o I W  

Corrected . . . . . . . .  2 1 2  4E.  = 33 1 O E  
Uncorrected . . . . . .  2 1 3  8 0 

Difference . . . . . . . .  0 1 4 = 0 16 0 

Again, in 1862, December 12, a t  Faloro, a t  20h. 37m. 27s. local time, the 
angular distance between the Sun and Moon was found to be 103" 39' 1" 
corrected, and 103O 39' 25" uncorrected ; the resulting values for longitude 
being :- 

b. m. a. 0 I I' 

Corrected . . . . . . . .  2 7 25 E. = 31 51 15 E. 
Uncorrected . . . . . .  2 8 15 = 32 3 45 

Difference . . . . . . . .  0 0 50 = 0 12 30 

I think these differences are sufficiently important to attract the attention 
of those who may in future be called upon to make or reduce similar Rstro- 
nomical observations for geographical purposes. They also justify me in 
laying the subject before the Society. I would, therefore, most strongly 
rewmmend that future travellers should be specially instructed to record, not 
only the readings of the chronometer and sextant, but also the readings of the 
barometer and thermometer at least once during each Reria of observations. If 
they mill faithfully do' this, they will greatly relieve the mind of the com- 
puter, and also (which is of more consequence) increase the value of their 
observations two-fold. 

2. Gold F'ieEds in Qumnsland. Extract from a Despatch from Sm 
GEORGE BOWEN to the DUKE of NEWCASTLE. 

Communicated by the COLONIAL OPPICE. 
Two Gold Fields have been recently ' proclaimed ' in this colony. One of 

them is about 20 miles inland from the town of Gladstone ; and the other is 
on t,he Peak Downs, about 250 miles north-west of Rockhampton. A large 
number of persons have already congregated at these two localities, and a con- 
siderable quantity of gold has been procured. The discovery of a new Gold 
yield in Australia no longer causes the general excitement of ten years ago. 
Gold has also been recently discovered near Dalgai on the Darling Downs, and 
a t  some other places. A rich copper-mine is being worked by a Company close 
to the Gold Field on the Peak Dowlls. I t  was from the first foretold that the 
increase of our population would be sure to lead to the development of our 
mineral resources!' 
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3. ERRATA in ' Notes on t b  Language of South Africa,' by Senhor Com- 
mand. J o q ~  C. DE FIQANIBBE (vi& ' Proceedingn,'vol. viii. p. 105). 

Senhor Jorge C. de FiganiAre has communicated to us the following correc- 
tiods of his Memoir, published in the last number of the ' Proceedings :'- 

Page 106, line 10, instead of "The Nation," red "The Native." 
Page.106, line 21, instead of" Botetho," read " Botelho!' 
Page 106, line SO, instead of " nations,'' rsad " natives." 
Pam 106, line 42, instead of '' Saurenco Mamnes." read " hurenco Bfamuee - .  

( ~ e l e o a  % )!' . 
Pam 106. fine 4% instead of gg of ~ottentots." rmi of the Hottentots." 
P* 106 line 57, instead of " which extends to Algoa," r e d  "which extends 

to the lake known by that name (Maravi)?,, 
Page 107, line 1. instead of " Zioganissa. read " Chingamira." 
Pa$e 107, line 12, instead of" extending to the coast," raad " extending to the 

west' 
Page 107, line 15, hstead of "&cedo," read "f3ancule.': 
Page 107, line 26, instead of" Tungene," read "Tnngue. 
Page 107. line 29, instead of Angvane," reud " Anjoanes (Johaima)." 
Page 107, line 31-"The inhabitants of our islands of Cabo Delgado speak 

this dialect with very little difference ;" add the following note :-'' The reader 
will find a vocabulary of about 140 words of the dialect of a tribe inhabiting the 
coast near Delagoa Bay at  the close of the last century in the following work:- 
' Journal of a Vo age rformed in the Liun, extra I n d i a n ,  from Madras to 
mum, and d g o a  Et., in the ear 1798 ; with some amount of the .Manners 
and Cnstoms of the Inha ltants o h l a g o a  Bay, and a Vocabulary of the Lan- 

By W i l l i i  White, Esq., Captain in the 73rd Highland Regiment of Foot. 

Nearly the whole of this vocabula has also been incorporated into the 
Vocabulary of the Languages of ~osan%pe.' edited by Dr. Bleek.* 

' The Languages of Mozambique : Vocabulariee of the Dialects of Lourenw 
Marques. Inhambane, Sofala, Tette, Sena, Quillimane, Moztunbique, Cape Delgado, 
Anjoane, the Maravi,' &e. Dram up from the mannacripts of Dr. William 
Petera, Member of the Berlin Academy, and from other materials, by Dr. Wm. 
H. J. Bleek, Member of the German Oriental Society. London. 185G. 
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Davies.-Continuation of the Admiralty Chrta and Ordnance 
Mapa 

Er~ra~~lo~s.-Stanford'e Library Map of South America-Views 
of the Victoria Falls of River Zambesi, by Mr. T. Bainee. 

The PEESIDEKT mngratnlsted the Society on the reappearance among them 
of Sir Woodbine Parish, one of their earlieat members, and who, having thrown 
gre8t light on the geography of South America, waa now about to make an 
additional communication respecting that region, of great novelty and im- 
portance. 

The Paper wes entitled- 

1. A ~ourncy across the SouChern Andes of Cht?s, roith the +& of opening 
a Ni Rout6 crcrass the Continunt. By Don GUILLEBMO COX. 

Tnrndatd and Communicated by Sir WOODBW~ PABIBH, LCZ. 

THE journey, of which the present Paper gave an account, was 
undertaken towarcb the close of 1862, by Don Guillermo Cox, a 
gentleman born in Chile, but of English parentage. Ite object was 
to discover an easy route between the new Clilian settlements on 
the Pacific coast, in 40" and 41' s. lat., and the river Negro, which, 
eighty years ago, had been proved by Villarino, a Spanish explorer, 
to be navigable from the easlern side of the Andes to the Atlantic. 
He equipped an expedition at his own cost, at Port Montt, a new 
German settlement, now containing 15,000 inhabitants, opposite to 
the Island of Chiloe, and proceeded, in December, 1862, by way of 
the two lakes, Llanquilhue and Todos Santos, towards the almost 
unknown inland sea of Nahuel-huapi. He traversed the lakes in 
boats, and passed over t.he dividing ridge of the Andes, by the Ram 
lez Pass, which had been discovered in 1855 by one of Seiior Cox's 
party, Don Vincente Gomez. The height of this Pass was deter- 
mined at 2760 English feet. Arrived at the far end of Lake 
Nahuel-huapi, on the banks of which they had built a boat for the 
remaining part of their journey, Seiior Cox was rejoiced to find a 
broad stream issuing from i t  in the direction of the rivers which 
flow into the Atlantic. Nine of the sixteen persons who formed 
the expedition here returned to Port Montt ; the rest embarked in 
one of the boats, and descended the river, which is called ihe Limay, 
and forms one of the affluents of the Rio Negro. The voyage was 
attended with great risks, owing to the rapids ; and t,he various adven- 
tures encountered were narrated in a lively manner by the author. 
At length, when within five mile8 of the point to which Villarino 
had attained in ascending the Rio Negro from the Atlantic, the boat 
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was upset, a n d  t h e  par ty  escaped drowning only to fall  into' the 
hands of  a tr ibe of Pampas lndians encamped near  t h e  spot. 
Seiior C o x  appeased the anger of the  cacique, who threatened t o  p u t  
h i m  to death for  having visited h i s  territory without  permission, 
by play ing  a tuno on  a flageolet h e  had fortunately saved from the 
wreck.  T h e  cacique farther promised to assist him i n  reaching the 
Rio Negro,  o n  condition that  h e  first went  to Valdivia for presenb. 
The recrossing of t h e  Cordillera by t h e  paw of Ranco, a t  a more  
nor ther ly  point towards Valdivia, was accomplished without much 
difficulty; b u t  t h e  main object of Seiior Cox's journey, namely, t h e  
opening of a new passage across the  continent, was for t h e  t ime  
frustrated by t h e  hostility of the Indian tribes ; although Seiior Cox, 
so f a r  f rom being discouraged, was determined t o  reqew t h e  
attempt, and  writes to,Sir Woodbine Parish that,  after aocom- 
pl ishing t h e  passage down t h e  r iver  Negro, h e  ahall never  rest 
till h e  has made a complete exploration of all Patagonia to the 
south of it. 

The PBE~IDENT said their best thanks were due to Sir Woodbine Parish for 
having translated this interesting communication. He was happy to pre- 
sent that distinguished naval o&er, Admiral FitzRoy, Commander of the 
Beagle, who explored the coasts of the region under consideration during five 
years. He had fixed the altit.ude of some of the mountains mentioned in the 
Paper; and these heighta were found to be so accurate, that the author had 
adopted them. His gallant friend had also thrown much light on the natural 
history of South America, by taking with him Charles Darwin ; and as i t  was 
not often they had the pleasure of seeing him at  their Meetings, his time 
being much occupied with meteorological inquiries of national importance, he 
hoped he would now offer a few observations on the subject of the Paper. 

Admiral FITZROY, after complimqnting Sir Roderick Murchison upon his 
unintermitting exertions in the cause of Geographical Science, to which he 
attributed much of the success of the Society, said the interesting Paper which 
Sir Woodbine Parish had brought before them related to a country where a man 
does not go, as it were, with his life in his hand. I t  is a country suited to the 
constitution, habits, and pursuits of Englishmen. From lat. 4 5 O  8. to 35O B., 
it embraces, on the western side, some of the finest regions in the world. One rf of its adaptability for colonisation by Europeans ia, that, during the 
a t  ten or twelve years, no less than 15,000 Germans have settled at Port 
Montt, a spot where, when he was employed in exploring some twenty-nine or 
thirty yean ago, there was not an individual except the aborigines ; while a 
little farther to the north, where at the time of his visit a few fragments of 
coal were found lying on the surf=, and were not thought worth picking up, 
there are now from twenty to thirty ships at  a time loading coal, with all the 
m = a r y  contrivances on land for that purpose. The region north of Chiloci 
and Port Montt, and between that and the south of Chile-betweenValpraiso 
and Conception-is one of the finest he had ever seen. Then, them is the 
Immense range of the Andes running far north and far south, containing an 
unlimited store of minerals, probably of nearly .all kinds. Wherever the 
mountsin-ranges had been examined, from the farthest south, among the 
broken islands of Tierra del Fuego, up to Central America, they have been 
found rich in minerals. From the eastern side of these mouhtains W~OBB a 

* 2  --- 
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very broad space of flat country, the P a m p ,  there is the easiest posaiMe sccesa. 
So valuable did the original Spanish explorere consider it, that one of their firat 
objects, alter getting a sort of temporary posseasion of the outskirts of the 
country, was to push a mission through to the Lake Nahuel-huapi. At the 
east side of the lake a Jesuit mission was established in 1670, and continued 
there till about 1715, when it waa broken up in consequence of the hostility of 
the Indiana From that point the whole country to the east was brought 
within their reach ; but the wandering tribea of Indians, having horses which 
they obtained from the original Spaniards, kept the Spaniards so completely 
in check, that to this day they have remained in a state of independence. 
From about 1st. 40°, towards the south, the country is open for civilised 
settlement. The Chilians claim one side, and the people of Buenos A p e s  the 
other; but they have made little or no use of it. Within the last two yeam 
he had heard that a colony of Welshmen had gone out to the east of that 
country, and aettled, he believed, near the mouth of the River Ohupat, which 
runs a little to the south of the River Negro. There ie also a colony of 
Chilians in the Straita of Magellan, and there are our own settlelllents a t  the 
Falkland Islands, and perhaps at  the mouth of Santa Cruz. So that all sides of 
that regiou are beginning to be appropriated by civilised man. The Paper also 
drew attention to the character of the country. The whole of the weet side is 
well-timbered, most fertile, and very thinly peopled. The readiness with 
which the Chilians welcome settlers from Europe is shown in some degree by 
the success of the Germnu colony. He might just refer to the curious fact of 
there being forests of apple-trees in the neighbourhood of Lake Nahuel-huapi. 
These apple-trees at  the time Villarino went up the river were in full bearing, 
consisting of several varieties of good edible apples, showing that they must 
have been grafted. They were either planted and grafted by the missionaries, 
or they must have been indigenous aud improved by the Indians by grafting. 
This country has also indigenous potatoes. Our potatoes for the last half cen- 
tury have been getting worse, nnd it has been a matter of surprise to him that 
no one has taken steps to import the Indian potato from that part of the 
world. He had eaten three different kinds of potato among the Indians, 
between Valdivia and Conception, and they were better than any he bad 
ever eaten. He might also advert to the great railway works which Mr. 
Wheelwright is carrying on in South America, between Rcaario on the River 
Plata and the country across the Cordillera of the Andes, also between Buenos 
Ayres and a pprt to the south by another railway; from which, when com- 
pleted, we mig t hope for great results. 

The PRESIDENT said there wstl another short communication upon the subject 
of South America, from Consul Hutchinson, which the Secretary would read. 
As the name of Mr. Wheelwright had been mentioned, he might state that 
they had marked on the map exhibited to the Meeting, the projected line of the 
remarkable railroad which Mr. Wheelwright intended to carry right across the 
Andes. The subject was brought before the British Association, at Newcastle- 
npon-Tyne, by Mr. Wheelwright. His proposal was to carry a railroad at a 
height of 16,500 feet over a pass in the Andes. The project is a gigantic one; 
but from the success which has attended Mr. Wheelwright's undertakings on 
the Pacific, and the power he has shown in moving locomotives up very steep 
inclines, he had no doubt that, if the capital were supplied him, the enterprise 
would be found perfectly feasible. 

Mr. SPOTTISWOODE then read the following communioation from Mr. Consul 
Hutchinson :- 
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2. Detaib of a Jmmsy t h w h  parts of the Salad0 Vdey and a m  rn 
4 the Argentine Pruvinces. By THOS. J. HUTCFIIN~N, H. M. Coml,  
Rosario. 

Tars Paper contains an account, in very minute detail, of a journey 
performed by Mr. Hutchinaon through the Argentine provinces, and 
especially through the valley of the river Salado. I t  gives the dis- 
tances from place to place with more exactness perhaps than has been 
done hitherto, and i accompanied by an excellent map, by Dr. Bur- 
meister, of Buenos Ayres, which, although founded on those drawn 
by Mr. Arrowsmith for Captain FitzRoyYs and Sir Woodbine Pariah's 
works, contains some more recent data and corrections by ,Mr. 
Hutchinson himself. The whole country, from the mouth of the 
Plata to Diamante in Entre Rios, is described as flat; and the aspect 
of the undulating land of the Entre Rios province is described as 
very pleasing from the contrast i t  offere to the level region. The 
Salado is called the Northern Salado River, to distinguish it from 
the southern stream of the same name, which flows through the 
province of Buenos Ayres. Its mouth lies between ~iamante  and 
Santa Fk, in 8. ht. .31° 38' 34"; w. long. 60" 39' 40". Little or no- 
thing was known of it previous to its exploration by Captain Page, 
of the U. 5. Navy, about ten years ago, who wended i t  in a amall 
etaamer to a point 340 miles from its mouth. The river haa 
since been more carefully examined by Mr. John Coghlan, civil 
engineer at Buenos Ayres, who has pronounced on the possibility 
of its navigability to a distance of nearly 1000 miles above Sanh 
Fd. The line of railroad from Itosario to Cordova, projected by 
Mr. Wheelwright, is carefully laid down upon the map; and 
Nr. Hutchinson (who holds the poet of A.M. Coneul at Rowrio, 
and is therefore a most competent person to form an opinion upon 
such a subject) beam the strongest testimony to its great and un- 
doubted importance to the future prospects of the whole of that 
republic. -The port of Rosario (he says) is the natural outlet for 
eleven out of the fourteen provinces into which the Argentine 
Republic is divided; and the carrying trade, effected by bullock- 
carts, between the city and the interior, amounts to nearly 18,000 
tolw per gear. 

Mr. WHEELWRIGHT aid that the mmnnication fmm Consul Hatchiwon 
reminded him that a new had been discovered and examined in the Cor- 
dillera of the Andes, whicEight perhaps be round more practicable than the 
one he had explored, with reference to an iptemnic communication, in the 
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latitude of Akcama in 1866. The elevations to be o v e m e  in the new pass 
appear lower than anything he had obtained in the north. The only obstacle 
which presented itself to his mind in relation to it  was the snow-it being in 
the latitude of 350 s., whererra the Pass of San Francisco is in 27' s., and for 
nine consecutive yema paReengers had passed and r e p w d  without interruption. 
Be came to the conclusion, from this circ~~mstrmce, that the northern pass 
might be found practicable for locomotive power, and the surveys he had made 
induced. the conviction that practical gradients could be obtained. Such hae 
been the result ; and although a longer route and far to the north, its fmdom 
from blocking snows was a powerful arg~~ment in its favour. I t  would cer- 
tainly be most desirable that a transandine communication should embrace 
Santiago, the seat of government in Chile, and the commercial capital Val- 
paraiso, both connected by a railway, which extends to Curiw, from 80 to 100 
miles south of Santiauo, and the apprent starting-pint through the Pass of 
the Andes. Should tge statement8 prove true (and they are doubtlessentitled 
to credit), and no obstacle interpose, t h i ~  mute would obtain a decided pre- 
ference over that of the north. Should this be the case, the projected railway 
from Cordova northward to Horqueta, instead of bending westward, as originally 
proposed, towards the Cordillera, would continue its northerly course through 
Tucuman, Salta, Jujuy, and finally enter Bolivia, or what was formerly Upper 
Peru, and restore its foreign commerce and trade to Buenos Ayres; but instead 
of a journey of three or four months, it would, through railway facilities, be 
accomplished in as many days. Should the southern parse be found praw 
ticable, i t  would take the Rosario and Cordova line of railway from the valley 
of the La Plata, and continue it on to the Villa Nueva statior~, about 160milee, 
and s t  this point diverge and take a western direction through the province of 
8an Luis to Mendoza, from thence seek the Cmrdillera Pass, and unite on the 
Great Southern Line, which he (Mr. Wheelwright) projected in 1842, and 
which has recently reached Curico, the probable junction of this interoceanic 
communication. The Cordova Railway is already in progress. It has been 
talcen up in England by Mr. Thomas Brassey, who is thoroughly capable of 
appreciating this great undertaking, which, whenmrried out, will embrace is 
trunk-lines 3000 miles of railway. 

The PRESIDENT said he wished before adjourning the Meeting to call attention 
to the beautiful paintings of the Zambesi Falls, by Mr. Baines, the artist who 
accompanied Dr. Livingstone in his travels. Mr. Baines had sent home a 
vast number of pictorinl illustrations ; and he hoped that, under the patronage 
of the Society, some publisher might be induced to bring out a selqtion of them 
in coloured lithography. 

Twelfth Meeting (ANNIVERSARY), 1 P.M., May 23rd, 1864. 

SIR RODERICK I. MURCHISON, K.c.B., PRESIDENT, i n  the Chair. 

THE SECRETARY read the minutes of t h e  previous Annual Meeting, 
and  also t h e  Regulations for t h e  conduct of the present dne ; after 
which Dr. Webstar and  Mr. Arrowsmith were appointed scrutineers 
for the  ballot by the President. 

Captain R. R. Hutchinson; J o h n  W. Bone, B.A. ; J o h n  Cameron ; 
J o h n  W. Cannon ; F. T. J e y . ~ ,  and Edward Warner, M.P., Esqrs., 



were elected as members of the Society : and Captain H. Toynbee ; 
Edw. B e l l e ;  W. F. Ives; A. Macginnon, and E. O'Riley, mm., 
were proposed as candidates for election at the next meeting. 

The Report of the Council waa read and adopted. 
The PRESIDENT then delivered the FOUNDER'S GOLD MEDAL to the 

Baron C. voa DEB DECKEN, and the VIC~ORIA GOLD MEDAL to 
Captain Jams A. Q G T ,  who each returned thanks. 

after the reading of the Anniversary A d h ,  Sir Henry C. 
Rawlinson proposed, that the regulation which provides that the 
Pmsident be changed every two yeare ahonld be suspended in 
the election that was now to take place ; etating tbat Sir Roderick 
Murchison had already explained, in hie Adhaa, the peculiar 
circmtances under which he was unanimously requested by the 
Council to allow himself to be put in nomination ae President for 
the ensuing year. 

Mr. JOHN C R A W ~ R D  seconded the resolution, which w e  then put 
and carried unanimously. 

l'he Scrutineers, after the completion of the ballot, reported that 
Sir Roderick I. Murchison had been u&omly re-elected Preai- 
dent, and that the changes recommended by the Council had been 
adopted : namely, John Crawfnrd, %q., P.R.S., and Maj.-Gen. Sir 
H. C. Rawlinson, K.c.B., to be Vice-Presidents in place of Sir G. 
Everest, retired, and Lord Ashburton, deceased : Laurence Oliphant, 
Esq., Secretaty, to replace W. Spottiswoode, EBq., who hae resigned : 
Vice-Admiral Sir G. Back ; T. H. Brooking, EBq. ; Bt. Hon. Sir 
David Dundae, M.P. ; the Earl of Dononghmore ; Lient.-Gen. Fox, 
aud H. Danby Seymour, Bq., M.P., to succeed, as Conncillors, John 
Crawfurd, Esq., and Sir H. C. Rawlinson, Rt. H o a  Sir Thomaa 
Fmmantle, Admiral Murray, Commodore A. Ryder, E. 0. Smith, 
Esq., and Colonel H. Yule. l'he appointment of Reginald T. Cochs, 
Esq., as T'reasurer, in place of B. Biddnlph, E9q. (deceased), was 
also confirmed. 

Dr. WEWTEE, in announcing the result of the ecmtiny, said that 
he took the opportunity of thanking the Premdent and Council for 
doptiug the suggestion he threw out last year with reference to 
the balloting papers, to the effect that they should be sent out, as ie 
the custom in other Societies, two or three weehs previoas to the 
Anniversary Meeting, in order that Fellows might have ample 
opportunity to select the namea of tho88 whom they wished to 
on the Council. 
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The k l  of Do~ooeauoRE, in conclusion, propoeed a vote of 
t.hnntn to the President, the Council, and the Scrutinciers, coupled 
with the request that the Addresa be allowed to be printad; and 
the PRESIDENT, in acknowledging the compliment, etated that after 
the expiration of the preeent year'a mrvice he must pitively 

I I 

retire. 
The Meeting then aeperated. 



PRESENTATION 

' OF TEE 

ROYAL AWARDS. 

THE Founder's Qold Medal to Baron d. vow DER DECKEN, for his 
two surveys of the lofty mountain of Kilimandjaro, which he ascer- 
tained to be capped with snow, and to have an altitude of 20,065 
feet. The Patron's or Victoria Gold Medal to Csptain JAMES A. 
GRANT, for his journey from Zanzibar acnws Eastern Equatorial 
Africa to Egypt, in &mpany with Captain Speke, and for his con- 
tributions to the work of that Explorer. 

The PRESIDENT having called up the Baron C. von der Decken, 
thus addressed him :- 

" This Medal is decreed to you for the two remarkable journeys 
which you have performed from the East coast of Africa to the great 
Mountain of Kilimandjaro, in each of which, with the assistance of 
Mr. Richard Thornton in the first and of Dr. Kamten in the second, 
you made pany astronomical observations, and constructed a con- 
toured map of the region. You also determined numerous alti- 
tudes by barometrical measurement, and estimated the highest of 
the peaks of the mountains .to be 20,065 English feet above the sea, 
and proved it to be covered with snow. . 

&' In these expeditions you further collected rock specimens 
which have demonstrated that, in a remote period, this snow-capped 
mountain was an active volcano. 

" The accuracy of the observations made in your last journey was 
proved by a comparison of the chronometers you took with you, 
which, having been compared on your return to Zanzibar, were 
found to have varied only 7" in 120 days. 

I further applaud your unabated zeal and energy in your pre- 
sent desire to explbre the interior of Eastern Africa, inasmuch as 
you have just fitted out at great expense a new expedition, and 
have constructed a river iron-steamer wherewith you hope to 
ascend one of the rivers flowing from Mount Kenia, and thence , 
to explore unknown regiqns, and if possible to follow do- one of 
the main eastern affluenta of. the Nile. And, as you have named 
your new vessel the Guelph, I trust that this name, cherished 
by Englishmen who lived in the days when Hanover and England 

VOL. VIII. 'a 
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constituted, es it were, one country, may be a happy omen of the 
success which we all ,hope may crown your noble enterprise!' 

Baron voa DEB DECKEN replied :- 
L C  This is but the second time that I have had the honour of being 

present at  a Meeting of the Royal Geographical Society. The k t  
time, besides being kindly welcomed, I was elected an Honorary 
Member of the Society, and now a still greater honour is awarded 
me. It is quite impossible for mo, as a stranger unfamiliar with the 
English language, adequately to express my thanks for the distinc- 
tion. It is true, I always entertained a hope that, after returning 
from my travels, I might perhaps have the good fortune to receive 
a Medal, a gift which every Explorer ought to look forward to as 
the highest testimonial of his work having been well and suceess- 
fully done. Whether the journey for which I am now preparing 
will be a success. God only knows ! But I have the firmest deter- 
mination; and, if any accident should arise to myself during the 
expedition, I have made such disposition that my party (consisting 
of several able and scientific men) will be able to carry out my 
plans. 

Happy and proud rus I am to-day, there is still some badness 
mingled with it. I misA here my poor friend the late Richard 
Thointon, your countryman and my companion during my first ex- 
cursion to Kilimandjaro. 'CVe did not at that time reach so great 
an elevation as I did in  the second journey, in  which, with the 
aid of Dr. Karsten, I corrected the mistakes of the first. Thornton 
was nevertheless the first European besides myself who pene- 
trated farther than the low hills surrounding the great mountain, 
and settled by his testimony the question of snowy mountains 
in  Equatorial Africa. 'He was a good companion, and extremely 
useful during the expedition, by taking observations, working very 
laboriously with the theodolite, and as a geologist in collecting and 
describing the rocks. If I ever come back to Europe and publish 
an account of my travels, I shall not omit to give due credit to my 
lamented companion. 

" I n  conclusion I feel i t  my duty to express publicly my best 
thanks to you, Sir Roderick, our distinguished President, who, from 
the first time I made your acquaintance, were so kind as to give me 
in every way assistance and good counsel regarding my new ex- 
pedition, and who have used your influence to obtain for me 
the support of Her Majesty's cruisers as well as of the authorities 
on the African coast." 

I n  presenting the Patron's Medal to Captain Grant, Sir Roderick 
thus addressed that Officer :- 

L C  Eleven months have elapsed since we received your leader, 
Captain Speke, and yourself within these walls, with the cordial 
acknowledgment of the great services you had performed in o p e n i ~ g  
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out Eastern Equatorial Africa, and in showing how the White 
Nile flowed from the very lake previously discovered by your 
distinguished companion. Captain Speke having, on his arrival 
a t  Gondokoro, received the Medal most justly granted to him for 
the  great discovery of Lake Victoria Nyanza, we, in conferring this 
Medal upon you, wish i t  to be understood that we once mpre 
emphatically mark our deep sense of the value of the first great 
exploration of those lands around it, made by Captain Speke and 
yourself. 

"When you returned here our Anniversary had passed over, and 
both our Medals had been adjudicated, or you would, doubtless, 
before now, have received the highest honour which we have i t  
in our power to bestow. It was, however, a source of true gratifi- 
cation to us to see that the King of Italy was; in  the mean time, 
foremost in recognising your merit, as well as that of your skilful 
leader, anA affixed to each of his Medals the appropriate motto of 
' Honor a Nilo ! ' 
" On my own part I can truly say that, on the many occasions in  

which it has been my lot to present Medals to Explorers of distant 
regions, I never had greater satisfaction than on the present occa- 
sion. For now that I hand to you this Medal, bearing the effigy of 
Queen Victoria, 3 feel that we Geographers are not merely recom- 
pensing the noble and disinterested companion of Speke, but, as a 
soldier of the olden time myself, I have a special pride in recognising 
i n  you the gallant young Officer, who, in the Indian mutiiiy, 
and despite a severe wound, was the means of saving from serious 
disaster the rear-guard of the illustrious Havelock, as he advanced 
to the relief of Lucknow. 

" Accept, then, this, our gracious Patron's Medd, and consider it 
as our Victoria Cross." 

C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' G R A N T  then replied : - 
"Sir Roderick Murchison and Gentlemen,-It was during a 

recent sojourn on the Continent that I received the communication 
from the Council of the Royal Geogmphical Societ , announcing 
that they had unanimously awarded me one of their &old Medals of 
the year. I assure you the receipt of this communication gave me 
intense pleasure ; but it was a surprise to me, for I little thought I 
had done anything to merit so high and distinguished an honour. 
And to recoive the Medal from your hands, Sir, from whom I have 
always experienced so much kindness, enhances the value of a gift 
which I shall cherish to my dying day. I feel so much embarrassed 
by the distinction you have conferred upon me, that I am quite un- 
prepared to express myself in the language I should wish. I hope, 
therefore, you will excuse the few words in which I thank you for 
the honour yon have done me." 



A D D R E S S  
TO TJm 

ROYAL G E O G R A P H I C A L  S O ' C I E T Y .  
Delivered at the Anniversary Nesting on the 23rd May, 1864, 

BY Sm RODEI~CK IMPEY MURCKXSON, K.c.B., . 
PRESIDENT. 

GENTLEMEN, 
In  commencing this Address, which, for the reasons I 

assigned at the preceding Anniversary, I fully believed would be 
the last I should have the honour of delivering to you, I feel that, 

i 
in addition to what has appeared in the Report of the Council, I 
ought to explain how i t  has happened that again a list has been 
prepared in which my name is proposed as your President elect for 
the ensuing year. 

Let me assure you, Gentlemen, that my retirement had been 
completely arranged. ' With the advice of some of our leading 
members, I had, in fact, secured the services of a distinguished 
geographer and scholar, to be recommended as my successor, when 
unforeseen circumstances occurred which created disquietude Itl the 
minds of many well-wishers of the Society, if coupled with my retire- 
ment from office. Our excellent senior Secretary, Mr. Spottiswoode, 
having found i t  absolutely necessary, from the pressure of his other 
avocations, to retire, and our new AssistantrSecretary, Mr. Green- 
field, having recently met with a premature death, the Council laid 
before me their unanimous request, that in this difficulty, and with 
a new staff to be appointad, I would consent to continue in office. 
As nothing could induce me to leave the good geographical ship, 
to which I am so heartily attached, in a moment of distres~ so, in 
the belief that I may be able to steer her for a time, I have con- 
sented to remain at the helm for one year, if such should prove 
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ASEBURTOY. Born in the last year of the last century, William 
Bingham Baring ~ncceeded to his father, the first peer, the great, 
merchant prince Alexander Baring, whose name is bound up in 
geographical annals, aa having been the chief British Commissioner, 
assisted by Colonel Mudge, RE., and my friend W. G. Feather- 
stonhaugh, in settling the boundary between the United States and 
British America. Receiving part of his education in Geneva, he 
gained good classical honours at Oxford, where he was a member of 
Oriel College, and where under Whately, the late Archbishop of 
Dublin, and Davison of Oriel, he acquired that taste for general 
knowledge which he ever retained. During the administration of 
Sir Robert Peel, and when a member of the House of Commons, 
he occupied the official posts of Secretary of the Board of Control, 
of Paymaster of the Forces, and of Treasurer of the Navy. 

As soon as he became possessed of the title and the great landed 
estates of his father, Lord Ashburton was enabled to exercise 
liberally his love of true beneficence ; and on numberless occasions 
he quietly and unostentatiously, but zealously, occupied himself in 
acts of well-considered encouragement of merit, and i n  countless 
works of charity; whilst his exertions to improve the education 
and condition of the humbler classes wem unceasing. 

In his capacity of President of this Society, I had perhaps more 
opportunities of estimating his hearty devotion to our cause than 
most of my Associates, and I can sincerely declafe, that nothing but 
ill health ever prevented his personal attendance at our meetings ; 

1 
and that even when pressed by illness, his thoughts were anxiously 1 
directed to our well-being and advancement: When able to be 
among us, his elegant and appropriate Addresses, his genuine friend- ~ 
liness, and participation in our proceedings, endeared him to all the 
Fellows of this Society. I t  has been incorrectly stated that he 
resigned his office on account of ill health; for, threatened as he 
was with the malady which ultimately proved fatal, he stzove to 

do his duty throughout his biennial term of office. AB his malady 
increased, his health underwent so great a change for the worse, I 

that but for the unremitting and soothing attentions of the devoted I 

and accomplished lady who mourns his loss, his life could not have 
been protracted as it was to the 23rd of March last. I 

In  short, our late President was a man of so guileless and 
honourable a stanlp, that no one could have had much intercoume 
with him without loving him ; and those who knew him best will 1 

join with me in asserting that few men of our generation have 
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paased through' life more usefully or blamelessly, or left behind 
them truer feelings of regard and affection, than William Bingham 
Lord Ashburton. 

Rear-Admiral John WA~HINQTOX, c.B., F.R.S.-~ the year 1858 i t  
was my province, in reviewing the meritorious life of that eminent 
hydrographer and noble character, Rear-Admiral Sir Francis Beau- 
fort, to solace my Asaociatas with the reflection, that the British 
Navy and t h i g ~ o c i e t ~  hailed a most worthy successor in our former 
Secretary, Captain Washington. Alas ! he also has now been taken 
from us. Born in 1800, John Washington entered the Navy in 
1812, and saw much active service in the frigate Juno,. in the 
waters of the Chesapeake and on the American coasts. Afterwards, 
in the Sibyl frigate (Capt. Forrest) he was occupied in pursuing 
the American Commodore Rogers up to Spitzbergen. In  this 
voyage he acquired much scientific knowledge under the then master 
of the vessel, afterwards Sir W. Bain, in making a~trono~nical and 
magnetical observations. Following up this knowledge in the 
Royal Naval College at Portsmouth, he there obtained a prize gold 
medal in 1816 ; after which he served three years in the Forth, both 
on the North American Station and in the Pacific. While on this 
last service he nearly lost his life through a sailor's falling upon 
him from the mast, and throwing him senseless into the sea, from 
which he was only rescued by extraordinary efforts. 

When appointed Lieutenant in 1821, and obtaining leave to 
come home, he disembarked at Valparaiso, and crossed the Andes 
to Mendoza, riding over the Pampas to Buenos Ayres. Returned 
to England, he was transferred to the PartlzMn, and passed two 
years in the West Indies ; and afterivards, obtaining leave, he tra- 
velled in France, Spain, and Italy, improving himself in languages. 
Going to sea again in 1827, he was four years afloat in the M d i -  
terranean, in the Weasel and the Dartmoutlb ; and during this service 
he explored the interior of Morocco in company wit.h the English 
Consul-General Drummond Hay, making astronomical observations 
in his route, and fixing the true position of places hitherto un. 
determined. A memoir containing these observations was a oom- 
munication to our Society in the first year of our existence, and 
published in the first volume of,our Journal. 

Constantly occupied in useful studies, he obtained the rank of 
Commander in 1833, and was ever active in promoting the SUCCeSS 
of our then young Society, when, in 1836, he succeeded to our first 
Secretary, Commander Maconoohie. Once placed in that office, I 



well r d l e o t  wbat rigour he idbed into d oGr promeclings, 
whethen in s h U 4 g  important travels and e n w e ,  or by 
greatly improvbg our publiaatio~a, in the editing of which he 
laboursd assiduously, Psaiated only by a single clerk. I t  w he, in- 
deed, who igtrduced axnang ns the prwtice of annually reviewing 
the.progpesra 4 geography in tbe past yeas, a practice which was not 
adopted by aw Presidents vntil that distingaished sc)olar the late 
Mr. Willriapa, B., Hamilton set the example in 1839. I am remin4d 
by the elwueat and admirable &et& of his life by M. d'Av6ao 
that sl very iwprtant anonymous suggestiaa made by Washington, 
and sigwd & P, wltich was addressed to the President a d  Council 
of thg Boyd Gsographioal @aoiety, a d  suggwting the Antar~tic 
ExpWiraa pf Jemes Ross, was mver pristed, though i t  was r ewrdd  
in iib l$ullstin of thsZresch~f3ooiety. After five yqars of invaluabk 
~~ t9 $bk SooieJy,, Watihipgta, in 1841, took the so-d of 
the Black Ekgls, in wbioh&ip he brought the late King of Prussia 
t~ &glen& 1 My friend, Baroa -8lexandsr von HumbaHt, being the 
Kiq& .*ef adviser, the, fa\-wsble impressions produced on the 
mind 9f the il.h;strioqrt tmwller bg. the knowledge ;qnd acquire- 
llaents of the: w.tSearetarytof * GeogmphbL Society were & 
th&, ,w the ~eoammqqdatigindthst Sovereip, Waehington obtained 
the r a k  of P~f~t,-Captslia Up{ t o  the xear 1847 be was. empLoyed 
ae a w a ~ ~ d  &xveysr k'athe &ZX~T ; and. on. many parts of our owa 
ooaqds he aetl t b t  sasmph qf scnayulm emtitude of observation 
wb* b d  ,beers, duly impsssd  upon him by his revered chief, 
Beoufart, to wbm in; 2858 he. sucaeeded as Hydrographer of the 
Admi~lby,t IP fbis.,new pest, following the bright eyample of 
~ e + u f ~ ~ t ,  j 9 t r d d , & a  same spirit of action and order which 
he Jla4 wi&cjenbb ~ p l i s d ,  to the impxouement of our Soaiety, and 
w g  a, tkrqMy c9a~iePtions, indefatigable, and clear-headed 
Diwchr of that,laborious dice.  In it, besides compiling for us 
annually that excellent resume of all the British Nautical Survsys af 
d ymrv w&ob fppme q &guy aduable aportion of our Journal- 
which is, - contiwed & & ~ u g l ~  the goodwill of his successorb 
'Capt, R i ~ b a r & ~ a & ~ t g p  JQ& no opportunity presented to him 
his ffi$l positiw, of ~ppderiog us essentjal service in promoting 

every g ~ o g r ~ p h i q l  qxgdition ~f importance. Debply imbued, like 
m y l @  galJan& s e a m ,  with the grofou~dest spnse of the obliga- 
tions 41~d duties of a Christisa, he had all along taken the liveliest 
interest in evely explo~ation of Africa which might tend to the im- 
provement of the natives and the abolition of the trade in slaves. I t  



was therefore with especial zest that he becked up Liviagsthe when 
the latter had resolved to execute 'his eecond J"ourn6p; and it .was . 

chie%y owing to 'tlie e n e r e  of Wa&ington that the bold! trad611~ 
was furnished with the steam-vessel by which,& ascgntf dfstlie 
5 b e s i  river was to be accompNshed, Bhmgh'the expense #%tthg 
out a vessel drawing less water'%r thb akddt'6f:thei rivm 8hir4,fell' 
entirely upon 'Livingdone. Nor had 'Vrashingta;l! beeh'416ino 'om- 
spi'cuondy a id  untiringly' active '.ih ' m$pbi'tiri$ ' U d y  t,Fr&klih 
through all; 'her effort6 in  sdieh '6f h6r 'mieaidg'rh.hrlbruld';a A d  ' if '  
o&em had geeii as true2heWd-in &at. ,cau&' as. th&e tla'&ited.in&, 
Beaufoit aria Washindon, that hekid lady'wbuld nok hhvk't~een left' 
to spend1 her owh fortune in doifig8th&t 'bhieh it w'& th6 .bo~iiden 
duty of the coun'try' to have a c c b m ~ e B .  - ~ ' P ~ ~ ~ e . p ~ ~  'cm~er- 
Bat.ions on this aubj&t with both 'cft'heimiem3ient men, T h o w  
how tmly they grieved x6thrrnyseEon '&'e ldss d htitional tlignity 
ani3 riiht feelifig whiah that'apakhetic co~lductinvolvcjd! ' ' ' ' . 

Admiral .Washin&;tarl' was 6ne 6f tfi* men of, &hl? nembua 
.femperambnts, and"fe61iiig heaW; wbdriflevit&blJr 'Wll'vl&ti~ to 
their zeal ahd sensibility, 'whilst 'dull&' men $iud;:oii:'ind live. 
Ethansted 'by over-exertton 'in hgd oEt:a,'he' ~bhtaiilied lea* of 
absence td  travel. 02 ths'CbatiriehC Eh'tWi 'libpe tBkC.'his.'sh&~te~ita 
hedth mi&t 'be' restored ) ahd +ith tMa 'obje&'Bel,r@&fhd td Edvre. 
Ther6 he'hdd'e at.&letT &me pro!gre~s) partieClrttrly ~ & e h ' r & i & d d  
and rejoiced by the a*i+al of his' 'riehrid koii;' Hdn* Half0rd;'from 
the Chinese stati~n.;.'wheh si~d8enlp~hb',Was strudk down by an 
order that the South'skiould silil' to* thd Pa;bifio: 'Wltli nathral Ph- 
patience 'lie hastened; 'ill -b %e'was, td8!Ldtldi~, tb t$ to AtfM %is 
disappointment ; but %adihg '%ibd;"Ms*8esp.oirtl;ehQ 'and iBliealth 
increased, so he wandered int6:Sviiktkdand' on & ibrlorn-hope;' hnd 
only returned'to' Havre to &is in 'the 's'idtg-thhd' 'y&r. 6f: hi6 ag8, 
hsppily -attended bi h% affedtionate wifbtind' 3iid.you'ng6gt 6051, 
Francis Palmei-. . ' ' . 

, , , . :I , , 1 . 1 ,  . , * .  

With the since+est regad' fir the'pere6naI:'bhakdetW d Aam5r&l 
Wishmgton, ' and the deepest 'sense' o;f:thb @At seficeif he ren- 
dered to this country, d to thTd &di&fln particnhr,"ft is'inaeed 
most gratifying to reflect t b t  'hhi$le jugticb' h'as 'beehithie f% his 
memory by om disihguishsd -Pol'etgn"MBhhdr, .Ml'd'A~4z~, 31 a 
notice ot 'his 1% ahd wdrkb,' read be&& thQ+ ~eb$rapk'icrt1 S&iety 
of Paris ; whilst tho honours which were paid to his' remains'byall 
the authorities, as'well as by the inhabitants bf Havre, on ' the 
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occasion of his interment, will never be forgotten by the numerous 
friends of John Washington. This is indeed one of those kindnesses 
wl~ich will the more link us on in bonds of continued friendship 
with our powerful allies and worthy rivals, the French. Admiral 
Washington was a Fellow of the Royal Society, and of many scien- 
tific and philanthropic establishments. 

PORTLOCK.-B~ the decease of Major-General Joseph Ellison Port- 
lock, of the Royal Engineers, our Society has lost a truly sound 
geographer. He was the son of Captain Nathaniel Portlock, H.N., who 
circumnavigated the globe in the days of Captain Cook, and died one 
of the Captains of Greenwich Eospital. His son, who was born at  
Gosport in 1794, was educated there and at Tiverton, and finally 
at the Royal Milita.ry Academy at Woolwich. Young Portlock 
obtained his first commission in the corps of Royal Engineers in  
l e u .  In 1814 he was sent to Canada, where he served till Sep- 
tember 1822, and ;took an active part in the war with the United 
States. He was at the siege of Fort Erie, and, when the army 
retreated, was the engineer who oonstructed the lines and tbte-de- 
p ~ t  of Chippewa, at  which Sir Gordon Drurnmond made his suc- 
cessful stmd and saved Upper Canada. After his return from 
foreign service Lieutenant Portlock was appointed in 1824 to the 
Ordnance Survey, tben under the direction of Colonel Colby,* and 
was one of the assistants of that able officer, in companionship with 
Lieutenants Drummond and Larcom, in preparing the materials 
for the meaaurement for the base of triangulation. Accompanying 
Colonel Colby to Ireland, he worked with the Trigonometrical 
Surveyors on Divis Mountain, near Belfast, where the first ob~er- 
vations of distant points were made with the heliostat, then recently 
invented by Lieutenant Dlummond, R.E., afterwards Under Seme- 
tary for Ireland. Becoming the leader of the trigonometrical 
branch of the sunrey in Ireland, Portlock underwent great hard- 
ships on the bleak coast of Donegal, in one part of which, though 
two of his soldiers perished, he perseveringly held on until he 
Grought his observations to a suocessful iasiie. Completing the 
triaugulation on various Irish mountains, he remained, in 1827, 
under canvas at heights of 2000 feet above the sea, till the middle 
of January. Up to that time he had been accompanied by Lieu- 
tenant, now Major-General, Sir Thomas Larcom, K.c.B., at, present 

* See my sketch of Colonel (afterwards General) Colby's eminent services, in - the Address of 1853, when I presided over the Society. Vol. xxiii. p. lxix. 
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Under Seoretary for Ireland, but thenceforward he continued hie 
labours aingle-handed. In  short, he indefatigably pursued his obser- 
vations with the great theodolite in all the chief mountains of 
Ireland, until the network of the principal triangles was com- 
pleted; whilst by observations acrom the Channel, mainly eiTeoted 
by the employment of heliostats, the Irish triangulation was united 
with that of England and Wales. 

Portlook also unda-bok the laborious duty of correcting the dis- - crepancies which arose between the established points of the great 
triangulation and the junctions of the detailed work d the field- 
eurveyors, and, provided with assistants, he so advanced these 
operations that in one year two millions of acres were completely 
surveyed. With such ceaseless labour in observation, calculation, 
and horizontal triangulation, Portlock united an elaborate system 
of vertical measurements. The altitudes were first deduced from 
the level of the eea by actual levelling to bases of altitude, and from 
those bases transferred, by angles of elevation and depression, to 
the snmmit of every mountain, hill, and station, at distances 
averaging a, mile asunder, on which tke minor levellings of the 
detail survey depesded. This also was at first performed in 
the separste districts, but ultimately generalised into a system. 
With this view, Portlock personally carrikd a line of levelling 
aoross Ireland, from the coast of D o w  to that of Donegal, and 
caused similar lines of levelling to be observed in other places. 
The result was, to fornish a more general and homogeneous series 
of altitudes than had ever before been accomplished. I t  is true that 
even the accuracy thus obtained proved insuffit'ient fbr those increas- 
ing wants and that improved knowledge which .the scientific works 
of the day aoon afterwards called far, though his contributions went 
far beyond the original intention and requirements sf the survey as 
uontemplated by Parliament. Those wants were also met and sup- 
plied in Ireland by an elaborate system of special spiritrlevelling, 
orossing the island in every direction, and termmating at stations 
on the coast, where tidal observations were simultaneously made. 
These observations were thoroughly executed by Captain Cameron, 
who had been trained chiefly under Portlock; and they furnished 
the material for the admirable paper by the Astronomer-Royal, 
published in the Transactions of the Royal Society of London. 

The triangulation and altitudes of all Ireland being completed, 
Portlock waa employed to carry out the views which Colonel Colby 
had formed at the commencement of the survey in regaid to a 
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geologioal survey of Ireland, but which the mare pressing wants  
of the topographical branch had caused to be suspended For 
that work, on whiah Portlook's abilities might have been equally 
developed, the time wee past for making i t  a part of the eur- 
vey, and, after a single volume had been published, other public 
arrangements were d e ,  and the Geologioal Survey of the British 
Isles was esteblished under Sir Henry de la Beohe. It is, however, 
my bounden duty, tw a geologist, to state that this volume of Port- 
lock on the jpology of Londonderry is a pedeat modal for fidelity 
of observation and minute attention to phenomena.' To the quick- 
nsss of his eye, and his resolution to sunnount difficulties, we also 
owe the 6.st deteotion in Irelspd (Tyrone) of those trilobites and 
other @c remains which enabled him to identify those rooks 
wibh the Silurian rocks of England and Wales very ehortly after 
my firat olcqsification of these older palmozaip rooks. In  short, h e  
not anly described the physioal and mineralogical featurea of 
those traaQ, but even BQ correctly desoribed and named all their 
imbedded organic remains, that his work will always be cop- 
sigered one of those stock pieces of science to which gedogists 
are largely indebted. On many occasions, as he rose in rank from 
captain to field-officer, Portlock showed, not only so a great E love 
for ge~logy, but also so true and solid an acquaintance with the 
science, that in the yesrs 1857 and 1858 he was eleobd to occupy 
the chair of the GeoIogical Society of Londan ; in which he was not 
only distinguished for his sound judgment and courtesy as a Presi- 
dent, but also for the faithful and elaborate research shown in his 
Apniversary Addresses. He was, in truth, a geologist quite after 
my own heart; for in him an acquaintanoe with rocks, minerals, and 
fossils was united with the full knowledge and feeling of a h e  
physical geographer. 

Wbea hie duties as a trigonometrical anrveyor were completed, 
Portlock reverted to the active military duties of his corps, and 
was employed as Commanding Engineer at Corfu in the erection of 
the fortificatipps now in process of demolikion. Afterwards he 
commyded the Engineers at  Portsmouth and at Cork. I n  1853, 
much to his honour, he wrote a memoir of the life of his old chief 
in the Ordnance Survey, General Colby, whose modesty had pfe- 
vented his rendering justice to himself, who had done so much and 

* In 1858. Portlock acted as President of the Geologic01 Section of the British ' 
b i a t i o n  at Belfast. 
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said so li%b of his beds. 8rrbsequently General P&lock became 
the Inspector: of Studies at the R q a l  Mil2tai.y Academy a t  Wool- 
w k h  ; and, lastly, a member of the Counoil of Military EBucation. 
Failing health-the r e d t ,  doubtfem, d his extmordiitary labours- 
bringing on paralysis, and compelling him te resign the la~tnamed 
&oe, he returned t6 a pretty  pot near Black Rwk, Dublin, oalled 
Late ; where, soothed by the athntio- of hh devoted wife, he died 
on the 14th Febrnery, 1864. . . 

For much that is &en in this sketch 'of my lamented friend I 
am indebted to his distinguirihed bro&erbEngiaeer officer Major- 
General Llir Thomas LaPoom, with whom I cordially a w  m 2hus 
a m m h g  up our estimate of the xatm :-" The oharaoteristies which 
b e  forth in Portlock during hie *ell-spent lifk,. whether as a 
soldier, s geographer, or a geologiet, wme,-undaunted*courage in 
facing diilloulties, Spmtan endurance and invincible perseverance 
in overooming them. andowed, when in th8 zeaith*uf hie career, 
with a frame'apd I~B- of iron, he exri2bited m h  a vast-power of 
aontinuona h h u r  that he d i e v e i l  eve* object he h d  in view ; 
whilst great ability ,and a pure lsve of knowledge wepe in him 
guiaed sad governed by the big- se&e af honour and moral 
~ t i t u d e . "  

&nerd Albert de LA MARMORA.-OUr liabof Foreign Kernbera h a  
h thelast year been deprived of the name d6ne  ofthobe brhve soldiers 
of whom Italy has reason t e  be proud, and who, in the latter part 
more especially of his d i s t i n e h e d  cmeer, has been a inoat devoted 
and sueceesfd contributor in the advancement of geogrephy. Albert 
de La Marmom, who- died h t  yeer at  Turin -in his 75th ye&, and 
:was born a t  the same place in April, 1'189, was the secuad born of 
eight brothers of an meieat noble family, four of whom became 
distinguished General Officers. Entering the military seiviee when 
the North of Italy was united with Fmce  under the Er s t  Napoleon, 
hie education waa completed at the Military School uf Fontaine- I 

bleaw, in which he was well Instructed in mthematica by the 
famous Puissant. After some years of local adventure he tierved in 
the anny which, advancing from Italy, retrieved the defeat of 
Aspern; and he fought in thb great vibtory gained by the first 
F~ench Emperor at Wagram. Although a serious malady com- 
pelled him to leave the army in 1811, he was called again into 
activity, and, taking part in the battles of Lutzen and Bautzen, he I 

obtained the Cross of the Legion of Honour. He was also engaged I 

in the disastrous battles of Gross Beeren and Leipzig ; and, when the 1 
I 
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star of Napoleon set in 1814, La Marmora, returned to his native 
city, still holding, after eight years of hard service, the rank of 
Lieutenant only. Our own b e  old soldier, Lord Clyde, was, in a 
similar way, long an unknown brave subaltern. 

In the year of peace which followed the short war of 1815, hie 
active spirit led Albert de La Marmora into liberal demonstrations, 
which caused him to be exiled to the Island of Sardinia. Thia 
event, which seemed untoward, proved however to be most beue- 
ficial to geographical science. I t  threw thie zealous man upon 
his own resources, and he began to work out the geography of a11 
ialand, which, though it gave for a long period a title to a crowned 
head, had been hitherto quite misrepresented in the scientific maps 
of European countries. In subsequent years, regthing his freedom 
and proper position, he advanced to higher rank and occupied public 
stations of importance ; among which mas the Directorship of the 
Royal Naval School at Genoa. An active adherent of the gallant 
but unfortunate Charles Albert, he received from that King, shortly 
before his abdication, the rank of Lieutenant-General ; and under 
the present King of Italy mas decorated with high honours. 

Having thus briefly sketched his public career, i t  is now my duty 
to unite, as your representative, with the Geographers of France and 
Italy, and I trust of every country of the civilized world, in doing 
honour to the memory of the man who devoted his best energies for 
many years to the completion of that beautiful map of Sardinia, for 
the construction of which we placed him in the list of our Foreign 
Members. This work is not only an example of accurate and skilful 
workmanship, in the representation of a tract highly diversified in 
outline, but has been admirably illustrated by the well- filled 
volumes which he published on the Katural History, Antiquities, 
and Geology of his favourite island, so that the labours which Be 
commenced in 1819 were not really terminated until 1860. Whilst 
my eminent contemporary M. d'AvCzao, in hi8 Address to the Geo- 
logical Society of France, speaks with the warmth of a friend and 
admirer of General Albert de La Marmora for his description of the 
Antiquities of Sardinia, let me assure you that at a late period I 
also rejoiced to converse with the 'deceased General, when I found 
that he was as zealously intent upon doing all justice to the geo- 
logical structure of the island. Not content with consulting M. de 
Verneuil and myself as to the age of the rocks he was describing, he 
employed competent persons, particularly M. Vecchi, in d~.awing 
and describing all the fossil organic remains. In short, he has by 
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his encyclopmdic and praiseworthy labours so united Sardinia with 
Piedmont, as thereby to constitute the strongest reason, independent 
even of the rights of regal inheritance, why the race of inhabitants 
of that fine island should never be severed from the Italian kingdom. 
It is as a benefactor to humanity in its widest sense that the memory 
of this true devotee to the cause of science and letters will be pre- 
served to future ages, when the names of many a greater official 
parsonage of our time will have passed into oblivion. 

The Earl of E ~ I N  and Kmc~m~~~.-!t'he late Earl of Elgin was a 
Fellow of our Society, and i t  is but a brief time since you heard his 
voice in this room, unostentatiously describing the results of those 
great events which have revolutionised the relations between the 
European world and the most remote and most civilised empire@ of 
Asia. The late Earl, born in 1811, was educated at Eton and 
Oxford, and waa the friend and contemporary in years with such 
statesmen as Lords Dalhousie and Canning, and IVilliam Gladstone. 

With a slender patrimony, and no other advantage to begin life 
than an ancient Scot's pedigree, Lord Elgin fought his way to emi- 
nence by force of talents, diduity,  and integrity, and was truly the 
builder of his own fortune and renown. Diplomacy was the branch of 
administration, including colonial administration, in which he rose ; 
and here, from the magnitude and importance of the transactions in 
which he happened to be engaged, but still more from the skill with 
which he conductedthem, he is entitled to rank among the h s t  diplo- 
matists of our time. His first responsible office was that of Governor 
of Jamaica, from which he was transferred to the more important and 
difficult office of Governor-General of Canada, which he discharged 
with skill and efficiency, oonducting to a successful issue those ne- 
gotiations with our frontier relatives, which, founded on the solid 
bases of freedom, justice, and equality, ought to insure peace and 
mntentment to the parties concerned. But by far the most valuable 
services which Lord Elgin rendered to the State were those which 
he achieved in China and Japan. The fist mission to China began 
in 1857, and lasted two years; the second began-in 1860, and ter- 
minated in the eame year; so that in all, between China and Japan, 
he passed three years of most laborious and rosponsible employment. 
This successful diplomacy has thrown open to us four new ports in 
China, and as many in Japan. You can judge to what extent we 
are already profiting by his Lordship's services, when I state that 
the value of the exports and imports of Britain and her Colonies 
with the two empires already reaches the yearly sum of 40,000,000& 
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8uch services as t h m  will eewre to Lord Elgin a record in our 
national history. 

The operations which have led to these great resnlts gave the 
Earl of Elgin an opportunity of displaying that eelf-rebce,  
promptitude of action, and political courage, which eminently dis- 
tinguiehed his character. The news of the outbreak of the great 
Indian rebellion having reached him on hie route to China, he at 
once appreciated the extent of the danger, and, on his own wspon- 
eibility, diverted the whole naval and military expedition h m  its 
original destination. By his command, the force which was meant 
for the Peiho proceeded to the Ganges, and largely contrihted to 
the suppression of the insurrection ; for i t  was in time, not only for 
the protection of Calcutta, but for the capture of Lucknow. In thie 
last crowning acthievement, performed at the distance of 600 miles 
out of the bounds of their own speoial element, even the Navy took 
part ; for who can forget the part played in i t  by the gallant William 
Peel and his sailors ? 

Shortly after his return from China, Lord Elgin wae promoted to 
the most lucrative, but also the most difficult and responsible, office 
under the Crown-the Government of India; and assuredly none of 
his predecessors brought to it so large and various a practical ex- 
perience, while in talents he equalled the most distinguished of 
them. Had his life been spared, his talents, energy, and industry 
would have been equal to the cultivation of the grand field which 
was now opened to him. He proceeded to India in 1861, and died 
at his post in 1863, at the age of 52, much too early for his country 
and his friends; the malady which proved fatal to him being an 
organic affection of the heartwithout doubt, the effect of long, 
laborious, and anxious public services on a peculiarly sensitive con- 
stitution. 

I n  dying at his post in India, this eminent 'public servant wss 
spared the misery which befell his predecessor, Lord Canning, in 
the loss of his wife; for, happily, the accomplished Countem of 1 
Elgin, who had devotedly followed her lord to the East, has BUF 

vived, and will doubtless so bring up her children as to lead them 
to emulate the great deeds and virtuous life of their noble parent. 

The death of the Admiral of the Fleet brings me to notice, how- 
ever briefly, one of the distinguished seamen of Nelsonian days. ~ 
Sir W. HALL GAGE, a.c.B., entered the Navy in 1789. He was present 1 
as Lieutenant of the Mime, under the command of Lord Nelson, 
when that vessel captured the Spanish frigate Sabina. He next took ' 



@ in the cutting-out of the Mutim from under the batteries at 
Teneiiffe. When in command of the Uranie, the boats of that vessel, 
in company with those of the Doris and Beaulisu, cut out the French 
National khip La Chuvratte, of 20 guns and 350 men, which was con- 
sidered one of the most brilliant exploita of the kind ever performed. 
He served an Commander-in-Chief in the East Indies from 1825 to 
1830, and on the Lieban station from 1834 to 1837 ; and from 1842 
to 1846 he acted as Senior Naval Lord at the Board of Admiralty. 
Sir William joined the Royal Geographical Society in the year 1845. 

Rear-Admiral Octavius VERNON HARCOUBT, fourth son of the late 
Archbithop of York, entered the Navy in 1803, and in the Calcutta 
performed a voyage round the world in 10 months and 3 days, which 
at that period waa thought a very remarkable feat. He served as a 
Lieutenant in 1809, in the Baltio, with distinction ; and in 1813, 
when in command of the Clialhngn; toog part in the siege of San 
Sebastian, and afterwards commanded the Blossom and Doris on the 
South Anlerican station. Admiral Harcourt took an aotive interest 
In many charities, and at hh death bequeathed a large sum of money 
for their maintenance. 

Rear-Admiral FOWLER entered the Navy in 1793, and sailed as 
Lieutenant with Captain Flinders on a voyage of discovery to New 
Holland. He w e  afterwards wrecked on the Cato Reef, when in 
~ m m a n d  of the armed storeship Porpoise; but he ultinlately suc- 
ceeded in reaching Canton, where he embarked on board the &rl 
Caden, &a& Indiaman. In consideration of the assistance that 
he afforded to Captain Dance in beating off the powerful French 
squadron under Linois, he w~ presented by the East India 
Company with a aum of 5001. to purchase a piece of plate, and the 
Patriotic Society awarded him a sword. He served in Sir R. 
Calder's action, 1805, and took part in the expedition to Walcheren, 
1808. 

Captain William ALLEN entered the Navy in the year 1806. Re 
~ r v e d  in the &andard at the pamage of the Dardanelles, under Sir 
Thomas Duckworth, and was engaged in the reduction of Java. 

Captain Allen served in the Wilberfmce steamer on her memorable 
expedition up the Niger, of which he published an interesting 
account ; and in the year 1855 he produced a work in 2 vola. on the 
'Dead Sea and the Overland Communication with the East.' In  
this he advocated the cutting of a canal so as to admit the Mediter- 
ranean into the Dead Sea, and entered extensively into a comparison 

R 2 
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between this route and that by the proposed Suez C d .  Captain 
Allen took an active part in the proceedings of the Society, and 
spoke occasionally at our meetings. 

Captain W. A. WILLIS entered the N a v  in 1811. He served ae 
Flag-Lieutenant to Sir G. Cockburn, in the Weet Indies, and af'tar- 
mida in command of the Jassur and Frolic; and in 1845 he wes 
granted a pension for wounds received in the mrvice. 

Richard THORNTON.-I have now to speak of a gifted and promising 
young man, Mr. Richard Thornton, of Bradford, who haa lost his 
life by hie zealous exertions to extend our acquaintance with the 
geography and geology of Eastern Africa. I am proud to my that 
Richard Thornton received his ecientific education in the Royal 
School of Mines, over which I preeide, and that, being desiroua of 
accompanying Livingstone in his last exploratioxw, I confidently 
recommended him to the good will of the great traveller. When 
Livingstone last left our shoree in March, 1858, young Thornton, 
then only nineteen* yearn of age, accompanied him as geologist. 
Qualifying himself during the voyage and at the Cape of Good Hope 
in making astronomical calculations, and being ale0 a @od sketcher 
of ground and capable of constructing mapa, he was as well adapted 
to lay down the physical geography of the Zambesi River as to 
describe the various rocks which occupied its banks. 

In looking over his accurately-kept diaries, in which he never 
failed to register every fact, I find that he made upwarde of 7000 
observations, to fix relative geographical points-and to determine 
altitudes, on the banks of the Zambesi. In leaving the tertiary 
rocks of the Delta behind him, and in ascending that river to the 
rapide, he described numerous rocks of former igneous origin; and, 
still further inland, various seams of thick and good coal (of which 
the Portuguese may very largely avail themselves); proving, by 
the associated fossil remaine, that the coal was of the old and best 
age of that mineral. 

His health having failed, he w~ for a while estranged from the 
Zambesi expedition, through a partial misunderstanding between 
his chief and himself. This having been completely done away 
with, when my young friend returned to work out and complete his 
labours in the Zambesi region, I should not here allude to it, if not 
to recount the important services he rendered in. the mean time to 

I 

Born 5th April, 1898. 



geographical and geological science, by becoming ad interim the 
-mienti& companion of Baron C. von der Decken, in his first survey 
.of the Kilimandjaro Mountain, from Zanzibar and Mombas. 

Having recently examined the diary kept by Mr. Richard Thornton 
in that journey between Mombae and the highest point the travellere 
reached, and also on their return to Mombaa, or between the lmt 
days of June and the 10th of October, I have no hesitation insaying 
that the labour is so graphically detailed, every movement so accu- 
rstely recorded, the transactions with the various native tribes so 
clearly explained, and every hour of the 120 days' expedition so 
well accounted for, that, with the contoured map of the region which 
-he prepared, together with many sketches of the form of the ground, 
I can really fancy myself, like his leader and himself, struggling to 
reach the snowy equatorial summita The numerous obstacles 
opposed by the native chiefs, and the manner in which, after so 
many " showrye " or palavers, all difficultie~ were overcome ; the 
perfect description of the habits and dresses of the nativ-f the 
metumorphosed structure of the rocks-the vegetation of each zone of 
altitude-all these are given ; whilst every lnoment of clear weather 
in that humid region was devoted to star and lunar observations, or 
to theodolite measurements of altitude, and the fixing of relative 
geographical points. A11 this, too, was scrnpulously performed 
by Thornton, notwithstanding occasional attacks of fever, to which 
the Baron and himself were subjected. 

I cannot but hope that these diaries of an accurately minute 
philosopher, or at  least large portions of them, will appear in print; 
for I have read few writings more instructive and characteristic. 
,In fact, until Baron von der Decken and Thornton camed out this 
expedition, no other African traveller has ever had presented to 
him such a vast variety of scenes of nature, within so limited a 
.compass, as those whioh are seen in ascending from the eastern sea- 
bmrd to the banana-groves on the skirts of the snow-clad p& of 
Kilimandjaro. As the account of this f i s t  aacent haa been given to 
Continental Europe in German, so we may rejoice that our Thornton's 
English version of the same may soon appear; whilst Baron von 
.der Decken, our Medallist of this year, unites with me in the ex- 
pression of admiration of the undaunted efforts and able assistance 
.of his companion. 

In truth, in hie letters to myself, besides what is noted down in 
his diaries, Thornton correctly described (and for the first time) 
the nature of each rock of that region; by which I clearly learned 
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h t  igneone ro&, whethei eyeinit& or pbrphyriee, had *netrated 
micaoeone slaty metamorphio strata, and that of veaionlar 
lava, whioh m a r  on the thka of the mountaim, indicated clearly 
that the loftiest summite, now capped with mow, had been raieed 
by the e x h i o n  of a great snWrial volcano.* 

If hia life had been spnred, this h e  young man intended, re he 
wrote to me, to endeavour to traverse Africa, And oompm fte Wt 
-end Weet coa& with each other, as well aa with ite vast laomtrine 
oentre. Anxious, however, to finish off in the mean time t h w  
labonre in the Zambeei which he had so far advanaed, he rejoined 
hie old chief Livingstone, and wae on the point of completing the 
.map of a mountainone trad on the north bank of the stream, when, 
in over-exerting himself, he fell a viotim to that fever which h a  
prored ao firtal to our missionaries, to the devoted wife of Living- 
stone, and which, on more than one oooesion, has nearly deprived 
of life that great traveller himself. 

One of hie companione for a time on the 5 M ,  the Rev. 
'Henry Rowley, in writing to me of the never-flagging neal a d  
unconquerable Qnergy, aa well as of the gene- nature end high 
'character of Richard Thornton, adds:-L'Axe in hand, he would 
cut himmlf a path to the top of a thickly-wooded mountsin, never 
leaving i t  till the setting eun made further observations imposeible." 

In reviewing the journals and diariee of Richard Thornton, I am 
lost in admiration of hie patient labonre of registration, when wm- 
bined with his vivaoity of description. With mch a delineator in 
words as Thornton, and euoh an artist aa Mr. Baines--who has sent 
home mch admirable wloured drawings of South-Afrioan menea, 
particularly of the falls of the 5 h i - t h m  of ae who are 
destined never to be able to penetrate into *he southern part of 
Africa, may quite realise to our mind's eye the true ohaMctera af 
that grand continent. Through the devotion of the brothem and 
' sistenr of the deceased traveller, the whole of his voluminons notas 
and observations have, I am happy to say, been carefnlly copied 
nut an11 transmitted to us ; end I am wnfident that every one who 
esnminea them will deolare with myself, that Richard Thornton wae 
so gi f l~d  and rising an explorer, that, had he lived, his indomitable 
zeal and hie great acquirements w6uld bave surely plaoed him in 
tho front rank of men of science. He died on the 21st April, 1863, 
at the early age' of twenty-five years. 

In the sobsequent expedition, when B m n  voa der Decken reached the greater 
altitudes, he found in addition trachytea and obsidian. 



E. Osborne SMITE.-By the deceaae of my respected friend, Mr. 
E. Osborne Smith, the Council has lost a valuable auxiliary, whether 
in the management of our finances, in preparing the annual Etepo-rb, 
-or in every way rendering himself useful. Possessed of sound mod 
sensa, and endowed with a most genial disposition, he was truly ~IJ 

important link between the popular an8 soientsc portiom of our 
large body ; and on numerous oooaaions wes of real service in oalming 
imtation and in promoting harmony and goodwill among ua. 

As the T ~ w u r e r  of the Club of the Sooiety, his cheerfulnew and 
largerheartedness rendered him a general favourite; and all its 
members have united with me in deploring his lose, whilst they 
cherish the memory of his good deeds. He had been for many yean 
the Actuary of the Reliance Life Assurance Company, which office 
gave him full opportunity of displaying his mathematical abilities ; 
and i t  is believed that the laborious work of computing a long s e h  
of important and intricate calculations brought to a crisis the illneaa 
tbat terminated his well-spent and useful life. 

Mr. Osborne Smith was a Fellow of the Society of htiquaries, 
and slso of $he Zoological, Statistical, and Ethnological Societies; 
aad was a member of Council in the two last bodies, as well as in 
that of our own Society. He died on the 25th April, 1864, in the 
sirty-fifth year of hie age, deeply regretted. 

Beriah BOTFZEU).-Beriah Botfield, M.P., ww a man of cultivated 
mind, who expended much of his large fortune in the promotion of 
antiquarian researches, and in the publication of literav works of 
merit. The chief of these works are--various Tracts upon Biblio- 
graphy, communicated to the Philobiblion Society ; Prefacea to the 
h t  editi~ns of the Greek and Roman Classics, and of the Sacred 
Scriptures; Stemmats Boteviliiana; Expenses of England in the 
13th and 14th centuries ; and Notes on the Cathedral Libraries of 
England. I n  addition to these, Mr. Botfield made various oom- 
munications to the Society of.Antiquaries, which have been duly 
noticed by the President of that body, Earl Stanhope. 

William Cu~rrr.-Wlliam Cubitt, M.P., waa one of the most 
marked of tbat class of good and earnest men who, owing their 
success in life to their own exertions, rise to posbe of distinction. 
He began life as a seaman; but in due time, following the bent ?f 
his genius, he studied architecture, and became a most suocessful 
builder. I n  truth, William Cubitt was the architect of his own 
fortune. He rose to the loftiest civic dignity of them kingdoms, 
attaining at the same time a seat in Parliament. Mr. Cubitt was 
so justly popular, and so muoh esteemed for his good sense, probity, 
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and engaging mannem, that he was twice chosen Lord Mayor of 
London, and died infinitely regretted by a large circle of friends 
and admirers. 

John Watkina BK~T.-Though not the scientific originator of 
nubmarine telegraphy-+ honour which was won by Professor 
Wheatstone*-Mr. Brett was distinguished by being the first to 
show, by the actual experiment of laying a gutta-percha wire across 
the British Channel, in 1850, that the scheme was feasible. He 
had indeed called the attention of Government to the subject in 
1845, with the view of connecting Britain with her colonies. He 
afterwards (1846-7) endeavoured in vain to carry oat his project 
under the Government of Louis Philippe, though he had obtained 
a concession. At last, through his energy and ability, he obtained 
a renewal of the concession from Louis Napoleon ; and in 1850 an 
experimental line was submerged hy Mr. Brett between D o ~ e r  and 
Cape Griznez, by which the j r s t  submarine message was sent from 
one country to another ; ' The Times ' of the day remarking, " the jest 
of yesterday has become the fact of to-day." The present cable 
between Dover and Calais was laid in 1851, and the Dover and Ostend 
line in 1853; the latter under a concession from the King of the 
Belgians. The next trial was in the unknown depths of the 
Mediterranean, under concessions from the French and Sardinian 
Governments, and resulted, in 1854, in uniting the Island of Sar- 
dinia with the Continent of Europe. I t  would be superfluous to 
trace further Mr. Brett's connexion with telegraphic enterprise : 
suffice i t  to say, that in 1856 he was mainly instrumental in forming 
the Atlantic Telegraph Company, of which he was one of the 
directors. I t  is rare to find a highly cultivated taste for the h e  
art,, combined with an enterprising mind, yet such was eminently 
the case with Mr. Brett, as proved by his well-known, choice and 
varied collection of works of art. Mr. Brett died on the 3rd of 
December last, at the age of 58, bequeathing one-tenth of his large 
PI-operty to charity. 

C. G. PULLER.-C. G. Puller, Esq., a respected friend of my own, 
was one of the representatives of Hertfordshire. He was a con- 
scientious, enlightened, and zealous Member of Parliament. He 
died most unexpectedly, after a very short illness. 

Arthur Paam.-Mr. Arthur Paget, the heir of a great estate, was 
- - - -- 

. * From the year 1840 onwardsPrafessor Wheatstone familiarized the public with 
the feasibility of Snbmarine Telegraphy. I have before me doc~ lent s  which 
leave no doubt on this subjecf and a jury of the International Association at Pds 
.in 1855 unhesitatingly amigned this seientific honour to Wheatstone. 
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too early cut off: in the spirit of adventure and from love of 
geographical pursuits, he had visited America, the PacSo Islands, 
Continental India, Java, with others of the Malayan Islands, and 
Northern Africa. In China, during our last operations against the 
Imperial Government, he served as a volunteer, sharing in the perils 
and privations of his military companions. 

The other deceased Fellows, who have not taken a prominent 
part in our proceedings, or have been noted as authors or public 
characters, are -Mr. Henry Ancell ; &. Thcmaa Blackwell, an 
able Civil Engineer; Mr. David Barclay, Mr. William Jaokson, 
Mr. George Lee, Mr. Thomas Molson, the Rev. W. Oxenham, 
Mr. Thomas Parr, the Rev. G. C. Rowden, Mr. John N. Ryder, 
lb. W. Richardson, and Dr. Tronson: 

Admr'ralty Suroeys.t-The Admiralty Surveys at home and abroad 
have made adequate progress during the past year, although, owing 
to the completion of some Coasts, and the retirement of officers, 
certain reductions have taken place. 
English C&.-Staff-Commander Calver, in the Poreupins, has re- 

mrveyed the estuary of the Thames, a work which, owing to the 
shifting nature of the sands, wae much required. He hae munded 
over an area of 240 squam miles, and will, during the premnt year, 
oontinue to tram the changes to the north-east, along the coasts of 
Suffolk and Norfolk, till they disappear. The ever-changing cha- 
mcter of the sands off these shores, and especially in the vicinity of 
Yarmouth and Loweatoft, calls for continued activity on the part 
of our Surveyors; and under the skilful and energetic superin- 
tendence of the officer charged with this service it is hoped that all 
the requirements of navigation, vast as they are, will be fully pro- 
vided for. Captain George Williams, in the Bann, haa completely re- 
surveyed and elaborately sounded the Scilly Islands, within a radiiia 
of 10 miles : his soundings oover an area of 550 square miles. During 
-the present season he will be employed in completing the deep-sea 
soundings on the south coast of England, between the Eddystone 
and Portland. Commander George M. Alldridge, in the Asp, has 

I have learnt, too late for notice, that General Monteith is dead. The labonn 
.of this experienaed geographer mast be recoded next year. 

t As prepared by the Hydrographer, Capt. Richards,.a.~. 
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mrveyed Caermsrthea Bay, with the rivair Teff end Towey ; &me 
completing the north ehare of tlie Bristol Channel. Thia officar, 
after a long. active mrvice, extanding over thirty yeers, hee retired 
with his promotion, end hae been maceaded by Csanmder David 
Bird, who during the preeent eeaea~ will continue the mud ing  of 
the southern shore of the Channel, betwm Minehead and BertlsPd 
Point 

The 8 w e y  of the Western Hebrides, under Captain W r ,  ie 
grrtisfwbrily completed; and no dehy will t4ke plaoe in tbe publir 
cation of this important part of the Scottish seaboard, on a 
commensurate with all the requirements of the seaman. !€here 
~emains now to cmplete the entire western coast of Sootland but a ' 
small portion of the Island of Tyree, .Skerryvore, and ite off-lyjng 
dangers, with the deep-sea soundings in the same neighbourhood, 
whioh, under the direction of Captain J. E. Bedford and Mr. Stanton, 
will no doubt be brought to a close by the end of this par. 
' Captain Bedford and his Assietants, during the past season, have 

bnrveyed 142 miles of the exposed coasts of Coll and Tylw ; and 
sounded over an area of 137 square mileq besides other deb&. 
. Commander Thomas has oompleted the shorq of Benbeculs and 
Harris, and retires with promotion after a long d unbroken period 
of active servioe of over thirty years. 

The Survey of the Channel Islands, under SM--der John 
Richards, has made good progress dnring the paet eesson, and ie 
being continued with that oare and minuteness which a eoeet-lime 
beset with so many hidden dangers necessarily requires. I 

Meditewanau.-The Bumeys in this sea'and the Grecian Archi- 
pelago, under Captain Spratt, c.B.,. and Commmds, Maneell, have ~ 
steadily progreseed during the p t  peer. The examination of the 
different banks in the Malta Channel, the Survey of Tripoli, and 
the Island and Channel of Corh, are among the most important 
worh which have been completed. I t  will be learned with regret 
by all geographers that Captain Spratt, who has w e d  the greak 
part of his professional life in the aotive duties of the hZeditenrrneaa 
Bumey, and EDr the last he lve  yeaas most ably eonduoted it, hrrs 
reeigned his important clommand. The r e o d s d  this Society have 
year by year feebly recorded the benefita which have been conferred 

* No stronger proof of the high estimation in which Capt. spratt is held by 
men of science and art can be gven, than that he was last year selected as the 
first out of many candidates in the list of the nine persons who are annually ad- 
mitted into the Athenaeum Club as "m&mUy dis t inguW in ucienoe, letters, and 
the arts, or public 8ede8." 
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on soienoe and navigation b y  -the energetic laboare of thie tale~tquj 
od8cer; but his works themselves wil l  remain w enduring WPU- 
anent of his ekill and industry for agea yet to oorne. 

Commander Mansell, the late coadjutor of Captain S p t t ,  h y  
&ken his p h  ; whib Lieutenant-Coxbntwder Wilkinrron has suc- 
d e d  to that of Commander Measell. 

N~u)fmtKVand.-Captain Orlebar, with hie Assistenb, has Bur- 
veyed 114 miles of the eatem coast of Newfou~~dlapd, between 
Cape h e  and Oape Spear, including p h w  of fieveral b y s  and 
harbours, and haa sounded over an area of 1330 square miles : I& 
work is in process of engraving. 
Noaa &mtiu.-The examination of this ~ w t ,  under Captain &art- 

sand, is rapidly drawing to a close. During the paet season 126 
miles of sea and harbour shores have beep wmplebd, and 177 s q u e  
miles sounded over. 
. We~t Indies.-The West India Survey, mder Mr. Parson@, in- 
cludes during the Lest year portions of the Islasds of Bt. Vinmnt 
Antigua, and St. Luck Mr. Parsons h a  now oomwnced t,he~ 
examination of Grenada 

Bmnm&.-In consequence of the i n c r e d  draught of our mod- 
ahipe, and in order to ascertain whether any nlteiation has takev 
place i~ the depth, consequent on the growth of the coral, it bse 
been considered necessary jio make a re-examination of some .of the 
narrow and inkicate channels leading to this important dep8t; and 
Captain Pullen is now employed op thia duty. 

V i w r  le2Md-It was announced in our last Annual R e m  
that the Survey of this important ielsnd, with the adjaaent c& of 
-British Columbia, had been completed The H-, lately & 
on this duty, has arrived in Englad, and the work has Been de. 
posited at the Admiralty, by whom it will be published hr the 
benefit of navigation without delay. The fruiia of this Llurvey are 
elready apparent in the rapid development of the reeourcee of t k  
region aa a coal and timber producing country, end aleo of ita 
ibhelies. A company ie incaprated for the eetablishmmt of a 
graving-dock in the h a r k  of Eequimalt, which will have the effed 
of drawing to the show of thie rising oolony the ehipe of all natiom 
from one end of the Pacific to the other. The Survey ofthe no- 
shores of Brititjh Columbia is being oontinued by &. Pender, 
late Chief-Assistant in the Ilkate, who. with an able staff, has 
already made good progTeS8 with the work. 

AustraEia.-Under the oombined efforta of the fDur o f f i m  in 
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charp of the different Surveys, considerable progress haa been 
made in the delineation of the shores of this great country; the 
expeneea being borne equally by the Colonies and the Home GO- 
'vernment. 

Commander Hutchiseon, in South Australia, has completed the 
upper portion of Spencer Gulf, including 167 miles of coast, and 
has sounded over 964 square milea. He was, in his little vessel of 
100 tons, to leave South Australia, and, passing round the $8stern 
coast, by T o m  Strait, take up the examination of the northern 
shore about Cambridge Gulf, that coast having lately been added to 
the territory of South Australia. 

Commander Cox, in Victoria, has completed the Survey of Port 
Phillip and its approaches, but has been considerably retarded in 
his little vessel, of 65 tons, by the fnrious gales with which thie 
part of Ailstralia wirs visited during November and December, 
1863. On the o m t  of New South Wales, the Survey under Com- 
mander Sidney is proceeding as rapidly as the means at his disposal 
will allow ; but in consequence of the wreck of H.M.S. olphcus at  
the entrance of Manukau Harbour, in New Zealand, he was directed 
t o  prooeed to that oolony and make a re-survey of the dangerous 
bar of that harbour. This duty Commander Sidney has effected, 
and returned to his survey in Australia. The new Survey of the 
Manukau Bar ia in course of publication. 

. Mr. Jeffery, in Queensland, has surveyed part of Hervey Say 
and the entrance of Mary River; and, now that he has been pro- 
vided with a suitable vessel, no doubt the examination of the sea- 
coast of this thriving colony will advance rapidly. But by far the 
most important event which has oconrred in the annals of Queens- 
land is the establishment of the new settlement at Cape York, in 
Torres Strait. The Government have lately dispatched a small 
detachment of Royal Marines to commence this work; and H.M.S. 
Salamander has been also sent from England to aid in the enterprise. 

Under these favourable circumstances, coupled with the daily 
increasing prosperity of Brisbane, and the rapid extension of the 
white population towards the north, we cannot doubt but that 
the whole eastern coast of Australia mill ere long be opened up to 
navigation and commerce. In  truth, we are now beginning to reap 
the fruits of those long years of toil and industry-the rewards of 
that skill, patience, and perseverance which produced to the world 
the magnificent survey of 800 miles of channels within the reefa 
of this coast ; a survey which, when commenced, must have appeared 
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almost a hopeless undertaking, but which has led to the opening of 
a safe highway, soon to become the beaten track between India and 
Australia. In  connection therewith, let not the names of King and 
Blackwood, and Owen Stanley, be forgotten: well may the com- 
panions of these gifted men, who still remain, feel proud to have 
participated in a work which will ever remain a monument of their 
perseverance and their skill, and among Nautical Surveys will stand 
unrivalled. 

China and Japan.-The opening of new ports and the rapid exten- 
sion of the world's commerce witpthese countries have taxed to the 
full the energies of our Surveyors duiing the past year. 

The Rifinuan, under Bfr. Reed, has been employed in defining the 
limits of the great central reefs which encumber the China Sea, and 
in clearing the two highways from Singapore to the north, vie. the 
N.E. and Palawan routes. This is a most important work, not 
only involving much time, but the greatest care and vigilance : 
real dangers have been correctly placed, and many imaginary ones, 
hitherto a source of constant anxiety to the seaman, have been ex- 
punged from our charts. Still much remains to be done in both 
these great thoroughfares before they can be pronounced free from 
danger. I t  is with regret we learn that Mr. Reed has been com- 
pelled through ill health to resign the command of this portion of 
the China Survey, which he has conducted with so much energy 
and ability. He has been superseded by Commander Ward, the 
officer who formerly commanded the Actceon, engaged on a similar 
duty. 

The Swallow, under Mr. Wilds, has been employed in the northern 
portion of the Chinese waters. Its commander has made new chro- 
nometric measurements between Hong Kong, Shanghai, Nagaeaki, 
Yokuhama, and the Korea, and surveyed 700 miles of coast-line, 
including part of the Korean Archipelago; Chin Chu Bay, on the 
south coast of Shan-tung ; also the harbour of Amoy, a good plan 
of which was much required. 

The re-survey of the estuary of the Yangtsze Kiang is now in 
aourse of progress, great alterations having taken place in its shoals 
sinoe the Survey of Captain Collinson in 1842. 

During the year 1863 twenty new Charts have been published by 
the Hydrographic Office of the Admiralty, besides numerous d d i -  
tions and oorrections to others. The number of Charts printed 
during the same time has amounted to 150,517. Tide Tables have 
likewise been prepared by Statf-Commander Bnrdwood for 3000 
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placed. (ieilibg D h t i o h d  have been prepared by oaris- officemi : 
for the South and East Coaeta of Africa, by Captain de Horsey, 
Ir.n.; for the Persian Gulf, by Captain Cowtable and Lieutenant 

i 
%Be, of the late Indian Kavy ; and for the Golf of Aden and East ~ 
Coast of Arabia, by Commander Ward, late Indian Navy. A fourth ~ 
edition of the ' China Pilot' has a h  been issued. Thie work haa 

I 

been thomughly reoised, and much additional information intro- 
duced from our Late Surveys of the Coasts of the Yellow Sea, the 
Gtelh of Pmhili and Lian-tung, the See and Islands of Japan, by 
Gtaff-Commander King. The ' h u t h  Ameriaan Pilot,' Part 1, is 
just complete, md contains direations for the Eaatern Cast of 
Atnerib, fiom Cape St. R q u e  to French Guayana, by Staff-Corn- I 
inander Penn. 

Varions other boob of Sailing Directions are being revised or 
brought out mew, witb all the dispatch which the meane at the 
diapod of the department will permit, and the interests of naviga+ I 

tion so urgently call for. Lighthouse Lista for every coast have 
aleo been published under the direction of Commmder Dnnsterville, 
R.H. ; together with Hydrographic Notices of newly-disaovered Rocks, 
Shoals, kc,, with other information useful to navigation in general. 

I 

ORDNANCE SURVEY OF THE UNITED Kmo~o~.*-The Plans of the six 
Northern Counties of England having been drawn on the l a r e  
scales of 25 and 6 inches to the mile, have been reduced to and 
engraved on the scale of 1 inch to a mile; and although the 
engraving of the hill features upon a few sheets is not yet finished, 
the Yap of England and Wales, for all practical purposes, may be said 
to be finished and published. The I-inch map of Ireland, in outline, 
reduced from the 6-inch plans, hati also been engraved and pub- 
lished ; together with many of the sheets with the hill features 
represented. 

In Scotland the survey of Buteshire, Forfarshire, and Kincar- 
dineshire, on the large scale, was finished during the last year, and 
coneiderable portions of Aberdeenshire and Argyleshire have also 
been surveyed. All the southern portion of Scotland, including 
Perthshire and Forfarahire, haa been engraved and published on the 
1-inch scale. The principal cultivated district of Scotland remaining 
to be surveyed extends from Peterhead to Inverness; and for the 
purpose of expediting the work in this quarter, officers are stationed 

Prepared by Colonel Sii H. Jdea ,  aa 
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a t  Aberdeen and Invemess, and another will shortlg be eent to 
Banff. The importance of prooeeding also as rapidly as poeeible 
with the survey of the Highlands, is now fully recognised; and 
rooms have been prepared at Fort Augustas to receive another 
offi~er~' party. 
The publication of the Reporte of the Royal Commission, and of 

aeveral Select Committees of the House of Commons, h w  had the 
effect of fully enlightening the public 8s to the importance of 
having a complete cadastral or large snney ef the United Kingdom. 
Last year H ~ T  Majesty's Government gave directions for the whole 
of England and Wales, south of Porkshire and Lancmhire, to be re- 
surveyed, and the plans draw on the scales of 25 and 6 inches to a 
mile, like thorn of Scotland ; and the &st vote for proceeding with 
this gred work waa p B d  by the House of ~ommona this year 
without opposition; but with an objection, on the part of some 
Members, to the insufficiency of the amount vbted for prosecuting 
the survey with the rapidity which is desired. 

The principal triangulation, and the initial levelling of the 
United Kingdom, have been published; and the Survey Depart- 
ment is therefore in a position to proceed with the detailed survey 
in any part of England and Wales. During the last year the survey 
of Middlesex was finished, with the exception of the detail-plans of 
the city of London, which has already been published in outline, 
and large portions of the counties of Surrey, Kent, Essex, Devon- 
shire, Cornwall, and Hants have also been finished. The estimated 
cost of completing the Cadastral Survey of England and Wales is 
1,400,0002. ; but with a grant amounting only to 75,0001. for England, 
Ireland, and Scotland, or about 25,0001. for England and Wales, i t  
is obvious that the means is very disproportioned to the magnitude 
and oost of the work. 

The extension of the Triangulation of the United Kingdom into 
France and-lgium was published in 1862. This was undertaken 
for the purpose of connecting our triangulation with that of Europe, 
eo that we now have a connected triangulation extending from the 
West of Ireland to the Ural Mountains, and the data for completing 
an aro of parallel in the latitude of 52" N., extending over about 
72" of longitude. Operations are now in progress for determining 
the difference of longitude beiwweon selected stations along the 
court& of the arc ; and as, on account of the " pemonal equation " 
of ewry observer, i t  is necessary that the same individual should be 
employed at every strrtiun, the Rusgian o&ers, Colonel Forsch and 
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Captain Jilinski, of the Imperial Staff, who commenced their obser- 
vationa at the eastern extremity of the am, are now working their 
way weetward, and ere expected to arrive in this country to observe 
at  Greenwioh, Milford, and Valentia in July next 

The publication of the &simile of Domesday Book by the Photo- 
Eincogrephic pmem was finished last year. The original MSS. a r e  
oontained in two volumes, designated ' Great Domesday Book' and 
Little Domesday Book,' containing 760 and 900 pages respectively. 

The h i m i l e  has, with one or two exceptions, been published b y  
counties, in 32 volumes, and 10,280 volumes have already been 
printed. This copy of the Great Survey of the Conqueror has been 
received with great satisfaction by the public ; and the production 
of a series of County Maps, showing the position of the several 
manors or properties mentioned in it, is now contemplated. 

G ~ I C A L  Suavw OF TEE UNITED K~~@~o~.- -Bes ides  an enume- 
lation of the new geological maps which have been published in 
the last year, of the Southern and Central .Counties of England, and 
large portions of Ireland and the South of Scotland, I have ex- 
plained in my Report to Parliament, that in the coming years a 
sufficient number of surveyom will at once be employed in working 
out the structure of the North of England. Whilst it is an obvious 
duty of the Geological Survey to develope the great mineral resources 
which exist in the northernmost English counties, the public must 
recollect that the Ordnance Maps of that region, on which alone 
our work can be carried out, have only recently been brought 
towards completion. Until this was effected, I deemed it to be 
highly desirable to finish off the geology of the districts around 
the metropolis, particularly with a view to the greater supply of 
water for a vast population from subterranean sources. Now, how- 
ever, that these southern districts have been geologically surveyed, 
no time will be lost in applying vigorously to the North the same 
processes as those by which the structure of Wales and the southern 
and central counties of England has been eliminated. In a few , 

years, therefore, I hope to see maps and sections published which 
will fully illustrate the older rocks of the lake regions of Cumber- 
land and Westmorland, as well as of the rich coal-fields of York- 
shire, Durham, and Northumberland. 

NEW PUBLICATIONS.-In respect to the publication of works on 
geographical subjects within the last two years, I d a ~ o t  pretend 
to have a due acquaintance with many of them. The most remark: 
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able maps which have come into our possession have been mentioned 
in the Report of the Council; and a certain number of those which 
have been published abroad will be further alluded to in what I 
have to say on various foreign countries. In addition to these, some 
of the maps and original articles in Petermann's ' Mittheilungen ' 
may be passed in review in this place. I would more especially 
mention the articles by the accomplished editor, on the physical and 
statistical snrvey of the Austrian Empire, illustrated by nine 
coloured maps : Sartorius von Waltershausen's survey of Etna, with 
a topographical map printed on the same sheet with a map of 
Kilimandjaro, as surveyed by Baron C. von der Decken; the two 
being given on the same scale to facilitate comparison between 
the two mountains; the articles by Petermann on the sea-bottom 
of the British seas and the cartography of the Mediterranean, 
ae delineated in the excellent maps of these regions in Stieler's 
Atlas ; and, lastly, the maps in illustration of the geographical and 
other results of the Swedish expedition to Spitzbergen. With regard 
to British publications, there remain a few which seem to me to 
deserve a passing cornmeadation in this Address. 

The Index Geographicus of Keith Johnston ; or an Alphabetical 
List of the principal places on the Globe, with the latitudes and 
longitudes, is a mast useful addition to every good library.. 

Phillip's New Imperial Library Atlas, edited by Messrs. Bartho- 
lomew and Hughes, Fellows of our 'society, is a clearly-defined and 
attractive work. The chromo-lithographic colouring of the maps is 
effective, and the divisions are not obscured by the insertion of 
too many names. The accomp'anying Index Geographicus at once 
enables the reader to find any place on the map. 

A work about to appear has just been put into my hands, entitled 
A System of Universal Geography,' by Dr. Muir of Glmgow, one 

of our youngest and most industrious Associates. I t  forms a large 
volume, and conveys in a compendious style some of the latest 
information on the various countries of the earth. From its plan 
of arrangement the work appears to combine the advantages of a 
gazetteer and those of a text-book for schools and families. 

Mr. Murray has just published two volumes of the Travels of 
M. Mouhot, by his widow, a descendant of Mungo Park. The 
travels are in Siam, Lao, and Cambodia, and have near 100 beantiful 
illustrations : they describe the most remarkable ruins of temples 
and palaces which have ever been discovered, comparable only for 

* Blackwood and Sons. 
VOt. VIII. : 
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megnitude to the Pyramids and temples of Egypt. 5 book ie 
dedicated to the Royal Geographical Sooiety. 
Mr. William Simpeon, one of our Fellows, who bas apent much 

time in delineating the natural features of Upper India, .the Hima- 
layas, Tibet, and Cashmere, has brought home a series of aolanred 
paintings of great beauty, which, I hear, are about to be published. 
The 8owcea of the Gangas and the Jumna, the fine scenery of 
Bajpootana, and the Falls of Gairaoppa, in Myeore, are as e l y  
represented ae numberless building are elaborately and erCietically 
worked out. 

Among the elementary publications, I may d i d  attentian 
to an useful little work, by the Rev. Alexander Meckay, entitled 
' Elementa of Modern Geography.' In e former Addrese I ven- 
tured to commend the ' hlanua.1 of Geography,' by the eame author; 
and the present produotion is an improved and careful epitome of 
that work, which can be recommended as a text book to be wed 
in the educatiod establishments of the country. Cansidering that 
the author iB--BB I know myself--actively employed aa a minieter 
of religion in the heart of bberdeenshire, remote from acceas to 
libraries and the great marts of knowledge, I oannot but admire f i e  
assiduity and research displayed in the preparation of this elementary 
treatise. 

F m g n  Cartography.-On the detailed progrew of Cartography in 
foreign countries I must delay the attempt to give a prick, except 
with respeot to Russia ; and on the great strides made by the geo- 
graphers of $at empire I will presently dilate. It is, however, 
my duty to notice, that though engaged in a gallant and strenuons 
defence of their country, the Government of the ancient kingdom 
of Denmark did not omit to comply with our request, to transmit 
to our Society all the sheets of their Topographical Survey up to 
the time of their presentation. 

Of these maps, which when completed will number seventy he-, 
about one-fourth are already finished and in our possession, and I cam 

I 

I 
truly say that I never saw more beautiful specimens of cartography. 
They embrace many details, more, indeed, than those of our own 
Ordnance Survey on the small d e ,  and are usefully combined with 
hydrographical charts on the same scale, exhibiting the soundings 
and sand-banks ; an agreeable effect being produced by slightly tint- 
ing the water. Even on the scale of ,&, or one inch to a mile 

Blackwood and Sons. 
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and a quarter, all the elevations are delineated by contour lines, 
their height in feet being given. Not only are the houses and h- 
steads marked, but also tde minor enclosures and wooded and marshy 
tracts ; so that this map may be favourably compared with any work 
published by other and larger nations. Several excellent geological 
maps accompany t.his valuable donation to our ~a~ Office. 

I t  also gratifies me to place on record a kind act of the Goverp- 
ment of Copenhagen in acceding to a request I recently made 
through his Excellency the Danish Mini~ter, M. Bille, when the 
Elbe was blockaded, to grant a passport to the ship in which the 
river steamer of our Medallist, the Hanoverian Baron C. von der 
Decken, is to be translated from Hamburgh to the East Coast of 
Africa. The passport was at once sent, for happily scieitifio 
explorations were considered a$ sacred by the Danes as they were 
b y  the French when the Austrian frigate Nouara was circumnavi- 
gating the globe during the Crimean war. , I 

_We have to thank the Prussian Government for transmitting 
to us the detailed map of the course of the Weser, from its sources 
to its mouth. This map is on twenty-one sheets,.on the scale of 
=&, or three miles to an inch. 

Lastly, from Switzerland our excellent correspondent, M. Ziegler, 
has transmitted for the Society a copy of the maps recently pub- 
lished by the Federal Post-office department ; representing the rail- 
ways, postal routes, and telegraph stations of the Confederation. 
The maps are accompanied by a table of distances between the 
towns, and are remarkably clear and well executed. The important 
question of the determination of heights in Switzerland has much 
occupied the attention of Swiss geographers, and a committee has 
been appointed by the Federal Government to reconsider the -sob- 
ject, in Consequence of the levelling of railroad lines having shown 
a difference of 2 to 3 mktres from the determination as given in the 
official maps of General Dufour. 

RECENT PROQRESS OF G F ~ R A P H Y  IN Russ~~.-Judging from the 
grandeur and importance of its operations, the Geographical Society 
of St. Petersburg may well be styled " Imperial." He who will 
peruse the Compte-rendu of the proceedings of that body, as ably per- 
pared by the Secretary, M. Besobrasoff,* cannot fail to admire the 
wide and laborious surveys which have been effected, the number 
of valuable maps which have been prepared, and the various sciences 

* Translated into French from the Russian. 
s 2 
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a6liated to geography which have been enriched by researches amid 
regions hitherto for the most part unexplored by any traveller, 
and most imperfectly known to geographers. Founded on the model 
of our owp society so recently as the year 1846, the Imperial 
Society of St. Petersbnrg has now, indeed, become a most important 
body under the presidency of the Grand Duke Constantine, sssieted 
by that enlightened nautical surveyor and circumnavigator Admiral 
Littke.' 

Whilst the practice in England, and our habita, have led u s  to 
separate ethnology and statistics from geography,-the parent -a1 
Society, the Linnaean and Zoological Societiee, and the younger 
body the Ethnographical Society, gathering papers on the various 
subjects closely allied to geography,-the Geographical Society of 
St. I'etersburg embraces all these cognate branches, and combines - 

them with physical geography and travels; separate sections for 
each subject being organized with separate presidents, irrespective 
of the officers and council of the general body. 

As I had the honour, when this Imperial Society was founded, 
of being named, in association with ~umboldt  and Ritter, one of 1 - 
the three first elected Foreign Honorary Members, simply because 
I had assisted in working out the structure of portions of that 
vast empire, I naturally take sincere pleasure in pointing out to 
my Associates the successful strides which this body has made, and 
particularly in the last few years, in extending our acquaintance 
with large portions of Northern Asia, as well as in the constmction 
of accu& maps, and the diffusion of sound knowledge in statistics, 
natural histori and ethnology. 

- 

Independently of the justly famous measurement of an arc of 
the meridian from the North Cape to the Black Sea, carried 
out by the astronomers and surveyors led by Struve and Tenner, 
on which I have dilated on previous occasions, the geographical 
explorations of Eastern Siberia and the borders of the Chinese I 

Empire have h e n  so conducted as to throw quite a new light on 
the physical geography and natural history of those vast regions. i 
These surveys were 01-gknized in so judicious 8 manner that they 
were almost certain 6 produce good fruits. Thus, while to i. 
Schwarte, of Dorpat, and his assistants, was entrusted the preparation 
of the topographical maps, to MM. Schmidt and Glehn wire-allotted 

I 

all geological and mineralogical inquiries ; whilst M. Radde, assisted 

* Admiral Ltitke has recently been advanced to the dignity of President oft' - 

Imperial Academy of Sciencer. - 
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by other able men, was responsible for the zoological and botanical 
departments. 

With mch sound pre-arrangements we need not therefore be 
surprised, that these explorers should have made observations 
which call for great changes in all pre-existing maps, and at 
t he  same time greatly enriched the domain of natural history. 
Ardong the most important of the new features which characterize 
these researches, and which are perspicuously pointed out by M. 
Besobrasoff, the following may be mentioned. The physical section 
of the East Siberian expedition has ascertained that many of the 
existing notions of the configuration of the vast basin watered by 
the great river Amur and its d u e n t s  are not only very inexact, 
but are often diametrically opposed to the truth. The connection, 
for example, of the lofty mountains proceeding from the eastern 
side of the lake Baikal, and called Yablonoy, with those termed 
Stanovoy on the north-east, has no existence. On the contrary, i t  
has been ascertained that in this region, as in the interior of other 
continents (a phenomenon to which Humboldt first directed atten- 
tion), the true parting of the waters often proceeds from compsra- 
tively low plateaux situated among much loftier mountains, through 
which the rivers escape in deep chasms. In  this way the watar- 
shed of Eastern Siberia is found to proceed from the north of the 
lake Baikal, a little to the north of 56" N. lat., and to throw off 
the affluenta of the Lena to the north, and those of the Amur to the 
south. We also learn that in a more eastern or lower portion of 
the great Amur, the chain of Bureia has a different outline from that 
which has been assigned to it. The sudden southward deflection 
of the mighty Amur from the Cossack station of Pashkoff is deter- 
mined by a lofty mountain-ridge striking from east to west, and 
not from north to south, as formerly represented on maps. This 
stream has, in fact, found an issue by a profound fissure, with pre- 
cipitous cliffs on either side, of which gorge i t  takes advantage. 
If we turn to the western portion of this region of Siberia, we find 
that there also researches have produced a great change in our 
previous knowledge. The form of the Saians Mountains, which 
range eastward from the Altai, has undergone considerable modifi- 
cation, 8s determined by the observations of Schwartz and Kryjine. 

Practical cartographers will consult with much profit the maps, 
almost completed, of these hitherto ill-defined tracts, and geologists 
are awaiting the description of the rocks and their contents, whilst 
ethnologists are looking for accounts of those curious tribea of 
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Mongolian and Rnsso-Chineee Tartars, of which the late Nr. Atkinson 
and his relict have given us such lively sketches. In the mean time 
we may be quite sure that the splendid and aliundant collections of 
animals and plants brought to St. Petereburg will be found to illustrate 
the direct dependence of the animal and vegetable products on  the 
physical geography and climatology of the region. I t  is by such a 
well-devised and richly-endowed expedition as that of the Snrvey 
of Eastern Siberia that geography attains its highest distinctions; 
and I am sure that all those whom I address will rejoice with me, 
that a Society founded on our model should in so few years have 
attained a distinction which entitles it to the grateful thanks and 
approval of all geographers. 

Whilst the Russian Geographical Society has thus carried scien- 
tific explorations, and applied its science to newly-acquired, wild 
tracts in Northern Asia, and to important outlets for the commerce 
of the empire, its membere have not been less actively employed 
in enriching their country with valuable data, in cartography, 
ethnology, and statistics. 

When I travelled in Russia, upwards of twenty yeam ago, the 
greatest of all desiderata, and which, ee a geological explorer, I felt 
most, was the want of a good general map of the country. That 
work, which was commenced by the Imperial Geograpllical Society 
in 1857, has been completed, and the map waa issued for sale last 
year. This most important work, embracing the Caucasus, has 
been followed by another still more scientific,-a Geographical and 
Statistical Dictionary of the Empire, of which some parts have 
already been published. Thanks to the very niimerous journeys 
and surveys which have been made, this Dictionary will be a strik- 
ing record of the substantial advances which Russia has achieved in 
the laat quarter of a century. 

In  an Address like this, in which i t  is my duty to refer to 
geographical progress in many countries, I cannot do justice 
to the Imperial Society as regards numerous other subjects 
which this body has, in the most exemplary manner, combined 
with the extension of the higher branches of physical science. 
Inquiries of real utility to the nation, such as in times gone by 
were executed in England by the Society for the Diffusion of Useful 
Knowledge, have been made in various branches of statistics, 
showing how zealously the Russian Government is labouring to 
dispel ignorance, and thus, by extending true knowledge, to enable 
all claases the better to appreciate and value the vast improvement, 
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amounting to a sooial and peaceful revolution in the condition of 
the people, which the present Emperor has so liberally and bene- 
ficially introduce&. Some of these good measures were, indeed, on 
the poiat of being carried out in the western Governments border- 
ing on the kingdom of Poland, when the outburst of the insur- 
rection in the latter seriously interfered with the development of 
the material prosperity and improvement of the country. 

In reference to the establishment of telegraphic communication 
with China across Sibefa, in which, as' I announced to you last 
year, our a ~ ~ o i a t a  M i .  ( 3 r d  W B ~  busily employed, i t  is satisfactory 
to h o w  that the Russian portion of the enterprise is so far com- 
pleted, that the telegraph station at  Irkutsk, distant 5700 miles from 
St. Petemburg, was opened five months ago (2nd December, 1863), 
and thus messages ,will be, as i h  were, instantaneously conveyed, 
which formerly required 23 days. To no country, indeed, is 
telegraphic communica+ion of more vital consequence than to 
Russia, in whioh a Government messenger, carrying the most im- 
portarlt despatch, would have occupied a month in conveying that 
which iarnow the affair of hours, if not of minutes.* 

Further resulta of ,the expedition of .Eastern Siberia and the 
borders of China, including all the river-system of the Amur, have 
reoeatly appeared in the publication of a large map in 7 sheets, on 
the male of 40 verrfts to an inch. This work, exeouted by M. 
Schwartz, L accompanied by a general detailed aperp. The same 
author has &c+ p t e p d  a cheaper map on a smaller sualw and em- 
b m i n g a  much larger region of Siberia, M. Scheibunin hlts exeouted 
a detailed map, on the soale of 6 versta to an inoh, of Sakhalin, 
which ahows great changes in the form which has been given to 
thia large island in all preoeding maps ; he also contsmphtes de- 

* 1; the lately-act@wd territory' of Bs ten i  Siberia a colony has been 
fonnded, to the south of the Amur, on the Usmi River which waters the richest 
country of that kgion. 

The pmral,rea&r as wdlVaa the geogtapher *ill be highly r . t i+dd bi 'a 
rrasal .  of the work of Le Comte Henri Russell-Killough, entitle ' Seue mllle 

ienes B tdvers 1'A'sie et  l 'bdanie' (Paris, Librake Hachettc. 1864), which 
the author has transmitted to me since. the Anniversary! THe ' author's .journey 
across Siberia and the Desert of Gobi, in the depth of winter, is in fine conthast 
to his descent in the summer of the eat river Amur to its mouth, amid the 
moat hruriant. a d  magnificetit vegetat%n. I cite this kork',' wEkm s ealiing of 
the geographical researches of the Ruseians, as giving so attractive & lesctiption 
of the scenery to render tnany a traveller anxious to visit 'that mapificent 
gigan& stream;the Am*, during those mohths'wben it is open tonavfgat~on. In 
short, whether as respects Eastern Siberia, Cbma, Japam, our Australiwl'Coloniea, 
or our India& Empire, I gladly commend the w o k  of Comte Henri Russell as a 
grapbce sketch by a quick-observer anda  lively and a&Me writer. 
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tailed maps of other traata, including the course of the rivers 
Amgun and Bureia. 

From the &marches of M. Sohmidt the geologist, aided by the 
b o W t  Glehn and the topographer Sohebunin, we learn that the 
region beyond Che Sea of Baikal is distinguished by a great variety 
of geologioal formations. Crystalline rocks, however, abound, and 
the unaltered sedimentary fossiliferous formations are much less 
extended. Among the latter, the Devonian and Jurassic deposits 
have been best mgnised. The latter haa the petrographical 
~heraoters of the Jurassic rocks of the Caucasus, and contain% 
certain beds of coal, which in one spot is said to pass into graphite.. 
Further eastward, and along the Saigon or chief mountains, and on t h e  
Amur below the junction of the Zeia, there are spread out great h h -  
water formations of tertiary age, whilst in the great island of Sakha- 
lin very recent marine tertiaries repose on true chalk and cretaceous 
depoaite. Having discovered what he believes to be many tran- 
sitions between crystalline rocks and unaltered sediments with 
fossils, M. Schmidt is of opinion that dl such ahanges have been 
brought about in an aqueous manner, and not by -any plutonic 
or igneous action. The ingenious author is obliged, however, to 
admit the existence of obsidian in one place, and baa not yet deve- 
loped his pro06 in favour of his novel system, in which, if I have not 
been misinformed, he seema to carry the chemical and Neptunia ideas 
of Bischoff to what I cannot but consider an extravagant length. 

h m  such theoretic speculations i t  is indeed comforting to 
myself, as a praotical geologist, to turn to the more, recent labours 
of my distinguished tKend M. Abich in the peninsula Apcheron and 
the adjacent parts of the Caspian Sea There, the apparition of new 
islands in the sea, an& the eruption of the. mud volcanoes on land, 
show, according to him, the close connection which exists, ip a 
natural history point of view, between the ancient igneous pheno- 
mena so apparent throughout the Caucasus and the analogous but 

more puny eruptions of the present day, as exhibited in the 
north-whrn flank of that great chain, where one of the islands 
(Kouman) wrrs thrown up in 1861- 

After five years of active labour and assiduous researches inEastern 
[3iberia and in regions rarely visited before, and some where no 

had preceded him, M. Radde has, as it were, completed 
our aoquaintance with the zoology of these vast regions, pa* of 
whloh only had been visitad by Pallas, Middendorff, and Voznea- wosrw, and reoenfly by Mwck and Schrenk. The last of these tra- 
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vellers gave indeed an excellent idea of the natural history of the 
region of the Amur; but M. Radde has done more, in gathering 
together a complete fauna of Eastern Siberia. He has prepared 
zoo-geographical maps of all the regions he traversed, in which he 
has shown, by meam of colours, the limits of the range of each 
group of animals. His comprehensive geographical researches, 
which led him to divide Northern Asia into three zoological and 
botanical zones, are of a high order of merit. These regions are 
Siberia proper, to the southern limit of which the reindeer ranges, 
and in which the Siberian cedar grows; the region of the Mon- 
golian Steppe ; and the region of Northern Manchuria. 

Confirmed as these grand mological deductions are by the deter- 
mination of the collateral plants of each, I am led to believe that, 
since the earlier days of Humboldt, there is no work on natural 
history which has more tended to oomplete the general views of 
CPle true physical geographer. This grand publication of M. Radde 
has directly resulted from the direction of the Imperial Geographical 
Society and the enpport of the Government; and we hope soon to 
be able to admire the illustrations of numerous natural types hitherto 
wholly unknown to men of science. 

Another contribution to the physical knowledge of these 
countries is a pc~rnphlet on the climate, by my valued friend 
M. Middendorf, the justly-celebrated tra~eller  in florthern Siberia. 
The work entitled ' La Conthe de llAmour,' by M. Maximowicz, is 
also a most important addition to the liteirrture of the Geography 
and Natural History of Siberia. 

Irrespective of natural history as a branch of geography, one 
phenomenon has been brought out in strong relief by the physical 
section of the expedition to Esstern Siberia, viz., that in the basin of 
the Amur, as in the island of Sakhalin, the right bank of the river 
is steep and precipitous, and the left bank low and flat. I pointed 
out the same phenomenon twenty years ago in regard to the great 
riven Volga, Oka, &c., in European Rwia.* The probable explana- 
tion of this striking phenomenon is that the flat regions on the left 
bank of each river were formerly broad riverine sheets, and by the ele- 
vation of land, the destruction of forests, and other causes, have been 
so desiccated that the waters have at length found their natural 
boundary in the escarpment of rooks which rise successively from 
the low regions of the north to the loftier ranges of the south. 

See ' Russia in Europe and the Ural Mountains,' vol. i. pp. 21, 650. 
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An expedition under M. Anoeoff in m u c h  of a gold region on 
the Chinese frontier. reported as wch by hgitives, haa returned 
without saccan. They found that thin tract had been extensively 
wa~hed for gold, ad, from the remaim of buildings, h., i t  is 
mppoeed this district of country had been occupied by a powerful 
people, but the gold seem to have been nearly exhansted. 

In  further developing the geography of the Kirghis countries 
between the Rnssian and Chinese boundaries, the Imperial Geo- 
graphical h i e t y  have been so fortunate as to seem the services 
of M. C. Stmve, who, assisted by M. Potemine, an aocomplished 
Co-k, haa been for some time exploring the water system of 
the Blaok Irtysh, and who, when last heard of, had p d  the 
mountaim, containing graphite, which sep-te the basins of 
~ e h l  and Tszei-San. The great lake of Tszai-San with its 
fisheries had already been oocupied by Russia; it receives no 
s t r a ~ ~  from the north ; the basin of the Black Irtysh is entirel* 
distinot from that of the Ulangur. The explorers found the 
mountains of the South Altai to be muoh nearer to the Lake Marb 
than is represented on maps; this highly pictureque sheet of 
water being embosomed in lofty mountains. In these Asiatic 
explorations the 'l'ransilian, or country of the seven rivers (Semi- 
vetohurt), muet not be forgotten as  having been examined by 
Colonel Glolubff and Colonel Babkoff at the east end of the L ~ k a  
of Taeei-San. 

Coal haa been found in the mountains of Karatau by Colonel 
Toherniaieff, whioh, though of pbor quality, may prove of im- 
porhoe  to Russia in feeding her new flotilla on the Sea of Arid, 
with fuel by transit along the great river Syr Darie, The present 
supply of coal for the h a 1  region comes from the coal-field of the 
Doneta in South Russia, a distance of about 1200 milea over the 
CaapicLn Sea and Deeert of Ust Urt 

Among the important eqeditionfi reoently undertaken ,and 
directed by the Imperial Geographical Society is that which, under 
the guidanm of the eminent natumht M. Baer, aided by Y. m e ,  
h u  emmined the Sea of ho f .  the resdta of this inquiry am 
nof yet fully known; bat wwhilst we ascertain that the amount of . 
sediment and detritus poured out by the Don and other streams 
into inland sea necessmily diminishes the defih of its w & q  
ynf, t ] l l~ operation not being so rapid some p e m m  have mp- 
t,,,mMll, ],mg period will elapse before navigation will be mate- 
t Idly Ir~rpntlo(l. 
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The conclusion of the ,Russian report had, not reached me when 
this  Address was read; but in the part transmitted I am glad,to 
find that the eulogies which I passed, at the last Annivermry, on 
t h e  labours of M. Khanykoff and the Russian Expedition in Persia, 
quite accord with the well-digested analysis of M. Besobrasoff. 

Arabia.-We have been much gratified within,the last few months 
by the lively and exciting narrative of his journey across Arabia, . 
given to ua by Mr. Gifford Palgrave. This enterprising tra;~eller, 
Gho took high honours at Oxford, and has since been a waqderer - 
over many regions of Asia, travelled in the character of ,a phy- 
sician across the northern and central parts of this great, but 
little known, peninsula ; and, with the exception of Major Sadleir, 
who is described as having travelled with the silence of a bale of 
goods in transitu, he is the only one of modern explorers,wbo, cross-, 
ing the very heart of the country, emerged on the Persian Gulf. 

Although Mr. Palgrave has fixed no latitudes nor longitudes, he  yet 
travelled far beyond the' adventurous Wallin of Finland, who only 
reached Hail. His sketch of the people of the inland kingdom of 
t&e Wahabites, and their capital Riadh, and the clear distinction he 
draws between the wandering Bedouins and the regularly governed, 
ciijlised, and strict Wahabite Mahomedans who live in the central. 
towns, &e so very instructive, that the Council have warmly approved 
his labours by conferring on him a 'testimonial. I trust that Mr. 
Palgrave will elaborate the eloquent' communication he made to us, 
and which is given verbatim in Vd. viii. p. 67,, of our Proceedings, 
by producing a work worthy of his abilities and research., I can truly 
8ay that on no occasion have J seen the Fellows if  the ~eograihical 
Society more gratified'akl excited, than when Mr. Palgrave narrated 
his adventures in crossing Arabia ; and surely, as respected the deep 
interest created, I was fully 'borne out when I tequed his narrative 
the Thousand q d  Second Arabian Night's Tale ! 

Little as we ,know of the interior of Southern Arabia, I am. 
reminded by my friend the Q v .  C. Forster, 'that there are evidences ' 
tending to, sustain the accuracy of Ptolemy, when he speaks of four 
rivers in that region. In the parts of Arabia. trave9e.d by Mr. 
Palgrave, a river, after fertilising whole val!ey;, disappear? under 
the sands, snd re-appears no more. So is it in the soufi. For, even 
on that pery'coaat;so well surveyed by the ship'Palinuyus, and where 
no rivers-+ere discovered, ,a river, the mouth of which is lost under 
sands, wm discovered, by the late Rev. Thomas Broockman, who 

. . _ . %  . . .  . , 



examined that mast in an Arab dhow, proceeding from Aden to Shehr, 
and landing continually in spots where no large ship (like the Pdi- I 
nurus) could approach. This river is considered by Mr. Forster to 
be the CaGa Canim of Ptolemy ; and a lithographic sketch of i t  is I 
given in his 'Sinai Photographed,' and is described at pp. 349, 352 
of that work. Mr. Fomter further believes, from the accounte given 
to Mr. Broockman, tRat another of Ptolemy's four rivers, the Prion, 
rune parallel to the coastcridge, and is lost in interior sands. Not 
pretending to give any opinion upon the question of whether these 1 
rivera be really two of those mentioned by Ptolemy, it is grat*ing 
to find that, as in Afrioa, so in Arabia, modern discoveries go to ws- 
tain the accuracy of that great ancient geographer. 

HiWan.-The Report of the operations of the Trigonometrical 
Survey of India during 1862-63, is full of interesting professional 
details. This great Survey, which was commenaed upwards of fifty 
years ago, and which has since been so ably conducted by our distin- 
guished Bssociates, Sir George Everest and Sir Andrew Waugh, is 
one ofthe moat important results of our rule in India; and the present 
Raport by Major J. T. Walker, R.E., aa one of a series ~ontaining~the 
history of the Survey, is of great value.. In addition to the general 
review of the proceedings for the year, it contains two E e p o ~ ,  
which are complete in themselves and of special interest, namely, 
an account by Mr. C. Lane of a portion of Independent Tipperah, 
and a reconnaissance, by Captain J. P. Basevi, R.E., F.B.G.s., of a 
portion of Jyepore, in Gondwana. These are parts of India hitherto 
unknown, and which have never %fore been visited or mapped. 

The important observations of Captain Godwin-Austen on the 
region of the Western Himalayas will be commented on under the 
head of Glaciera (p. 221). 

Major Showers, of the Indian Army, has recently published 
some interesting letters upon two practical questions connected 
with the geography of India: tshe one refers to the terminns of 
the Madras Railway on the Malabar coast-the other to the pro- 
posed port, at Sedashegur. Major Showers givee good reason 
for preferring Narakal-6 miles north of Corhin, as the ocean 
terminus of the railway-to Beypoor, which is 80 miles farther to 
the northward, the latter being an open roadstead exposed to the 
full force of the south-west monsoon; whilst at jhe former place, 
the sea within the area of a square league, forming the anchorage, I 

is in all weathers perfectly calm. If the account which Major 
Showers givea of this locality be correctand he appears to write 
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from personal observation as well as on the authority of the resident 
Marine Officers-the calmness of the sea along the Narakal shore is 
one of the most remarkable phenomena of physical geography in 
the  world, and well merits further investigation. With respect to 
Sedaehegur, which is regarded with so much interest at present, as 
the proposed outlet for all the cotton-produce of the Southern Mah- 
rattan country, Major Showers's opinion is decidedly unfavoumble. 
H e  ahows, in the &st place, that the construction of a breakwater 
i n  the open sea, without which the port would be inaccessible during 
the monsoons, would be attended with the utmost difficulty, owing, 
on the one hand, to a sea-bottom of soft yielding mud, and, on the 
other, to the working season being limited to an interval of seven 
or eight months' duration ; and he shows, in the second place, that if 
the port were formed, it would be almost impossible to maintain a 
regular communication with the interior, owing to the natural 
obstacles-especially from floods-trs well as the extreme unhealthi- 
ness of the surrounding tract of country. 

Pmsa.-Mr. Swinhoe, who had well prepared himself for such 
a task by a long residence in China, has given us a very clear 
account of the geography, ethnology, and natural history of this 
island. The value of this communication from H.M. Vice-Consul 
at Formosa was pointed out at length to the Society by Admiral 
Collinson, who formerly surveyed its shores, and by Sir Harry 
Parkes, who gave to the meeting an instructive sketch of the history 
of European, Chinese, and Japanese relations with the islanders. 
The prospects of increased trade with this large and fertile island, 
now that it is opened under Lord Elgin'e treaty to Europeans, were . 

discnseed, and the statements of Mr. Swinhoe confirmed regarding 
the euperiority, ae ports, of Tam-Suy and Ta-Kow to the port Taiwan, 
which waa the one originally selected.* 

Ths Malay Archipelago.-At the meeting of the 8th June, 1863, we 
were gratified by the reading of a Memoir from the pen of that 
eminent naturalist, Mr. A. R. Wallace, on the Malayan or Indo- 
Australian Archipe1ago.t After eight years, passed in that highly- 
interesting region of islands of all dimensions, from the vast and 
still little known Borneo, and )he still less known New Guinea, to 
the remote and semi-barbarous Timor, Mr. Wallace came before us 
with a well-established natural boundary-line between one large 

* See 'Proceeding Royal Geog. Soc.,' vol. viii p. 23 ; also ' Proceedings of 
British Association for Advancement of Science,' Newcastle Meeting, 1863. 

t See Proc., vol. vii. p. 206. 
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region of the islands of the Archipelago and another ; the one being 
hiat io by its animal and vegetable life, the other having an Austro- 
Malayan type. 

Tndiaating how the Aiatic Islands were probably once connected 
a~ tenu P m ,  and pointing to the various oscillations of the surface, 
in theee lands so replete with volcanoes, Mr. Wallace happily shows 
how, by simply traversing one gut or channel occupied by a deep 
sea, only 15 miles wide (between Bali and Lombok), the traveller is 
at once transported from the Asiatic to the Australian kingdom of 
natural history. This physical separation he considers to be one 
of great antiquity, whilst the separation of the mass of Asiatic lands 
to the west of it into innumerable smaller.parts (yet all being a 
community of Asiatic type), is viewed as being of posterior date. 

Whilst this philosophic Memoir naturally gave great satisfaction 
to my learned and sagacious friend, Mr. John Cradurd,* who has 
passed many years in the Indian Archipelago, I must also be allowed 
to say that i t  gave equal satisfaction to myself, from the skilful manner 
in which the author brought to bear all his lore in the various 
branches of natural history, to sustain his grand geological induc- 
tions as to the enormous changes which hare successively occurred 
in the physical geography of those diversified regions. 

I t  is, indeed, to be remembered with pride (particularly by us, 
who cheered on Mr. WalJace when he left these shores ten years 
ago on his adventurous travels), that no such results as these could 
have been laid before geographers when the sciences df Zoology, 
Botany, and Geology were in .their infancy. l'he work of Mr. 
Wallace is, therefore, a true index of the advance which hai been 
made in geography, in the correlation of the inost arduous and 
extensive researches and observations of the traveller and statist 
with every branch of natural h h r y  science. 

Australasia.-The great and important discoveries made in hitherto 
unexplored tracts of Australia having been largely dwelt upob in 
k t  year's Address, I will conhe myself now to mentioning several 
oollateral subjects, which have reoently been brought forward in 
respect to that vast portion of the terre&al surface of the globe. 

The intention, to which I alluded q$ the last Anniversary, of colo- 
nising portions of North Austrslis by South Australian settlers, to 
proceed thither by sea, is about to be carried into effect. A North 

I 

* Ssa Mr. Crawford's most valuable work, ' A  Descriptive Dictions of the 
Indian Islands and adjacent Countrie8' (Bradbuy and Evans, 1856), w x  a map 

I 

of the Asiatic Archipelago. 



Awtdian Settlement Company has, indeed, been formed, the chair- 
man of which is Sir ~ichard  raves M'Donnell, the late Governor 
of South Australia, and under whose administration ,M'Douall SBoart 
made that remarkable journey from Adelaide to the Indiad Ooean,* 
whioh has led his brother colonists to make this great venture. If 
encwss should attend the h l d  enterprirje, whether brought abont 
by a settlement in Van Diemen's Gulf, or in the Queen's Channel of 
Cambridge Gulf--the latter of which I ahould think much preferable 
(see my last Address)-then it is almost certain that a separate North 
Australian Colony must be estabfished, inasmuch as it will be im- 
possible thst the Government of Adelaide should rule a population 

- 
separated from them by a distanm of 1300 miles, much of the intbr- 
vening spam oonsisting of traots of almost impaesable s& and 
&rests. 
If such a colony should be established, and it be afferwards found - 

impracCicable for Englishmen to labour ia the open air in so warn a 
- latitude, 1 trust that Hindoos, Malays, or Chinese way be used for 
- -  that purpose; for, by whatever means effected, I shall rejoioe in 

seeing the realisation of a project, which I have advocated at meetings 
of this h i e t y  for many years. I am fully pemuaded that, with the 

= rich poducts of th& region, the fine bays of the sea on the south 
. - shore- of the great Indian Ocean must, sooner or later, be occupied 
- by a great maritime nation like our own, which already pow- 

the other three sides of this vast codhent. 
Already, indeed, we know that, under the auspiws of the Governor 

of Qneensland, Sir George Bowen, and for the purposes of trade 
a d  cornmeroe, a new settlement has been made at Cape York, the 
northernmost point of this continent. From the same authority we 
learn the results of the important naval survey of the inside of the 
Great Barrier Rae< as completed by Commander Robinson. On this 
point I must refsr ym to the full explanatory comments uf Sfk 
Charles Nicholson and the Hydrographer, Captain Richards, as given 
in the report of the meeting on the 11th April last, which is to be 

- 

men in our Proceedings. 
We now know, from the high authority of Captain Richards him- 

self, that, although twenty years ago the inner route from Cape York 
to Moreton Bay ww the most intricate passage in the world, i t  is 

Whilst these sheets aie passing through the press 1 have received copies of 
the 'Journals of J. McDouall Stuart,' which have just been published in a 
bandsome volume, by Msasrs. Saundere and Otley ; edited by Mr. Hardman, and 
illustrated by Mr. Aogas, with an excellent map by Weller. The work ought ta 
be in the hands of all who are interested in Australian exploration. 
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now rendered aa navigable aa the E n g W  Channel, thanks to the 
labom of our naval surveyors. It waa, indeed, most gratiffing to 
find Captain Ilicharde c h a d r i s i n g  that survey as one of the most 
gigantic and aplendid undertekingm ever carried out by any nation ; 
and I repeat, what I have @aid before, that every true geographer 
will gratefully oherish the recollection of those bold and skilful 
seamen, Captain F. Price Blackwood, Captain Owen Stanley, and 
their ~ncoessors, through whom the east coast of Australia has been 
opened out to t.he navigation of the world. 

The mooted question of the extent to which the successful propa- 
gation of flocks of sheep can be carried in advancing towards the 
Equator from our old settlements in Australia, which was vigorously 
discussed laat year, particularly when the jou&eys of Landsborough 
and McKinlay were under our notice, has been revived, and will no 
doubt continue under discussion until the perseverance of our 
countrymen shall have decidedly settled that limit by experience. 
As far as ascertained data go, i t  had been found that in Australia 
sheep have thriven up to 19O south latitude, which alone gives us an 
enormous range for the floch of new settlers. 

Amid the few regions of which we have acquired little or no 
additional knowledge in the last quarter of a century, we may cer- 
tainly place New Guinea. Hence it gave me much pleasure when 
the attention of the Council was directed to a proposal of Sir Charles 
Nicholson to endeavour to explore the southern coasts, bays, and 
rivers of that great mssa of land, from the new settlement of Cape 
Pork. I trust that the Admiralty (looking only to the narrow 
channel which separstes New Guinea from Cape York) will lend 
a helping hand in such a survey, as soon as circumstances will 
permit. 

Nezc Zedand.-From Austmlia and tracts lying to the north of it, 
let us turn to the southern portion of Australasia, New Zealand ; 
where, despite the war which has unfortunately prevailed in the 
northern island of the group, great advance8 have been made in 
delineating the physical geography and geological structure of the 
provinces of Canterbury and Otago, in the middle island. 

Three Papers of great interest have been communicated to 
the Society, which throw additional light upon the physical 
geography of the hitherto unsurveyed districts of the great 
middle island of h'ew Zealand, and contain new fach illus- 
trative of glacial action. I consider it, indeed, to be a fortunate 

1 circumstance for our science, that these regions should have been 
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visited by such men .as Dr. Hector, Mr. MLKerrow, and Dr. Haast. 
We may now compare their observations with those of Professor 
James Forbes and others in the Alpine regions, and those of Dr. 
Thomson and Dr. Hooker in the Himalaya Mountains, of which I 
shall have occasion to speak at some length in explanation of my 
own views aa a geologist upon this interesting topio of glacial 
action. 

The first of these papers to which I call your attention is that • 
which relates to the successful journey across the province of Otago, 
by my friend Dr. Hector, so distinguished already by his explo- 
rations in North America and British Columbia. Leaving the town 
of Oamaru, his party proceeded by the right bank of the Waitaki 
River, and then, following the course of the tributary Ahuriri, crossed 
Bobinson's Saddle. At the Wanaka Lake the party left the outposts 
of the settlers, and proceeded into the terra incognita by way of the 
Matukituki River, which empties itself into the. lake upon its 
western shore. Forming a central camp here, Dr. Hector with 
two men proceeded up the valley, and after exploring in a northerly 
direction, without success, for an available route, advanced on 
foot, and reached the glaciers which form the source of the river. 
Ascending a saddle-shaped mountain by a steep climb, partly over 
the glacier, they found its elevation to be 5500 feet above the sea. 
The view obtained of the mountains was exteneive and grand; 
Mount Aspiring, enveloped in ice, 10,000 feet high, on the right; 
and Mount Richards, with its enormous glacier which forms the 
source -of the Jackson, on the left. I t  was here that the track of 
gigantic birds, supposed to be the Dinomis, which was first taken 
for a native pathway, was observed. After a vain endeavour to 
follow the course of the Jackson River to the sea, owing to the den- 
sity of the woods, they were compelled to return, having reached a 
point 8 miles from the west coast. 

Another Paper on New Zealand is a Reconnaissance Survey of 
the Lake districts of the Otago province, by Mr. M6Kerrow, who 
states that 4883 square miles have been surveyed and classified into 
Pasture, Forest, Lake, Barren, and Swamp. The bearings of the 
survey from the true meridian and a datum line for altitudes are 
given. In  his remarks upon the configuration of the country, Mr. 
NCKerrow calls attention to the pea t  and sudden differences of 
elevation that diversify its surface. The mountains rise from 4000 
to 9000 feet, and the line of perpetual congelation in that latitude 
has been determined to be 8000 feot. Tlie mountain-ridges 1fing 

VOL. VIII. 1 
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in a N.N.E. and 8.8.W. direction, are directly athwart the track of the 
prevailing wind from the Paciflo Ocean; and i t  was noticed that 
the snow-line on the north-west side (the side expoaed to the wind) 
of the mountain-ridges wae higher than upon the fsouth-esef or 
the sheltered side ; thna showing that the wind has a very deaided 
influence in produoing this effect. The flood-marka show a rim 
and fall of water almost incredible, and the deltas at the mouths of 
the rivem are invariably and rapidly advancing-into the lahes. 
The value of the latter as reservoirs, restraining the floods, is p 
titularly expatiated upon, and the greater extent of the lakes at a 
former period ia pointed out; while attention is called to the varied 
influences at work which produce a condition of ' l  unatable equili- 
brium " in the atmosphere, producing storms of great violence. 

The third Paper is a most important account of the highly 
interesting journeys of the provincial geologiet, Dr. Haast, of whose 
deeds I wae led to augur most favourably, in comequence of the 
high character which he brought with him from Vienna, ati testifled 
to me in a letter from my eminent friend, M. von Haidhger. 
In the year 1861, the rivers Ashburton and Rangitata ,were traced 
by Dr. Haaat to their sources in Mounts Arrommith and Tyndall. 
I n  1862, the course of the River Tengawai was followed, and the 
mountain-range crossed to Lake Tekapo, the affluent6 of which were 
traced to the Godley Glacier and Mount Darwin. Lake Pukaki was 
visited, and its sources in the declivities of Mount Cook ascertained ; 
and the Naumann Range, from whence the Dobson and Hawkins take 
their rise and flow into Lake Ohau, was explored. 

I n  1863, Dr. Haast proceeded from the Orihi River along the 
coast to the Waitaki River, which he ascended, and followed the 
course of ih first tributary on the left bank (the Ahuriri) to its 
source, visiting also the western shore of the Ohau Lake. !K'h* 
Hawea Lake was crossed from south to north, and the River Hunter 
explored to its source in Mount Ward. Lastly, the Wanaka Lake 
was traversed ; the River Makarora traced to its origin, from whence 
he crowed over a pass, 1012 feet above the sea, and descending a 
river (which has since very properly been called the Haast), he 
reached the western shore of the island near Open Bay. 
As a general commentary upon these remarkable journeys, Dr. 

Haast observes, like Mr. WKerrow, that a longitudinal mountain- 
chain of great magnitude, forming the watershed of the island, 
runs from north-east to south-west. The continuity of this chain 
is broken through only in a very few places, otlierwise it presents 



high and abrupt walls of great altitude throughout its whole length 
in the Canterbury province, wherein i t  reaches an wtimated height 
of 10,000 feet. Dr. Haast desoriben the different pasees through this 
ohain, and in particular that paar which he oonsidem to be unique in 
physical geography, and through which he penetrated to the western 
shore of the island, over a ridge no6 more than 1012 feet high. 

I n  the course of these explorations he has availed himself of the 
opportunity of remarking and commenting upon the features of 
glacial action, which he has thoroughly described in al l  ita different 
phases, and illustrated by a series of very beautiful, coloured sketches 
upon a large scale. The sketohes are now deposited in the amhives 
of our Society, and, together with the admirable description which 
accompanies them, will enable the physical geographer to compare 
the resulta of Dr. Heast's observations with those which have been 
made amid the glaciers of the Alps and of the Himalaya Mountains. 

In  one of his interesting commnnications, Dr. Haast describes the 
zealous efforts made by Mr. Whitcombe, after traversing these Alps, 
to reach the mouth of the Taramakau River ; and I must refer you 
to our 'Proceedings,' vol. viii. No. 3, p. 58, for a very touching 
account of the manner in which that excellent scientific obgerver 
lost his life.* 

I t  appeara that Mr. Albert Walker, with his brother and Mr. 
M'Farlane, passed through a country on the west maat which had 
hitherto proved inaccessible, i e. from the mouth of the Taramakau 
river to that of the Wanganui. Mr. Walker sent his account of this 
arduous journey to our late Assistant-Secretary, Mr. areenfield ; but 
through the confusion incident to the illness and death of that 
gentleman, this document has not yet been read or noticed. 

As your attention was directed at the last Anniversary to the 
rapidly increasing produce of gold in the western parta of the pro- 
vince of Otago, it is unnecessary that I should recur to that important 
feature in the structure of New Zealand. 

Bn%h Columbia and Vancouver Idand.-Though unable to comprise 
within the limits of a short memoir any detailed description of 
British Columbia, Lieutenant Palmer, R.E., who haa served in that 

* I earned hope that chromo-lithographic copies of those very remarkable 
eoloured sketcKee of the New Zealand Glaciers will be soon pablished. Gla- 
cialists and Alpine travellers should possess them. 

T 2 
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colony four years and a half, haa given us a very clear and sensible 
&etch of the geography end chief oapabilities of that vast, and, as 
yet, very imyerfectly explored region. Subtended on the west by 
the densely-wooded coast or Casoade range, with its long and deep 
baya, and on the east by the flanks of the much loftier Rocky 
Mountains, a band of plateau-like and undulating country, of about 
100 milea in breadth, watered by the Fraser and its tributary streams, 
is the tract which may eventually be best rendered capable of yield- 
ing produce for the support of the mining population. The chief 
gold mines, which lie in the mountainous tract of Cariboo, to the 
east of the plateau land watered by the Fraser, are well described, and 
we learn how the earlier proprietow traced up the precioils metal, 
from t.he banks of the Fraser and Thompson Rivera, till they reached 
those western watersheds of the Rocky Fdountains, in which, doubt 
less, vast amounts of mineral wealth lie hidden. The picture of the 1 
difficulties which the miners have to encounter is thoroughly well 
drawn, whether as to the want of provisions, or the excessive cold, 
and all the disadvantages of a new settlement in a wild and sterile 
land. I n  fact, gold mining is only beginning in British Columbia, 
and the few creeks in which diggings have been so successful will be 
followed up by discoveries of gold in the quartz veins of the slaty 
rocks. In British Columbia, as in California and Australia, those 
quartz reefs, be they veins or altered beds, range from north to south, I 

or rather from north and east to south and eaat. Now, when we cor- 1 

relate this fact with similar data, as obtained from the auriferous 
regions of Australia and Russia, in all of which, as well as throughout 
tho great chain of the Andes, the same prevailing north and south 
strike of the quartz bands is dominant, science has still to search 
for an explanation of this most striking physical phenomenon, to 
which I have directed attention in several publications upon the 
distribution of gold.* 

Tho memoir of Lieutenttnt Palmer is concluded in the follow- 
ing words, which are, I think, entirely bornev out by the facts 
he has adduced :-"From its geographical position, its mineral 
wealth, the great salubrity of its climate, and its valuable natural 
products, British Colun~bia, with good management and by a process 

* See 'Russia and the Ural Mountains,' ~ o l .  i. p. 472 et q.; 'Siberia,' 2nd 
edit. pp. 479 et cleq.; Addresses to the British Association, Hoyal Institntion 
Royal Geographical Society, paeeim ; and several other works, from 1846 to 1850, 
including the article in the ' Quarterly Review ' of 1840, entitled ' Siberia and 
Californ~a.' 
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of gladual development, is likely to take rank as not the least im- 
portant of the Colonies of the Crown." 

This opinion has been ably sustained by Colonel Moody, under 
whom Lieutenant Palmer :served, and who, from having been a 
Crown Commissioner for some time, is a most competent and reliable 
authority.* 

??hanks to the admirable Nautical Surveys, chiefly conducted by 
that able hydrographer, Captain Richards, who now directs the 
construction of all the charts of the Admiralty, the singularly 
diversified coasts of the noble islaud of Vancouver have been 
accunrtely delineated. Fortunately for our science, Captain Rich- 
ards had a medical officer on board his ship, Dr. C. Forbes, R.N., 
who has brought out, in a most efficient manner, all the data 
relating to its resources and capabilities as a colony. In  introducing 
his subject, the author well says, that "the romaxice and mystery 
which hang over the scenes first visited by Cook and Vancouver, 
have now given way to a hopeful reality, and the emigrant see6 
before him a land full of promise and of hope." 

After an excellent descriptive sketch of the whole region, Dr. 
Forbes dilates on its physical geography, geology, hydrography, 
and meteorology, and then treats of the political geogrhphy and 
statistics of the rising colony; so that I can safely refer any one 
who wishes to obtain a true acquaintance with this great flanking 
buttress of British Columbia-this key to the influence which aBritish 
fleet must ever exercise in the Pacific-to the valuable Memoir of 
Dr. Forbes, which will soon be printed in our volume, and also to 
a valuable Prize Essay by him, published by the Colonial Govern- 
ment. The author expresses hie sense of the impossibility of doing 
justice to all the resourcesoand capabilities of Vancouver Island : 
but in pointing to i t  as a commercial emporium between two great 
wealth-producing countries, to the certain rewards attending steady 
industry, the prospect of good settlements, and the excellent system 
of education established for the youthful part of the colony, all these, 
he justly aays, are " sound attractions, to draw thither the capitalist, 
merchant, working farmer, miner, and skilled mechanic, and even 
the honest labourer." t 

South America.-In South America, steam navigation and railroads 
are fast adding to our knowledge of rivers and lands hitherto very 
inlperfoctly described. 

' ' See ' Proceedings,' vol, viii. No. 3, p. 91. t See' Proceedings,' vol. viii. No. 5. 
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The Survey aoroae the Upper Provinoea of the Argentine Republic, 
for Mr. Wheelwright's gigantic soheme of a railroad over the Andes 
to unite the ehored~ of the Pa030 with tho88 of the Rio de la Plata, 
has led to the oolledion of fresh information regarding those pro- 
vinoea Mr. Hutahineon, H.M. C o d  at  Roeario, on the P~IUM, from 
wbence the railroad is to run to Cordova, has lately made a joumey 
through them, of whioh he hee transmitted the details to thie &@ty 
through the Foreign Office, with an exoellent map by Dr. Burmeister 
(now Director of the M w u m  of h'atural History at Buenos Ayres), 
oonteining corrections made by himself and by Mr. Coghlan, one of 
our Fellowe who ie engaged in engineering works of considerable 
importanoe for improving the navigation of the great river Salado, 
which runa through them-information which will be very useful 
to geographers. (See Stanford's New Map of South America.) 

With referen& to Mr. Wheelwright's pmjeot, recent advices from 
Chile allude to the Burvey of a Pass by the Planchon over the Andes, 
iu about let. 35O, to the south of the province of Mendoza, oommuni- 
cating with Curico in Chile, through the valley of the river Ten- 
whioh seems to offer on many acconnts a better line for the projected 
externion of his railroad from Cordova than that originally projected 
by La Rioje to Copiapo ; the elevation of the Pass in question not 
exceeding 6000 feet instead of 16,500, the height to be surmounted 
aoaording to the first plan desoribed in Mr. Wheelwright's Paper in 
the 31st volume of our Journal, and which was reconsidered at the 
last meeting of the British Aesociation. 

This Pass, now called a new discovery, appears to be the same aa 
that called De las Damas, or The Ladies' Pass, which was carefully 
examined sixty years ago by a Spanish ~fficer, Zamudio, who reported 
to the Viceroy of Buenos Ayres that i t  might be made practicable 
for wheel carriages at a very mal l  expense. His account of it is 
given in De Angelis' Collection of Records of the Rio de la Plata, a 
copy of which is in our Library. 

One of the most interesting Papers read this year to the Society is 
the narrative, translated from the Spanish, and communicated by Sir 
Woodbine Parish, of Don Guillemo Cox's journey by a Pass over 
the Andes to the south of Valdivia, not 3000 feet high, to the great 
lake of Nahuel-Huapi, on the eastern side of the Cordillera, and of 
liis descent for the first time of the river Limay, whioh falls into 
the Negro, and which, from its junction with the Limay, was a w r -  
tained to he navigable throughout its whole course acrosa Patagonia 
to the Atlantic, eighty years ago by Don Baailio Villarino, whose 



Diary, rlso communicated to us by Sir Woodbine Parish, ia given in 
the 5th volume of our Journal. 

M o r  Cox, though prevented by an accident to him boat from com- 
pleting his object of pasuing down the Negro to the Buenos Ayrean 
settlement of Carmen at its mouth, haa had the n a ~ t i o n  of uniting 
his work with Villarino's Survey, and of proving that from the lake 
of Nahuel-Huapi, on the eastern ~ i d e  of the Andes, there is a con- 
tinuous water-&mmunication to the Atlastic, the future importanca 
of which i t  is dScult to estimate. 

The observations which, on the reading of this memoir, fell from 
our medallist Admiral FitzRoy, who so distinguished himself in the 
survey of all the ooasta of the southern extremity of America, 
inolading a visit to a portion of the region explored by Seiior Oox, 
will be read with deep interest.* 

Sir Woodbine Parish, who perhaps has studied the geography of 
that part .of South America more than any other living individual, 
and who spoke so effectively on the same occasion, is of opinion 
that Seiior Cox's exploration, made under great difficulties and 
entirely at  his own cost, ,deserves the highest commendation. 
A detailed account of his travels and adventures amongst the 
Indians who inhabit the ertetorn sides of the Andes bas been 
published in Chile, in a volume replete with information regarding 
the habits and customs of those tribes, as well aa on the topo- 
graphy, botany, and geology of that part of the Andes. A wpp 
of the work has been transmitted to me, and i t  is to be hoped that 
aome one will undertake & publish s translation of it, for the benegt 
and instruction of all who are interested in the present and future 
of those countries. 

I may add, in relation to this portion of the continent, that, in the 
Bulletin of the French Geographical Society for March and April, 
1864, there is a memoir by Mons. B. Pouoel on the pmvince of Cata- 
marca, one of the remotest and least known of the districte of the 
Argentine Republic. The memoir contains much information on 
the climate, productions,t and trade of the country, as well as many 
corrections of errors existing on all the maps of the region published 

* See ' Proceeding,' Royal Geog. Soc., May 9th. 1864. 
t Some interesting ficts relative to the climate, pasturage, and prodactions of 

tbe Falkland Ielands are given b Admiral Sullivan in a letter to the ' Times,' 
dated Dea. 31, 1863. He resideithere during three winters nnd two summers. 
and made large experiments on the capabilities of the colony for p i n g  purposes, 
having had 1400 head of wild cattle tamed, and leased 40,000 acres of land. 
Speaking highly of the climate and pasturage, he strongly recommends that the 
eastern island be made a penal settlement. 
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in Europe. Mons. Poucel has spent thirty years of his life in these 
countries. 

We are indebted to Mr. Hinchlif€, ono of the F e l l o m  of this 
Society, and well known as an adventurous member of t he  Alpine 
Club, for a very graphic account of a tonr made by him laet 
y~ in Southern Brazil and the Eastern Provinces of the Rio de la 
Plata, nnder the title of LSacth Amct.ican Sketclrcs,' in which his 
vivid descriptione of the excitement of life amongst the Gauchoa 
are such 88, I doubt not, will lead other equally enterprising spirits 
to follow his good example, and bring UE fresh stores of information 
from those new countries, especially when they learn from Mr. 
Hinchliffs book how easily they may be reached ; " for," as h e  says, 
" the limits of a barrister's long vacation are sufficient t o  allow 
of his yaesing five weeb in the cool season amidst the glorious 
vegetation and uhrivalled scenery of Brazil." 

. The peopling of the fertile plains of the Riwr Plata is now pro- 
grwing with great rapidity ; and as exact information on the nature 
of the new population which is pouring into these southern parts of 
America ie not easy to procure, a memoir,. recently sent to this 
Society by our Corresponding Member, Signor Cristoforo Negri, is 
worthy of mention, as supplying data showing the large Italian 
element that these growing new countries will contain. The result 
of Signor Negri's inquiries is that, at lea&, 8000 Italians annually 
leave the ports of Italy for this region ; and that 100,000 emigrants 
have departed within the last 25 years, the number still increasing 
from year to year. l'his drain is from the most industrious classes 
of the population, and the advantages to the Spanish republics are 
correspondingly pea t ;  for, according to Signor Negri, all but an 
insignificant fraction naturalize themselves in their new home. 

While on the subject of South America, I ham pleasure in 
announcing that the indefatigable explorer, Mr. Richard Spruce, 
who has for fifteen years been unceasingly employed in scientific 
labours in tbe valley of the river Amazons, and in the Andes 
of Ecuador, is on his way to England. Of his great services 
to botany it is not for me to speak, but his geographical work is 
fully entitled to special notice at my hands. Mr. Spruce left England 
in the year 1849, and landed at Pari, whence he proceeded up tho 
rirer Amazons, and explored several of its least-known affluents. 
In 1849 he ascended and made a map of the river Trombetas, an 

- 

* See the ' Corriere Mercantile,' Genoa, 29th September, 1863. 



important tributary of the Amazons which was hitherto unsurveyed. 
In 1853 and 1854 he ascended the Negro, Cassiquiari, and 
Orinoco, exploring and mapping the river Cunucuniuna, a tributary 
of the Orinoco, and the river Pacimoni, which flows into the Cassi- 
quiari. The maps of these three rivera were made by means of 
cross bearings and astronomical observations, and will form an 
important addition to geographical knowledge. During the years 
1855 and 1856 Mr. Spruce ascenired the river Huallaga, and in 18s 
he successfully surmounted all the difficulties of the navigation of 
the rivers Paataza and Bombonaza, and reached the Andes of Quito. 
He has since been engaged in exploring the southern part of the 
republic of Ecuador; and during 1860 he was employed by the 
Secretary of State for India, in co-operation with our Secretary, Mr. 
Clementa Markham, in collecting chinchna plants and seeds in the 
forests at the foot of the mountain of Chimborazo. 

After fifteen years of such incessant toil in the cause of science, 
exposed to innumerable dangers and privations, the health of Mr. 
Spruce has been much impaired; but I trust that the renovating 
air of his native land will restore it, and that geographers, as well 
as botanists, will be -put in possession of the fruits of his valuable 
researches. 

I conclude my notices of South American explorations, by ob- 
serving that travellers or emigrants intending to proceed to Brazil, 
or to any part of the River Amazons, will find a very convenient 
hand-book for their guidance in a small volume published by Mr. 
Belmar, a French gentleman, entitled, ' Vqage a m  Provinces Bra- 
zilknnes de ZYAmazonie, en 1862; pre'cbdt! d'un rarpide coup d'cet7 sur le 
Littoral doc Braza.' 

Glaciers of the Himaluya Mountains and New Zealand compared wi'th 
those of Europe.-On the Powers of Glaciers in modfying the Surface of 
the hhrth, and on the Agency of $bating Icebergs.--In the last Anni- 
versary Address* I directed your attention to the state of Greenland 
as it is, in order to impress upon the minds of our Fellows who 
have not attended to the connection between existing geography 
and the anciont conditions of tho globe, that Scotland and large 

* See 'Proceedings,' vol. vii., No. 4, and 'Journal,' vol. xxxiii. 
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portiona of Northern Europe mast, at a peiiod anterior to the crea- 
tion of man, have been in the same condition an that in which 
Greenland and ita adjacent seas are now. In other words, that, in 
the gh&l epoch of geologisto, oertain elevated traota were per. 
manontly oocupied by fielda of mow, with glacier8 descending h m  
them to the baye and cliffs of the sea, aPd that the erratio blocks 
which we now find spread over central England and the plains of 
Qenaeny are simply the relica of-iceberga which floated over wide 
traota then submerged, and which, on melting, dropped them on 
the than sea bottom. 
In the last semion the vivid descriptions of the glaciers of West- 

ern Tibet, by Captain Godwin Austen, and of the glaciera of the 
middle bland of New !bland,  by Drs. Harrst * and Hector,? have 
specially attracted the attention of the Society.; and I am therefore 
led to dwell on these grand terrestrial phenomena by giving a 
general view of the results of glacial action, both terrwm and 
spbaqueons. 

When the &st of those Memoirs was read, Dr. Hugh Felconer, who 
had passed mveral years in that same region of the Tibetan Hima- 
lay@, enlarged upon the scenes which had-been so graphically 
delineated on maps by Captain Godwin Busten. He then referred 

to the works of those who preceded and followed him in exa- 
mining that region, and reminded us of the names of Noorcroft, 
Trebeck, Jacquemont, Vigne, Strachey,$ and Thomson. 

In  eonsidering the subject of glaciers, I am bound specially to call ~ 
* Dr. H w t  (M before-mentioned) Bas sent to our Society a eerie8 of c o l o u ~  

sketches of the Glaciers of the Western Coast of the Province of Canterbury, whi& 
for striking effect seem to me never to have been surpassed by any delineator of 
icy regions. The juxtaposition of these glaciers to a s lendid forest vegetation. 
and amidst mountains which are close to the sea, an% yet rise to 10,000 feet 
above it, the depth of the gorges, and the height of waterfalls issuing from the 
ice, are all very remarkable. 

t By a letter just received from Dr. Hector, dated 20th January, 1864, I learn 
that not only has he ably explored the region occupied by glaciers in the province 
of Otagq but has also visited, in a steamer, the wonderful fiords on the wcatern 
side of the island. He is now preparin a work on the geological structare of the 
colony, in which he will show that the fakes on the eastern slopes of the county 
are true rock besins, which were o m  occupied by glaciers, and the bottom of 
one of which sounded by him has a depth of 1250 feet, or considerabl below the 
sea. Although Dr. Hector does not go so far as to ex r e s  his belief that these 
rock-basins have been scooped out by ice, he snggestr t t a t  they have been filled 
and shaped by glaciera He avows, however, that he has to read np much on this 
subject, and I on1 regret that this rtion of my Address cannot probably be in 
the hands of my &stingukhed frienXObefore his final eonclosions may be published. 

$ In 1847 Lieut. R. Strachey visited and described the glaciers of the Pindnr 
and Kuphinee Rivers, and applied to them the excellent Alpine classification of 
Professor James Forbee. 
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your attention to the lastcmentioned of these explore-, Dr. Thomson, 
who fimt well defined the ohtuaotera and extent of the glaoiera of 

- Werrbrn Tibet. In addition to a masterly desoriptia * of the phy- 
s i d  geography of the regioso he traversed, the work of Dr. Tharnson 

- is also so rich in botanioal, climatological, and gealogioal marshes 
.- as to be a model for geographical explorem. Thw, hia original 

ohrvat iom on the enormow laoustrip8 deposits, replete with the 
remains of frd-water  ahells, acoumulJed formerly at vast height0 

- above the sea, am to my mind the grandest and clearest proofs of 
how the feeders of the Indue in byg6ne period8 were dammed up by 
rook barriers, which later acts of vpheavement may have disrupted, 
or by gigantio transverse or terminal glaoiers and their moraines. In 
truth, therefore, the parallel roads of Lochaber in our Highlands, to 
which I adverted last year, have their gander aaalogue in the vast 
horizontal terraces of the mountains of Tibet. Again, among the 
remarkable data set before us in that work, is the striking fact that 
in the trans-Sutlej region of the Himalayas, the glaciers whioh 
dasoend from the southern flank of a range of monntains are longer 
than thorn which ooour on the northern flank of the aame. This is 
accounted for by the author on the grounds of the great amount of 
moisture proceeding from the ocean being arrested and condensed 
into snow by the first great range of heights which i t  encounters. 
The same phenomenon was, indeed, met with in Sikhim by Dr. 
Joseph Hooker, in the eastern portion of this great chain. Unlike his 
precursors, Thomson, when he mote, was already conversant with 
the true laws of glacier movements, as well as the most remarkable 
of their effects, as pointed o ~ t  in various works by Agclssiz and 
other writers upon the Alps, and he specially refom to Professor 
Jam- Forbes ; for, though many an ardent traveller had preceded 
him, Thowon was the first who clearly distinguished the glaciers 
of the Himalayan Mountains from the snows whence they issued, 
and who at the same time pointed out the lateral and terminal 
moraine6 which they evolved. That whioh Thomson did for the 
western or Tibetan portion of this lofty chain of mountains was, in 
like manner, admirably done by Dr. Joseph Hooker for.the eastein 
mountains of Sikhim, in his most attractive w0rk.t 
All these observere, whether in India or in New Zealand, have 

taught us that the glacial phenomena, though on a much grander 
scale in the Himalayas, are precisely analogous to those in Europe. 

' Travels in the Western Himalayas and Tibet.' 1852. 
f See ' H i i y a n  Journals.' 1854. 
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l'he application, however, of accurate topograpl:ical sui-veying, and 
the ascertainment of the precise length and breadth of those grand 
rivers of ice, were wanting. Captain Godwin Austen hse effect4 
this, as regardrr those vast glaciers p r d g  from the Mooztagh, 
which lie to the west of those descending from the Karakorum Pass, 
described by Thomeon. Having measured the length and breadth 
of these masses, he hae enabled us to know that one of them, which 
feeds the powerful affluent of the Indus called Shiggar, has a length 
of 36 miles, and is therefore upwards of three times the length of 
any existing glacier of the Alps ; though i t  will presently be shown 
that some of the old Alpine glaciers were considerably longer. 
Well, indeed, may we account for these grandiose dimensions now 
existing in the Himalayas, when we recollect that the passes by 
whioh travellers proceed to Yarkand have a height of 18,000 feet, 
and that the great Karakornm Peak rises to 28,200 feet, above the 
sea. Captain Godwin Austen is, I understand, about to explore 
the great terra incognita which the Burhampooter is supposed to 
traverse in the upper part of its course, and we may confidently 
hope that, at no distant day, this energetic young officer will 
ultimately obtain the highest honours of this Society. 

In the discussion which followed the reading of the memoir of 
Captah Godwin Austen, Dr. Falconer grappled most ably with the 
novel theory that the lakes of the Alps owe their origin to the , 
erosive action of ice, which, descending from former great glaciers, 
has excavated or scooped out the oavities now filled with water. 
Being one of the few men who have personally examined the glmiem 
both of the'Himalayas and the Alps, his reasoning from observed facts 
is most valuable. Believing, with the vast majority of practical 
geologists, that the irregularities of the surface of the Alps have been 
primarily caused by dislocations and denudations; he gave i t  as his 

i 
opinion that the Alpine cavities, having been filled with ice dnring 
the glacial period, were thereby protected from the influx of the 
vast masses of the detritus hurled down in the moraines of gigantic 
glaciers that passed over these courrtries on solid ice, which, on I 
melting, left the depressions in the condition of lakes. On the , 
southein h k  of the Himalayan mountains, on the contrary, where 
ice has not acted as a conservative agent, the valleys have been 
choked up with dkbris, but no great lakes exist. Dr. Falconer 
oxpressed the same views at an evening meeting of the Geological 
Society, on the 5th Mkch, 1862, but it is not the practice of that 
body to record the opinions uf spcn1rel.s. 
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In alluding to this original view of Dr. Falconer, and to the able 
illustration of the whole subject, as detailed in our Proceedings,* I 
a m  bound, as a geologist, not to shrink from stating that I agree 
with him. I beg also to take this opportunity of recording my own 
opinion of the effects which glaciers have produced in those traots 
where they formerly existed, or where they now prevail, as founded 
on tho observations of many good observers, as well as on my own 
researches. Until lately most geologists seemed to be agreed that 
the numerous deep openings and depressions which exist in all 
lofty mountains were primarily due to oracke, rents, and denuda- 
tions, which took place during the various movements which each 
chain had undergone at various periods. These apertures, it was 
supposed, were necessarily enlarged by long diurnal atmospheric 
agency and the action of torrents carrying down boulders and 
detritus; such action being most intense in those mountains whero 
snows and glaciers prevailed, the melting of which neoeesarily pro- 
duced great dkbilcles. In  the place of this modus operandi, another 
theory has been applied to all those mountains, which, like the 
Alps, have been for long periods the seat of glaciers. 

Before I enter on the consideration of the new theory of the 
power of moving ice, let us take a review of the progress recently 
made in pointing out the extent to which ancient glaciers and 
their moraines have ranged within or on the k k s  of the Alps. 
I n  the northern portions of the chain these phenomena long ago 
attracted the attention of some admirable observers. Originating 
with Venetz and Charpentier, the true active powers of glaciers 
were defined by Rendu, Agassiz, and Forbes, and subsequently by 
the other explorers. In  short, no doubt any longer obtains, that 
such was the powerful agency of the grand ancient glaciers, that 
blocks of crystalline rock were trapsported by them from the 
central Alps of Mont Blanc to the slopes of the Jura &fountains. 
When, however, we begin to seek for satisfactory explanations of 
the method of transport of these huge erratics, geologists (who are 
only geographers of another order) entertained different opinions. 
For my own part, I have had strong doubts as to whether the great 
blocks derived from Mont Blanc, and which lie on the slopes of the 
Jura, were ever borne thither by a vast solid glacier which advanced 
from the Lake of Geneva over the Cantons of Vaud and Neufchatel. 
Whilst fully believing in the great power of glaciers and their 

* ' Proceedings of Roynl Geogrnphical Society,' vol. viii. p. 98. 
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agency, my opinion wae that them blooks were rather trsnspePted 
to their present habitata on the Jura on ioe-ratla, which were floated 
away in water to the N.N.w., when the great glaciers melted, and 
the low conntries were flooded. I founded this opinion on the f&, 
that in examining the Canton de Vaud, and particularly the  
near Lausanne and the north side of the Lake of Geneva, I never 
could detect the trace of true moraines. In that dettitue I saw 
merely accumulations of loose materials, which had all the aepeot of 
having been acoumulated under mnniag watars. But, even wt- 
ing to the land-glacialista their full demand, and supposing that  a 
gigantic glacier was formerly spread out in fan shape, as laid down 
by several geologists and recently in the little map of Sir Charles 
Lyell, in his work on the Antiquity of Man, and that it beoame 
eventually of such enormous thickness es to have carried up tbe 
great blocks on its surface, to lodge them on the Jura Mountah;  
there is still i t  nothing which aupports the opinion, a ind& 
Sir Charles has himaelf observed,* that the deep cavity ih which 
the lake lies was exmmted by ice. 

The geologists who first embraced the view of the transport of the 
huge blocks on the Jura by a solid glacier, were of opinion, that 
the great depressions and 'irregularitiee of the surface which we 
now see between the Alps and the Jura, including the Lakes of 
Geneva and Nehfchatel, were so filled up with snow and ice, that 
the advancing glaciers tra$elled on them M bridgm of ice, the 
foundations of which occupied the cavities. 

Let us now turn to the south side of the Alps, where a long incline 
acconnts for the enormous extension of glaciers into the plains of 
Italy. Thus, in examining the remains of the old glaciers which 
once advanoed into the valley of the Po, MM. Martins and Gastaldi 
show us, that one of those bodies extended from Mount Tabor to 
Rivoli, a length of 50 miles ; and, therefore, was longer than any 
existing glacier described on the flanks of the Himalayas ; t whilst 
those to the south of the Lago di Garda are shown to have had 8 

much greater length. Demonstrating, along with many other 
authors, how these old glaciers had striated and polished the hard 
rocks through or on which they had advanced, these authore also 
clearly pointed out how the course of the glaciers had been deflected, 
so as to take a new direction, when they met with the obstrndion 
of any promontory of hard rock. Further, M. Martins, being well 

* See' Antiquity of Man,' p. 312. t Hull. Soe. Gdol. de France. 1850. 
d 

l 
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wqwinted with Norway, indioated that, juek a8 in that oonatry, 
the face of each rock in a valley waa rounded off, polished, and 
striated where it had been opposed to the advancing mass of ioe, 
and that its opposite or downward face, over which the ic6 had 
d e d  or tumbled, wae left in a rough state; thus exhibiting tha 
worn or stoas-mite," and lee, or protected side, of the Scandinavhn 
geologists. The subsequent, works of M. (Jastaldi on the geology 
of Piedmont, in 1853 and in 1861, bring within well-defined limita 
the phenomena of d d  moraines and ancient drift, and prove that 
the ddbris carried over each gorge and valley haa been derived 
from the rocks which speoially encase such depremiona. He also 
clearly demonstrated that in many of these cases the gigantie 
boulders, which are piled together and present the character d 
a cataclysmal origin, can all be amounted for simply by the 
power of advancing ancient glaciers. In  these works M. Gastaldi 
very properly distinguish'es between the erratic blocks which were 
evidently parts of old terrestrial moraines, and those which, asm- 
ciated with tertiary strata, are found in deposits with marine shells 
-the larger erratics in the latter, aa in the Superga, having been 
trmsprted in masses of ice which floated on the then sea. 

Various other Italian authors have occupied themselves with 
glacial phenomena (particularly Omboni, Villa, Stoppani, Cornalia, 
Paglia, Parolini, &c.) : the conclusion at which they have all arrived 
is, that there existed an enormoua extension of the moraines seat 
forth by the ancient Alpine glaciers into the p t  valley of the Po. 
Geographers who have not studied the phenomena may well indeed 
be surprised when they learn, that the hills to the south of the Lago 
di Garda, and extending by Pozzolengo and Solferino to Cavriano,* 
or the wry ground where the great bmttles of the year 1850 were 
f o ~ g h t  (the hill of Solferino being 657 English feet above the aea), 
are simply great moraines of Mocks and gravel, produced by the 
advance of former glacier8 which issued fkom the southern slopes 
of the Alps. 

Combining these obsarvatiom with others of his own on the lako 
of Annecy, M. Mortillet suggested in 1862 a new theory, in attri- 
buthg to the dement of the glaciers a great excavating power. 
Believing, with all those who have been named, ~ts well aa the &oat 
eminent of the Swiss and French geologista, that the last great up- 
heavals and denudations of the Alps had produced the irregularities 

See ~ a ~ l i a - '  Sulle Colline del Terreno Erratico all' estremith meridionale del 
L a p  di Garda' (with map).. 
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of their d c e ,  he inferred that before the glacial period began, 
the d6bria derived from the wear and tear of the mountains by 
watery action had, to a great extent, choked up the valleys and iilled 
the rock-kina. He further believed that, in the cold period which 
followed, greet glaciers, descending with enormous power, forced 
all such debris out of the original rook-baains, and left them to be 
occupied by the present lakes. It is proper here to state that 
M. Gastaldi was right, as well aa M. Mortillet, who followed him, 
in presuming that great deposits of old water-worn alluvium or 
loose drift were accumulated before the formation of glaciers, inas- 
much as the oldest moraines are seen to repose in many places on 
the former. I t  will presently be shown that this fact contains 
within i t  the proof that the glaciers wore not and are not  in 
themselves excavating bodies. 

Preceding M. Mortillet, however, in reasoning upon the ex- 
cavating power of former glaciers, mg eminent sssociate Pro- 
fessor Ramgay had broached a much bolder theory. In  his essay 
entitled 'The Old Glaciers of Switzerland and North Wales,' 
published in 1859, and re-published with additions in 1860, he 
expressed the opinion that the excavation of deep hollows in solid 
rocks was due to a weight of superincumbent ice preseing and 
grinding downwards and outwards, over high, flat, and sometimes 
broad watewheds and table-lands, during that period of intense 
cold which produced the old glaciers.* In 1862 he went still 
further; and whilst M. Mortillet was communicating his views 
on the Continent, Ramsay, wholly unconscious of what M. Mortillet 
was doing, read a memoir to the Geological Society of London, 
showing that all the cavities occupied by lakes in Switzerland and 
the North of Italy had been excavated originally by the action of 
glacier ice. Whatever, therefore, be the fate of this ingenious 
view, Professor Ramaay has our thanks for having excited much 
useful inquiry, and for having compelled old geologists like myself 
to reconsider our conclusions. 

If the view of M. Mortillet has been met with objections, 
still more is the theory of Ramsay opposed, and particularly 
in foreign lande. In this country i t  has indeed met with the 
most vigorous opposition on the part of Dr. Falconer, as re- 
corded in our Proceedings ; and even Sir Charles Lyell, the great 
advocate of the power of existing causes, has stoutly opposed this 

* See ' Peaks, Passes,' &c. (Alpine Journal, 1859), and ' The Old Glaciera of 
Switzerland and North Wales,' London, 1860, p. 110. 
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bold extension of a most powerful wra caw.* Having explored 
the Alps, at various intervals, for upwards of forty years, I long 
ago came to the conclusion that their chief cavities, vertical preci- 
pices, and subtending, deep, narrow gorges, have been originally 
determined by movements and openings of the crust, whether 
arranged in anticlinal or synclinal lines, or not less frequently 4 

modified by great transversal or lateraJ. breaks, at right angles to 
the longitudinal or main folds of elevation and depression. Ex- 
plorations of other mountainous regions, in various parts of Europe, 
have strengthened this conviction. I rejoice, therefore, to find 
that those geologists of Switzerland, who justly stand at the head 
of their profession, Professor Studer and M. Escher von der Linth, 
have sustained, by numerous appeals to nature, the views I hold 
in common with the great majority of geologists. Those Swiss 
explorel~, who have laboured for many years in their native Alp?, 
and have constructed admirable geological maps of them, must 
surely be well acquainted with the ruptures of the various rocks, 
the outlines of which they have sedulously followed. Now, they 
attribute most of those deep cavities in yhich the rivers and lakes 
occur either to dislocations producing abrupt fissures, or to great 
foldings of the strata leaving openings upwards where the tension 
has been the greateshpenings which were enlarged by powerful 
denudations. Numerous geologists have recently expressed their 
concurrence in the generally-adopted view, that the Alpine lakes 
occupy such orographic depressions ; and, by close researches, my 
accomplished friend Mr. John Ball t has ably sustained this view, 
And has further shown how slight is the erosive power of a glacier 
even when issuing from its main source. KO one of them, in short, 
any more than Professor Studer and myself, doubts that the origin of 
these lakes is primarily due to other causes. Nor am I aware that 
any geologists of France and Germany, much as many of them 
have examined the Alps, have deviated from the opinion that the 
main diversity of outline in that chain was due to ruptures and 
denudations that occurred during the upheavals of the chain. 

On the other hand, I am bound to state that, although the new 
theory has met with little or no favour on the continent of Europe, 
i t  is supported by our able geologists, Jukes and Geikie. Again, 
whilst Ramsay extended his view to the great lakes of the Alps, 
the eminent physicist Tyndall speculated even upon all the Alpine 

* See ' Autiquity of Man,' pp. 316 et seq. t See ' Phil. Mag.' 1863. 
VOL. VIII. u 
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valleys having been formed by the long processes of the melting 
of mom and the erosion of ice.. With every respect for  the 
m n i n g  of my distinguished oountrymen, I rely upon my long 
acquaintance with the struoture of the Alpine chain ; and now tha t  
I see sound pradical geologists, who have paeaed their lives in 
examining every recese of those mountains, rejeoting this .new 
theory, and pointing out, in place of it, the proofs of ruptures and 
denudations in the chain, I adhere firmly to the view I have long 
entert.ained.t 

Those who wish to analyse thh  matter, must conrmlt the  
admirable essay of Professor Studer on the origin of the Swiss 
lakes.$ They will 6nd numerous proofe of the views sustained 
by the leader of Alpine geologiata. He shows you, indeed, how 
many of the rivers now flow in fissures or deep chasms ill 

very hard rocks of different composition; chasms which water 
alone oonld never have opened out, particularly in those caees 
where the river haa left a softer rock, and, with very slight ob- 
stacles to its straight course, has availed it~elf of one of these deep 
tramveme natural gorges, which have evidently been produced by 
a great former rent. My personal observations'in the Alps, Car- 
pathians, and Ural mountains enable me to confirm this view. As 
regarda the contixient of Europe, I ahould'transport you to the 
Rhine, the Danube, and other great streams, which, flowing 
through flat countries, with little declivity, never could have 
eroded those'deep, abrupt gorges through which they here and 
there flow, and which are manifestly due to original ruptures of 
the rocks.§ 

* See T p d a l l  on the Conformation of the Alps, 'Phil. Mag.' vol. xiv., 1869, 
p. 169. and also Ffnmsa on the Excavations of the Alp, xvi. p. 377. + Some remarkable L t s  have been mentioned to me in a letter by M. Escher von 
der Linth, as proving the inapplicability of the ice erosion theory to the Swim lakes. 
1st. That the glacier of Rosenlaui, which descends from a great altitude, doen not 
enter a low dee narrow gorge of the valley, but forms a bridge over it ; and so it 
is to be inferre& that, as the ancient glacier did not excavate this prge ,  .till less 
did it excavate the great valley in which the present glaaier 1s embosomed. 
Again, he p i n t s  out that, as the bottoms of many of the Swiss lakes are below 
the level o the sea, the glacier which is supposed to have excavated the hollow 
would have to ascend considerable heights to emerge from the depression which 
it had excavated-an impossible movement, and contradicted -by the existing 
operations of all glaciers. 

1 ' Origine des Lner, Suiases,' Biblio. Univ. et Revue Soisae (Arch. des Sci. Phys. 
et  Nat.) t. xix. liv. de FBvrier, 1864 ; also Phil. Mag. vol. xxvii. p. 481. ; 

5 The recent Russian exploration of Eastern Siberia has shown how the grand 
river Amur deflects suddenly at nearly right angles from its course in a com- 
paratively low country, to take advanta of a deep natural rent in the mountains 
through which it escapes to the seaboar&ee p. 201 of the Addrms). 
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In  holding these opinions as to the small power of watery or glacial 
aotion, when not acti@ on an adequate incline, I do not doubt that 
glaciers have been, and still are, most important agents in modifying 
the outlines of mountains. Their aummits are, we know, continually 
degraded by rains and melted snows ; and torrents flowing down from 
them and carrying much detritus, are, doubtless, deepening their 
channels wherever sufficient slopes occur. But to whatever extent 
this agency has been and is at work, and to however great a degee 
a descending glacier may scratch and round off the rmky bottom 
on which i t  advances, I coincide with Professor Studer, and many 
other observers, that the amount of erosion produced by these 
ioy masses, particularly when they have advanced into valleys 
where there is only a slight inclination, must be exceedingly 
small. Tn valleys with a very slight descent it will presently 
be show11 that, even in the Alps, no erosion whatever takes place, 
particularly as the bottom of the glacier is usually separated frob 
the subjacent rock or vegetable soil by water arising from the 
melting of the ice. Again, in all the steeper valleys down which 
ancieat glaciers have formerly descended, we do not find that 
either the sides or bottoms of the upper gorges afford any proof of 
wide erosion, but only exhibit the peculiar fashioning of the flank- 
ing surfaces of the rocks, or that rounding off and polishing, called 
moutonnk, accompanied with striations. On the contrary, in gorges 
whence the largest glaciers have advanced for ages, we meet with 
islands of solid rock and little bosses still standing out, even in 
the midat of valleys down which the icy stream has swept. 

With such proofs before us of what the frozen rivers called 
glaciers have done and are doing in the high valleys, how can we 
imagine, as Dr. Falconer has forcibly put it, that the glacier which 
is supposed to have occupied the Lago Maggiore, for example, and had 
advanced its moraines into the  plain^ of the Po, should have had the 
power to plough its way down to a depth of 2000 feet below the 
Mediterranean, and then to rise up along an incline at the rate of 
180 feet per mile? Nor can I admit the possible application of this 
ice-excavating theory wherever I see that a depression in which a 
lake occurs is at right angles to the discharge of an old main glacier. 
This is remarkably to be noticed in the case of the Lake of Geneva, 
which trends from E. to w., whilst the detritus and blocks sent 
forth by the old glacier of the Rhone have all proceeded to the N. 

and N.N.W.; or in direct continuation of the line of maroh of the 
glacier which issued from the narrow gorge of the Rhone. By what 

u 2 
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momentum, then, was the glacier to be so deflected to the west 
that it could channel or scoop out, on flat ground, the great hollow 
now occupied by the Lake of Geneva? And, after effecting this 
wonderful operation, how wae i t  to be propelled upwards from this 
cavity on the ascent, to great heights on the slopes of the Jura 
mountains? 

Still stronger objections exist to the application of the ex- 
cavation theory to the Lake of Constance. There I have never 
been able to see on the northern flank of the Hohe Sentis, which 
presents its abmpt, precipitous, and highly dislocated and wn- 
torted jurassic and cretaceous rocks to the lake, with terraces of 
miocene deposits, at various heights,-there I have been unable, 
when with my indefatigable friend and companion M. Escher 
von der Linth, who knows every inch of the ground, . to trace 
the signs of the action of a great glacier, which could, in its 
descent, have so plunged into the flat region on the east and north, 
as to have scooped out the cavity in which the Lake of Conetance 
.lies. In  this case, indeed, there are no traces whatever of those 
great old moraines from the relics of which we infer that glaciers 
have formerly advanced ; the level country to the north of the lake 
being entirely free from them. 

h a t  orographic depressions and deep cavities, sometimes dry, 
sometimes filled with water, occur in numberless countries whero I 
no glaciers ever existed. Thus, in Spain, as my colleague M. de 1 
Verneuil aseures me, the large depressiom on either side of the 
granite mountains of the Guadarramma present exactly the appear- 
ance which a theorist might attribute to excavation by ice, and ~ 
yet, however these cavities were formed, it is certain that no glacier 1 
has ever existed there. Nor, again, has ice ever acted on the sides 
of the steep mountains of Murcia, where deep excavations and 
denudations are seen upon the grandest Alpine scale. 

If we transport ourselves from those southern climes to tho 
northern latitudes of the Ural mountains, where doubtless ice and 
snow formerly prevailed to a greater extent than now, we do 
not there find any proof whatever of the action of glaciers; for 
the hills are much too low to have given propulsion to sucll 
masses. On the contrary, we know that great blocks of bard rocks 
have been transported to the foot of these hills from Lapland and 
Scandinavia, when, during the glacial period, a vast Arctic Sea 
watered the flanks of the Ural mountains, and when most parts of 1 
that low chain could then have been only sliglltly elevated above 
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the waters. And yet on the sides of this chain, where no glaciers 
have ever so acted as to have produced erosion, we meet with 
both longitudinal and twwverse deep h u r e s  in some of which 
lakes, and in others rivers, occur. Thus, all along the eastern 
h k  of the Ural ~uountains we find a succession of depres- 
sions filled with water without a trace, on the sides of the bare 
and hard rocks whioh subtend these lakes, of any former action 
of glaciers. Then, as to deep valleys in whioh rivers flow, let 
us  take two out of the examples along the western flank of this 
chain, on which my companions De Verneuil, Keyserling, and 
myself have specially dwelt in our work on Russia. The Sere- 
brianka river, as i t  issues from a network of metamorphic schists, 
quartz rocks, and marbles of Silurian age, exhibits on its rugged 
banks the extrusion of much igneous matter. This agency has 
split up the stratified deposits; and the necessarily accompanying 
movements have caused great openings, including the cavity in which 
the river flows. Or, when the geological traveller passes from the 
valley of the Serebrianka to that of its recipient, the Tchnssovaya, 
still more is he struck with wonderment at the unquestionable evi- 
dences, amidst intensely dislocated rocks, of tlie ruptures by which 
the deep narrow chasm has been formed in hard crystalline rocks, 
in  which a lazy stream flows, which, not descending from any 
altitude, has had no excavating power whatever, and, like our own 
meandering Wye, has flowed on through clefts in limestone during 
the whole historic and prehistoric period, without deepening its 
bed.* 

But if rivers which are not torrential, and do not descend from 
heights, cannot possibly have produced, nor even have deepened, 
the natural hollows or chasms in which they flow, still i t  might 
be contended, that, what water has not effected, may have been 
done by a river, when, in the compacter form of ice, i t  descended 
and advanced across the lower country. Unluckily for the 
supporters of the ice-excavating theory, the data which existing 
nature presents to us, as before said, are decisively opposed 
to their view. The examination of those tracts over which 
glaciers have advanced, and from which they have retreated, 
shows, in the most convincing manner, that ice has so much 
plasticity that i t  has always moulded itself upon the inequalities 
of hard rock8 over which i t  passed, and, merely pushing on the 

* For a fill1 d~scription of the abrupt gorge of the Tchussovnj a, see ' Russia 
and the Ural BIountailis,' vol. i .  p. 362 et se?. 
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loom detritue which it meets with, or carries along with it from 
the sidee of the upper mountains, has llover exoavated the late 
ral valleye, nor even cleared out their old alluvia. This fact was 
well noticed by the Swias naturalists, as evidenced by present 
operations, at their last meeting in the Upper Engadine, and has 
been well reoorded by that experienced and sagacious observer of 
glacial phenomena, M. Martins.. 

Since that time the able French geologist, M. Collomb, w h o  
was assooiated with Agassiz in his earliest researches on glauiers, 
and hae been the companion, in Spain, of my oolleague M. de Ver- 
neuil, has recently put into my hands the results of hie own obser- 
vation upon the present and former agency of the glaciers of t h e  
Alps, which decisively show that ice, per se, neither has nor has 
had any excavating p0wer.t None of the glaciers of the Alps 
aited by M. Collomb, vie. those of the Rhone, the Aar, the Valley 
of Chamounix, the Mlke Blanche, and the Valley of Zermatt, 
produce any excavation in the lower grounds over which they 
pass. That of Gorner, which, among others, is advancing, affects 
very slightly the surface of the meadowa on which it proceeds, and 
does not penetrate into the soil. Again, where the glacier of the 
lower Aar pushes, on its front, upon accumulations of the debris 
of old moraines and gravel, i t  scarcely deranges these materials, but 
slides over them, leaving them covered with mud and sand, but not 
excavating them. Also, the glacier of the Rhone, the principal part 
of which can be so conveniently studied, advances on a gravelly 
substratum, in which i t  does not form a channel. Such being the 
facts as regards glaciers now advancing, M. Collomb cites equally 
strong,-if not still stronger, cases, in support of hie view, as derived 
from the observation of retiring or shrinking glaciers in the valleys 
of the Alps. Examining last year with M. Daub& the glaoiers of 
the Valley of Charnounix, he was attracted to that named Bossom, 
which he had not seen for five years. During that time the glacier 
had shrunk very considerably, both in altitude and length, and yet 
upon the surface of the ground from which it had retired there was 
not the smallest sign of excavation. 

Viewing a glacier as a plastic body, we know that it is pressed 
onwards by gravitation from the increasing and descending masses 

* See 'Revue des Deox Mondes,' Mars, 1864. The former observations of 
Y. Martins on Norway and on the Alps are of the highest importance. 

t I may add that M. de Collomb expresses that which I believe to be the 
opinion of Elie de Beaumont, d'Archiac, de Verneuil, Daub&, and all the leading 
French geologists, 



of mow and ice behind it in the loftier mountak, d being f o m d  
to d e e d  through narrow gwges, it natunilly aota with the greater 
energy on the precipitons rocky flanLB of theae open- ; etriating 
and poliehing them with the eand, bl&, and pebbles which it holds 
in ita grasp. But, an before touched upan, the narrownese of many of 
thone ohannels through whioh gloaiera have been thrust for oountleaa 
sges, k in iteelf a demonatration that the ioe oan have done v q  
little in widening the gorge through which i t  has been foroed, and 
where, of necessity, it exerted by far its greatest power. In other 
words, the M i n g  rocks of each gorge have proved h h i t e l y  more 
stubborn than the ice and ib embedded stones, whioh have merely 
served as gravers and polishera of the granite4 qwub mch,  por- 
phyriea, alatss, marbles, or other hard rocks, among which the 
h a e n  river h a  descended. And, if mch has been the amount of 
influenoe of advancing glaciers in the higher region, where the 
body dwcends with the grated power, how are we to believe that 
when thia creeping maaa of ice arrived in low oonntriee (an for 
i n e b c e  in the d e p k o m  ocoupied by the Lakes of Geneva a d  
Constame) i t  could have exerted a power idnitely greater than that 
which i t  porasessed in the higher regions P 

When we turn h m  modern glaciers to the remains of those 
of ancient date, the proofs are equally decisive, that, whatever 
might be their extent, tho88 gigantio bodies exeroieed no excavating 
power. I am mminded by 116. Collomb, as well as by M. Escher 
von der Linth, that in many parts of the Alps, vast old mo- 
raine~ repose directly on incoherent and loose materials of qua- 
ternary age ; the old drift of the Alps, containing Elephm primig&r*) 
and Rhiinoceros ticlwrhinus. Well may we then ask, how is i t  that 
the ancient and larger glaciers, which were supposed to have 
hwd suoh enormous excavating power ae to have scooped out deep 
valleys in hard rocks, should not have entirely destroyed the loose 
acoumulation of gravel over which they have been spread ? Or, if 
glaciers exoavatad the Lago di Garda and Lago Maggiore, why did 
they not produoe any such effeot at Ivrea, in the Valley of Ao~ta, 
down whioh we lrnow that enormous masses of ice tzavded; or at 
Rivoli, in their march from Mount Cenis towards Turin ? 

Leaving i t  to physical philosophers, mch aa Forbes, Faraday, 
Hopkins, and Tyndall, to ehow what is the real measure of the 
abrading power of maases of moving ice, I simply form my opinion 
from what glaciers are accomplishing, or have accomplished. Judging 
from positive data, I infer that if, as agenb, they have been wholly 
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incapable of removing even the old and loose alluvial drift which 
encumbered the valleys, infinitely less had they the power of ex- 
cavating hard rooh. At the same time I know that, in every moun- 
tain hact which I have examined, there have been quite a sufiiaient 
number of rents and denudations to account for all inequalities. 
Them openings have doubtless been greatly increased by the atmo- 
spheric agencies of ages, and particularly in all those sitnations 
where water has acted with great power, during the melting of 
glacienr. 

I have made these observations (which I could largely extend) 
to &ow the intimate connection which exists between the science 
of geology, to which I have been so long devoted, and physical 
geography. Let me explain, however, that I do not doubt that 
glaciers have, in certain regions, caused the formation of lakes, 
though by a very different agency from that of the excavation of rocks. 
The @eat glaciers of former times have unquestionably sent forth 
and discharged still larger accumulations of d6hl-i~ than those of our i 

day, which, in the form of high terminal moraines, barred up water- 
I 

channels, and the result in same mountainous tracts has inevitably [ 
been the production of lakes. Among examples of such in Europe, 
M. Collomb directs my attention to the GBrard-meer, on the western 
flanks of the Vosges mountains. This lake has been formed by an 
ancient moraine, which, descending from the Vosges mountains, has 
been accumulated on old drifted loose materials, which i t  has not 
excavated, whilst it has served as a permanent dam to sustain the 
waters at  a height of 1400 feet above the plain of the Rhine, to the 
east of the Vosges, and nearly 2000 English feet above the level of 
the sea. 

I n  the grand and loftier cases, however, of Western Tibet, before 
alluded to, it is scarcely conceivable that icy barriers or moraines 
in the valleys could have risen to sufficient height to pond back the 
waters to many thousands of feet above the low country on the south. 
The bursting of those old vast and lofty mountain lakes was probably, 
as suggested by Dr. Falconer, determined by the last great upheaval 
of the Himalayas, which, judging from the very modein character of 
the organic remains in the upheaved cleposits, must have taken place 
during one of the most recent of geological epochs. 

In  referring you to my observations of last year on the marvellous 
effects of those aqueous currents which have transported erratic 
blocks of stone during the former glacial period, I must attract your I 
notice to a remarkable and faithfully executed new map of Finland by 
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Professor Nils Nordenskiold, of Helsingfors, which illustrates an 
able memoir by that author on the scratched and polished d a c e s  
of the rooks of his native country.* Carefully taking the direction 
of every one of the innumerable sets of parallel scratches over a 
region larger than Great Britain, he shows, that everywhere the 
direction of these p v i n g s  and scrstchea is from north-west to 
south-east, with slight local deviations only. Again, the worn sides 
(stoss-seiten) of each hard rock which has been scratched, worn 
down, and polished, are presented to the north-west, the point from 
which the fome proceeded; and every ke, or protected and rough 
side, lies to the south-east. On the coast of Finland these groov- 
i n g ~  are even observed to extend in one place from many feet under 
the surface of the sea Seeing that the force which produced these 
groovings and scratches came from beyond the Gulf of Bothnia and 
the low country of Sweden, and has operated with such uniformity 
over a vast region, park of which rose to about 1000 feet above 
the Bothnian Gulf, he necessarily refers the phenomena to powerful 
marine currents. These took place when Finland, as well as all 
Northern ltuseia and Germany, lay under the sea, and when the chief 
groovings were made by stones and blocks, which were held fast in 
the bottom of floating icebergs, when they were arrested on sub- 
marine banks or points of rock. He also indicates how the erratic 
blocks dropped by these icebergs are found to be more and more 
rounded as they have receded from the source of their origin, or 
how, !n drifting to the south-east, they have consequently been moro 
exposed to wear and tear. The quantities of sea-sand which abound, 
and the accompanying small and waterwoin pebbles and gravel, 
have, of course, assisted in the polishing of the rocks. The sand- 
ridges and pebble-beds which abound in Finland are, in fact, 
nothing different from the 0sar of the Swedish geologists; and 
thus the drift phenomena on either side of the Gulf of Bothnin are 
shown to be identical sub-aqueous deposits. 

Here, then, we have a vast region of Europe in which i t  is mani- 
fest that no land-ice or glacier could ever have acted, inasmuch as 
the area from whence the force was directed was manifestly far to 
the north-west of the Gulf of Bothnia, and the low countries of 
Sweden, which, equally with Finland, aro covered with ensrtic 
blocks and aqueously transported drift. Keither in the south 
of Sweden nor in Finland are there any moraines, all tho detritl~s 
- -- - -. -- -- - 

* ' Beitrng zur Icentniss der S.hrammeu iu Finland.' Von N. Kiirdensliiold. 
Helsi~~gfors, 1863. 
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around the great emtics being water-worn ; and yet the scratched 
and polished mrfhes, the worn and abrupt eidee of the hilloaLe, in 
both theae oonutriee, resemble precisely the rack nwuhnkea setm in 
the merch of every existing glwier. Agreeing, as I do entirely, with 
I'mfewor Niirdenakiold (for in my published works I have maintained 
the spms view os regarda the southern parta of Sweden, and all 
Xorthern Rosria, Praseie, and Germany),* I ale0 agree with him in 
the oonclusiou that the depremione in the mufaoe of Finland, which 
are now mupied by innumerable lakes, are those which existed 
when the oountry was a sea-bottom, and that the present lakea 
simply ocoupy the hollowe whioh existed when Finland was raised 
from beneath the waters. In a table giving the lithologioal struoture 
of eaoh rook in aitu which has been grooved, it is shown that the 
depth of the acratohes bears an exaot relation to the hardness and 
resisting nature of the rook. The map-on whioh every lake and the 
numerous somtched surfaoes are marked, as well as all the altitudes 
-is a work which must elioit the admiration of every geographer 
and geologist, and does such honour to Professor Nordemkiold, 
that our Council haa justly placed him in the list of our Honorary 
Idemhers. 

The lines of striation, so carefully laid down by Nordenskiold in 
Finland, I have myself found extending in the adjaoent low regions 
of Rnesia, and notably upon the hard quahose rocks forming the 
sides of the lake Onega, at a distance of 500 miles from the Both- 
nian Gulf. There, also, they are seen to be continuous from the shore 
under the water of the lake, being visible at  some feet below the 
surface. I n  this flat or slightly undulating country we have all 
the aame proofs as in Finland, that these scratches, povings, and 
polishinga could only have been produced by stones carried in ice- 
bergs ; and there, as in Finland, the great erratics, referable to the 
north-western parts of Norway, have been dropped at numerous in- 
tervals, some of them from Lapland, extending to the western flank 
of the Ural mountains. In  the work and map of "Russia and the 
Ural Mountains," published by myself and companions De Verneuil 
and Keyserling, the enormous area over whioh these erratioe were 
transported during the period when the glacial sea covered Russia 
in Europe and Northern Germany was dehed. It was then for the 
f k t  time made manifest that the currents whioh transported these 
blooks had eccentrio directions. Thue, whilst the blocks in Finland 

* See ' Russia in Europe and the Ural Mountains). vol. i. ohaptem 20 and 21. 
Abo, 'Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc.,' vol. ii. p. 349. 



and Northern Russia had proueeded from N.W. to as. (having been 
d e r i v e d  from the old north Norwegian icefields), the bloaks whioh 
covered the plains of PIUSE&, and extended over Polmd up the great 
v a l l e y s ,  on to the foot of the Carpathians, being also of Saandina- 
v5an origin, must have been brought from north to mouth when all 
thoae  lande were under the ma. On the eaet of England the greet 
scamdinavian erratics came f3om the weat coast of Norway, whilst 
in Lapland, M. Bohtlingk had &own that the bloolce were diverted 
northwards into the icy sea. 

These facts of the divergence of the distribution of the erratice, 
as due to divergent currents, are quite in harmony with what would 
be found at the present day, if the bottom of the sea oould be SO laid 
bare as to enable us to refer to the various north or 6011th polar 
glaciers, or to those of Greenland, the devious lines of deposit of the 
blocks derived from each of these regions, as determined by differeni 
prevailing currents. 

If we refer to what glaciers have effected upon land, and to those 
phenomena which could only have been produced when the rocks so 
affected were eubmarine, we must admit that two distinot modificn- 
tions of the same great agency have produced similar reeulta. The 
great mass of low country in North America, the d a c e  of which 
has been striated in like manner from north to south, seemed to me 
long ago to fall into the category of subaqueous striation by floating 
icebergs, which were here and there arrested in their progress by 
sunken rooks. When presiding over the Geologioal Sooiety of 

'London, in 1842, I gave all credit to Mr. Peter Dobson, a oitieen 
of the United States, for the adoption of that view in referenoe to 
his native land,-a previous acquaintance with whose writings, I 
then said, might have saved volumes of disputation on both sides of 
the Atlantic.* And now, after a lapse of 22 years, I hold to the 
same belief. 

In the admirable work of Sir W. Logan on the ' Geology of Canada,' 
my eminent friend expresses the opinion, "that the grooves on the 
surfaces of the rocks which descend under the water appear to point 
to glacial aotion as one of the great causes whioh have produced these 
depressions." t Not having visited the region myself, I should 
have no right to oppose my opinion to that of such weighty authority, 

* See 'Anniversary Address, Proc. Geol. Soc.,' vol. iii. pp. 686 et ante. 
t 'Report of Geological Survey of Canada, 1863,' p. 889 and note ib. Mont- 

real. 
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were i t  not that the grounds assigned for believing in the exca- 
vating powor of glaciera in North America are the same stria- 
tions on the side6 of the lakes, and beneath the water, aa those 
which I have cited from the shores of the Bothnian Gulf and 
the lake of Onega in h'orthern Russia Now, as regards the latter 
countriee, I have shown that land glaciers could never have passed 
over them ; for surely no terrestrial glacier in advancing to F h h n d  
and Northern Rnssie can have scooped out the Bothnian Gulf by 
the way ! Instead of such striation on the sides of rock-bins, now 
filled with water, being proofs of the grinding and excavating 
action of former glaoiem, particularly in the cases of Finland 
and North America, where no lofty mountains, as in the Alps, 
are at hand to give great power to descending masses of ice, I 1 
conceive that such phenomena can only be explained by appeal- 
ing to the grating action of the bottom of former floating ice- 
bergs. My belief is, that the great North American lakes were 
cavities originally due to a combination of ruptures and denudations 
of the rocks, and that the whole surface of the lower country thus 
prepared, was under the sea when icebergs coming from Arctic 
glaciers floated over it. 

We can thus well imagine how countless icebergs were here 
and thore arrested on those submarine rocks which now form 
the sides of the lakes, and how each icy mass, forced on by a 
powerful current, after producing the well-known striation on t l~e  
points of stoppage, would necessarily, when set free, float rapid?)- 
across the deep sea cavity, until the base of the iceberg was again 
ai~ested by the prominences on the opposite side of the depression, ~ 
there again to make striations with the stones held f a t  in its 
bottom. Tn this way we can just as easily account for the transport 1 
of the numerous great elmtics which are spread over Korth 
Amexica up to 38' N. latitude, as we have explained the transport 
of the Scandinavian blocks up to the foot of the Carpathian 
Nountaim. I 

Whilst, therefore, I fully recogniso the stupendous spread and 
influence of former land-glaciers. over extensive regions, I at the 
same time affirm, that as regards the striation and polishing, the 
worn side and the abrupt side of t.he rocks affected, floating ice- 
bergs, when i~upeded by submarine obstacles, have also produced 
those results. The true and independent test of the action of ter- 
restrial glaciers is the exist.enco of moraines. Now, there is no 
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tx-ace of these peculiar accumulations in the S0ut.h of Sweden and 
F i n l a n d ,  all the detritus of those regions, as well as of the Nosth 
of Russia and Germany, being waterworn; and I have yet to 
learn that there are any evidences of true moraines in the low 
countr ies  of Canada and the United States.* 

- [Whilst I wa6: reading this Address to the Geographers in 
London,  that sound practical geologist, Principal Dawson, was 
performing a similar duty at >he Annual .Meeting of the Natural 
History Society of Montreal. Having received a copy of his Address 
in time for insertion of a Postscript here, I rejoice to have the oppor- 
t un i ty  of stating that he also is a vigorous opponent of the the017 
which refers the striation of the Koith American rocks, and the 
excavation of the great lake basins of that country, to the action of 
terrestrial glaciess. He shows indeed that the great striation of a 
large portion of the continent from a. E. to s. w. was from the ocean 
to the interior, against the slope of the St. Lawrence valley, thus 
disposing at once of the glacier theory; for i t  is impossible to 
imagine that a glacier travelled hom the Atlantic uplinto the interior. 
Admitting that in limited tracts of Eastern America there may have 
been local glaciers, Mr. Dawson believes, as I do, that the chief 
countries in queetion were striated when the land lay beneath 
the sea.] 

North-western Africa.--Senegal and its Dependen&.--Looking to the 
well-digested and clear accounts of the progress of geographical 
research in Northern or North-western Africa, which have been 
embodied in the Reporta of the Geographical Society of France, by 
Y. Malte Bmn, I have only to refer you to those works, and not 
detain you on this mbject by any observations of my own. I am, 
however, impelled to call your notice to a work of this year 1864, 
the Annuaim de Sknkga1,'t as followed by a 2-ksumk of the explo- 

-- -- -w 

* For a full explanation of my views respecting the manner in which former 
floatin icebergs transported blocks, and spread out submarine detritus, I must 
refer t fe  reader to the 21st and 22nd chapters of the work ' Russia and the Urn1 
Mountains,' pp. 507 to 556. Since that time (1845) I have indeed seen reawn to 
admit a much greater extension of former land-glaciers than my wllea nes an11 
myself then believed in, and this 1 explained in my last Address to t& Royal 
Geographical Soeiety. 

t Pnntcd at St. Louis, Senegal, 1854. Paris, chez ~liallamrl aint?, Rue der 
Boulangcrs, 3u. 
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rationa of the interior, made by order of the Government, in the 
yeare 1859,1860, and 1861, and which h a  just fallen into my 
handa Whenever our allies the French describe any one of their 
poseessione, i t  ie invariably done with method, order, and a lucid 
condensation of details ; and such qualities are particularly ob- 
servable in this little volume. Discovered in 1460 by some bold 
navigetora of Dieppe, Senegal was soon after coloniaed by the same 
nor ma^. In succeeding centuries the Portuguese and Dutch 
warred for the ocoupation of these tracte, until 1758, when the 
English took the country, including Goree, but ceded i t  again to 
Franoe by treaty. Again, in 1800, Goree fell into our hands, and 
in 1809 we added to it St. Louis ; but, at the conclusion of the last 
great war in 1814, the wbole territory wes rightly given back to 
Franoe, ita original ocoupant. Holding possession of thia territory 
for the last fifty years, the French have striven energetically to  im- 
prove it, by a vast enlargement of boundary, the construction of 
forts, strict military tenure, and by carrying on a commerce with 
the adjoining native tribes ; so that they reckon upon having 200,000 
subjeota, and, after aeveral years of war, they are now in relation 
with about a million of natives. 

I n  the long list of annexations of native districts, it is grati- 
fying to read, as a sequence of the last treaty of peace, that a 
telegraphic communication is now established between St. Louis 
and Goree, and that in 1863 the new port of Dakar was formed. 
Recently the quiet state of the political horizon has enabled the 
Governor, Colonel Faidherbe, who has been the mainspring of 
French progress in Senegal, &d who has recently been named one 
of our Honorary Foreign Members, to send various exploratory 
parties along the north coast and into t,he interior of the country. 
These have added much important information to the sketches of 
tracts formerly visited by the PBre Labat, Mungo Park, CaillB, 
Mollien, and Panet. The French colonists, since their occupation 
of Algeria, have sagaciously sought for original knowledge in the 
native recitals of Arabs, and the inhabitants of Soudan and Berber. . 
With these data, and in acquiring the language of the natives, 
several travellers,-such as Captain Vincent; MM. Bournel and 
Mage, young Naval officers ; Pascal and Lambert, Infantry officers ; 
with Alioun Sal and Bough-el-Moghdad, intelligent Native officers 
in the French service,-have, in the years 1859, 1860, and 1864, 
made most successful journeys. Thus, the portion of Soudan adja- 
cent to Senegal is now nearly as well known as the more central 
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regions,  which have been already developed by British explorations, 
inolnding those of Denham, Clapperton, and W. Lander,* and the 
works of our honoured Bsaociate Barth. One of these partieti, 
Al ioun  Sal, reaohed Timbuotoo ; and the death of thin young end 
intelligent Mohammedan, who unfortunately fell a prey to the fever 
of the country, baa been deeply lamented by the authorities of 
Senegal. 
; Before quitting the subject of North-weatern Africa, I am tin- 
wil l ing to paw unnotioed the services of the enterprising young 
German traveller Gerhard Rohlfa, who, having made a eucaeasful 
journey through Southern Morocco by Tafilet to aerynville in 
Algeria, is now on his route to Timbuctu under the auspices of the 
Royal  aeogrrtphical Sooiety. . 

Northern Abyssinia.-The efforts of our German contemporaries to 
complete our acquaintance with Northern Abyssinia and the 
adjacent countries (of which mention waa made in a note to my last 
year's Address), have been most succeesful ; and every geographer 
must have heartily commended the researches of Von Heuglin, 
Kinzelbach, Munzinger, and Steudner. Whilst these travellers 
have prepared an excellent detailed map of the districts of Bogoa, 
Manesa, and Murea, with the surrounding tracts, a more extended 
map, ranging from the Red Sea on the east to 34' 45' E. longitude, 
which haa resulted from their sumeye, is a work of great and general 
interest. For, in it, we find the routes laid down of all the tra- 
vellers of various countries during the last quarter of a century, 
who have examined the regions between Massliwa and the coast 
of the Red Sea on the east, and the river Atbara, that great 
affluent of the Nile, on t,he west. This sheet, as published in the 
' Mittheilnngen' of Petermann, is an exoellent example of the 
amount sf knowledge which can be conveyed on a map alone; the 
successive journeys of the different travellers being laid down in 
different coloum with border profiles showing the relative heights 
of the different countries traversed. 

~ - 
+ I have just had the gratification to learn that, with a due appreoiation of the 

devoted and zealous researches in Central Africa of that accomplished young 
tmvellcr Edward Vogel, who was harharously beheaded by the Kine of 
Wadai, Earl Russell has granted the sum of 5001. to Misa Julia Vogel, the s~ster 
of the deceased. . I n  thanking me warmly for supportin her cause, this lady 
assora me that, by this gnerous act, all her prospecto in fife are brightened, and 
that her heart's desire will now be fulfilled in being enabled to do honour to the 
memory of her lamented brother, as well as, she sayq "to assist a younger 
brothor i n  those studies which may enable him to serve a county to which she 
will ever Cling with the deepest gratitude."-24 June, R. I. M. 
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The A5ier.-The last accounts I have seen of the labours of Dr. 
Baikie are contained in a private lettor to a relatiye, dated at Lukoja,, 
on the 9th October, 1863. This persevering and praiseworthy 
envoy of our Government, who has been &ven years in Africa and 
in-whose appointment I took much interest, had, i t  appears, made up 
his mind to come home last year, when he received instructions 
to remain at his post till further orders.' In braving the dangem 
of the climate, Dr. Baikie has, shown how a British settlement can 
be made a centre of civilization. Alone, and almost without means, 
he has contraded friendships with all the leading chiefs of Soudan, 
and harr awed tribes merely by the exercise of moral influence, whilst 

- ~ 

his messengers can now travel securely from hie station to Bonny. 
It is by such an example and such persevering conduct that Africa 

can be best civilized ; and we must earnestly hope that whoever may 
succeed Dr. Mkie, will follow the same kind, judicious, and for- 
bearing conduct which has endeared him to the natives, and has 
enabled him to make his little station, so far up the Niger, a centre 
of commerce and friendly intercourse with th~m.  

The G h  Country.-Although the progress of the recent expedi- 
tion of M. du Chaillu to the scene of his former explorations has been 
unluckily checked by the loss of his scientifio instruments, I trust 
that when he receives the fresh supply sent out to him by us, he 
will make a succeesful examination of the interior in those latitudes. 
He has, indeed, already sent home instruments, inc1,uding the . - 

native harp with strings of vegetable fibre, which prove the truth- 
fulness of some of his descriptions which had been unjustly dis- 
credited. As regards his previous accounts of the geography of the' 
Gaboon country, M. du Chaillu'a accuracy, in the main, has been 
amply confirmed by Lieuta. Serval and and Du Bellay, who have 
since made SU~eyS in the interi0r.t 

South Africa.-Explorations of the Banm C. von do- D&n.-The 
unchanged terrestd condition of tlie ancient Surface of the Interior of South 
Afrioa.-Project of rendering the White Nile the htghzoay of intercourse 
between Central Aj-ica and Euv-ope.-Petherick's Journal.-Whilst our last 
Session closed with the striking results of the journey of Speke and 
Grant, and our warm welcome of the undaunted travellers, who, for 

-- -- 

* As this Address is printing, Mr. Layard informs me that the Inaestigatw 
steamer has been ordered to bring Dr. Baikie down the Niger, and that he may be 
expected home this year. 

t Vide Petermann's ' Mittheilungen.' December, 1863. Messrs. Serval and 
Du Bellay have discovered a new and broad river, the Ogowai, flowing fr- the 
interior, about 20 leagues to the south of the Gaboon. 



the  first time in history, had c m m d  Equatorial Afriai and had also 
d&nded along the course of the great White Nile from its water- 
basin to its mouth, the opening of this Seseion was marked by the 
interesting and detailed deeoription of the mow-clad mountain 
Kilimandjaro, the i she  of two expeditions conducted entirely at . 
his own cost by Baron C. von der Decken. 
In the first of these, he wae accompanied by my clever and 

lamented young friend, the late Mr. Richard Thornton, who drew 
the first contoured map of that wild and lofty country, took many 
observations of latitude and longitude, and kept an accurate diary. 
Copies of all his writings, as well aa hie original map, have now 
been eent by hi family to the Boyd Geographical [3ociety.* In  
the second expedition, Baron von der Decken had for his scientifio 
companion a German astronomer, Dr. Kirsten. 

I have already adverted at some length to the importance of thin 
enterprise, as recorded in our ' Proceedings,' and also in the award of 
the Medal. I have informed you that, in reference to the prosecution 
of 'other enterprises by the same distinguished person, the First 
Lord of the Admiralty had given directions that Her Majesty'e 
vessels on th6 cosst of africa should &t the Baron in paseing hie 
own steamer into one of the rivers of Fonnoea Bay; and I have 
now to stata that Her Majestfe Secretary for Foreign Maim has 
strongly recommended this enterprising traveller to the good-will 
of the Sultan of Zanzibcrr, through the British Consul at that place. 
Beeing that, Baron von der Decken, who has already done so much, ie 
organising a6 oomiderable expense another expedition, in which, 
providing himself with an iron river-steamer, he will be attended 
by oompetent observers, we naturally wish him all the success which 
Gs  zeal and devotion to 018 cause merit. 

If, after ascending one of the rivers which fall into the Bay of 
Formosa, he should reach Mount Kenia or any part of that moun- 
tainous region of h t e r n  Africa, north of the Kilimandjaro, probably 
a great waterehed, and should thence descend by any eastern d u e n t  
of the White Nile, or should reach Egypt by the Blue Nile, in either 
case he will have performed a most essential service to geography. 
In the mean time, both for the great and good duties he has already 
performed, and for the extensive and vigorous preparations he is now 
making to enlarge our acquaintance with the geography of africa, 
the Council hak in my opinion wisely adjudicated a Gold Medal to 
Baron C. von der Decken. . .. 

* See my observations on the late Richard Thornton in the Obituary, p. 184. 

POL. VIII. X 



Our Viotoria Medal has, with great propriety, been awarded to the 
gallant Captain Grant,* the oompnion of Spkke, to mark, as I have 
mid, emphstioally and onoe more, our sense of the vast importance 
of their journey aorosa Equatorial Eastern Africa, and the region of 
the head watere of the Nile. By their researches the waterehed 
between North and South Bfrioa was firet established in respect to 
the Eestern Equatorial region. The results which onght to follow 
from them diiwveries will be further considered in the sequel. 

In former A d d m w ~  1 suggested that the interior mass and central 
portions of Bfrics conetitnting a great plateau occupied by lakm and 
marshes, from whioh the waters escaped by cracks or depressions in 
the subtending older rocks, had been in that condition during an 
enormously long period. I have recently been enabled, throngh the 
appoeita dieoovery of Dr. Kirk, the companion of Livingstone, not 
only to fortify my conjecture of 1852, but greatly to extend the 
inferen088 oonmrning the long period of time during which the 
cantral parts of Africa have remained in their present condition, 
eave their degradation by ordinary atmospheric agencies. My view, ' 
as given to this Society in 1852, was mainly founded on the original 
and admirable geological researches of Mr. Bain in the colony of the 
Cope of Good Hope. I t  was, that, inasmuch as in the secondary or 
meaozoio age of geologists, the northern interior of that countxy was 
oooupied by great lakes and marahes, as proved by the fossil reptile 

I 
diecovered by Bain, and named Dicynodon by Owen, such it has 
remained for wuntlw ages, even up to the present day. The snc- 
oeeding journeys into the interior, of Livingstone, Thornton, and I 
Kirk, Burton and Speke, and Speke and Grant, have all tended to 
etrengthen me in the belief that Southern Africa has not undergone 1 
any of those great submarine depressions which have so largely , 
rffeoted Enrope, Asia, and America, during the secondary, tertiary, 
and modern periods. 

The discovery of Dr. Kirk has confirmed my oonclmion. On the 
banh of an aflttnent of the Zambesi, that gentleman collected certain 
b e e ,  apparently carried down in watery drifts from i b d  posi- 
tions, which remains have been so fossilized aa to have all the 
rppranoe of antiquity which fossils of a tertiary or older age 
ueudly present. One of these is a portion of the vertebral column 
and ecrorum of a buffalo, nndistinguishable from that of the Cape 
buffalo; another is a fragment of a crocodile, and another of a 

~ 
See 'Presentation of Royal Awards,' ante. 

1 
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water-tortoise, both undbtinguiahable from the forma of those 
animals now living. Together with these, Dr. Kirk foundnumerous 
bones of antelopes and other animals, which, though in a fossil 
condition, dl belonged, as he assured me, to species now living in 
South Africa. 

On the other hand, none of our explorers, including M. Bain, 
who has diligently worked ae a geologist, bave detected in the 
interior any limestones containing marine fossil remains, which 
would have proved that South Africa had, like other regions, been 
depressed into oceanic conditions, and re-elevated. On the con- 
trary, in addition to old granitic and other igneous rocks, all 
explorers find only either innumerable undulations of sandstones, 
schistow, and quartzose rocks, or such tufaceous and fermginous 
deposita as would naturally occur in countries long occupied by 
lakes and exuberant jungles, separated from each other by sandy 
hills,--scarcely any other calcareous roch  being found except t u fa  
formed by the deposition of land-springs. I t  is true that there 
are marine tertiary formations on the coasts (around the Cape 
Colony, near the mouth of the Zambesi opposite Mozambique, and 
again on the coasts of Mombaa opposite Zanzibar), and that these 
have been raised up into low-coast ranges, followed by rocks of 
igneous origin. But in penetrating into the true interior, the 
traveller takes a final leave of all such formations ; and in advancing 
to the heart of the continent, he traverses a vast region which, to 
all appearance, has ever been under terrestrial and lacustrine condi- 
tions only. Judging, indeed, from all the evidences as yet collected, 
the interior of South Africa has remained in that condition since 
the period of the secondary rocks of geologists ! Yet, whilst none of 
our countrymen found any evidences of old marine remains, Captain 
Speke brought from one of the ridges which lay between the 
coast and the lake Victoria Nyanza a fossil shell, which, though 
larger in size, is undistinguishable from the Achatina perdk now 
flourishing in South Africa. Again, whi l~ t  Bain found fossil plants 
in his reptiliferous strata north of the Cape, and Livingstone and 
Tho~nton discovered coal in sandstone, with fossil plants, like those 
of our old coal of Europe and America,-yet both these mesozoio 
and palreozoic remains are terrestrial, and are not associated with 
marine limeatones, indicative of those oscillations of the land which 
are so common in other countries. 

I t  is further to be observed that the surface of this vast interior 
is entirely exempt from the coarse superficial drift that encumbers 

x 2 
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eo many aountries, as derived from lofty marmtain-chaina from which 
either glaciers or great torrential streams have deecended. In this 
reepeot it ia also equally unlike those plaine of Germany, Poland, 
and h'orthern R u b ,  which were sea-bottom when floating ia+ 
b e ~  meltad and dropped the loads of stone whieh they were 
transporting from Scandinavia and Lapland. 

In truth, therefore, the inner portion of Southern africa is, in this 
respect, as far ae I know, geologiaally unique in the long conservation 
of ancient terrestrial conditions. This inference is further sapported 
by the concomitant absence, throughout the larger portion of all this 
vast awa, i.8. aouth of the Equator, of any of those volcanic mks 
which are so often associated with oscillations of the tma$ma.* 

With the exception of the true volcanic h1Xs of the Cameroons 
recently described by Burton, on the west coast, a little to the north 
of the Equator, and which possibly may advance southwards 
towards the Gabopn country, nothing is known of the presence of 
any similar foci of sub-&rial eruption all round the coasts of Africa 
south of the Equator. If the elements for the production of them 
had exieted, the coast-line is precisely that on which we should 
expeot to find euch volcanic vents, if we judge by the d o g y  of 
all volcanic regions where the habitual igneous eruptions are not dis- 
tant from the sea or from great internal masses of water. The absence, 
then, both on the coasts and in the interior, of any ernptive rocks 
which can have been thrown up under the atmosphere since the 
period when the tertiary rocks began to be accumulated, is in concur- 
rence with all the physical data as yet got together. These demon- 
strate that, although the geologist h d s  here none of those characters 
of lithological structure and curiously diversified organic remains, 
which enable him to fix the epochs of succession in the crust d 
the earth in other quarters of the globe, the interior of South Mica I 

is unquestionably a grand type of a region which has preserved its 
ancient terrestrial conditions during a very long period, unaffected 
by any changes except those which are dependent on atmospheric 
and meteoric influences. 

If, then, the lower animals and plants of this vast country have 

! 
gone on unchanged for a very long period, may we infer that its I 
human inhabitants are of like antiquity? If so, the Negro may 
claim as old a lineage as the Caucasian or Mongolian races. In the 
absence of any decisive fact, I forbear at present to speculate on 

* Althoogh Kilimandjaro h to a great extent igneous and volcanic, there is nothink 
to prove that it has been in activity during the historic era. 



thie point; but as, amid the f& epwimmm procad by Livinp 
atone and Kirk, them are fiagmenta of pottery made by human 
hands, we mnst wait d l  Borne zealous explorer of huthem Afriar 
shall dirPtinctly bring fotward proofa that the manufactured artiolee 
are of the same age .II the fossil bones. In other words, we dill 
require from Africa the taame pro& of the existewe af links 
which bind togeth the sciences of Geology and eLrchisology whioh 
have recently been developed in Enrope. NOW, if the unqaes 
timed work8 of man s h o d  be fonnd to be 008val with the remaim 
of fomiked exist&g animsle in Southern Africa, the travelIed geo- 
grapher, who haa convinced himself of the ancient condition of 
ita d a c e ,  mnst admit, however unwillingly, that although tb 
B l d  man ia of such very remote antiquity, he haa been very 
htionary in civilization and in attaining the arts of life, if he be 
compared with the C a u d a ,  the Mongolian, the Red Indian of 
America, or even with the aborigine0 of Polynesia;* 

The discovery of that vast water-besin, the Vidoria Nyauza, in 
the heart of Equatorial Africa, and the proof that a great etream flowed 
aat  from its northern e~trernit~y, whioidh Speke and Grant followed, aad 
showed almost conclusively to be the White Nile, w w  troly, as I aaid 
last year, a grand feat, of which all our countrymen had reason to be 
proud, But, in warmly praising and honouring the men who accow 
plished it, we are not yet satisfied, as geogmphew, with this their 
single line of march, and the valuable data whioh they fixed. We 
look naturally to other efforta which must be made b diepel scep 
ti& regarding the upper waters of the Nile, inclnding that raised 
by the claim of the Venetian traveller Miani, ae to his having con- 
tinuously ascended a river to to the s.8.w. of Qondokoro, the 
mky banks of which he hae laid upon a sketch-map, and which he 
contends does not flow from the Victoria Ws'8naa. But irreepdive 
of such a claim, the Council of our Society have, on general grounds, 
come to the conclusion that the phyeioal geography of all the 
region, together with the shores of the Victoria Nyanta (a lake 
laid d a m  by Speke as larger than Scotland), should be fur the  
explored, and the nature and extent ~f the various affluenta of that 
vast body of water determined. They further wieh to see examined 
the region lying between the great lake Luta-Nzige, north of the 
Eqoabr, and the lake Tanmnyika, south of it, in order to deter- 

* The most remarkable roof of the inferiority of the ne when compared 
with the Asiatic, is: that wtilst the latter ha8 domesticated gelephant  fof ager 
and rendered it highly wfd to man, the aegro baa on1 y slaughtered the animal 
to obtain food or ivory. 
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mine if tbere be not them (ae wme geographsnr think possible) 
other sources of apply  for the White Nile, coming from the region 
to the west of the Victoria Nyanza; and finally, that, if poecdble, 
the Upper White h'ile of Speke and Grant should be traced con- 
tinuously fromthe lake to that point, whew, acoording to their map, 
it is made to join the end of the lake Luta-Nzige. 

Having considered thi~ subject, the Council has adopted my pro- 
p a d ,  to assist in fitting out an expedition to dear away all such o b  
wnrities, by awending the White Nile, and not, aspreviously, by any 
efforta from Zanzibar and the eaetern coast of Africa The difficulties 
enoountered by Speke and Grant in passing through that tract, and 
the apparent impossibility of establishingany regular t&ic between 
$he east coast and the central kingdoms, bave induced us to prefer 
to any other line of research an effort to render the Great Whi te  
Nile a channel of in tercom and cornmeroe between the prolific 
interior and the traders of the Mediterranean Sea One serious 
d i cu l ty  only eriats in bringing about this desirable consummation. 
Between KhartCim, the present southern boundary of Egypt, and Gon- 
dokom no obstacle on the river-navigation exists, as recently proved, 
indeed, by the voyage of the enterprieing and intelligent Dutch ladies, I t hongh the natives in the interior have, i t  appears, been to a great , 
extent demoralised by the conduct of the traders in ivory, who, 1 

arming one set of villagers against another, are said to plunder 
tribea, and carry away the women and children as slaves. Now, 
them horrible practices having been still mQre mthlesely carried 
into effect above or south of Gondokoro, as we learn from the teeti- 
mony of Speke and Grant, a belt of country, from 100 to 200 miles 
in breadth, inhabited by the Bari, has been rendered so lawlese and 1 

savage, that it was with the utmost difficulQ our medallitJts tra- 
versed i t  in their way northwards from the fertile kingdoms of , 
Karagwe, Uganda, and Unyoro. 

On the part of the Society, therefore, the Council have drawn up 
a memorandum, in which, after enumerating the desiderata, corn- 
mercial, philanthropical, and geographical, involved in our project, 
we express the hope, that, as we are ready to embark 10001. in such 
an expedition, some. means may be found to put a stop to this de- 1 
moralising trade in slaves, which, as our Consul-General in Cairo, 
Mr. Colquhoun, writes to me, is accompanied by horrors of which 
no one can form an idea. We believe that this can best be accom- 
plished by the exertions of the Fasha of Egypt, and by the extension 
of his influenoe southwards from KhartQm to Gondokoro. The in- 1 
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termediate country is a eort of No-man'e-land, in which nume- 
row warring small tribea are kept in an excited and barbarons state 
by an extensive importation of fimuma. Xow, if the mieerable 
natives were rescued from disordem oocaeioned by mch enormities, 
legitimate oommem would eventually arise between the Equatorial 
kings and the medumte of Cairo and the Mediterranean ; and the 
Great Nile, which for thousands of yeam has alone ~ r v e d  to enrich 
the mil of Lower Egypt, would eventnally become a highway of 
intercourse with Europe, which might largely tend to the civiliea- 
tion of Central Africa. TO have made the first propoeal in a matter 
of such permanent interest will. 1 trust, be alwaye counted a proof 
of the lofty ss well as useful efforta of thie Society, to bring about 
a state of things which will prove the real importen08 of the dis- 
covery recently made in Inner Africa by British geographers, and 
map render the White Nile, for the first time in history, of -1 
rise to Wmmerce and civilisation. 

The practioal geographer d, I M, k d  in the obmrva- 
tions made by Mr. Petheriok and hi associate, Dr. Murie, which 
have at length reached the Society, some materiels for the con- 
struction of improved mape of the large region on that portion of 
the west bank of the White Nile which is watered by the B&r-el- 
O M .  We are also indebted to Mr. Petherick for a mm-ment 
of the comparative volume of water discharged by the Nile and its 
&Iuenta, the Bahr el Ghazal and the Sobat. When messurementa 

as these shall have been repeated at different periods of the 
year, we shall be in a far better position to estimate the relative 
importance of the tributaries and parent stream of the Nile. 
In the commenoement of this Session I adverted to a feeling 

letter written to me by Mw. Petherick, the wife of the traveller, 
and explaining how he had been cast down by misfortunes and 
severe illness, and wss unable then to send home the acoounts of 
his expedition. These docurnenta having arrived, will soon bo 
printed and circulated among the Fellows, who, seeing tho amotlnt 
of work accomplished by Mr. :Petherick, will be ablo to, erctimah 

what extent the disasters he enaountered preventod hi8 fil]fll]jllg 
the engagements he had entered into with the view of ruaootrrlllg 
Speke and Grant. 

We now wait with deep anxiety for a ~ ~ o ~ n t c l  of the ultimata Irri~cr 
of the journey made by the adventurous Duhh ladinrr nnd ~~IO!F 
scientific companion Baron von Heuglin, and tlreir exy~loratloa 
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of the great weatam duen ta  of the White Nile.. We are a h  
equally anxiom to have some eooount of the travelm of that un- 
daunted, gene=, and self-eeorificing explorer, Mr. Gemael Baker, 
of whom we have heard no tiding0 for a year. 

Cdusion.-In terminating them obeervatione on the reszllta of 
geographical exploration8 in varione countries, I must, on the grand 
wbjeat of African geography, aa on the previone oocasion, d e c l i n e  to 
enter upon an analy~is of the respective writing% of great v a l u e  in 
critioal geography, which have in past years been contributed by our 
own muntqmen, by continental writers, ae well as by the Portuguese 
authorities who preceded them. An spalytioal sketch, which w d d  
do jnetice to the echolam who have from time to time set forth the 
rewlte of their reaearcheq ia much wanted. In this way, for example, 
we might trace the amonnt and incream of infixmation published by 
Cooley, firat anonymously, in articles of the ' Edinburgh Review,' 
mmmencing in 1835, and followed up by him in the constructiou 
of a map delineating his view of a line of lakes end rivere proceed- 
ing fPom H.N.W. to 8 . 8 . ~  through Southern Africa 

In like manner I have not, in anything I said last year, done the 
,justice I wished to our Abyssinian Medallist, Dr. Beke, for hie 
ingenim suggestion as to the region wherein the head-waters of 
the h'ile wodd be f o d ,  and his bold hypothesis, of 1848, respecting 
the .mountainchins of Afrioa, which opened out an original view of 
the physical geography of A£rica north of the Equator. The analyser 
of such subjeds a8 these, and of all the labours of Macqueen, Arrow- 
smith, Petermann,t and other p d c a l  geographers, require much 
more time and power of research then I possess. Unable to cope 
with them myself, I hoped that, in taking leave of you at this h i -  
v w q ,  I might be succeeded by one whose scholarship and poweri 
re a comparative geographer would enable him to des6ribe the 

Since thii Address was read, I learn with deep lorrow that Madame Tinn6and 1 two of her Euro an attendants have died. Her ente'prisiug daughter, Baron 
von Heuglin, andPe~aron D'Ablaing, had, however, reached KhaitBm. As h n  
von Heuglin in in regular correspoudence with M. Petermann, we may look to 
the Mittheilungen ' of o m  oorrespondent for much interesting matter respecting 
the exploration of the region of the Bahr-el-Ghazal. In a letter to Capt. Speke, 
which I have read, Baron von Heuglin speaks of the ivory and slave dealing 
,merchants, and, in addition to much important knowledge respecting the fanna 
and flora of the Bahr-el-Ghazal, informs us that he has prepared a map of ;bat 
region, as also of the country of Nyam Nyam. 

t The various researches of late y w  in Afriea are admirably illustrated by 
the seriea of m a p  and aocompanyi- descriptions in the Mittheiluneen' of Peter- 
mann, of which I[ gave an accouut in my last year's Address, and whch have sbce 
.been ~(mpleted. 



lsuoceesive e t ep  made by all .mntribntom to om a&ence; aid, by s 
cornpariaon of their labours with thotie of their predecemors, to 
down throughout the long current of agee the additions which have 
been made, in Aeiatic sa w& aa African geography, by wuioue 
men, to that vast emporium of geographical knowledge which we 
now enjoy. 
As on fi head, doubtlese, there have been many omissions on 

my part, I beseech my friends to be sewred thst such omieeiona 
have not been caused by any wsnt of good will, bnt mmply fioa 
an inability to do justice to the theme amidst the many other avo& 
t iom which occupy my time.' 

One h ~ k ,  however, I witl try to accomplish, ta the best d my 
ability, if my tenure of life be prolonged, and that p n  should pleee 
me for the current year in this Chair. I wi l l  endeavour a6 our next 
Anniversary to draw a parallel between the general state of geo- 
graphy when this Society was founded, in 1830, and the condition 
which i t  has reached in the present day; and, in doing this, I hope 
to demonstrate that my countrymen have borne no small ehare in 
thie progress, and that the Royal Geographical Society has taken 
the lead in efficiently promoting thie great work of advancement,- 
not merely by the publication of the volumea of our Journal and our 
Proceedings, but by zealonsly encouraging explorations, and by 
rewarding those persons, to whatever nation they belonged, who 
have'thrown light on the geography of the world. 

P.8.-Whilst this Address is going through the press, letters from 
Dr. Livingstone have reached me, giving an account of hie journey 
into the interior, on the west bank of the Shirk, and for nearly 700 
Englkh miles to the N.N.W. of that river. Owing to his being 
obliged to return to settle the affairs of his Conenlate and to convey 
E M .  Pioneer steamer down the Zambeei, he was unable personally 
to determine the question whether any waters flow into the head 
of the great Lake Nyasss (coming, as had been suggested, from Lake 
Tanganyika).t The natives, however, one and all, denied that 
luly waters entered the lake from the north, and Livingstone seeme 

* Some of the discnssions which have been going on between Mr. Cooley and 
a p t .  Burton, and others, can only be wrrectly anderrrood by etymologbtr who 
have studied the African langnages and dialecra 

t As far as it was examined and laid down on a mnp by Dr. Kkk, the Lake 
Nyassa trends due South and North. 
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to think that the latend dnenta which he saw are sufficient to 
woount for the infilling of the lake and the wpply of the Shid. 

The one point on which Livingstone and all African travellen 
cue agreed in, that where no tradtua in alavee and ivory are met 
with, there no difficulty occura in peseing through the country; the 
inhabitante willingly serving ae portera In a reoent letter to Captain 
$peke, which I have M y  mentioned, Baron von Henglin, after 
afErming that the ivory dealers in the Bahr-el-Ghd are barbarising 
dl that h e  region, and have rendered it impamable, exclaim that 
it ia a diagram to oivilised governments not to endeavour to put ao 
end to these h o r n .  Let ne hope that the aspiratiom of our Co11ncil, 
in unison with the prsyera of all travellere, may have a due S n e n c e  
on the governmenta of Europe and Egypt, and thua eventually 
render the White Nile d aa a highway of commerce. 

June ion, 1864. 
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The first Paper read was- 

1. On the Travels of Portuguese and others in Inner Africa. 
By W. D. COOLEY. 

THE object of the Paper was to propound the views of the author, 
formed on a careful examination and comparison of the reports of 
various travellers, on the position of the rivers, lakes, and places 
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in Inner Southern Africa. The accounta of several Portngoeee 
travellers were p a d  in review; and the author contended that 
their itinereries were so full and their various accounts so accordant, I 
that, notwithstanding the paucity of their astronomical observations, 
the geographical information they imparted was quite reliable, and 
ought not to be set aside, as had been done in the construotion of 1 
modern maps. I'he subject was argued with much learning, and 
a large map waa exhibited to illustrate the views of the author. 
Some of the more striking pointa of difference between this map and 
the recent ones of Livingstone were the total separation of the rivers 
Liambeji and Zambesi (the upper and lower coursea of the Zambesi) 
and the releaee of their aflluenta from the system of inosculation 
whioh, in recent maps, bind all those rivers together ; and the north- 
west direction of Lake Nyasss, whioh was made continuous with 
Tanganyika, forming an elongated lake, called fianja m u c h .  

The PBE~IDENT mid, Mr. Cooley was a distinguished critical geographer, 
who had spent his life in elaborating from many sources, particularly from those 
Portuguese travellers who have preceded our own, a vast variety of information. 
The present paper had been so recently communicated that he had not hnd 
time to read it through ; but, finding that the observations were of a critical 
nature, and that they bore to a great extent upon the ~ccuraoy of Dr. Living- 
stone's observations, he thought it right that the criticisms should be read first, 
and that Dr. Livingstone's simple account of his last exploration along Lake 
Nyassa, whioh he had undertaken of his own accord, should come afterwards ; 
and then, that gentlemen who were more or less acquainted with the country 
should discuss the ppem afterwards. He wished the subject to be fairly dis- 
cussed, Bnd that all deference should be shown to Mr. Cooley's powers as a 
critical geographer, for he was sure the Society desired to do justice to every 
man, whatever his labours might be, whether in critical geography or in actual 
observation. 

Mr. MAEKEAM then read the following :- 

2.  Letters from th Zandesi to Sir R. I. Murchison, and (tlie late) Adnaira1 
Washington. By DAVID LIVINGISTONE, M.D., LL.D. 

THESE lettors comprised a narrative of Lh. Livingstone's last journey 
into the interior. The despatch containing instructions for the 
withdrawal of his expedition did not reach him until the 2nd of 
July, 1863, when the waters of the Zambesi had fallen too low for 
the Pioneer to be taken down to the sea. To improve the time, 
therefore, until the flood of December, Dr. Livingstone set forth, 
accompanied by the steward of the vessel, to finish the exploration 
of Lake Nyassa, and more particularly to decide whether a large 
river entered ita northern extremity. The wreck of his boat in the 
rapids of the Shin4 forced him to abandon the attempt to sail round 
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t h e  lake; ho therefore started to go to the northern end by land, 
pursuing  for many days a north-wastarly oourse so as to avoid a 
colony of Zulus, who were at war with the negroes on the western 
shores of Nyaaaa In this direction he came upon a range of moun- 
ta ins ,  6000 feet high, running north and south, and forming the 
e d g e  of the table-land on which the Maravi dwell. Beyond this he 
turned to the north-east, and struck the ahores of the lake at Kota- 
k o t a  Bay in lat. 12" 55' S. He here found two Areb traders engaged 
in building a dhow, to replace one which had been wrecked in 
crosaing the lake. This is the point at  which nearly all the traders 
in slaves and ivory cross on the highway between the eastam sea- 
ports and the Cazembe country of the interior. The Arabs had 
1500 pemns in the village, and were busily employed transporting 
slaves to the coast. One fathom of calico (value Is.) is the price 
paid for a boy, and two for a good-looking girl. But, nevertheless, 
it is the joint ivory and slave trade that alone makes slave-trading 
a paying business ; for the coat of feeding the negroes would be too 
great an expense were it not for the value of their services in carry- 
ing the ivory ; a trader with twenty slaves must daily pay the price 
of one slave for their sustenance. All the difficulties which Dr. 
Livingstone had experienoed in travelling in the interior were due 
to the obstacles thrown in his way by the Portuguese, who judged 
truly that in buying up the ivory he was undermining the slave- 
trade. He only hoped that this same course would be pursued by 
other travellers who might succeed him, tw this did more to destroy 
the slave-trade than the English cruisers on the coast. Leaving 
Rota-kota Bay, Dr. Livingstone again turned due west, and in three 
days reached the ascent of the plateau. The long slope, adorned 
with hill anddale and running streams, fringed with evergreen trees, 
was most beautiful. The heights had a delicious, but peculiarly 
piercing air, which was very exhilarating. At this point, distant EO 
or 90 miles from Nyassa, the watershed was crossed, and two rivers 
met with, both named Loangwa : one was found flowing eastward, 
into ihe lake ; the other westward, towards the Zambesi. Another 
river was here seen, oalled the Moitawa, which flows into a small 
lake, called Bemba ; from this river issues, according to native and 
Arab report, the River Luapula, which, flowing west, forms the 
Lake Mofue, and then, passing the town of Cmembe, turns to the 
north, and is lost in Tanganyika. Dr. Livingstone had a strong 
desire to follow the stream, but the time for the rising of the Zam- 
besi and for floating the Pioneer out to sea, having arrived, he was 
obliged to return. With regard to the existence of a large rirer 
flowing into the northern end of Nyassa from Tanganyika, Dr. 

z 2 
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Liviqptone was asenred by all t h e  natives of whom he inquired 
tlmt there waa no such stream, b u t  tha t  two small r ivers  alone enter 
the lake from the north. T h e  numerous streams met  with on this 
journey flowing froin t h e  west into Nyassa seemed to war ran t  the 
-mncl&ion that no flow of water  from Tanganyika waa necessary to 
account for  t h e  great depth of the lake and t h e  perennial flow of the 
Shirk. In th i s  journey Dr. Livingstone and his  companion w a l k e d  
660 miles in 56 travelling days. On arriving at t h e  Zambeei he 
found the  r iver  had mot yet risen, the rains being much la te r  than 
usual, and was mortified in t h e  reflection that had  h e  dared t o  
speculate on  a late rise h e  would have had ample t ime to examine  
t h e  water-system of Lake Bemba. 

The PBESIL)ENT was sure they would all agree with him that Dr. Living- 
atone had made the best p e i b l e  use of his time as a geographer in this 
exploration to the north-west of Lake Nyassa, of which he had previously 
explored the western banks in company with Dr. Kirk. The observations 
of Mr. Cooley seemed to have no special reference to this communication 
respecting the outlines of Lake Nyassa and the mountains to the west and 
north-west of it. The map constructed by Dr. Kirk shows Lake Nyassa 
stretching directly north and south, a distance computed at  200 miles ; but on 
Mr. Cooley's map the lake is made to trend to the north-west. There was, 
therefore, this 'great discrepancy between the observations of the Portuguese 
who visited that country many years ago, and the de facto recent observations 
of Dr. Livingstone and Dr. Kirk. 

Captain SPEKE said he had a few remarks to make upon both papers. I n  
the first place, Mr. Cooley, taking the Portuguese accounts, made a continuous 
lake of the Nyasss and Tanganyika. He himself was inclined to believe that 
a t  one period there reallj was such a union ; and he thought there was still a 
connection between them, though not as a broad lake. When he was at  Kaz6 
he heard from the Arabs, and also from many of the natives, that the Babiza 
tribe, which inhabit the western shore of the Nyassa lake, cross adeep river 
by canoes, and find their ivory mart a t  a place called Luwemba, not far distant 
from the south-east corner of the Tanganyika. To this place the Arabs from 
Kaz6, and their slaves, go for ivory. Thus whilst the Arabs draw their ivory 
up to Kazd, the Babiza take theirs down the western coast of Nyassa to 
Kotakota, where they sell i t  to Arabs, and from that point it is tiansported to 
Zanzibar by Kilua. A11 these trading people at Kazd told him that there is no 
mountain-range dividing the Nyassa lake from the Tanganyika lake ; but they 
d l  talked of a river running as it were from one lake into the bther, from which 
he inferred that the Tanganyika was drained by a river into the Nyassa. Dr. 
Kirk had assured him that no large river entered the Nyam at its northern end. 
He should like to know from Dr. Kirk whether he derived his information from 
Arabs or from his own personal inspection. The river system of Africa is chiefly 
determined by the rainy system of that continent. Within the Tropics every- 
thing goea on in an exact ratio throughout the year, the rains following the path 
of the sun. The greatest rains are wnfined to the Equatorial line-the part to 
which the sun is nearest, on an average, the whole year round. Were it  not for 
that rainy zone, the sources of the Nile would certainly not be on the Equator. 
The Tanganyilra would not be in existence ; nor, as he believed, the Nynssa 
either. Whilst the sun is in the north, the Nyasss lake, were it not supplied 
by the rains which are wnsLmtly falling on the Equator, would dry up, in the 

'same manner that Lake Tchad dries up; that is to say, to a certain extent. 
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Again, with regard to h k e  Dembea, in Abyssmia, we h o w  what an enor- 
mous river this lake pours out when the snu is to the northward, and how it 
shrinks when the sun ie to the southward. The size of that river is so pro- 
digious in the rainy season that it  ovewmes the White Nile. But in the dry 
season, if it were not for the White Nile, the waters of that river would never 
reach Egpt ,  and there would be no Nile at  all. The greatest possible import- 
ance must, therefore, be given to this system of rains, and he firmly believed 
that  the existence of the Xyassa lake is due to the ~ains of the Equatorial re- 
gions. Upon reference to the map, they would see that the majority of 
the streams which flow from the mountain-range overhanging the w e ~ t  
of Nyssss, turn off to the weatward, and, as Dr. Livingstone imagines, 
dmin into the upper wurse of the Zambeai river. So that but little 
water could possibly h d  its way into Lake Nyassa in that direction. On 
the eastern aide of Nyaasa we have the Ruvuma river draining all the 
countries to the east of it, in that latitude; and to the northward of that we 
have the Uranga branch of the Lufiji river. Then, there is that great chain 
of mountains which extends right down the m t  of Africa from Abyssinia to 
the Cape of Good Hope, hemming the lake in on its eastern side. So that 
r a l l y  the rains that can fall within the bssin of the Nyaasa are so confined that 
there would never be a lake of such enormow depth as that of which we have 
just heard, were it  not supplied from much greater sources than these puny 
streams of which Dr. Livingstone tells us; for such they must really be, 
having their sources at  so short a distance from the shores of the lake. Not- 
withstanding all that had just been said, he thought Mr. Cooley to a certain 
extent right in the view he had taken, that there is a long channel extending 
fiom the Tanganyika to the Nyassa, though instead of its being a conthuous 
lake as of old the waters have dried up to midway, leaving the two lakes simply 
connected by a river. There was another thing which may appear extra- 
ordinary. They had heard from Dr. Livingstone that there were Zulu Caffres 
on the weatern shore of the Nyassa. Dr. Kirk also saw these men and spoke 
with them, and rew i d  them. From their dress and other circumstances 
ho WIY certain that t g s e  very men, who haveahaonded from that region, have 
now gone up tho eastern side of the Tanganyika, and have arrived at tho 
southern border of the Usui where they are b o w n  by the name of Watuta ; 
for he heard of them on both journeys, when on the grand trading-line from 
Zanzibar to Tanganyika, and also when going from KazB to KaraguB. On this 
latter journey they were fightingon his line of march, had struck terror into the 
hearts of hL followers, and had thereby delayed his progreas a considerable time. 
He believed the Caffres generally migrated in the first instanca from Abyssinia ; 
that they gradually found their way down to the Cape, and there remained for o 
certain time until they were driven away ; that then, this Zulu branch of the 
Caffres made their way to the western shore of Nyaasa They area pastoral and 
predatory race, and live by seizing their neighbours'cattle, and harassing their 
wuntry. They have harassed the whole of this wuntry to the north-west of 
Nyassa; they have harassed the w u n t y  half way up the Tanganyika; and they 
have gone up to Utambara. They are now the terror of the Usui ; and before long 
they will probably arrive at  the wuthern shores of thevictoria Nyanza. There 
was another point he should like to mention. On his former journey, when he 
was at  Zanzibar, he met a very intelligent and energetic young German, Dr. 
Rosher, who had been very little heard of in this country. He believed Dr. 
Rosher was the f i s t  European who arrived upon the castern shores of the Nysssa. 
After amving at  the lake he was, unfortunately for himself, induced, accom- 
panied by two or three natives, to visit the northern htsuch of the Ruvuma river. 
One night, having put up at  a village, he was suddenly surprised and doli- 
Lcrately shot with bows m d  arrows. The King of the country wnt the mur- 
derem to Zanzibar, whcrc, a t  the solicitation of our conaul, Colonel Higby, 
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they were beheaded b the orders of the Sultan of Zanzibar, in the presence of 
Captain Grant. Dr. Raaher wnt home no observations of what he had done ; 
but nevertheless, like Sir John Franklin in another direction, he had done a 

work, and must not be forgotten. But further inquiry, and even Dr. 
ivingstone's own accounts, showed that the first promoters of the explorations P 

into that region of Africa were right; he meant the missionaries, Mr. Reb- 
mann and Mr. Erhardt. They gave the epring to the whole opening d this 
question ; and the map which tbey made, which was certainly an extraordinary 
one, and which probably excited laughter a t  the time, had such an effect upon 
the Geographical Society that tbey determined to open up this region ; snd 
bit by bit they had done so. We have found out that the missionaries, 
generally speaking, wem nlost accurate in a11 their accounts, so far, at least, as 
they understood their informants. Their distance from Kilua to the Ny- ir, 
perfectly accurate, and their route from Zanzibar direct to Ujiji was almost 
the same that he himself made with astronomioal observations. Therefore he 
thought geographers were greatly indebted to these two worthy missionarie& 

Mr. QALT~N did not a,- with Captain Speke aa to the equatorial regions 
of Africa alone having a sufficient rainfall to enable them to maintain rivers of 
first-clam size. The Senegal, which r i m  on the verge of the Sahara, is a first- 
class river, as constant in volume throughout the year as the White Nile. 
The Gambia is no insignificant stream ; and, further south, there is the mighty 
Niger. None of these is supplied from the equatorial zone. Independently 
of its Tchadda affluent, the Niger, which may be said to flow in part through 
the Sahara, is a stream superior, in the volume of waterit carries, to the Upper 
White Nile, which mmes from equatorial regions. South of the equatorial 1 
zone there is the great Zambesi. With respect to lakes, the Lake T c h d  never 
dries up. I t  mupies an exceedingly shallow basin ; and by losing a few feet of 1 
water in height its area materially diminishes ; still at the drieat time of the 
year there is an immense deal of water in Lake Tchad. Therefore he saw no 
difficulty for the maintenance of Lake Tanganyika and Lake Nyassa by tropical. 
and not equatorial rains. The outflow of Lake Nyaesa thrnngh the river Shirk 
was, however, remarkably constant, and that constancy created a hygmmetrical 
difficulty, which requires further explanation. 

The PBESIDENT said he would now call upon the only person in the room 
who had wiled upon Lake Nyassa, and had been near its northernmost 
extremity, about which there had been so much discussion a8 to whether 
or no rivers flowed into it from the north. As that was the great point in 
dispute, and as Dr. Kirk had constructed the map of the lake now exhibited, 
the meeting would doubtleas be pleased to hear any observations he might 
offer. 

Dr. KIRK mid he should limit his remarks to the hydrographic basin of tho 
Nyasss, and afterwards say a few words about the Zambesi. Trscing Labe 
Nyassa from its southern end, iu latitude 14O 25: where they entered i t  by  
taking the boat up the ShirB, in 1861, they psssed along its western shore for 

. 200 miles, nearly south and north. The water was as blue as the tropicalocean, 
and in some plsces 115 fathoms deep. In sailing along its western mast they 
found seven rivers entering, seen from the boat. But in m n t  letters from Dr. 
Livingstone many other rivers were mentioned as coming in, and he expressly 
mid that the arnonqt of water thus brought in would be quite enough to amount 
for the perennial flow of the Shirt?. During the rains there must be a p t  
excess in the water flowing into the lake over what flowed out of it. When 
they considered the extent of the lake, 200 miles in length, and its breadth 
from 15 to 60 miles, and knew that there mas a rise of three feet during the 
rains, this would amply account for the surplus water then poured in. Con- 
sidemble importance appi.ed to be attached to the north end. That part of 
the lake had not been seen by any of their party. The furthest point north 
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reached by the boat in 1861 was latitude 11° 20". They m l d  then see 
mountains ranging along on the western side as far as latitude lo0 55'; they 
could also see the bearings of a mountain on the eastern side, named Kumara, 
a name which, in the native language, means "the ending." He did not, how- 
ever, attach much importance to native names; they are established often 
on very frivolous bases. However, i t  was clear that the lake was narrowing, 
from 60 miles, which was its breadth a little way mnth, to 1 5  miles. The 
natives told them that in five days' sail (and they named the stations and the 
intermediate places on the north end of the lake) they would double it, and 
would reach a point on the eastern shore opposite to where they then were. 
This information seemed very definite, and all the party placed reliance upon 
it. As to a river coming in from the north, the only ones they h a r d  of were 
two small ones, one named in a generic way the Hovu, which means simply 
" river," and the other which they described as a small river coming in from a 
marsh. Whether this has any connection with the Tanganyika, he was not 
prepared to eay ; but it  would seem to have very little to do with the supply 
for the Nyassa I t  cannot be of any great size, for the Zulus, passing up tIie 
east side of the Shir6, and taking off the cattle from the east side of the lake, 
doubled its north end; and the Livingstone party saw them, still with their 
cattle, on the north-west side. Now, the Zulus are a race who never cross 
water if they can pwibly avoid it;  and he did not see how they could have 
crossed a lake with the considerable quantity of cattle which they took with 
them. The amount of rain which falls in the region of the Ngassa is very 
much larger than is generally supposed. Even on the Zambesi, as far south 
ns Tete, the rainfall varies from thirty to forty inches in the year. Along the 
coast-range of hills the precipitation is very much greater. There is a narrow and 
lofty bond of mountains which separates the Nyaasa from the sea; and the 
inland side of that range is the one on which the greatest precipitation takes 
place. In the diagram prepared by Mr. Cooley they would observe that the 
course given to the lake is very different from that which he and Dr. Living- 
stone found, and that no river was marked as issuing from its southern end. 
Now, they found the Shire coming out there. They took the boat up first 
through the Zambesi; branching off from that at the junction with the Shid, 
they passed 100 miles up that tributary. Then, taking advantage of the 
smooth reaches, they travelled 40 milea by land, taking the boat along with 
them, but never for a moment losing si ht of the Shire ; launching the 
boat again, they sailed 60 miles into the % which the Shire enter8 without 
obstruction. They found the lake lying due north and south, both by compaes 
bearings and by absolute observations of longitude. 

There was a discrepancy in another part of Mr. Cooley's map, a t  a point 
where he had the opportuuity of making personal observations, namely, the 
portion between the upper and lower course of the Zambeei, which is marked 
unknown in the map, and the lower course is treated as a quite distinct river. 
Now, he had, by his own observations, almost connected the lower with the 
upper Zambesi. In marching from Tete their party followed the river on foot 
as far as a village called Mpanda. From that point they struck up into 
the mountains, and crossed to Sesheke. But in coming back from where 
the Makololo chief was then living, they descended from the Victoria Falln 
eight miles down the Zambesi by land; then, to avoid rough mountains, and 
save themselves a great deal of climbing, they deteimined to keep out about 
10 mil& from the river, thus leaving in all only about 30 miles of the Zambesi 
unexplored. At Sinamane, which is 40 miles from the Victoria Falle, taking 
a canoe, they navigated the whole course of the Zambesi, passing its affluents, 
the Kafue and the Loangwa, at Zumbo ; but findinu the rapids of Kebrabmsa 
insuperable, they again went on land, and followed tge Zambesi down to Tete. 
He therefore thought that, so far, the continuity of the Zambeai was pretty well 
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determined. Again, on tbe m t h  bank tlw c o r n  of the river a p p r s  equally 
well traced. In a letter to Sir William Hcoker, Mr. Thomas Baines mentions 
having started from Victoria Falls, and w i n g  a little out from the river, i n  
order to avoid rough country, a,& haviug struck the river about 10 miles 
further down. So that the unknown part of the river and country is limited 
to a radius of 20 miles a t  the utmost. 

In conclusion, with r e g g  to Lake Nyaeea, he would state that the native 
information wee tolerably definite concerning rivers entering the lake on the 
north-west. Their pmt met Arabs, the aame as those mentioned in Dr. 
Livingstone's lettar as &1 ildiug the dhow. They had travelled dong that 
oountry from Katanga and Cazembe, the two great mart. of the interior. 
They spoke of the Loapula, running to the northward into a small lake ; but 
on being examined, it  appeared to have no connection with the Tanganyika ; 
and when asked about the small rivers coming in a t  the north end, they 
assured Dr. Livingstone that they were of no great siee. 'I'he more recent 
information which Dr. Livingstone had gathered seemed entirely to confirm 
what waa obtained in 1861. 

Dr. BEKE wished to my a few words with reference to the supposed con- 
nexion between the two lakes, which he had questioned since 1849, thongh he 
had not cared to argue the point with Mr. Cooley.* According to Captains 
Burton and Speke, Lake Tanganyika lies 1844 feet above the ocean. Dr. 
Livingstone estimated Lake Shirwa at  2000 feet. Be has not yet given the 
altitude of the Nyssss; but several years ago he reported that its waters had 
been described as being separated from those of the Shirwa by a mere spit of 
land : whence it was concluded that a communication of Borne sort must exist 
between these two 1akes.t Assuming this to he the case, and the fact being 
also that, between Nyassa and Tanganyika, Dr. Livingstone has recently come 
111mn a range of mountains, 6000 feet high, running north and soutb, and 
fonning the edge of the tableland-being, apparently, a continuation of the 
Mountains of the Moon-it follows that a connexion between Nyassa and Tan- 
ganyika is physically impossible. Captain Speke had described the flow of 
water from the Lake of Dembea (Tsana) as being so immense that i t  exceeded 
that of the White River. But this lake could not furnish to the Nile more 
water than falls within the area of its basin, which forms hut a mal l  portion 
of that of the Blue River. All the water which issues from Lake Tmna passes 
under a single-arch bridge built b the Portuguese ; and, as is stated in the 
hciety's 'Journal ' (vol. xiv. p. 481 when describing Dr. Ekke's visit to the 
spot, on March 4th, 1843, '' the river runs here with great violence through a 
deep fissure in the rock, so narrow that just above the bridge it  may be leaped 
over. I should say it cannot be more than 2 yards in width." Father Jerome 
Lobe relates that in his time, before the bridge was erected, the whole army of 
the Emperor of Abyssinia p a d  over the chasm containing the river by means 
of beams of wood iaid acmss it. 

Mr. MACQUEEN mid that on Mr. Cooley's map the places, according to 
Portuguese observations, especially the arpital of Cazembe, were placed wrong. 
As for the lake which Dr. Kirk has laid down, it  is quite correct; it baa been 
known for more than two hundred years to lie in the very direction in which 
he has put it. There can he no connexion between the Nyaass and the Tan- 
ganyika- it is impossible ; the country between Tete and Cazembe has been 

* See the ' Athentenm' of May 1&h, 1849, p. 516. and Jnly 12th. 1856,p. 867. -br 
[t See Earl De Grey's Anniversary Address, 1860, in the Socie s Journal,' 

v l .  xn. p. clri. I have s ine been informed by Dr. Kirk that& :aka the 
elevation of Lake Nyassa to be only 1520 feet above the sea ; bat this daes not 
affect my wnc1usiou.-July 5th. 1864.-DR. B} 
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traversed many times of lab years, and nobody ever heard of r connexion 
between them. In the old Portuguese m a p  (see ' Ann- Maritimas,' No. 7, 
of 1844) the Lake Nyassa is laid down very nearly correct,both in latitude and 
longitude. He had worked at  African subjects for sixty years, and he had 
been in poeseshiion of the Portuguese documents for nearly twenty yertrcl. 
There was a very valuable Arabic map that Admiral Washington showed to 
him twenty-five years ago, which he would ask the Society to make some 
iuquiry about. I t  was one of the best maps he ever met with, well executed 
by aman who perfectly well knew what he was about, giving an account of the 
sources of the Congo, and all those rivers which run westward from Darfur. 
It was a very valuable map, and he had never seen it since. 

The PBES~DENT said Mr. Macqueen's observations were very important. 
For sixty years he had laboured upon this subject. He has been a great col- 
lator of Portuguese authorities, and he must say that he had great confidenw 
i n  Mr. Macqueen as a critical geographer. Now, Mr. Macqueen stated that 
the Portuguese had laid down their map of Lake Npassa just aa Dr. Living- 
stone and Dr. Kirk have laid it down. 

Aft. MACQUEEN: Exactly so. In 1623 you find the southern or small 
lake laid down in the very latitude and longitude where Dr. Livingstone has 
laid it  down. Thus, Father Godinho, in 1823, obtained from a wnntryrnan of 
his clear accounts of this part of Africa. The small lake he called Zachaf ex- 
tended from 15O south latitude to 15O 50' south latitude. Again Monteiro and 
Gamitto (see their Journal, 1832, Mgata and Cazembe, p. 48), say the south 
end of the great lake was 6 days' journey north from the small one, and was 
of " extraordinary breadth," 45 geographical miles, and very deep. Dr, Living 
stone says it  is about 50 miles broad at its south end. Monteiro calls it  
Nhianja or Nhianza (so does Lacerda in 1798), and that i t  runs a great dis- 
tance due north. And so we find it. 

The PBE~IDENT was afraid this knotty question would never be completely 
decided until they had induced Captain Speke or some other traveller to go 
and do as Dr. Livingstone and Dr. Kirk had done with Lake Nyassa. When 
gentlemen go into such countries, risking their lives to search out the truth 
and making astronomical observations which fix latitudes and longitudes, i t  is 
obvious that all preceding accounts, derived from Portuguese and Arab 
travellers who did not make such observations, must give way to facts. There- 
fore, let us return our thanks to Dr. Livingstone and Dr. Kirk for their 
practical observations, and also to Mr. Cooley for his paper, which has given 
rise to so animated a discussion. 

Portions of letters were then read from Dr. Baigie, Baron Theodor 
- von Heuglin, and M. du Chaillu. 

3. Letter from Dr. Baikie. Dated Lukoja, on the Niger, October, 1863. 

EXTRACTS read from this letter showed how successful Dr. Baikie 
has been in establishing satisfactory intercourse with all the native 
chiefs around the settlement which he has formed on the Niger. 
He expresses feelingly his desire to return home, to see his aged 
father, from whom he has been absent seven years; but nevertheless 
remains at his post. 

The F'REBIDENT eu1ogise.l the conduct of Dr. Baikie, and expressed a hope 
that, as the oEwr serving under him had proved himself coollrtcnt Lo A 
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carry on the aame mcceaful ay&em, Her Majeaty'r Fomign fhretay would 
take the caae into hie favourable consideration.' 

4. Letter from tha Barn won Hmglin to Captain Speb. Dated Bongo 
(between the Rivera Djour and Kosrmga), October, 1863. 

AFTER recording the death of Madame Tinnb llnd her maids, and the 1 
return of the party, Herr von Heuglin states that he ia iesolved, 1 
after visiting K W m ,  to try to advance further towards the s0nt.h- I 
west; but he doubts whether he shall be enabled to penetrate so far 
as the Rivers Sena and Makoua, which i t  had been his wish to do. 
There are many obetaoles, not proceeding however from the natives, 
but from the merchants and slave-dealers of KhartOm, who are 
jealous lest travellers should learn too much of the secrets of their 
trade, and so prohibit the poor negroee from rendering them service 
or selling them provisions. The warehonsee of the traders are filled 
with and other stores extorted from the natives, whilst the 
latter are suffering from famine. In  the course of h& researches on 
the banks of the Koaanga, he had discovered many isolated moun- 
tains, and one rather considerable range lying to the west and 
north-west in the country of the Quola. These elevations, he 
believed, were formed (contrary to hie earlier opinion) of primary 
rocks, for he had found fragments of granite in the beds of the tor- 
rents with which the clayey soil was furrowed. The flora and the 
fauna differ much from thcme of the f hits Nile, and approximate 
those of Guinea. The negro type ceaees with the Djour tribe; 
the Fertits, Kredjs, Quolas, and Nyam-nyams being robust, well- 
made people; their hair is not curly, and their &ape and phy- 
siognomy are similar to tho88 of the B a q ~ i B r e  tribes and the 
inhabitants of Senaar. The same affinities are observable in the 
languages. If it were posaible to reach the Nyam-nyam country, 
travelling would be more easy, 8s. the chi& are well-disposed to- 
wards Europeans, and would facilitate their progress if presented 
with arms, powder, cloth, and so forth. He adds that he has traced 
a tolerably correct map of the Bahr-el-Ghazal, and determined a 
few points by astronomical observation. In conclusion, he hopes 
that the English Government will take some measures towards 
suppressing the slave-trade, which is now in full vigour on the 

Mr. Layard has since written to Sir Roderick Mnrchison aa follonr :- 
" Jnne 26, 1864. 

6 s  Dr. Baikie has been relieved. The I n d i g a h  steamer will be sent to bring 
him down the Niger, and he may be expected home this year. I hope that satis- 
factory arrangements will be made to render the work he has done permsnentlg 
pseflll." 
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White Nile, nearly all the vessele and trading-stations taking part 
in it. 

5. Letter from M. Du C M u .  (Fernand-Vaz River, April 7, 1864.) 

M. Do CHAILLU now announces that all will be ready for his pro- 
jected journey into the interior, as soon as the new set of scientific 
instruments reaches him, sent for to replace that lost by the u p  
setting of his boat. He is in good health, and intends to send by 
the next ship to England all the collections he has made up to the 
present time. 

Fourteenth Meting, 27th June, 1864. 

SIR RODERICK I. MURCHISON, K.c.B., PBFBIDENT, in the Chair. 

PB~sENTATIoNS.-GU~&I Hatdis, ESq. ; Captain T ~ y h  ; w. F. 
Iw ,  Esq. ; D. G. Brwe-Gardyne, Esq. ; J. S. Phene, hkq. 

ELEO~IONS.-Commander 8. L. Mansell, B.N. ; H. N. NisJen, Esq. ; 
W. F. Quicke, Esq. ; Churles M, T. Western, Esq. ; George Wdcott, 
Es p 

Accwio~s TO THE L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ y . - P a m p h l e t  on the Hooghly and the 
Mutla; by James A. Longridge, M.I.C.E. Continuations of Trans- 
actions of various Societies, $0. 

Acc~ssro~s TO Ma~~oo~.-Railways in China: a sketch-map to - 
accompany Report on introducing Railway cornmupication into the 
Empire of China; by Sir Macdonald Stephenson, 1864. Admi- 
ralty Charts and Ordnance Maps. Originalkarte von Hamasen, 
Sara6, Adiabo, kc., in Nord Abessinien; von Th. von Heuglin, 
Werner Nunzinger und d'Abbadie ; entworfen von A. Petermann. 
Originalkarte der Nord Abessinischen Grenzlande ; Bogos, Mensa, 
Mama, kc.; von Heuglin, Kinzelbach, &c.; entworfen von A. 
Petermann. 

The first Paper, read by Mr. Markham, was entitled- 

1. A Visit to th Port of Lingah, the Island of Ekhm, and the Port of 
Bunder Abbass. By Lieut.-Colonel LEWIS P ~ L Y ,  Acting Political 
Resident in the Persian Gulf. 

[Communicated by the Secretary to the Government of Bombay.] 

COLONEL P ~ L Y  left Bushire in December, 1863, and touohed first 
at the port of Lingah, on the mainland, which he describes as an 



open maddead, sheltered from the north-west, but exposed t o  the 
prevailing south-east and south-wvest winds. There is, however, a 
breakwater of solid masonry which affords protection to small craft. 
l'he town is the chief place of a district which touches the sheikdom 
of Moghoo on the north-west, and reaches almost to the region 
farmed, under Bunder A b b ,  by the Sultan of Muskat. I t  is un- 
walled, and consista of clusters of houses overhung by date-palms, 
its population being from 8000 to 10,000 souls. The sheikh of 
Lingah is an Arab of ancient descent, and the place enjoys con- 
siderable pmperity owing to there being neither import nor export 
duties. The bulk of the trade is with the maritime Arab ports, to 
which goods from Bombay and Kurrachee are conveyed in m a l l  
coasting-craft; specie, peals, and a little salt-fish forming the  
return cargoes. Arrived at Basbidore, in the island of Kishm, 
Colonel Pelly crossed to the southern side to visit some salt-caves 
and naphtha-springs. The road was, partly, over a plain sprinkled 
with date-trees and villages a few miles apart. The prevailing 
fo~mation of the island is like that of the mainland hence to Kur- 
rachee-a coarse sandstone grit and conglomerate, overlying blue 
lias marl. The south side is parched and barren, like the Persian 
coast in general. Wordsworth, according to Colonel Pelly, had he 
visited this region, would never have applied the epithet of "ever- 
lasting" to the southern hills of Persia. They are all hollow and 
tumble-down, as the towns are. Passed at night, the gloom of 
their gorges and the precipitous height of their flanks, lend them 
a bold and solemn appearance; but with daylight the illusion 
vanishes. The range of hills in which the salt-caves lie varies from 
300 to 600 feet in height; the rock is of a dark-red aspect alter- 
nating with slate-colour. One of the caves is of truly noble pro- 
portions, being a vault of from 200 to 300 feet in height and length, 
with a span of 60 or ' i i  feet. The entire arch of the cave is beau- 
tifully streaked like marble, while large crystalline salites hang 
from the roof in festoons white as snow. The blocks of salt ale 
conveyed on the backs of donkeys and camels to the sea-shore, where 
they are embarked in small native craft, and carried to Muskat for 
ultimate exportation to Calcutta and the east coast of Afi-ica. He- 
turning to Bassidore, Colonel Pelly again embarked, and passed 
down the Clarence Strait, which separates the island of Kishm from 
the mainland, through a narrow channel, about 100 yards wide, 
which winds for a distance of 21 miles between low bnshy islands. 
Within this channel lies the village of Luft, which is sub-lct by 
the Sultan of Muskat, who farms the whole island of Kishm, to a 
sheikh for about 1500 rupees per annum. l'he trado of the inha; 
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bitants is the gathering of wood for exportation, Clarenoe Strait 
supplying the whole circuit of the Persian Gulf with &wood. 
Colonel Pelly next visited the island and city of Ormuz, whose 
bygone splendonr is vaunted by old writers, but whose ruim did 
not show signs of any former greatness. Crossing hence again to 
the mainland, a distance of 12 miles, he examined the neighbonr- 
hood of Bunder Abbass, a walled township built along an open 
beach, with lofty and desolate mo&tains in the background. The 
port has only from 2 to 3 fathom of water at a distance of 2 milea 
from land, and during the frequent southerly winds becomes a lee 
~ h o r e  lashed by a heavy surf. Bunder Abbass has about 8000 or 
9000 inhabitants, and is the seat of a considerable trade, the nature 
of which is disoussed in detail by the author of the paper. 

SIR H. RAWLINEON said tbe island of Kishm was of some interest from having 
been supposed to be the site of the ancient kingdom of King Erythruq who 
gave his name to the Erythman Sea. The chief modem interest attaching to 
the island arose from its being in the line of the Overland Telegraph. 'I'he 
cable had been laid, and was in working order from thewIndian Telegraph- 
s y s h  at Kurr~chee, along the Persian coast to the entrance of the Gulf, thcn 
round the island of Kishm up to Bushue, and thence across to Bussorah. Two 
.years ago he had explained to the Society the difficulties in the way of the 
line which it  was then determined to follow, between Bussorah and Bagdad, 
and had suggested a method of avoiding the obstacle by taking the more cir- 
cuitous route to the east through Persia Those anticipated difficulties had 
.been r e a l i i  at the very spot he had pointed out  That part of the line between 
Bussorah and Bagdad would always, under the most favourable circumstances, 
be precarious ; whereas the alternative line which he had suggested, and which 
was now being carried out, would always be safe, because the country through 
which it  passed was under a fixed Government, who would guarantee the pro- 
tection of the line. He thought in the course of September or October, we 
m<&t expect to be able to communicate daily with our friends in India 

rhe  PEESIDENT in requesting the Secretary to read the next Paper, explained 
that ita author, M. VkrnMry (who would afterwards addreas the Meeting) was 
a Hungarian gentleman, who had lately penetrated into the heart of Asia in the 
dis-pise of a Dervish. He had travelled in a region which had scarcely been 
traversed by a European since the days of Marco Polo. M. VBmMry intended 
shortly to undertake a further journey, starting from Samarcand, and would 
endeavour to r ~ h  China, following a route different from that of M a m  
Polo. 

Mr. OLIPEANT then read- 

2. &etch of a Journey through Central Asia to Khiva, Bokhara, and 
&marcand. By M. V ~ M B ~ R Y .  

Amm seveml years of preparation in a Mohammedan college, M. 
VBmbdry joined, at Teheran, in March, 1863, a company of poor 
pilgrims, who were returning to Tartary from Mecca; giving out 
that he was a pious ~uesnlman travelling to Central Asia with 
a religious object. They crofised tho south-east corner of the 



Caspian Sea on board a Turcoman oorsair, and landed at Geumush- 
tepe (the Slw Hill), a camp of about 2000 tents of the Tamut tribe. 
From this plaoe he visited the ruins of the wall built by Alexander 
the Great, which begins on the shores of the sea neer this place, 
and stretohes about 100 miles inland in the f p m  of anembankment, 
dotted with turret8 and fortifications. Continuing, with the party, 
in a northerly direction, eastward of the Caspian, he passed the 
river Attrek; and after crossidg the Hyrcanian Desert, a horrible 
journey of 22 days, reached Khiva at the beginning of June. The  
preeent condition of the country, of which Khiva is the capital, 
he dascribed as  most wretched. The reigning prince, Seid Mo- 
hammed, a sick tyrant with very frightful features, doas little else 
but slaughter hundreds of his subjects for mere trifles, which he 
calls transgressions of the holy religion of Mohammed. M. V h -  
b&ry made excursions as far as Koongrad, and was astonished at the 
great fertility of the country, which he thought superior to any- 
thing he had hitherto seen in Asia. The next place he visited ww 
Bokhara, distant 10 or 12 days' journey on camels from Khiva. On 
the road, his party, to avoid a band of 'l'urcoman robbers, were 
obliged to seek refuge in the desert of Djan-batiran (the Lift- 
destroyer), where for six days they suffered horribly from thirst, and 
lost two of their number. The city of Bokhara occupies more 
ground than Teheran, but i t  is not so populous. Some of the 
palaces and mosques are built of stone, but the large, clumsy turrets 
produce a disagreeable impression. The whole khanat of Bokhara 
he estimated to comprise two million souls, including Persian slaves. 
The reigning prince is is Moozaffar-ed-din, son of the Khan who 
murdered Conolly and Stoddart. He is a man of a good disposition, 
but is fomed, for political reasons, to commit many tyrannical and 
barbarous acts. After spending a month in Bokhara, M. VimMry 
proceeded, full of anticipation, to the renowned city of Samarcand. 
He travelled for six days through a thickly-peopled and well-culti- 
yated countxy, and was greatly surprised at the q4ck succession of 
towns and villages on the road. But in Samarcand he was much 
disappointed. He found the capital of Timour in a state of decay ; 
and although he saw a few remains of its ancient glory, was con- 
vinced that the ancient reputation of the place was greatly exag- 
gerated. The moat remarkable of the ancient edifices were the 
medresses or colleges, one of which, erected by the wife of Timour, 
a Chinese princess, was a most splendid building ; but the magni- 
ficent portico, 100 feet high, inlaid with mosaic in the form of roses, 
is now all that remains of it. The palace of Timour he descfibed 
as very interesting, especially his tomb, and a huge block of green- 



stone, t h e  base of his throne, which  must  huve been derived from 
s o m e  distant country, although how it was conveyed to t h e  place is 
now difficult to surmise. M. VhbBry terminated his narrative 
with his  arrival at Herat i n  October; the country to the  north of 
w h i c h  place h e  found in great  disorder, owing to the revolt against 
the Affghan Yoke consequent on  the death of Dost Mohammed. 

M. V~MB$BY said the motive which led him to undertake this journey into 
Central Asia was to study the affinity between his native tongue and the lan- 
guages of Tartary. He accordingly went, in the first instance, to Constantinople, 
and remained there four years, finishing his studies in the Turkish, Arabic, and 
Persian languages. After a short preliminary excursion, returning to Teheran, 
h e  met with 24 dervishes or holy pilgrims who were on their way from Mecca to 
their own country, Yarcand in Chinese Tartary. He presented himeelf to them 
ss a dervish who had a strong desire to travel into Central Asia, in order to see 
the tomb of a very holy man. His dress and the colour of his skin excited 
their incredulity; but having overcome that by his representations, and by 
quoting verses from the Koran, he cast off his European clothing, assumed the 
ragged rb of a barefooted dervish, and furnished himself with the pilgrim's P staff an with a copy of the Koran. He travelled with these people across the 
desert to Khiva, thence to Bokham and to Samarcand. They first arrived 
among the l'urcomans, on the eastern shores of the Caspian Sea. These people 
were great robbers, and in no part of the world was slavery so rampant as 
among them. He waa obliged to have recourse to falsehood, in order to parry 
Uleir suspicions that he must be either a Russian or an English spy ; and when 
he had convinced them that he was really a dervish, the people came and 
asked him for his blessing. M. V6mMry described the character of the Tur- 
comans as a compound of great liberality and hospitality on the one hand, and 
of great tyranny and cruelty on the other; and he related some amusing 
instances of plundering which occurred while he was in the country. He stopped 
among the Tnrcomns a month, and then hired a camel and started for Khiva. 
They found the journey a most difficult one, for they were 22 days without 
fresh water, and the heat waa intense. In addition to this, he had to undergo 
the misery of rforming a great part of the journey on foot, rather than 
enmnter  the a K i n a b l e  smell of a buffalo-calf, which waa slung on the other 
side of his camel. Khiw had been visited before he went there by Captain 
Abbott and Mr. Thompson, who was sent on a special mission by the English 
amhsador at  Teheran. I t  is a very small town, about half the size of Bok- 
ham. When he went into the streets his features excited the greatest sus- 
picion ; he was regarded as either an English, a Ruasian, or a Persian spy, and 
they tried to arrest him. To prevent this, he went to the first.Minister of the 
Khan, bho had been a long time at  Constantinople, and induced him to give 
out that M. VSmb6ry waa a true Mollah, of great repute, from Constantinople. 
The Khan being assurdof this, sent and importuned him for his blessing, and, 
when he had received it, wept for joy, declaring that he had had a dream that 
a holy man from Constantinople would come and bless him. From Khiva 
they went to Bokhara, taking the left shore of the Oxus. They were told that 
the Turcomans were coming to plunder them, and that they had better make 
their escape into the desert. They went into the desert; but they had not 
sufficient time to take water with them, and some of the days he passed there 
were the most frightful he had ever spent in his life. I t  was the first time he 
had seen a man die of thirst ; the poor man's tongue and face became black as 
ink. The second day hc saw in a looking-glass little black stains on his own 
tongue, and he was naturally very much alarmed; but happily, his life and 
the lives of the rest of the party were spared, and they entered hkhara  with 
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a caravan of 16 camels. Their arrival wan we1mmed by the people, and they 
were introduced into the convent where holy men tarr . His appearance again 
excited much suspicion, and he w u  threatened with geath by the vizier of the 
Khan, if he did not confess that he was a dervish in disguise. By a display of 
aeaurance and tact, claiming to be a renowned dervish, and holding out t h t a  
of punishment in this world and in the next, he euccded in inspiring the 
vizier with a dread of him. After staying a month a t  Bokhara, they went to 
Samarcand, the route abounding in villages and towns. In some places, 
particularly after having paseed the little desert med Malek, villages 
occurred every quarter of an hour of the journey, either on the line of march 
or a short distance from it. Much had been said of the renown of Samar- 
cand as the capital of l'imour ; but the ruins he met with did not seem 
to justify its former reputed magnificence. There are, however, remains of 
aucient culleges which are very interesting. During the reign of Timour there 
waa one built at great expense in the Perman style, with a portico, still remain- 
ing, about.80 ft. or 100 ft. high, consisting of elaborate mosaic work inlaid 
in the f o ~ m  of thousands of coloured roses and other objects of beauty. At 
Samarcand stands the second observatory that waa ever built in As i i  erected 
by a grandson of Timour ; and also the summer-palace of Timour, in which is 
an immense green stone supporting the throne, transported from Browsah, but 
by what means it  is impossible to tell. The tomb of the King is also very 
interesting. In  the upper:part there is the tomb of Tamerlane, the great con- 
queror ; next to him lies his first teacher, and around him are his children. 
There is a lower part which is an exact imitation of the upper part ; there is 
no figure, no stone, no rose in the upper part which is not repeatedin the lower 
part. In  the lower part is contained the Koran, said to have been written by 
the hand of the second Caliph on the skin of a gazelle, and brought by l'imour 
from I3rouasah to Samarcand. He remained 10 days at  Samarcand, and looked 
everywhere, but a u l d  d i v e r  no t m  of the great Library which was srolren 
of in the work of a French writer. From Samarcand he returned to Karshi, and 
thence to Herat. At Herat he thought himself safe, because in the streets he 
.WW red-coated soldiers being drilled in the English manner, and he began to 
s p a k  a little more freely. Being in want of money to continue his way to 
Mushed, he went to the palace, where he found the son of the King attended by 
his Vizier. He told him he was a poor dervish and gave him his blessing, and 
expressed a wish to sit down at  his side ; but, 8s the Prince made no place for 
him, he pulled the Vizier away, and took his seat next to him. The 
Prince looked at  him and exclaimed, " By Heaven, I swear you are an English- 
man !" He denied that he was, and he recited some verses from the Koran ; 
a t  length, the Prince believed him and gave him some money. He stopped at  
Herat, and then started for Mushed, which is on the frontier of Persia ; from 
which place he wrote a letter to the Prince, telling him that he was not an 
Englishman but very nearly an Englishman, and cautioning him not to molest 
people passing through his country. 

At the invitation of the President, M. V6mMry explained that there are 
different kinds of blessings practised by the dervishes ; one called the " blessing 
on foot," another " the blessing on horseback." The blessing consists of verses 
of tlie Koran. The man who blesse~ stands upright, with his hands held high ; 
and after having blessed he strokes his beard with his hands, and those who 
receive the blessing do the same, in token that i t  has been accepted. 

Sir H. RAWLINSON said M. Vbmb6ry had conferred a very great benefit 
upon geographical science; for all these adventures of his, which he had so 
amusingly described, were but a means to an end. Like many Hungarian 
scholars before him, he was greatly interested in the ori,h and history of his 
race, one of the most interesting questions relating to the ethnology of Europe ; 
aud with tlie view to ascertain these, he had gone through years of toilsonie 
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hardship and probation, in order to qualify himself for travelling in the &st 
and pnwecnting his researches. It waa a remarkable thing that a European 
gentleman shonld be able to pass through a Mohammedan college, and h n l e  
so competent an Arabic scholar that clever men of the Mohammedan religion 
should not be able to detect tbat he was not one of themselves. As h r  as 
Teheran, hundreds of people had passed over the same ground; but from 
Teheran M. VQmMry went into a comparatively term incognita. The m u n t q  
through which he had been travelling m a  interesting in a twofold point of 
view. I n  the first place, it  was interesting as a newly-explored region ; and 
i n  the next place, it possessed great political interest from being the debateable 
laud between the two , m t  Asiatic empires, the Russian empire on the north 
and the Anglo-Indian empire on the south. Many gentlemen present would 
remember that twenty-five yeara ago great alarm prevailed in this country a t  
the extension of Russian influence towards our Indian frontiers, and fears were 
entertained that Russia had designs upon Indii. That feeling, which brouul~t 
About the Affghan war, had passed away, and had been succeeded by a feelyng 
in the contrary direction, and we were as supine now as we were alarmed then. 
I t  seemed to be very little known that during these twenty-five years, while we 
had been imagining that all was quiescent, a gradual approximation of the two 
frontiers had been going on to the extent of nearly a thousand miles. Twenty- 
five years ago the Russian frontier was marked by a line of forts erected along the 
northern skirts of the Kirghis deserts, and the English frontier was the Sntlej. 
At  the present da the Russian frontier comes down to the Aral Lake, the 
J a r a r k  River, an i the  Orus; while the English frontier embraces the whole 
of Scinde, the whole of the Punjab, and crosses the Indus to Peshawur ; so that 
at present there is only five or six hundred miles between the two frontiers. 
In speaking of the extension of Russian territory, he attributed no hostility 
against England, or anything reprehensible on the part of the Russian Qovern- 
ment. I t  is a sort of law of nature, stated to be surh by the late Sir Robert 
Peel, that when civilisation impinges on barbarism, the latter must give way. 
The snbject, however, ought to be interesting to the English public ; and in 
this point of view M. VBmbkry was deserving of our commendation for having 
made us acquainted with these regions, \wpant with so much political im- 
portance to us. With respect to M. iimb6ry's jot~rney, he believed no 
European had ever passed from the Caspian at Astrabad to Khiva. Arthur 
Conolly endeavoured to pass by that line, but he only advanced three days' 
journey from Astrabad, and was obliged to turn back ; and since that time he 
had never heard of any one attempting the whole route. Khiva itself hss 
been visited by many travellers-by Captain AbboU, Captain Shakespeare, 
and also by Mr. Thompson; and very recently by Colonel Ignatief, son of 
the Governor of St. Petersburg, who conducted a mission to Bokhara and 
stopped a considerable time at Khiva: but M. VtimbBry had followed a s  
entirely new route. His visit to Samarcand is also new. There is a tradition 
thst an Englishman of the name of Gardiner visited Samarcand about twenty- 
five years ago, and left some extraordinary journals and memoranda, which were 
in the hands of Burnes when he was killed, and which were afterwards pub- 
lished in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. But the portion relating 
to Samarcand is entirely lost ; so that M. Vbmb6ry may fairly claim the honour 
of having been the first European who bad lived in Samarcand and described it 
since the days of Clavijo, who visited it in 1404. Andekoi, which he visited on 
his return journey, is a place of interest to Engliuhmen, because it  was there 
that Moorcroft, the pioneer of English travellers, was taken ill, and died. Then 
the r a t e  from Andekd to Herat is through a difficult tract of country. Many 
of our travellers have passed to Herat by Mushed. Conolly, in his last journey, 
passed from Cabul direct to Mew, and left a very good account of the route. 
Sir Henry Rawlinson added that he felt some personal interest in the circum- 
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stanoe, beambecause it 80 happened that he was appointed joint envoy with ~ n e l  
Conolly, and it  was only by mere accident that he did not a c c o m p  him on 
the journey, which ended, u the were aware, fatally to that otlker. d e  would 
only my, in conclusion, that witi  all hi. experience of the East, he conaidered 
that M. Vbmbery had achieved eomething exceedingly remarkable. He doubted 
whether there was one European in a thousand who would succesefully psee 
three years of probation among bigoted Mohammedans. At Bokhara M. Vam- 
bery lived with his life in hie hands, for at any moment he waa liable to have hi 
head cut off. The fate of Stoddart and Conolly proved that. M. V 6 m W  
seemed to be doubtfnl about the fate of those Italian merchants who had gone 
to Bokhara to obtain .the eggs of the eilkworm; but, according to the last 
accoilnts which he had received from a member of the Russian embassy in 
London, they- have been killed. The Ameer appealed to the Russian Govern- 
ment to know if they were Russians, and the Russian Government replied they 
were not. They were then irsked if they were English, and they said they were 
not. The Ameer said they must be Englishmea, because there were no other 
Europeans but Bussiana and Englishmen, and upon that they were exemted. 
He had been idormed, however, that the Sardinian Government had sent a 
mission to Bokhara to search for them ; and a entleman had just mentioned 
to him that one of om naval officers returning from China travelled with this 
mission, quite recently, nearly up to the Bokharian frontier. He mentioned 
these circumstances to show what danger there is to an Englishman living in 
Bokhara. M. VbmMry went through all the difficulties and dangers from a 
real love of science; and although he was not able to take astronomical ob- 
servations. vet he had broueht back a considerable amount of information with 
regard to ice geo,mphy, thi statistics, the languages, the antiquities, the cam- 
merce, and the social condition of these countries. which that prince of publisher& 
Mr. Murray, is a t  present occupied in putting &ether for iublicati6n. 
Dr. WOBTHINQTON A d  h b  friend Dr. WOE, who&?. pspm were in his p- 

session, passed over a large portion of the ground which had been traversed by 
Mr. VBmMry. He went from Teheran to Mushed and Khiva, and his adven- 
tures were precisely similar to those which thie Hungarian gentleman had 
related. He spoke of the Turcomana in the same t e n n m f  their barbarism 
and rudeness, and of slavery existing among them. In his time there were 
40,000 slaves in that country. Another point that would be interesting to 
M. VimbBrg, in connection with the affinity between the Hungarian and 
Polish and Tartar races, was, that there is a town, Shamay in Chineae TPrterg, 
which, in Dr. Wolffs time, contained 300 Polish families, The country in 
question is full of interest, as the birthplaca of the great conquerors of the 
human race ; for Timour and Geqhis Khan both proceeded from the country 
of the Turcomau. 

Lord STBANQBOBD observed that Dr. Wolff was never in Khiva in his life. 
The route he took is a comparatively well-known one, across the desert from 
Mushed to Bokhara, and he returned from Bokhara by precisely the same way. 
M. VBmbBry took an entirely different route, by way of Astmbad. Conolly 
went that way, but he had to return, and he had the greatest difficulty in 
escaping with his life. M. V4mMry went to Khiva over perfectly new 
ground ; from Khiva to Bokhara again over perfectly new ground; and from 
Bokhara to Samarcand, a city that had not been visited by a European for 
several centuries. He did so with his life in his hand; and he only main- 
tained his life by his extraordinary acquirements and accomplishments and 
his indefatigable enthusiasm. 

Dr. WORTAIHQTON understood, by Dr. Wolffs having described Khiva in 
the account gf his second visit, that he had been there. 

Mr. DBACH stated that he believed there was a copy of the Koran, similar 
to that described by M. VBmE6ry, in the Library of the India IIouse. 
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Sii H. RAWL~BON mid he himself obtained that wpy of the Koran from 
a pilgrim from Samarcand, who was in great distress ; and he sent it  to the 
Lib- of the India House. He believed i t  wss a fellow-copy to that 
which M. VimMry saw at Samamnd, and that neither of them was really 
older than the second or third century of the Hegira. 

Mr. MABKHABI mid that an interesting point iu M. VBmWry's jwrney was 
the fact that, previous to his visit, Samarcand had never been described for 
450 y e 8 3  when Ruy Gonzales de Chvijo, the Spanish Ambassador, visited 
it. The account he gave of the Turcomans corresponds exactly with that 
given by M. VAmWry. But there was a g r a t  difference in the way in which 
the two travellers performed the journey from Persia to Samarcand. M. V6m- 
Mry performed it  on foot, suffering from thirst, and in great danger of his 
life. The Spaniards were in no danger of life, but they suffered from the 
frightful haste in which they had to travel. Timour was excessively anxious 
that  they should arrive at  Samarcand in time for a festival in honour of his 
eldest son. When they reached Teheran, orders were issued for them to travel 
on hombsck day and night to Samarcand. One of the party died on the 
road, and Ruy Gonzales reached Samarcand quite worn out. He was then 
made to eat and drink to such excess that he was nearly killed. I t  appeared 
that all c h s ,  from Timour downwards, drank in the moet frightful way, 
and were drank every night. He was asked to dine with the queen, who was 
hombly drunk, and, as Rny Gonzales never touched wine, he mas in the 
greatest possible distress all the time he was there. Samarcand then had a 
very different appearance from what it  now presents. There were beautiful 
gardens, very fine buildings, and elephants enawed in carrying stone. I t  had 
not, however, attained the hei ht of its pmperity, and the observatory builb 
by the grandson of ~ i m o u r  haf  not then been commenced. Samaroand is now 
in ruins, and the interval of 450 years which hlla elapsed since the visit of 
Clavijo, during which no European traveller hae seen the place, alone gives 
great importace to M. Vtimbdry's journey. 

The ~ S I D E N T  understood there was a gentleman in the room, Mr. 
Michell, who could contradict the report respecting the death of the 
Italians. 

Mr. MICRELL said that when he was in St. Petersburg, ten days ago, he 
heard on very good authority that a second h a n  from the Sultan of Turkey 

. had amved at  Bokhara, the first having been stolen on the Ri~ssian frontier, 
, and that the Italian gentlemen were on their way back to Persia There was 

another point on which he wished to make an observation, and that was the 
commercial aspect of the question. Bokhara is a p t  cotton- roducin k' il wuntry ; and an immense quantity of Bokharan and Khiva cotton as foun 
i t .  way to England, beino exported from St. Petersburg. It has been used in 
some of the mills. ~ g e  Russians are doing what they can with proper 
machinery towards teaching the natives to prepare the cotton in a better way - than they do at  present, and in a year or two i t  will be quite available for 
common use ; i t  does very well mixed with American cotton. 

Mr. CRAWFURD thought we should never get any cotton from Bokhara 
worth speaking of. The price of cotton is threefold what it  formerly was; 
therefore he was not surprised that cotton should arrive from Bokhara, India, 
and other places. He was glad to hear Sir Henry Rawlinson express the 
opinion that there is not the least danger to India from the advances of Russia. 
He never thought there was the slightest danger, and he was sure that neither 
country could do the least harm to the other. Five-and-twenty years ago he 

, protested against the Affgbau war; and he might mention that, at the very 
time we were engaged in that war, the Russians made an attempt to punish 

, the Khan of Khiva, h d  they lost 30,000 men in the operation. Now, if they 
could not advance 300 miles into the interior without incurring such a loss, 

2 ~ 2  
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how would It be p i b l e  for them to send an army 4000 milea to Mi? It 
will always be far easier for us to send an army from the banks of the Thunes 
to the banks of the Indus than for the Russians to eend an army from their 
frontier to Peahawur. 

6ir H. RAWLINBON said this cotton question is really one of some amse- 

1 uence with regard to the Russian supply. There is no doubt that Russia 
raws the greater portion of her supply from Central Asia. M. VirnMry had 

not touahed upon the commercial part of the question; but i t  should be 
remembered that the real rivalry between us and Ruesia in Central Asia is in 
commerce, and not politice. At resent, he gathered both from our ownTrade 
Returns and from Mr. Lumley's ieport on .The Trade of Russia with Central 
Asia,' that we are entirely driven out of the market. M. VhMry  would 
tell them that in Khiva, Bokhara, and Samarcaud, he saw nothing but Rnesian 
goods. I t  is a peaceful and an honest rivalry, and as long as i t  ie codbed to 
that, we have uo right to complain of Russia. 

M. V ~ ~ B % B Y  confirmed this statement of Sir Henry Rawlinson, and added 
that he was iuformed that 8000 camels annually enter the Werent towns 
laden with Russian goods. 

The PRE~IDENT congratulated the Meeting upon the diecussion, and ex- 
preesed his concurrence in the opinion of Sir Henry Rawlinson that the 
advance of the Russians could not be in any way detrimental to our great 
Indian empire. He might remind his friends that long before we had any 
empire in the East, the Russians had intercourse with Bokhara. Surely, then, 
we could not be jealow of Russia trading with a nation that shehad traded with 
for hundreds of years. So far ss the subject had been touched upon, ho thought 
i t  would do a great deal of g o d  ; as showing that both nations, by advancing 
their frontier and approximatingto each other, only tended to civilise barbarous 
regions, and to bring savage nat~ons under a regular system of government.* 

3. On th C m o  Islands. By Captain AWERNON DE HORSZY, R.N. 

THIB paper  contains a description of the  little-known gronp  of 
islands called Comoro, ly ing  between t h e  northern end of IKada- 
gascar a n d  the African coast. T h e  largest of t h e  group is only 
35 miles i n  length by about 12 miles i n  breadth. It is remarkable 

as possessing a lofty isolated mountain, 8526 feet in height. Nany 
incres t ing  details,-both of the physical geography and  ethnology of 
t h e  group, a re  given by Captain de  Horsey, which it is unnecessary 
to repeat here, a s  his paper will  be  published entire i n  the  'Journal.' 

+ M. Khanikoff has sent the following note, vindicating his claim to have 
visited and described Snmnrcand long before M. VBmh6ry's journey :- 

"I arrived at Samarcand the 2nd (14th) of September, 1841, aud remained there 
up to the 20th of the month. My travelling companion, the late naturalist 
Lehmann, arrived two days after me, and remained there for three weeks. We 
have both published very full descriptions of the capital of Tamerlane, and I also 
caused an exact plan of the place to be drawn up by the topographer Yakowlef, 
who accompanied me. This plan, on the scale of 1 verst (3500 English feet) to an 
inch, is annexed to my description of the Khanat of Bokhara, translated into 
English by M. de Bode. The English editor, it is true, would not go to the 
expense of reproducing the plans and maps; but the Russian edition, in wbich 
they appear, is to be found in the British Museum library. The description of 
Samarcand, drawn up by M. Lehmann, was published in German, by Messrs. 
v. Raer and v. Helmersen, after the deathof the author, in the 'Beitriige zur 
Kenntniss des Russiechen Reiches,' Vol. 17." 
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1.-Extm~ts from a Menuwandurn on the Country of Azerbaijan. By 
KEITH E. ABBOTT, EsQ., H.M. Consul-General in Persia. 

[Communicated by the FOREIGN OFFICE.] , 

TEE country known to the Persians ns Azerbaijan is divided between them 
and Russia, the latter Power possessing about five-eighths of the whole, which 
may be rouuhly stated to cover an area of about 80,000 square miles, or about 
the aize of Great Britain ; 50,000 square miles are therefore about the extent of 
the division blouging to Russia, and 30,000 of that which remains to Persia. 
The Rnssian division is bounded on the north and north-east by the mountains 
of Caucasus, extending to the vicinity of Biikou on the Caspian. On the weat 
i t  has the provinces of lmeritia, Mingrelia, Gooriel, and Ahkhiska (now 
belonging to Russia) ; on the east it has the Caspian Sea, and on the sonth the 
boundary is marked by the course of the River Arms  (Araxes) to near the 46th 
parallel of longitude, thence by a conventional line across the plains of Moghan 
to the district of Tillish, and by the small stream of Astura which flows to the 
Caspian through the latter country. I n  this area are contained the following 
territorial divisions :-Georgia or Goorjistan, comprising Kakhett Kartaliny, 
Somekhetty. Kasakh ; the Mohammedan countries of Eriwan, &akhshewan, 
Karabiigh, Gheuja, Shirwan, Shekky, Shamaohy, BBkou, Koobeh, Salian and 
a portion of Tillish. 

Georgia is traversed by the River Koor (Cyrus), a stream of no commercial 
importance, since it is not navigable except by boata. After being joined from 
the north and south by many small tributaries, i t  nnites ita waters to those of 
the Arrass, a few miles above Salian, and flows to the Caspian. The Brrsss 
which forms ,the principal line of boundary between the Persian and Russian 
possessions is likewise of no importance commercially, and ita waters become 
very low in autumn. 

A fresh-water lake (slighly brackish) of considerable extent, and anr- 
rounded by lofty and bleak mountains, is situated in the country of Eriwan. 
I t  is known as Lake GhBkcheh, and abounds with trout of a large size. A 
small island situated, hear the western shore possessea an ancient Armenian 
monastery known as that of Sevgnn. The climate of this lake is cold and 
variable. Winter sets in early, and the road lying along the western shore 
and carried by the edge of deep preoipices ia one of great danger to travellers 
a t  that season. On the same shore is found a colony of Mallekkans, Russian 
mtarians who have been persecuted by their Government and are kept here 
in permanent banishment. I believe that they may be regarded as reformers ; 
they are dissenters from the Rwso-Greek church, and one of their principlee 
is the rejection of pictureworship. There ia also a colony of Jewa there. 

Some miles beyond the Lake of GhBkcheh, on the north, commences the 
great descent by the Pses of Dilijau through a broad strip of wooded mountain 
country. Here the sides of the d e s w t  are clothed with fir, oak, beech, elm, 
and other trees. The Paes extends through about 36 miles of descent, a t  first 
very abqupt ; the road, though not good, affording very charming pictures of 
greenwood scenery. 
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Tiflis is the capital of all the Russian posseasions south of the Caucasus. 
The old town is said to date from 469 A.D., and possessd a fort on the heights. 
'l'he modem or Russian town is alresdy a handsome place and yearly increasing 
in size ; but it  possesses no object of especial interest. There are hot springs 
used for public bsths. The summit of the Kazbeg, the second highest peak of 
the Caucasus, is seen from the streets, and the Koor flows through the place in 
a deep channel and rapid stream of width varying, probably according to the 
season, from 100 to 200 yards. The population of 'l'itlis is credibly estimated 
a t  70,000 or 80,000 souls, a mixed race of Georgian Christians, Russi-, 
Armenians, and Mohammedans. Its climate is oppressively warm in summer, 
and fevers of a malignant kind are prevalent a t  that eeason and in early 
autumn, In  winter it  is variable, with cold searching winds. The city has 
now apparently great chance of rising into importance. An electric tele,gaph 
has been established between it  and Poti on the Blaok Sea, and the line is 
being carried on to the Persian frontier of Azerbaijan. A fine macmdamized 
road, leading for a great distance over very mountainous and difficult country, 
has been established between the Black Sea and Tiflis, and the scheme of a 
railway for the same line is under consideration ; and English engineers em- 
ployed for the survey regard it as practicable, though at a great cost. The 
productions of Georgia Proper appear to be of limited importance, serving only 
for local consumption ; and such indeed is the general poverty of the Russian 
Trans-Caucasian districts, that they do not produce sufficient for their thinly- 
scattered population augmented by the presence of the Russian troops: The 
latter are therefore supplied with food from Astracan. 

Donse forest commences at some miles north of Tiflis, and extends to the 
mountains of D&ghestan, and the conntry west of the city is more or less 
wooded to the confines of Imeritia, which, with its sister provinces of Mi- 
grelia and Gooriel, is occupied to a m a t  extent with deep jungle. 

The population of Russian ~zer&jan consists of mixed races, Mohammedan 
and Christian, amounting probably to 700,000 or 800,000 souls. Georgia 
Proper is chiefly occupied by Christians of the Greek Church, but Armenians 
are scattered among them and over all the Russian possessions south of the 
Caucasus, being numerous in Nakhshemn, KaI$bagh, and Ahkhiska. This 
estimate of numbers does not include the inhabitants of the mountains of the 
eastern and western Cancasus, on which subject little is known. The Moham- 
medans are principally of the Shieh sect, are much divided, as in Persia, into 
tribes, and have been with some difficulty kept in subjection by the Russians, 
though there is now little chance of their ever emancipating themselves from 
the yoke of their present rulers. 

Persian Azerbaijan extends southwards to the range of mountains known as 
the KBflan Kwh. On the west side it has the Ararat or Byazeed frontier, the 
pashalik of Van, and the lofty mountains of Koordistau ; whilst on the east 
are Russian and Persian Talish, and a range of mountains commencing at  about 
the 39th degree of north latitude, and extending soutliwards past the 36th 
degree, where, sweeping to the east, i t  stretches across Arak and Rhorassan i n  
near1 an unbroken chain, blending with the loftier range of the Hindoo K m h  
of ~Phanistan,  and may thus be said to be continuous with the Himalaya. It 
will be seen that this range, starting from the point above mentioned, shuts in  
the low wooded countries of Tiilish, Gheelan, Mazenderan, and Aeterabad, 
lying on the Caspian, from the upland or elevated country of northern and 
central Persia. 

The country included in these boundaries, and perhaps a large part, if not 
all, of Russian Azerbaijan, is generally recognised as the Medea Atroptena of 
ancient geography. The principal districts of Persian Azerbaijan are as 
follows : - Tabreez, Khoee, Oroumieh, Markha, h r e k  Bonliigh (to which 
belong Scrdusht and Sayn Kaleh), Ardebul and Mishkeen, Khalkhiil. 
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The oountry of Persian Azerbaijan consi+a of an elevated tract of m o n n e  
snd  plain, the latter being situated at  heightu varying from 4000 to 5000 Englieh 
fast above the level of tho 8ea. From this elevated base spring the moimtain- 
rangee, the loftieut point of which attains an elevation of 15,400 feet above the 
888 
The city of Tabreez in situated at  about 4330 feet above the aes, and eome d 

the mo11ntain-mgw, &c., are ae follows :- 
Feet 

Berhund (highest point) . . . . . . . . . . . .  11,200 
Patmage across it  to Manlgha . . . . . . . . . .  9,950 
Hot springs of Leewan . . . . . . . . . . . .  8,370 
Mount 88valan near Adebul . . . . . . . . . .  15,400 
Limit of grain-cultivation on that mountain .. 8,200 
Hot springs at its foot (31'7 Rdaumur) .... 6,530 
Lake of Oroumieh . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4,200. 

The Lake of Oroumieh is the only extensive shwt of water in P e h  B a r -  
beijan. It is about 80 miles in length, and has been computedto be about 300 
miles in ciroumference, though this is probably an exaggerated estimate. The 
intense. saltness of its waters is its most remarkable feature, and 80 great is its 
apeoifio gravity, consequent thereupon, that the human body is quite b u o p t  
in it. Its wakm are suppoeed to contain no living creature excepting a kind 
of plype. Fishes which are carried into i t  by the rivers perieh, yet it is the 
reaort of great flocks of the beautiful fhmingo, which, a t  certain eeasons, cover 
its shoree and may be eeen wading far into the water, for the lake is very 
W o w  a t  a distance from land. 

Numerous islands and rocks are found in the lake, but none of them am 
inhabited by man. The most interesting, and one of the l aqp t ,  situated 
opposite to Shishawan, is the abode of large flocks of the moufflon, or wild sheep, 
the descendants of a colony placed there, some yeam  go, by a Persian prince. 
There are a h  wild assea and oxen, from tame breeds, and an abundance of 
partridges. A great deal of rather low wood is found in the island, consisting 
of the benneh, or wild pistachio, and the sakkiz. A peninsula runs into the 
lake on its esstern side, in the shape of a huge mountain, known as SMee. 
Jt  forms a M U ,  or district of the province, and contains six villages. The 
only veeeeIs found on this lake are three or four large, rudely and singularly- 
mnstructed boats, wedge-shaped, and with square sternr, and flat bottoms, one 
mast, and a heavy cumbersome saiL 

Tabreee, the capital of the province, and in every respect the most import- 
ant  city of the empire, is, in extent, probably now superior to Ispahan, and it  
is considerably larger than Teheran. No statistios exist of the population, 
which, a t  a rough estimate may bt, put down at  150,000. I t  consists of a 
walled city, in circuit about 3) miles, with very extensive suhurbs. Its situ- 
ation is at the south-eastern corner of a vast plain extending about 100 miles 
east and west, and is picturesque owing to the outline and formation of the 
mountains in its vicinity and the density of the foliage of groves and gardens ; 

' but the town in itPelf has nothing to boast of. Its bazaars, though extensive 
aud well eupplied, are in geneml narrow and meanly-oon~tructed ; its streets, 
ae in all Persian towns, confined, irregular, and abounding in holes and 
inequalities. Filth of every kind is thrown into them, and those leading 
immediately along the rsmperts present a spectacle at once of ruin and neulect, 
such as I su poae is not s u r p m d  in any other eastern tomn. The $ty is 
~ u r m u n d d  iy a dry ditch, a glacis, and a l o r  wall, and a mxnd or inner wall, 
- -- .- -- - - - 

+ I am indebted for most of the above observations of heights to the lrindnem of 
M. R- gentleman of high scientific attainments. 
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and towerg at  about 60 paoea back. The city has been frequently injured by 
emthquaket~. I have known nine shocks to o m  in one night 

Tabree~ has now become the principal nest of commerce in all Persia, and 
is the mart from which nearly all the northern and midland wuntries are 
supplied with the produce and manufactures of Europe, conveyed to i t  chiefly 
by land-tmmport from the Black See. Theee have been estimated at  aa high a 
value as 1,750,0001. in the year, brought in about 87,000 packages or half mule- 
loads, the value of the portion from England being probably full three-fourths 
of the whole. Since the war in Ame.rica has ariaen, however, there has been 
a great falling off in thebade ; $nglish cotton manufacturea being so much 
more difficult to procure and so much,more expensive than before. The place 
contains about 3100 shop  of all d+riptioun, 30 caravaneeriea occupied by 
merchants and traders, and about 40 others devoted to the amommodation of 
muleteers and theu cattle. I t  ia divided into 15 mahullehe, or principal wards, 
besides subdivisions, and possesses 9 city-gab. The population, as in other 
Persian town& is for the most part Jdoharnmedan, but about 330 families of 
Armenians are found there. The place is resorted to by a few Europeans havin 
commercial or other intereata there, and the governments of England sn f 
Russia have consuls-general establiihed in it. It is also the seat of an 
Armenian bishopric depending on Etch Miazin. 

Within the enclosure called the Ark rises a vast masa *of very beautiful 
brickwork, erected by Aly-Shah, one of the viziers of the Cazan Shah (9th 
in descent from Chenghis), who flourished about the year 700 AX,, or 1300 
a.a The building was originally a mosque, and had a dome, which haa long 
since fallen in, the consequenoe of earthquakes, which have sorely tried the  
strength of this fine structure and rent it  in. two places. Almost the only 
remaining object of interest in the place, in the shape of a building, c o d t s  
in the ruins of a beautiful structure known as the Blue Mosque, situated in 
one of the suburbs. The founder was Jehan Shah, chief of the tribe of the Black 
Sheep, and the 3rd sovereign of a small Tartar dynasty which reigned in the 
North of Persia for a period of 63 years. The building is said by one traveller, 
M. Tancoigne, to have been destroyed by earthquake in 1669. The ruin consists 
of the principal arched entrance, of fine proportions, and ornamented in the 
richest manner with the blue-glazed tile, farnoti in Peraia, which is wrought 
in deviw of white, black, and other colours, in excellent taste, and with 
Arabic inscriptions in large characters beautifully adjusted. Behind thia 
building are to be seen some of the h e s t  specimens of the Tabreez marble, o r  
alabaster, in enormous slabs. 

Thevineyanb in Azerbaijan consist of vast walled enclosures ss large as 
English fields ; the area within is cut up into deep trenches with correspond- 
ing banks, facing north and south, three or four feet in height. On the 
northern side of these b n k s  the vines are planted, and when sufficiently 
grown are trained over to the southern side, where the fruit becomes more 
fully exposed to the sun whilst the roots are kept cool in the shade. About 
five years are required before any return is reckoned on from a newly-planted 
vineyard. l%e vine seems to thrive even in the poorest and sandiest soils ; 
the great requisite being a sufficient supply of water. Long and straight 
lines of walk, cutting each other at right angles, divide the vineyards into m 
many uar.ters or sections, and fruit-trees and vines aa standards are planted 
along &em. Beyond the rich clustering of the grapes of many beautiful kind. 
.and the profuse bearing of the fruit-trees, however, there is not much that is 
attractive in a Persian vineyard. This kind of cultivation is yearly extending 
itself, and the quantity of fruit produced in the orchards, vineyards, and fields 
is sufficient to provide thc poorest of the population with a delicious adjunct 
to their meals, such aa is unknown in most parts of Europe, and some of bhe 
fruits are preserved through the greater part of the winter. A great deal of 
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wine, of a very good qnality when properly repewd, is made at  Tabreez by 
the Christians and drunk by them and the &hammedsns. I t  is exceediugly 
cheap, costing about M. or 6d. a bottle. At some of the villages great qum- 
tities of dried fruits are prepared for Russia and other parts. 

Undoubtedly the city of Tabreez has greatly increased in extent and p o p -  
latiin doring the past thirty yeam, but it  is thought that this has been very 
muoh a t  the expenseof the surrounding diiricta, the population of which has to 
aome degree been attraoted to the city merely by the p t e r  freedom from oppres- 
sion enjoyed where a large community of men is found. In its commerce 
Tabreez has made great advanaes since 1830, a traffic having sprung up with 
Europe which had attained in 1860 to an amount eight times greater than in 
the former year, and though, in my opinion, it  probably then reached the 

highmt 
i t  is capable of, I think that in some other respects the proa- 

pecks of t e province are more encouraging than ever. In 1859 an electric 
tele,orsph was established between Tabreez and Teheran, which as a specula- 
tion has answered exceedingly well, and is understood to have repayed the 
outlay within the first year; though from ita having been very carelessly 
constructed it is frequently rendered unserviceable. I have already alluded 
to the telegraph carried from the Black Sea to Tiflis and thence towards the 
Persian frontier of Azerbaijan, which is probably ere this completed, and the 
Persian Government has undertaken to connect the two lines by extending 
the former through the short distance which now separates them, so that; 
when comuleted. direct intelligence mar be transmitted from Euroue. via 
St. ~etersbirg, td Tabreez and ~eheran  gy one uninterrupted line of el&tric 
commouication. This must tell favoiirablv on the commerce of the countrv. hv 
giving increaxed rapidity and activity to iffaim, and the varioos improvemen& 
which are going forward in the comwunidons through the Russian Trans- 
Caucasian possessions must also act advan.tageously on the condition and pros- 
pects of Northern Persia: The country paeases every requisite for prosperity, 
exoept.ing good government; a fine, healthy, and, during part of the year, 
bracing climate ; varied agricultunrl productions, raised with comparatively 
little labour or expense in a genial and fertilizing temperature; mouutains 
rich in  metallic productions and coal, which have hitherto been little attended 
to, but which a more direct communication with Europe will Rome day bring 
into notice; and, finally, a hardy and intelligent race for its inhabitants, 
capable of being turned to any good account. 

2. The Western Shore of the Deucl Sea, from Jebel Usdum to Ain Jdy. 

[Extracts from a Paper by Rev. GEORGE CLOWEB, R.A., F.R.G.S., annouuced to be 
read at the Evening Meeting, 22nd February, 18G4.] 

Tms journey was performed early in the month of April, 1863, in company with 
four friends, under the guidance of Abu llahiik, Sheikh of the Jehalfn tribe of 
Arabs. The party reached't.he Bbo~6S of the Dead Sea throogh the Wady ez- 
Zuweirah. A broad plain here stretclies fowartls the water, across which they 
rode ; Jebel Usdum, a narroW, saddle-Backed ridge, !ying in front, separated from 
the hills on the west. Whilst crossing the plam they observed dead t r m  
standing in the water a t  some distance from the shore. *With regard to these 
Mr. Clowes remarks, "I find from Mr. Grove's valuable article on the Dead Sea, 
in  Dr. Smith's ' Dictionary of the Bible,' thrt Mr. Poole, in October, 1855, r e  
marked the same thing. As this was at the time of the y a r  when the water was 
at  its lowest, i t  seems more than prtbable that a permanent rise in the level of 
the ses hse taken place of late years. Arriving at  the north-east angle of Jebel 
Uedum, the party retlohed t4e pint where tho mountain approaches withip 
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80 yardn of the em. At this t them is a heap of atones, a min cslled 
by M. de Saulcy to be a portion of the Om-MmgW, which L IIU pas$ 

renuins of Sodom. Mr. a&- here adds, 'L Although I feel great diffidence 
in expreaaing any decided opinion on such a subject, I mast say tbat it is 
di6icult to underatad how M. de Sanlcy arrived a t  this oonclusion. The 
b m  of the ruin certainly doee not tall the tale of its origin, for it  is, M I h8ve 
mid, a mere heap of atoms. I would ventorr to su eat that its position--at 
the very narrurest part of the rhms bawsm tha sZuweirah and the 
aouth of the scs-amrnr rather to imply tbat it wm simply a fortrees erected 
for the purpose of obetructing the passage towanla the north." About half a 
mile beyond Um-Mzoghal the party turned somewhat more to the eouth, their 
path lying along the base of the renge of Jebel Uedum, wbich presents a 
rugged, water-worn surface, with huge maeees of rock-salt projeatbg ham and 
there beyond the mating of limestone. Mr. Clouen m m b w a t a  Dr. Robin~an's 
statement as to the length of the mountain--6 milea Returning again north- 
nards, Mr. Clowes and his companions, Dfter @ng the Wady ez-Zuweirah, 
noted the rngged and worn appetrrance of the hills, the mansea of mUed dhbria, 
and the rounded shape of thestunea which are scattered over the shore ; all which 
were to them eo many signs that aqueuua action, and not volcanic, has produced 
the peculiar formation of these western hilln and d leya .  

To the north of the Wady ez-Zuweirah the party noticed the existence of 
three distinot el beaches, the highest lyi a t  least 60 feet above the level 
of the - impossible to trace them%r m y  great distance in a mn- 
tinuoua line, on account of the comtant interruptions sad by the d6bris from 
the heights above and by numerous watermuma: d c i e n t ,  however, was a t  . 
times visible between this lace and Bm Jidy to remove all donbt that the 
I)ed Sea r.a once much gigher than at  the present time, and therefore that 
the old idea of the Cities of the Plain being eubmerged is untenable. The 
principal object bf interest for some distance m t h  of Sebbeh is the peninsula 
adjoimng the opposite shore. I t  presents the appearance of an ordinary mud- 
bank, the western extremity of which i~ elevated only n few feet above the 
level of the water. " I t  is an ascertained fsct,'' nays Mr. Clowes, " that the 
principl rt of this peninsula is composed of the same material ae the beach 
oppite ,  cneath Sebbeh. That the &doel  which runs between the two is 
gradually W i g  silted up by the soft deposit which the winter torrents carry 
down into it, seems beyond a donbt. The jagged edge of the peninsola, the 
increasing width of ,the bank between its high ground and the sea, and the 
~bllowness of the channel, all point to such a conclusion. 1t.must be remem- 
bered that the water was now a t  its highest, the line of, drift-wood. being a 
very short distance from it, so that later in the year the channel must be 
much narmwer, and the bank of mud or sand much wider." Specimens of 
earth from the opposite shore (the same earth se that of the peninsula), 
brought home by Mr. Clowes, were analyzed by Dr. Price for Mr. Grove, 
aud found to contain 6-88 per cent. of salts, soluble in water, I+L :- 

Chlor. Sodium . . . . . . . .  4-559 
,, Calcium.. . . . . . .  2.08 
,, Magnesium ...... 0.241 

Bromine was distinctly found. 
O p p i t e  the northem portion of this st- tongt~e of Inad is the rack of 

Sebbeh. The party halted on the southern side of the hill, close to the remains 
of a Roman camp. A narrow ridge joins the rock on the west to the other 
mountains, andby this alone is it  scceesible. Towards the top of Sebbeh there 
are evident s i p s  of the rocks having been cut away, for the puurposa, no 
doubt, of rendering the approach more difficult. l 'he rains of the Roman camp 
appear almost perrect. There is one on tho cast, and a d h e r  on the no& 
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wat.  In  many phce8 the walls, which are built of loose stones, are still 
standing to the height o l 4  or 5 feet. The view from Sebbeh was extremely 
fine. Far away to the north lay the dark line of the Jordan, bounded on either 
side by plains of sand. On the south was the Ghor. Between these were 
spread ont the calm waters of the Dead Sea, reflecting as perfectly as a mirror 
the ruged outline of the Mosb Mountains. With the exception of the north- 
west corner, the whole extent of the sea was visible from thii point. A slight 
haze floated over the eastern mountains. The day was fine, and the desolation 
and scarcity of life, animal and vegetable, were forgotten. On wet days the 
prospect is very different, for it is i m p i b l e  to deacribe the awful gloom which 
then hangs over the ses, justly called the Dead. 

At a place half a mile south of Bin Jidy, Mr. Clowes, whilst bathing and 
trying the buoyancy of the water, found that he was being carried by a strong 
current in a northerly direction. He suggests that this may either have 
been sn eddy caused by the influx of the Jordan, or a movement produced by 
a spring in the bed of the lake. The analysis of a bottle of water collected 
at thia point countenances the latter idea ; for he had fortunately the means 
of comparing it with that of a portion collected two days previously, from 
the north of the lake. 

Collectd April 9th Collected April 5th + mile 8. of Ah Jidy. fnnn North &om 

Specific gravity .. .. 1.1674 .. .. PI812 
Perdentage of salts . .. 20'54 .. 21.585 
Boiling point .. .. .. 106O 5 cent. .. 10SO cent. 

l1 Those analyses " concludes Mr. Clowes, " show that the water oollected by 
me was leas dense, and contained a smaller percentage of mlt, than that ob- 
tained two days previously at  the north. l'he temperature of the water was 
75O Fahr., that of the air certainly less ; but I neglected to take i t  Theso 
facts strike me as most interesting in connection with the question whether 
the supply of water from the knowp sour& is sufficient to counterbalance 
the epormous evaporation constantly going on." 
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